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The waters of the Dōjima and Tosabori Rivers converged
to form the Aji River before emptying into a corner of Osaka
Bay. Just upstream from where the two rivers merged they were
spanned by a pair of bridges—the Funatsu and the Hatatekura. A
streetcar line connected both bridges with the narrow strip of land
between them, then turned inland to run parallel to the Tosabori
and across Shōwa Bridge, which spanned the mouth of a smaller
tributary.
Looking toward the bay from inside the old streetcar that lumbered over these bridges, you could see clumps of straw, broken
boards, and rotten fruit floating in a lazy current the color of yellow ochre. This wide stretch of water, though known as the Aji
River, was really the domain of the sea, with countless cargo ships
squeezed together along its warehouse-lined banks. Upstream,
the Dōjima and Tosabori were bordered by rows of little houses
that stretched all the way to the business districts downtown.
The occupants of these houses were rarely conscious of living
near the sea. Flanked by rivers and bridges and assaulted continuously by the clatter of streetcars and the roar of three-wheeled
motorbikes, they had little to remind them of the proximity of
Osaka Bay. It was only when a spring tide pushed the rivers back,
wafting a scent of salt water into the air as wavelets lapped at the
houses’ foundations, that they remembered how close the sea really was.
Small steam-driven tugboats plied the rivers all day, pulling
long wooden barges behind them. Though the tugs bore pretentious names—River God, Thunder King, and what have you—they
looked like nothing more than undersized, primitive arks; and
their flimsy hulls, covered with coat upon coat of flaking paint,
spoke plainly of the poverty of the men who owned them. Emerging halfway from his cramped cabin with a strangely dauntless
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look in his eye, the captain of a river tug would glare at the fishermen on a bridge his boat was approaching, and they would hurriedly reel in their lines and move aside.
In summer the fishermen favored Shōwa Bridge for the shade
its big arched girders provided. On hot, sunny days, the shadiest
section would be packed not only with fishermen but a babbling
crowd of passersby who had stopped to watch them or to gaze vacantly at the tugboats that huffed through the golden haze rising
from the river. From here you could see, at the foot of Hatatekura
Bridge on the far bank of the Tosabori, the Yanagi Noodle Shop.
“I’ll be buying a truck next month, Nobu-chan, so maybe I’ll
give you this horse. How would that be?”
“Really? You’ll really give him to me?”
The summer sun pouring through the open doorway of the
shop cast a halo of light around the man. He was a regular customer. Each afternoon, after leading his horse-drawn cart over
Hatatekura Bridge and before tackling the somewhat steeper Funatsu Bridge, he would stop at the noodle shop. There he would
eat the lunch he’d brought with him, finishing it off with a bowl of
flavored ice while the horse waited quietly just outside.
Nobuo went to stand next to his father, Shinpei, who was roasting red bean cakes over the stove.
“He said I can have his horse!”
The boy’s mother, Sadako, was pouring syrup over a bowl of
shaved ice. She gave him a look, then turned to the man. “Like
father, like son,” she said. “Neither one knows when he’s being
kidded.”
The horse chimed in with a rare whinny.
Though the number of automobiles in Osaka was increasing
rapidly in 1955, horse-drawn carts were still a common sight on
the streets.
“We’ve had a dog, a cat, and three baby chicks in this house.
Nobuo’s father is even crazier about critters than he is. Look at
him. I’ll bet you right now he’s thinking a horse might not be such
a bad idea.”
The man laughed out loud.
“Mother’s the one who doesn’t know when she’s being kidded.
Right, Nobu-chan?” Shinpei placed a roasted cake in his son’s
4
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hand. Nobuo gave him a pout, tucking in his chin and raising his
eyebrows.
“This is all I ever get,” he said. “Can’t I have an ice?”
“You don’t want it, don’t eat it. You’re not getting any ice.”
Nobuo hastily stuffed the cake in his mouth, inwardly shouting the words he’d once heard his mother say: “Nobody wants red
bean cakes in summer! Who’s going to buy them?”
“Hey!” Scowling, Sadako stepped outside and wagged a finger
at the horse. “That’s no place for you to be pooping!” The horse
was leaving a memento there in the street, as it did almost every day. The man called out a sheepish apology, then beckoned
to Nobuo.
“Bring a spoon over here. I’ll give you half of my ice.”
Nobuo and the man sat across from each other and ate from the
same bowl. As he ate, Nobuo stole furtive glances at the burn scars
on the man’s face. Not much remained of his left ear, which looked
as if it had melted away. He wanted to ask what had happened to
that ear, but every time he thought of doing so his heart would
begin to pound.
“Ten years since the war ended. There’s a limit to how much you
can make with a horse and cart these days in a city like Osaka.”
“So you’re really going to buy a truck?” Shinpei sat down next
to the man.
“Secondhand. No way I can afford a new one.”
“New or used, a truck’s a truck. You deserve it too. You’ve
worked hard.”
“The one who’s worked hard is that horse. And not a single complaint out of him all these years.”
Shinpei opened a bottle of beer and set it down in front of the
man. “This one’s on me,” he said. “Congratulations.”
The man thanked him, beaming, and took a swig.
“Even after you get your truck, you’ll drop by once in a while,
won’t you? You were our very first customer here, you know.”
“That’s right. This neighborhood was still mostly bombed-out
ruins back then, remember?”
A strawberry-flavored chill shot straight to the core of Nobuo’s
brain. With the spoon still in his mouth, he squeezed his eyes shut,
shuddering and squirming in his chair.
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“That’s what you get for eating it so fast,” said Shinpei, wiping
the boy’s mouth with the palm of his own hand.
The man turned to Sadako, who was out front sweeping up the
horse’s droppings. “Nobuo was still in his mother’s tummy back
then.”
“Yes, we go back a long time, don’t we?” Sadako said. She lifted a
bucket of water for the horse and added, “You too, old fella.”
The sound of the horse drinking merged in the muggy air of the
shop with the far-off rumble of a river tug.
“And to think I was dead once,” the man muttered. He paused
and sighed before going on.
“I really did die one time, you know. I remember it like it was
yesterday. I was sliding down, down, down into pitch darkness.
And then, all of a sudden, something like a butterfly flew up right
in front of my eyes. I reached out to grab it, and the moment I did
that, I came back to life. I’d been gone for five minutes—no breath,
no pulse, nothing. That’s what the officer said who was holding me
the whole time. Some people say that when you die, everything
just ends, but I’m here to tell you it’s not true.”
“War. I guess we’ve all had enough of that crap, eh?”
“One of these days some fool will get bored and start another
one, just wait and see.”
The man stood up, saying he was heading down to Utajima
Bridge, near the mouth of the Aji. He was in high spirits.
“We’ve got a big load today. I just hope we can make it over this
bridge all right.”
It was sweltering outside. The gleaming streetcar rails on Funa
tsu Bridge seemed to sizzle in the sunlight.
“How old are you now, Nobu-chan?”
Nobuo, who’d been gazing into the horse’s gentle eyes, puffed
out his chest and said, “Eight. I’m in second grade.”
“Is that right?” said the man. “My boy’s only five.”
Nobuo leaned against the open sliding door to watch as the man
led his horse away.
“Mister?”
He turned to look back, but Nobuo had called out for no particular reason. Suddenly embarrassed, he flashed a meaningless
smile and waved. The man smiled back and walked on, leading
6
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the horse by its bridle. A fat bluebottle fly chased after them, glistening in the sun.
The horse couldn’t make it up the slope of Funatsu Bridge. It
tried a number of times, but its strength kept giving out just short
of the top. With each try, both man and horse were growing visibly more exhausted and frustrated. The streetcar stopped behind
them, automobiles came to a halt, and pedestrians gathered to
watch.
“Giddap!”
The horse gave a tremendous heave. Huge muscles bulged beneath its reddish hide and quivered in the hot, shimmering air.
Sweat trickled down its ribs and dripped to the asphalt.
“Why don’t you unload half and make two trips?” shouted Shinpei. The man turned and waved, then walked around to the back
of the cart. He pushed from behind as he urged the horse up the
slope again.
“Giddap!”
After a few labored steps, the horse’s hooves slipped on the hot,
soft asphalt. Nobuo heard his mother scream.
The cart, loaded with scrap iron, was suddenly sliding backward, and the man went down. One of the rear wheels rolled over
his midsection, and a front wheel, twisting as the cart buckled,
crushed his chest and neck. And then the horse, floundering as it
was dragged backward, trampled his broken body.
“Nobu-chan, you stay here.”
Shinpei ran to where the man lay. Moments later, he plodded
wearily back and telephoned for an ambulance.
“He’s not dead, is he?” Sadako sobbed. She was squatting on her
heels in front of the shop. “He’s going to be all right, isn’t he?”
Shinpei grabbed a rolled-up straw mat from a corner of the
kitchen and went back out.
“Nobuo, come inside!” Sadako demanded. But Nobuo couldn’t
move.
Shinpei spread the mat over the man’s body. It was a fancy one
with a pattern of irises—one they’d often used when sitting outside in the cool of the evening.
Nobuo sank to a squatting position in a pool of hot sunlight and
stared at the irises, blooming in brilliant colors on the blistering
7
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asphalt, and at the rivulets of blood that flowed from beneath the
mat and snaked toward the foot of the bridge. Soon his view was
blocked by a gathering crowd of onlookers.
“Poor old horse must be thirsty,” Shinpei muttered, and filled a
bucket with water. “Take it to him, Nobu-chan.”
Nobuo picked up the bucket with both hands and carried it
across the road to the foot of Funatsu Bridge. The horse’s mouth
was covered with white froth, and it was panting heavily, spraying
flecks of foam on Nobuo’s face.
But it wouldn’t drink. Its bloodshot eyes darted back and forth
from Nobuo to the bucket, then finally fixed on the straw mat that
covered the dead man. It stood as still as a statue in the scorching
sun.
Nobuo ran back to his father. “He won’t drink it.”
Shinpei wiped the sweat from his brow and said, “He probably
thinks he’s the one who killed him.”
“But he’ll die, Father. The horse will die!”
Nobuo suddenly broke out all over in gooseflesh. He sank to the
ground again, wrapped his arms around his father’s knees, and
burst into tears.
“There’s nothing we can do about it, Nobu-chan. Nothing I can
do and nothing you can do.”
The horse was eventually unhitched and led off somewhere, but
the cart remained at the foot of the bridge for several days.
A little boy stood in the rain next to the abandoned cart. Still
bearing its load of scrap iron, the cart was now covered with rough
straw mats.
A typhoon was coming.
All the houses in the neighborhood sat huddled and hushed,
their windows boarded up. A light rain was whipped and whirled
sideways by the wind, and clumps of straw and the skeletal remains of broken boxes skittered down the street.
Nobuo had cracked open the shutters on the second floor and
was watching the boy. He had never spied on anyone like this before. The boy stood at the side of the gray, empty street next to a
willow tree with trailing green branches that lashed wildly in the
wind, as if to coil themselves around him.
Making sure his parents didn’t hear him, Nobuo crept down
8
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the stairs and slipped outside. Heedless of the wind and rain, he
walked toward the boy as if compelled by some overpowering, unconscious urge.
He stopped two or three steps behind the boy and stood there
for some moments, then spoke in a voice so shrill it surprised even
himself.
“What are you doing?”
Startled, the boy spun around and stared at Nobuo, rain dripping from his face. Then he smiled and said, “You could get a lot of
money for all this scrap iron.”
“Leave it alone. It belongs to somebody else. You’d better not
try to steal it.”
Nobuo thought of the iron as something particularly precious—
all that remained of the man who had died.
“I know. I’m not going to take anything.”
The boy flashed another sweet, playful smile. But Nobuo, wary
of letting down his guard, only continued to glower at him.
A cargo ship blew its steam whistle in the distance, and just then
the rain began to pour down. Nobuo studied the boy’s face. There
was something winsome and strangely appealing about his large
eyes. His thick lips parted slightly when he smiled, revealing small
white teeth.
“It belonged to the man with the horse, right?”
Nobuo nodded, wondering how the boy knew that. Suddenly
unsure of himself, he tucked in his chin and narrowed his eyes.
“That man got killed the other day, right here.”
“He used to come to my house sometimes,” the boy said, and
made a sour face. He returned Nobuo’s gaze, and the two of them
stared at each other silently for some moments.
“My house is over there.” The boy pointed up the Tosabori River,
but all Nobuo could make out through the rain was the blurred
arch of Minato Bridge.
“Where? I can’t see.”
The boy ran the short distance along the streetcar tracks to Hatatekura Bridge, with Nobuo right behind him. He came to a stop
halfway across the river.
“Over there, underneath that bridge there. See the boat? That’s
my house.”
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Peering through the rain, Nobuo could indeed make out something barge-like moored beneath Minato Bridge. Had he not been
told what it was, however, he might have taken it for an accumulation of rubbish jammed against the pilings.
“You live on a boat?”
“Yeah. We were staying farther upriver before. We moved down
here yesterday.”
The boy leaned on the railing and rested his cheek on his hand.
Nobuo, next to him, did the same. Nobuo was a little taller.
“Are you cold?” the boy asked him.
“No.”
They were both drenched. The rain would slant down hard for
a while, gradually ease up, then gain force again, in a repeating
cycle.
The boy was vacantly eyeing the muddy surface of the water,
which had risen to a level just short of the houses on the banks,
when he suddenly cried out and grabbed Nobuo’s shoulder. “It’s
the monster!”
“What? What d’you mean, ‘monster’?” Nobuo followed the
boy’s gaze, searching the dark river.
“It’s the monster carp. Look! Don’t you see it swimming there?”
As the rain beat down, it left countless ripples on the clay-colored water. Eddies in the current drew deep indigo spirals here
and there, and tangles of trash collided with the bridge’s pilings
and swirled slowly around them. Nobuo desperately scanned the
river, wiping the raindrops from his face. And then he let out a
shout.
An enormous, inky-gray carp was swimming in circles right at
the surface, as if trying to bathe directly in the falling rain.
“That’s the biggest carp I ever saw!”
The fish was, in fact, at least as long as Nobuo was tall. Each of
its scales was rimmed with pink, and a mysterious light seemed to
emanate from beneath it.
“This is the third time I’ve seen it. I saw it twice at the place
we lived in before,” the boy said, then leaned over to whisper in
Nobuo’s ear, “Don’t tell anybody.”
“What?”
“About this carp.”
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Nobuo couldn’t imagine why he was supposed to keep a giant
carp secret, but he pursed his lips and nodded emphatically. It
gave him a small thrill to share a secret with this boy he knew
nothing about. After a while the carp, with a twist of its body,
dived down into the fast-moving current and was gone. They continued to scan the river for some time, but it didn’t reappear.
“See that noodle shop over there?” Nobuo pointed at his own
house. “That’s where I live.”
“A noodle shop?”
The boy looked as if he were about to say something more, but
instead he spun on his heels and ran down the other side of Hatatekura Bridge. From there he followed the streetcar tracks to
Shōwa Bridge and disappeared between its high, arched girders
without so much as a backward glance. No sooner was he gone
than a splintered wooden plank, propelled by the wind, came clattering over the asphalt. Nobuo scurried back home.
“What in the world were you doing out in that rain?”
Though Sadako asked him this several times, he made no reply. He lay in his futon, listening to the violent clash of wind and
rain. The scent of his mother seemed to cling to his damp, feverish
body. When he closed his eyes, a boy was riding down a muddy
river on the back of a giant carp.
“Just lie still,” Shinpei said, smiling as he tucked Nobuo snugly
into the quilt. “You’ve got to sweat the fever out.”
Nobuo wondered if it would be all right to tell his father about
the monster carp.
“A great big old carp . . .” No sooner had he uttered these words
than the lights went out. The darkness enveloped him completely, and he seemed to be slipping down deep inside it. During the
moments it took Shinpei to light a candle, Nobuo found himself
thinking about the man who’d died, and he reached out blindly
for his father. The match that Shinpei struck danced in the dark
like a firefly.
“Now, what’s this about a big old carp?”
Shinpei’s shadow flapped against the ceiling.
“I . . . I want to catch a giant carp.”
“All right, then, I’ll snag one for you.”
“Really? Where?”
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“At the market downtown.”
Father and son rolled back and forth on the futon, giggling.
Later, when he was sure his mother and father were asleep,
Nobuo got up quietly and peeked out the little window at the top
of the stairs, the only one that hadn’t been boarded up against the
typhoon.
The storm was still raging. Candlelight flickered from the windows of houses on the opposite bank. And floating just above the
surface of the water where Minato Bridge would be was a yellowish glimmer that rose and fell like a will-o’-the-wisp.
That’s it, he thought. That’s where the boy lives. He pressed his
face against the windowpane and stared, as if mesmerized by that
wavering amber glow.
The early morning light soaked up moisture from the riverbanks. Tattered shreds of cloud sailed overhead. The sounds of
saws and hammers echoed up and down the river, interspersed
with the gleeful cries of children.
After a typhoon, all manner of unlikely objects could be found
floating in the river: tatami mats, window frames, even paintings
and carved wooden objects. The children of the neighborhood
would gather on the banks with long poles and nets, retrieving
these treasures and setting them out to dry in the sun. They always
welcomed a typhoon for the windfalls it would bring. Schools of
carp too would float near the surface of the water, resting after
their ordeal.
Nobuo asked his mother any number of times if it was all right
for him to get out of bed.
“What are you talking about? You’ve got to stay in bed all day
today. A sensitive plant like you, you’ll break out in a fever again
before you know it.”
The voices of children calling back and forth grew louder and
even more excited. Nobuo looked out the window and saw the
Toyoda twins there, combing the river for loot. The Toyoda boys
were in middle school, and they had their own little rowboat. Beneath the bridges and at still spots in the current, fish floated lazily
near the surface, and anyone with a boat could catch all he liked.
After school the twins would set out in their vessel, scornfully ignoring the less fortunate children who stood watching them from
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either bank. Much as Nobuo and the others despised the twins,
they never forgot to smile and wave at them. They all hoped someday to be given a ride in the boat, or at least a chance to see the big
fishpond the twins had dug in their backyard. Nobuo had often
watched with shy, envious eyes as the twins spread out their arms
to describe their prize carp—“bigger than any you’ve ever seen!”
Today, as he watched the twins hauling in their finds, Nobuo
was flushed with a sense of triumph. Boast as they might, it wasn’t
likely that they had anything to top the secret monster carp.
Squinting into the morning sunlight that sparkled on the surface
of the river, he peered upstream at the opposite bank. The houseboat sat next to Minato Bridge, awash with shadows. Dark outlines of the buildings and telephone poles on the riverbank swayed
back and forth over the boat as it rocked in the current.
Sadako’s sharp eyes were quick to discern what Nobuo was
looking at.
“That’s a strange-looking boat that moved in over there.”
Shinpei was sitting at the window, prying loose the protective
boarding.
“It’s a houseboat,” he said. “Romantic, don’t you think?”
“What do you suppose they do for water and electricity?”
“Good question.”
As noon approached and the shop grew busy, Nobuo got up
quietly, sneaked out the back door, and walked over to where the
houseboat was moored.
Among the evidence of the typhoon’s passing were signboards
strewn about on the street and the brilliant sunlight penetrating
the nape of his neck. A broken power line hung down from the
lattice of steel girders over Shōwa Bridge. Several linemen were
there, sweating profusely as they worked.
A narrow path led down from the foot of Minato Bridge to
the river. The path hadn’t been there before, which meant that
the people on the houseboat must have made it. The rumblings
of streetcars and automobiles, snatches of human voices, and the
distant chugging of a tugboat mingled in the air. Piles of trash that
dried out at low tide, only to get soaked again when the tide was
high, lay rotting in the mud of the riverbank.
Nobuo studied the boat. It might have been an abandoned barge
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that someone had patched up and fitted with a roof. There were
two entrances, each connected to the shore by a long wooden
plank. The boat seemed deserted. Or, rather, it seemed to exude
an air of lonely desolation that gave even Nobuo pause, young as
he was. Hesitant to go near, he stood motionless at the foot of the
bridge.
A patch of sunlight fell on one corner of the boat’s decaying
wooden roof. Nobuo turned his eyes to the river. He’d lived his
entire life next to those muddy waters, but now, for the first time
ever, they struck him as filthy and repulsive. The horse dung–littered asphalt, the jumble of sagging gray bridges, the soot-blackened houses—everything seemed hopelessly dismal and dreary.
Wanting suddenly to run home, he looked back toward his
house on the opposite bank. The bamboo blinds covering the upstairs windows moved slightly in the breeze, and he was observing this when someone tapped him on the shoulder. He turned
around, and the boy was standing there holding an empty bucket.
“Did you come to play?” the boy asked, warily.
Nobuo looked away and nodded. He was embarrassed at having
come to visit like this without even being invited, and he suddenly
found himself blurting out a lie.
“That carp was over there again!”
“Really?”
The boy sprinted toward Hatatekura Bridge, and Nobuo ran after him. As he ran, he almost convinced himself that the carp was
really going to be there.
They reached the middle of the bridge and looked down at the
water. The boy clicked his tongue and let out a sigh of disappointment. “I guess he’s gone already,” he said.
The Toyoda twins were in their boat, paddling up and down the
river in front of Nobuo’s house.
“I hope those guys didn’t see it.”
“Don’t worry. They didn’t.”
“How can you be sure?”
Flustered, Nobuo said, “Because . . . because I saw it dive to the
bottom.”
“You did? Well, why didn’t you say so before I ran all the way
up here?”
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The boy’s cheeks glowed in the sunlight. Looking at his grinning face, with its somehow grown-up air, Nobuo had a feeling
that his lie had already been seen through. He looked down and
noticed for the first time that the boy was wearing a pair of women’s red canvas shoes. One of them had a hole in the front, exposing his big toe.
“Come on. Come over to my house,” the boy said, scrutinizing
Nobuo’s face as he tugged at his wrist.
They ran back to Minato Bridge and walked down the footpath.
Just as Nobuo was about to step on the gangplank, he sank kneedeep in the mud.
“Whoa! My shoe’s full of muck!”
He extracted his leg and took off his shoes, and the boy shouted,
“Ginko! Come here!”
A fair-skinned girl two or three years older than Nobuo appeared in the doorway and looked at him, brushing her hair away
from her face with both hands. She had her brother’s eyes.
“This is the kid from the noodle shop over there,” the boy said,
pointing across the river at Nobuo’s house.
The girl came out and silently led Nobuo to the bow of the boat.
She had him sit there, dangling his feet over the narrow side deck,
then went back inside for a moment and reappeared with a dipper
full of water.
“What’s your name?” she said as she poured water on Nobuo’s
bare foot.
“Itakura Nobuo.”
“What grade are you in?”
“Second.”
“Then you’re the same age as Kit-chan.”
Kit-chan was the boy’s nickname, obviously. Nobuo shyly asked
what his real name was, then blushed, thinking it was the sort of
question only an adult would ask.
“Me? I’m Matsumoto Kiichi.”
“What school do you go to?”
The boy hesitated. “I . . . I don’t go to school,” he said, and looked
at his sister.
A man was pulling a cart loaded with green bamboo poles
across Minato Bridge. The close-cropped heads of the twin broth15
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ers, maneuvering their boat left and right as they foraged for flotsam downriver, gleamed with a bluish sheen.
The girl was washing Nobuo’s foot with painstaking care. The
boy, meanwhile, scooped water from the river and cleaned both
of Nobuo’s canvas shoes. Nobuo sat with one foot thrust out, entrusting it to the girl, and gazed vacantly at a watermelon rind that
floated by in the current. Sitting there in the sunlight, he suddenly
began to perspire, yet deep inside he felt a chill. He wondered if
he’d have a fever again tonight.
The girl gently spread Nobuo’s toes and let water trickle between
them. It felt good, but Nobuo said it tickled and squirmed in an
exaggerated way, stealing glances at the girl’s smiling face each
time he did so.
“There you are. Good as new,” she said, after wiping his foot
with the hem of her ragged dress. “What long eyelashes you have,
Nobuo-chan!”
He blushed again and mumbled, “They call me ‘Nobu-chan.’ ”
“Come on in, Nobu-chan,” said the boy, setting the shoes on the
roof to dry. “It’s cooler inside.”
The cabin they entered was less than ten feet square and furnished with only a dark old wardrobe and a low table. It felt funny
to stand on a floor that seemed to roll beneath your feet. There
were two cabins on the boat, but they were separated by a rough
plywood partition. To get to the other cabin, you’d have to disembark and go up the other gangplank.
Hanging from the ceiling was an old lamp. Nobuo remembered
the yellow light he’d seen the night before.
A voice came from beyond the plywood. “Did you get the water?” Their mother, apparently. Her voice was thin and weak.
“The water at the park is shut off till evening,” said the girl.
There was a large water jug near the doorway.
“I’m so thirsty. There’s still a little left, isn’t there?”
“Yes.” The girl tilted the jug and reached in with the dipper but
only managed to extract about half a cup. Realizing how precious
the water she’d used to wash his feet was, Nobuo shrank against
the wall and hung his head guiltily.
“Is somebody here?”
“The boy from the noodle shop across the river,” said the girl,
16
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sounding irritated now for some reason.
“I wish you wouldn’t bring other children here.”
“He’s my friend!” said the boy.
“Oh? And when did you become friends?”
“Yesterday.”
“Yesterday?” the mother said, and addressed Nobuo. “So, young
man, you’re from the noodle shop. That would be the—what was
it?—the Daruma-ya?”
“No, ma’am. It’s called the Yanagi.”
“Your family will be angry if they find out you’re associating
with my children.”
Nobuo didn’t know how to respond to that and merely sat there
fidgeting.
“Kiichi, you have some rock candy left, don’t you? Give some to
your friend.”
On the shelf was a large glass jar, like the ones in candy stores.
The boy took it down and extracted a chunk of hard, amber-colored candy, then searched carefully until he found two more pieces of comparable size. He gave one to Nobuo and one to his sister.
The mother said nothing more, and a strange silence settled
over the dimly lit cabin as the children sat eating their treats. A
tugboat passed by, and soon the houseboat was rocking from side
to side in its wake.
Even after he’d returned home, Nobuo felt as if the floor were
still unsteady beneath him. He rolled up the bamboo blind and sat
at the window ledge with his cheek propped up on his hand, his
eyes focused on the houseboat. The sun was shining on the stern
of the boat, where the mother’s cabin was. A hot breeze swept over
the river, and the wind-chime hanging just outside the window
began to clink and tinkle. Lingering in his ears were the girl’s
words—“The water at the park is shut off till evening”—and the
sound of the dipper scraping the bottom of the jug.
Nobuo went halfway down the stairs and peeked into the shop.
His mother wasn’t there, perhaps making a delivery. Shinpei was
sitting in an armchair at the front of the shop, reading a book
about Japanese chess. Nobuo tiptoed to the icebox and took out a
bottle of lemon soda, then crept outside and headed for the houseboat again.
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He was going down the narrow path from the foot of Minato
Bridge with the cold bottle pressed against his chest when he suddenly recalled the gentle movements of the girl’s fingers and the
ticklish sensation that had crawled up his spine at her touch—a
sensation imbued with an unnameable sadness.
Nobuo turned and hurried back toward his house. When he
reached the middle of Shōwa bridge, he threw the bottle into the
river. He didn’t know why.
He took a long time to walk across the bridge, stopping again
and again to gaze down at the river.
A regular sight on the Tosabori was a one-man wooden skiff
named the Yamashita. It flew a red flag with the two characters of
its name embroidered in black. A taciturn old man who must have
been well over seventy used this craft for collecting lugworms.
He’d haul up a bucket of mud from the river bottom and dump
it in a big sieve, then lower the sieve in the water to wash away
the mud and sift out the worms. When a fisherman on one of the
bridges signaled to him, the old man would row slowly over. The
fisherman would lower some coins in an empty can or bait box
tied to a string, and the old man would take the money and replace
it with worms.
To Nobuo it seemed incredible that those fat red worms could
live in the filthy muck of the river bottom. Once, long before, he
had dreamed that his chest was cut open to reveal a thick membrane of mud that was alive with lugworms. Another time, after a
newborn had been found floating in the river, trailing a long umbilical cord, he had suffered a nightmare featuring thousands of
the repulsive, squirming, leechlike creatures. He hated lugworms,
and he hated the old man who fished them out of the river bottom.
Nobuo awoke earlier than usual that morning. Three days had
passed since he’d first visited Ginko and Kiichi.
The sun had yet to show itself, but the surface of the river was
already coming alive with a saffron glister.
Nobuo gazed idly out at the water. As usual, the old man was
there in the Yamashita, scooping up worms. In summer he took
advantage of the morning cool to get a head start on his work.
He watched for a while as the old man went through his familiar motions. Upriver, the houseboat sat in darkness even as dawn
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seeped into the sky. Shinpei, still asleep, rolled over in bed, and
Nobuo turned to look at him. When he turned back toward the
river, the Yamashita was there, rocking gently, but the old man
wasn’t. A large ripple was spreading across the water.
He rested his chin on his hands and wondered what had happened. It took him some moments to grasp the full import of what
he was seeing.
“Father! Father! The Yamashita man is gone!”
“Huh?” With Nobuo shaking his shoulder, Shinpei opened one
eye and peered grumpily out at the river. “What’s gone?”
“The old man on the Yamashita!”
Spotting the unmanned skiff, Shinpei leaped up from his futon.
“He’s not there? Shit! He must have fallen in. The old man’s fallen
in!”
Minutes after Shinpei called the police, several patrol cars
pulled up outside. Soon a full-scale search was in progress, but the
old man was not to be found.
Since no one else had seen what happened, Nobuo and his father
were called to the police station that evening.
A policeman plopped a candy into Nobuo’s mouth and said,
“Now listen, son, I want you to relax and tell me everything you
remember, okay? You saw the old man out in his boat catching
lugworms, right?”
“Uh-huh.”
Each time he answered a question, the policeman dispensed another candy.
Nobuo did his best, explaining that the first streetcar of the
morning had already gone by, but the sun wasn’t up yet, and he’d
had to go to the toilet.
“Good, good. Now comes the important part. Did the old man
fall in the water? Or did he jump?”
“I don’t know.”
The policeman seemed suddenly to grow impatient. He tapped
on the desk with his pencil.
“Don’t tell me you don’t know. That’s not going to get us anywhere. Think. Try to remember.”
“I don’t know,” Nobuo mumbled. “I wasn’t looking.”
“You weren’t looking? You just said you saw the old man catch19
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ing lugworms. Then you told your father he was gone. You’re the
one who woke your father to tell him that. So how can you say you
didn’t see him fall in?”
Shinpei interrupted angrily. “Obviously he must have been
looking away when it happened!”
“I’m not asking you, sir, I’m asking your son. We don’t even
know where the old man lived. How do we know the skiff didn’t
just float out by itself?”
“It’s your job to investigate that sort of thing. My boy says he
didn’t see what happened, and that’s all there is to it.”
Nobuo was listening to his father argue with the policeman but
suddenly broke in.
“That old man . . . He got eaten up!”
“What?”
“A big old monster carp came along and swallowed him!”
With that, the policeman threw in the towel. He shook his head
and told Shinpei they could go.
Walking home hand in hand with his father, Nobuo repeated
his claim again and again, as if describing a vision.
“A big carp ate him. Honest. I saw it.”
“Sure, that must be what happened,” said Shinpei. “The old man
took so many lugworms out of the river, he ended up being fish
bait himself!”
That night, Sadako slept with her arms around Nobuo. She was
worried sick about her little boy, who’d come home ranting deliriously about a giant carp.
They never did recover the old man’s body.
“What a fidgety child! Quit looking out the window, and eat
your dinner.”
Nobuo was gazing out toward the opposite bank of the river and
didn’t stop until Sadako slapped his hand. The reflected rays of
the setting sun were like scattered shards of rusty metal floating
slowly upstream before sinking into darkness.
Each evening at the hour when the air began to fill with the
smells of dinner cooking in houses along the river, Ginko and Kiichi would come out of the houseboat to play. From the upstairs
window, Nobuo could catch glimpses of them as they crouched
beside the darkening road, engrossed in some sort of game. And
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even after night had fallen, he could often make out their mobile,
sticklike silhouettes. Later at night, the lamp in the mother’s room
would come on from time to time only to be extinguished again,
seeming to express something even more evanescent than the
deep-blue ripples in its own reflection. The houseboat was a world
apart from the cheerful coziness of Nobuo’s own home, and the
diminutive figures of Ginko and Kiichi in the distance held a mysterious and irresistible attraction for him.
“Can I bring Kit-chan home sometime?”
“And who might Kit-chan be?”
“The boy who lives on that houseboat.”
“Oh? You’ve already become friends with him?”
“Uh-huh. His mother gave me some rock candy.”
Evening was falling, and Sadako switched on the light.
“Is that so? So that’s why you’re always looking off across the
river.”
“He’s got a big sister too. Her name’s Ginko.”
Nobuo told his mother how he’d stepped in the mud and how
Ginko had washed his foot.
“What do they do for a living?”
Nobuo had no idea. It was a good question, come to think of it.
“I don’t know. When Kit-chan comes over, will you make him
a flavored ice?”
“Of course, dear. If he’s your friend, we’ll do everything we can
to make him feel at home.”
Sadako trotted down the stairs to relieve Shinpei in the shop.
Shinpei, anxious to unwind over a little saké, had been calling for
her.
When he came upstairs he cupped Nobuo’s face in his hands
and said, “Have you been doing your homework, young man?”
“I’ve finished about half of it.”
“Want me to do the rest for you?”
“The teacher said we have to do it ourselves, or we’ll be sorry.”
Smiling, Shinpei poured himself a cup of saké and drank it in
one gulp.
“Pretty strong words from a lady teacher.”
“She said she can tell if we cheat.”
“Summer vacation’s for playing. Nobody who didn’t play a lot
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as a kid ever grew up to be a decent person. You tell your teacher
I said I don’t want her turning my son into some sort of stuffedshirt know-it-all.”
Nobuo repeated his story about Ginko and Kiichi and was surprised to learn that his father already knew who they were.
“Their father died from a wound he got in the war,” Shinpei
said. “I heard some boatmen talking about it. He had this stuff
called osteomyelitis, a disease that eats away at your bones. The
war’s still going on, I guess. Eh, Nobu-chan?”
Sometimes, when Shinpei had had too much to drink, he would
take off his shirt. He’d been shot in the war and had a big scar to
show for it. The bullet had entered his back and come out under
his armpit.
“I don’t want you going to that boat at night.”
“Why not?”
Shinpei said nothing but picked up the little ceramic saké flask
and shook it. This was a signal for Nobuo to refill and reheat the
flask. According to Shinpei, Nobuo was a genius at heating saké.
He said the stuff Nobuo prepared never seemed quite hot enough
but at the same time always seemed a touch overheated, which
meant that it was, in fact, exactly right.
“Pretty strange thing for a kid to be good at,” Shinpei said as
Nobuo poured from the newly warmed flask.
“Why don’t you want me to go to Kit-chan’s at night?”
Shinpei didn’t answer. He propped his chin on the palm of his
hand, as if pondering something.
“Nobu-chan, how would you like to live in a place where there’s
lots and lots of snow?”
“Lots of snow? Where?”
“Niigata.”
Nobuo had no idea where Niigata was.
“Your old man wants to try something new. Something a little
more challenging.”
Nobuo tilted his head and gave him a questioning look.
“ ‘I died one time.’ Remember when the man with the horse
said that? After he got killed out there, all that day I felt like I was
suffocating, like I couldn’t breathe. ‘I died one time’—he tells us
that story, and then he goes and gets himself crushed to death. I
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thought to myself, I thought: Yes, that poor man died many times
in his life, over and over again . . . and so have I. I know it’s a funny
thing to say, but that’s what I really felt. It wasn’t the first time I’ve
seen somebody die either. No sir, I’ve seen ’em drop like flies all
around me. But it was the first time I ever felt like that.”
Nobuo bent forward over the table, resting his head on his folded arms and gazing quietly up at his father.
“I tell you, son, a man can die at any given moment. He can be
talking to you one minute and dead the next. In my regiment, you
know, only two of us survived. When I got out of there and stepped
on Japanese soil again, I felt from the bottom of my soul how lucky
I was. I didn’t need or want a thing in the world, I was happy just to
be alive. And then, seeing your mother for the first time in years, I
remember pinching her cheek and thinking: Damn, I never really
realized how beautiful she is.”
There was definitely something different about Shinpei tonight.
Downstairs, Sadako was greeting some customers. Nobuo
reached across the table and poured more saké into his father’s cup.
“When I’m standing in the afternoon sun roasting the cakes,
you know what it reminds me of? Summer in Manchuria. I sometimes wonder how come I didn’t die in that war, how come it was
me who survived. The other survivor from my regiment was a
man named Muraoka. He was a farmer from Wakayama, had two
kids. Bullets were flying around us like swarms of bees, and he
walks away without so much as a scratch. Then, three months after
we were sent home, he fell into a ditch and died. The ditch was only
about five feet deep, but the fall killed him all the same, snapped
his neck just like that. After coming within an inch of losing his
life in the war, again and again, he finally manages to return to
Japan and then dies a meaningless death.”
The fathers of many of Nobuo’s friends would occasionally tell
the children war stories. They were always splendid, heroic affairs,
like something you’d see in a movie. But Shinpei never had anything to say about the rat-a-tat of machine guns or the screaming
roar of fighter planes.
“About two years after the war ended, at the black market in
Tennōji, I saw a young fella who’d been in the kamikaze corps.
He was waving a samurai sword around, crying and screaming
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like a madman. ‘Japan lost the war, damn it! Don’t you care? The
sacred wind betrayed us! Hey, sacred wind! Show your face, damn
it! Come out and take what’s coming to you!’ Saying things like
that. What an idiot. For men who were torn away from their wives
and children and whisked off into the army, there was no winning or losing. Did you stay alive or did you die, that was the only
question. I was going to tell the kid that—I was just about to start
yelling at him—when I suddenly remembered Muraoka. And as
soon as I did, I started sobbing and couldn’t stop.”
Shinpei patted his knee, and Nobuo slid over to sit on his lap.
“Nobu-chan. People can live for all they’re worth and then die
for no reason at all. The man with the horse? He was one of a very
few who made it out of Burma alive.”
A streetcar rattled by. Nobuo could feel the house tremble, and
he curled up in his father’s lap as the vibration reached a crescendo and then slowly dissipated. Somehow this fleeting sensation
brought him a vision of the houseboat bobbing in the current.
“In Niigata . . . There’s this man in Niigata, see, who wants me
to move up there and go into business with him. I want . . . I just
want to do something I can really put my heart into.”
Shinpei smelled of saké, but Nobuo knew he wasn’t drunk. He
could tell by the way it felt sitting on his lap. When Shinpei was
drunk all the tension went out of his leg muscles, and his lap felt
soft.
“When are we moving? To Niigata.”
“I haven’t decided we’re going to yet. Your mother’s probably
not going to like the idea, for one thing.”
“I do. I want to move to Niigata,” Nobuo said, rocking back and
forth and bumping his head lightly against Shinpei’s chest. “I’d
like to live somewhere there’s lots of snow.”
It was exactly the opposite of what he really felt. There was something lonely about the sound of the name “Niigata,” and about the
unfamiliar idea of snow piled deep on the ground.
The dark purple of the irises on the mat that had covered the
dead man, the strange vanishing act of the old man on the Yamashita, and his father’s warning that he mustn’t go to the houseboat at night—these images and impressions lay tangled in a crevice of his heart like discarded bits of string.
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The following day, at Nobuo’s invitation, Kiichi and Ginko
came to his house to play.
Nobuo was delighted to see that his mother lived up to her
promise and treated them like honored guests. Normally, when
new friends of his came to the house, they were grilled about their
families and what business their parents were in and so on, but
this time Sadako asked no questions at all.
She had frequently said she wished she had a daughter, and
Nobuo had suspected that she’d take to the quiet and well-mannered Ginko, but even he was surprised at how his mother fussed
over her. She even went so far as to carefully comb out the little
girl’s hair.
“Ginko says she always prepares the food and cleans up at her
house. And she’s only in fourth grade! Wait till I tell Tomoko and
Kaoru about that,” Sadako said. Tomoko and Kaoru were Nobuo’s
cousins.
A serious look came over Kiichi’s face when he heard this praise
for his sister. “I know a whole lot of songs!” he said.
“Oh? That’s quite an accomplishment for someone your age,”
said Sadako. “Will you sing one for us?”
Kiichi stood up straight and stiff, head back, and glared at the
ceiling as he sang.
How many hundreds of leagues from home
Here in distant Manchuria
I lie beneath a red hot sun
My friend ’neath rocks in a barren field
Shinpei, who’d been about to close up the shop, paused when
Kiichi began to sing and stood at the entrance listening. Nobuo
looked at his father, whose hair seemed to have grown somewhat
thinner lately. Above Shinpei’s head, a strip of flypaper flapped in
the breeze from the fan. The frolicsome mood Nobuo had been in
only moments before had vanished.
“Do you know the whole song?” said Shinpei.
“Uh-huh. I can sing it all.”
“That’s really something. Well, then, let’s hear it again, all the
way through.”
It was a long song, and Kiichi put his whole heart into it, his
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surprisingly grown-up phrasing giving the sorrow and misery of
the lyric their full due. Nobuo watched Ginko, who was following
the lazy motion of the fan with her eyes. Beneath the yellow electric light, her neatly combed hair looked sooty and lusterless. Her
bony shins were swollen with insect bites.
The battle was done and darkness fell
As I went back to search for him
I prayed I’d find him still alive
And hoped to hear his voice again
“That was beautiful,” said Shinpei, when the song ended. “I
mean, that was really beautiful.”
Kiichi blushed and hung his head, grinning shyly. He looked
so cute doing this that from then on Shinpei and Sadako took to
praising him lavishly over even the smallest things. He’d turn
bright red, twist his body around, and smile adorably.
Sadako turned to Shinpei. “You know the dress I bought for
Kaoru, that was too small for her? I still have it in the wardrobe
upstairs. I wonder how it would look on Ginko.” She took Ginko’s
hand and gaily led her up the stairs.
“Where did you learn that song?” said Shinpei.
“A man who got shot in the war taught me. He lived in our
neighborhood.”
“You were staying near Nakanoshima Park before, right?”
“Yes, sir. But the river’s part of the park there, so they told us we
couldn’t stay.”
Shinpei wiped the dirt from Kiichi’s face with a wet hand towel.
“I heard your father was quite a sailor.”
Kiichi didn’t say anything. There was no indication that he remembered his father at all.
A group of three or four men came into the shop. They were all
regulars, men who worked on the river tugs. The smell of sweat
filled the air.
“Sorry,” said Shinpei, “I was just about to close up.”
“You wouldn’t do that to us, would you?” The men laughed and
pressed their palms together in pleading gestures. “We’ve still got
work to do. Got to head up to Sakuranomiya. You wouldn’t send
us off with empty stomachs?”
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Nobuo and Kiichi moved to the far corner of the shop and
opened a couple of comic books. One of the men smiled at Nobuo.
“Nobu-chan, that was quite an ordeal you went through the other day.”
The story of Nobuo’s trip to the police box was already common
knowledge among the men who worked on the river.
“If you want to know about anything that happens out there,
just ask Nobu-chan—that’s what everybody’s sayin’. They say you
sit at the window every day, watchin’ over things.”
“What d’you suppose happened to the old man’s body, though?
It must’ve got swept out into the bay and buried in the mud, maybe, ya think?”
“Probably. They say the muck on the bottom’s fifteen or twenty
feet deep out there.”
As the men continued to speculate on what had happened to the
old man, one of them spotted Kiichi.
“Say, isn’t that the kid from the brothel boat?”
All of the men turned to look. Kiichi, pretending not to notice,
kept his eyes glued to his comic book.
“The brothel boat? You mean that old wreck by the bridge?”
“Yeah. Pretty classy name for it, right? Old Konishi thought it
up. He was real stuck on the woman, you know.”
Shinpei called out to the men from the kitchen.
“Don’t be talking like that in front of the boy.”
“Not to worry. Hell, they say this kid helps round up customers
for his mother sometimes.”
There was a burst of laughter from the men. Nobuo watched in
dismay as the blood drained from Kiichi’s face.
“They say she’s pretty nice for a pan-pan girl, though.”
“What’s nice about her? Her face? Or the other place?”
“Well, I can’t say as I heard all the particulars.”
The men laughed again. Nobuo felt a consuming hatred for all
of them. Though he didn’t understand exactly what they were
talking about, he sensed that Kiichi and his mother were being
subjected to the worst sort of insult. He had no idea what “panpan” meant, but it was a word that somehow connected with the
thin, weak voice he’d heard coming from behind the houseboat’s
plywood partition.
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Kiichi sat rigid, his big, round eyes fixed on the comic book.
The tension he was feeling was evident in the way he sat, shoulders
hunched, as if bracing himself.
Shinpei stepped in from the kitchen. “Yasu,” he said to the last
man who’d spoken. “That’s enough.”
There was a certain fierceness in his eyes as he said this, and the
men immediately changed the subject.
After they’d left, Nobuo pleaded with his father to perform a
magic trick. He hoped the diversion would help dispel the dim
mists that still clouded Kiichi’s eyes.
“Well, this is a special occasion, after all,” Shinpei said.
He came out of the kitchen carrying an egg. The vanishing egg
trick was Shinpei’s forte, and a marvel that Nobuo never tired of
seeing. He held the egg in his right hand, waved his left hand in
front of it, and let out a shout. Suddenly the egg was gone.
To Nobuo’s delight, Kiichi gasped and opened his big eyes wide.
Shinpei made the same motion again, and this time the egg reappeared in his right hand.
“There it is!” Kiichi cried, and gaped in amazement.
Sadako and Ginko came back downstairs. Ginko was wearing a
brand-new floral print dress and a red hairclip.
“That old trick again?” Sadako chided her husband. “Don’t you
ever think of learning a new one?”
“Don’t be silly. This is the most difficult trick there is. Master
this one and you’re a first-rate magician. And don’t be standing
behind me and giving away the secret.”
Perhaps from behind you could see how the trick was done,
Nobuo thought. But it seemed infinitely better not to know.
“Well, Mother, now you’ve got a little doll to dress up,” Shinpei
said, touching the clip in Ginko’s hair.
“Isn’t she a beauty, though? Such fair skin. Who’d ever guess a
looker like this could be Kit-chan’s sister?”
Everyone laughed except Ginko. Expressionless, she slipped out
of the dress, folded it neatly, and handed it back to Sadako. The
shadow of the flypaper hanging from the ceiling light moved back
and forth over her thin body as she stood there, clad only in her
underwear.
“What’s wrong, honey? I wanted you to have it.”
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Ginko didn’t answer. She turned away from the dress and stiffened. Sadako didn’t press the issue.
“But at least keep the barrette. I can give you a barrette, can’t I?”
Ginko shook her head and removed the hairclip as well.
A cool breeze blew in through the rear window bearing the faint
scent of mosquito coils—a scent that only served to accentuate the
deepening silence of night by the river.
Kiichi looked at Shinpei, then at Sadako. “We have to go,” he
said. “It’s already late.”
Nobuo and his parents accompanied them as far as the foot of
Hatatekura Bridge.
“That Ginko is the quietest little girl. . . .”
As Sadako was muttering these words, a fan of light appeared
from the direction of Osaka Bay, moving toward them. Perhaps
it was the men who’d been in the shop earlier. More tugs came
chugging upstream behind the first one, vanquishing the silence.
Nobuo’s eyes were on the hazy, uncertain glow of the lamp on the
opposite bank, beneath Minato Bridge. It seemed alive, breathing
softly in the darkness. The floodlight of a river tug swept over the
houseboat, illuminating it brightly for a moment before passing on.
The sky was ominous today, with rain threatening to fall at any
moment.
Nobuo crossed Hatatekura Bridge, hopping on one foot all the
way, then walked along the tracks to the houseboat. It was as if his
feet were leading him there of their own accord.
He found a celluloid bobber some fisherman had lost or discarded, and put it in his pocket. Whenever Nobuo saw something
lying on the ground that glittered in the sunlight or otherwise
captured his interest, he would stuff it into his pocket and then
promptly forget all about it. Going through his trousers later, Sadako, to her great horror, would sometimes find a dead crayfish or
the still-twitching tail of a lizard mixed in with glass beads and
fragments of metal.
Nobuo ran lightly up the gangplank and peeked into the boat
through the narrow doorway. He couldn’t see either Ginko or Kiichi.
“Kit-chan,” he called out softly.
From beyond the plywood partition came the voice of Kiichi’s
mother.
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“He went to fetch some water.”
“Oh.”
Nobuo was wondering if he should wait, when the mother
called to him.
“Nobu-chan, come on around here.”
He had spoken to her through the partition several times, but
he’d never actually seen her. He hesitated, and she called to him
again.
“What’s the matter? Are you being bashful?”
Nobuo went down the gangplank. Carefully avoiding the muddy spots, he walked along the shore to the plank at the stern of
the houseboat. The doorway there was so small that even Nobuo
would have to stoop to get through. He pushed gently on the door,
and it swung open.
“Leave your shoes outside.”
He knelt in the doorway and looked at her. Her shiny, neatly
combed hair was pulled back and held with a clip. She was much
younger than Sadako. She sat leaning back against a pile of folded-up futons.
“This is the first time I’ve ever seen your face, Nobu-chan,” she
said.
Nobuo nodded, his eyes surveying the room. It was a dreary
little cubicle with nothing in it but the futons and a small, simple
dressing table and mirror. A fragrance like nothing he’d ever encountered before, moist and sweet but somehow unsettling, hung
in the air.
“Don’t just sit there. Come inside.”
Nobuo crossed to the window that looked out on the river and
sat next to her, fidgeting nervously. The woman looked him over
with almond-shaped, seemingly lidless eyes quite unlike Kiichi’s
or Ginko’s. She smiled and said, “You’ve been so nice to my children. Please give my regards to your parents.”
“You should come to my house some time too,” Nobuo said. His
heart pounded as he spoke.
The woman chuckled and said, “Thank you. You say the cutest
things. Have you always had that noodle shop?”
“Uh-huh.”
“I always wanted a shop like that. But then I got to feeling so
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tired all the time. I really wouldn’t have the energy for it now.”
She sighed. “Whatever happened to those little babies of mine, I
wonder. They’ve grown up so fast. . . .”
Nobuo watched, fascinated, as a bead of sweat trickled down between the stray hairs that clung to the woman’s temple. She wore
no makeup, and her pale face struck him as beautiful.
A thin film of perspiration covered her long, slender neck and
the white swell of her bosom. It was a relatively cool day, with a
steady breeze blowing in from the river. Leaden clouds moved unevenly overhead, and the river was a darkish brown.
No doubt the peculiar fragrance that permeated the room—that
weary, alluring, feminine scent—seeped from the woman’s skin
along with her mistlike perspiration. Nobuo’s throat constricted
as he inhaled the fragrance, only vaguely sensing the essence of
sadness within it. He was very tense, sitting there next to the woman, and yet he might have liked to remain there forever.
The door suddenly flew open with a bang. A sun-browned, middle-aged man stuck his face inside and grinned.
“You got time?”
The woman stood up silently, dabbing the sweat from her forehead with the back of her hand, and moved to the dressing table.
The man stepped inside and noticed Nobuo. His cheek twitched,
and he smiled again.
“Oh! Guess I’ll have to wait in line.”
Nobuo slipped past him and dashed outside. He picked up a shoe
in each hand, too eager to flee to put them on, and ran through the
mud up the narrow path to the street.
He decided to wait for Kiichi and Ginko at the foot of Minato Bridge. He ended up waiting a long time, leaning on the railing and turning occasionally to study the decaying wood of the
houseboat as it swayed and bobbed in the river.
When he finally caught sight of Kiichi, who’d set down his
bucket near the streetcar stop to rest, Nobuo ran to meet him.
“Where’s Ginko-chan?”
“She went to buy some rice.”
“Let’s go to my house and play.”
“Can I have a flavored ice?”
“Sure. I’ll ask my father.”
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Together they carried the bucket to the boat. Inside, Kiichi put
his ear against the plywood partition for a moment. Apparently realizing that his mother wasn’t alone, he hastily yanked the
lid off the big jug and splashed in water from the bucket, making
more noise than was necessary. He was obviously trying to prevent Nobuo hearing what went on in the next room.
As they were crossing Shōwa Bridge on the way to Nobuo’s,
Kiichi found a mud-spattered baby pigeon flopping around on
the pavement. Pigeons often made their nests in the high, arched
girders, and this one had apparently fallen out. It was close to
death, but the two boys decided that if it were returned to its nest
it might have a chance of recovering. They looked up and spotted
the mother pigeon perched on the highest girder.
“If we don’t hurry, it’s going to die,” Kiichi said. But neither of
them was brave enough to climb all the way up there.
As they were wondering what to do, the Toyoda brothers came
riding up on bicycles. The twins were quick to notice the bird, although Nobuo had stepped in front of Kiichi to try and hide it.
They claimed that the mother pigeon was theirs, that they’d raised
it until it escaped and built a nest on the arch, and that therefore
the baby bird rightfully belonged to them.
Kiichi tried to run away, cuddling the bird against his chest,
but the twins caught him and slapped him on the side of the head.
“Your mother’s a pan-pan girl, right? Creeps like you just ruin
the neighborhood.”
Kiichi’s eyes narrowed in a steely sort of squint.
“Look who’s talking,” he said. “You’re the creepy ones, both
with the same ugly face!”
Furious at this impudence, the twins took turns hitting Kiichi
with their fists. They soon knocked him down, but he continued
to hold on to the little pigeon. One of the brothers dragged him to
his feet and shouted at him.
“You better get the hell out of our neighborhood, scum!”
And with that, he delivered a knee to Kiichi’s stomach. In terms
of physical strength, Kiichi was no match for either of them. He
staggered backwards, his nose dripping blood and his face contorted with rage, then straightened up and extended the hand that
held the pigeon. Rather than relinquishing the bird, however, Kii32
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chi closed his fist and squeezed the life out of it, right before their
eyes. It gave a tiny squawk as it died.
The boys stared at him incredulously. “Why you little—”
Before the twin could finish his thought, Kiichi wound up and
threw the dead bird at him. It hit him square in the face, and he let
out a girlish squeal, leaped on his bicycle, and rode off downriver.
Almost as quickly, the other twin pedaled away in the opposite
direction.
Nobuo picked up the dead pigeon, cupping it in his hands, then
reached out over the railing with the intention of dropping it in
the water. In the shadows of houses lining the bank upriver sat the
houseboat. He could just make out the stern section, where the
mother’s cabin was. The boat seemed swathed in a hazy, translucent sort of cocoon that clung the riverbank and held it there, captive. He imagined the thin woman sitting silently before her dressing-table mirror, and he could smell that mysterious fragrance.
And suddenly he began to cry. He sobbed uncontrollably, his
eyes fixed on Kiichi’s bloody face.
“Don’t cry, Nobu-chan. Please? I’ll get back at them, you’ll see.
Please don’t cry.”
Kiichi was the one who’d been kicked and beaten, but it was
Nobuo who was in tears, for reasons he didn’t fully understand.
It wasn’t because Kiichi had been bullied, and it wasn’t because
he’d killed the bird. But a deep and nameless sorrow had suddenly
welled up inside him. He put the bird in his pocket and trudged
home with head bowed, sensing Kiichi’s piercing eyes on his back.
That night, as Nobuo leaned on the windowsill in his plain cotton yukata, poring over a comic book, he heard his mother let out
a shriek downstairs.
“What happened?” Shinpei shouted down to her.
“That child!” Sadako ran up the stairs and thrust Nobuo’s trousers in front of his nose. Cradled in the fabric was the dead bird.
“What in the world do you think you’re doing, putting something like this in your pocket? I nearly had a heart attack!”
Shinpei came over, inspected the tiny carcass, and wrinkled his
nose. It had already begun to smell.
“What is it?” he said.
“It’s a baby pigeon,” Nobuo said softly.
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“A baby pigeon?”
Sadako picked the bird up with the tips of her thumb and forefinger and shuddered as she flung it out the window and into the
river.
“Don’t you ever pull a stunt like this again, young man. Father,
I want you to give him a good talking-to.”
She went back down to the shop, muttering, “You’d think he was
a beggar-child. Putting things like that in his pocket . . .”
“Nobu-chan. You stuff a baby pigeon in your pocket, it’s going
to die. You’re eight years old now. You should know better.”
“It was already dead.”
Shinpei studied his son’s face. “I see. So you put it in your pocket.”
Nobuo wondered what Kiichi was doing at that moment. He remembered how Kiichi’s eyes had glinted with a strange, icy fire
when they went from wide-open innocence to that sinister squint.
As if drawn by some unseen force, he turned to the window and
sought out the houseboat.
Kiichi’s big eyes, silent Ginko’s white profile, and that fragrance
of their mother’s, burning like a secret fever in Nobuo’s heart: all
were there, on a houseboat with a yellow lamp at the edge of the
pitch-dark river, where waves lapped gently at its rotting hull.
The day of the Tenjin Festival had arrived.
Nobuo was lying on his stomach in Kiichi’s room, watching festival barges float toward him down the Tosabori River.
He’d been coming to the houseboat nearly every day, to play
with Kiichi and Ginko—or perhaps it was really to be near their
mother, though she had not called him to her cabin since that first
time. Nobuo couldn’t identify the moist fragrance that emanated
from her pale, thin body and that drew him with its invisible power; nor could he explain the lingering effect it had on him.
Any number of large wooden boats plowed up and down the
river carrying men in loose yukata and women from the entertainment districts, while colorful festival floats bearing dancers
and musicians passed along the streets on either bank. People on
the boats, alongside the road, and in the windows and doorways
of the houses lining the river joined in the rhythmic chant of the
men pulling the floats. Beneath the midsummer sky, the gay chatter of women and the lewd shouts of drunken men echoed over the
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water as the boats swept by in unruly procession.
Lying in the dim interior of the houseboat, gazing out at this
brilliant spectacle, Nobuo felt as if the festival floats and pleasure
barges were part of some distant, glimmering dream.
“I wish I lived in a real house like you,” Kiichi said. He was
stretched out in the doorway, his face looking almost pale in the
bright sunlight.
It had been only a month since the family had come to live here,
yet the ward office had already issued them a warning to move on.
Nobuo had no way of knowing that Kiichi and his family had been
roaming up and down the river for years, unable to remain in one
spot for more than a couple of months at a time.
Kiichi was playing with a marble, trying to duplicate Shinpei’s
magic trick. Now it slipped from his hand, plopped into the river,
and disappeared.
“Nobu-chan!” Ginko called from the street. “Your father says
you have to go home.”
Sadako doted on Ginko, and, close-mouthed though she was,
Ginko had begun to open up to her. Today too she had been visiting Nobuo’s house. Without even being asked, she would help
clean up in the shop and even lend a hand with the laundry. Apparently reluctant to go back home, she sometimes wouldn’t leave
until late at night. Sadako would then escort her all the way to
Minato Bridge.
“Your mother’s been coughing and wheezing something awful.
The doctor’s there now.”
Sadako was having an asthma attack. When the seasons were
changing, she often spent entire days in bed, but this was the first
time she’d had an attack in the middle of summer.
“What happened?” Ginko’s mother asked from the next room.
Nobuo held his breath and listened.
“She started coughing real bad, and she’s having trouble breathing.
“That’s terrible. Nobu-chan, you’d better hurry home.”
“Okay.”
“Has this happened before?”
“She has asthma,” Ginko said.
“Oh, dear. There’s no cure for that, is there?”
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As Nobuo was leaving the boat, he paused and for no particular
reason called to the children’s mother.
“Ma’am?”
“Yes?”
He had nothing to say. He remembered the time he’d called out
to the man with the horse in the same way.
“Goodbye.”
“Goodbye,” she replied softly.
Kiichi followed him up the path to the foot of the bridge.
“Remember, we’re going to the festival!” Kiichi called after him.
“We are going, right?”
Open-air stalls offering festival foods, souvenirs, toys, and
carnival games had been set up on the grounds of Tenjin Shrine.
Shinpei had promised to take them there that evening.
When Nobuo got home, Sadako was lying in her futon upstairs.
She was still coughing, but the attack had subsided considerably.
“This was a bad one, wasn’t it,” the doctor said. He then proceeded, for the first time, to suggest a change of climate.
“The air around here is just going to keep getting worse, and
that’s the worst thing for your condition.”
“Well, I can’t leave my husband to handle the shop by himself.
And our boy’s still so young. . . .”
“The quality of the air makes all the difference with asthma.
I can only say that in my professional opinion you should try to
spend time outside the city. Talk it over with your husband.”
The day of the festival was the busiest day of the year at the shop.
It was so packed that a number of young men in happi coats had to
stand outside to drink their bottles of lemon soda.
As the doctor was leaving, Shinpei called to him.
“How about a flavored ice or something before you go?”
The doctor was more interested in sharing his thoughts on Sadako’s illness.
“The attacks are becoming more frequent every year. And more
severe. We have medicines now that effectively counter the attacks, but they tend to weaken the patient. The best treatment is to
live in a place where the air is clean.”
Shinpei bustled around filling orders as he listened to what the
doctor had to say.
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“We’ll give it some serious thought,” he said.
They closed up shop in the early afternoon.
Shinpei and Sadako had a long talk. From the window on the
second floor they could see the festival barges plow downstream,
turn around in the middle of the Aji River, and head back against
the current.
“We can’t move now,” Sadako said, “after all the work we’ve put
into this place.”
“I know what you mean, but maybe this is a good opportunity
in disguise.”
For Shinpei, to be sure, it was a convenient juncture to make the
decision to move to Niigata.
“Land is cheap up there. With my partner and me putting our
capital together, we’re bound to make it. You remember that Chinese restaurant, the Flower Palace? The owner is thinking of selling the property, and we’ve already talked to him about giving us
first crack at it.”
“I’m against the whole idea. How many times do I have to tell
you that? I know we’re not living in the lap of luxury here, but it’s
better than starting some new business you know nothing about.
That man only wants to be partners with you because he needs
your money. Isn’t that so?”
Nobuo, listening to their conversation, had learned for the first
time that his father wanted to open an auto repair and body shop.
“I’m not hoping to live in luxury. I’m just thinking the air must
be cleaner up there. I can’t send you off to recuperate somewhere
by yourself. So why not just—”
“That’s a lie. You want to move to Niigata. You’re only using my
sickness as an excuse.”
Sadako choked up as she said this, then turned her back to Shinpei and started to weep. Her sobs seemed to keep rhythm with the
festival music wafting in through the open window.
“Oh boy. That’s all I need. A sick person crying on me.”
Someone knocked at the door to the shop, and Nobuo went
downstairs. It was Ginko.
“My mother told me to come over and help out.”
Shinpei called down to her.
“That’s very nice of you, Ginko. We’ve closed the shop, but
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you’re welcome to come in if you like.”
Nobuo stepped out into the sunshine. From where he stood, facing upstream, he could see the Dōjima River on his left and the
Tosabori on his right. Barges full of revelers were making their
way up and down both rivers, their decks littered with the detritus
of drinking parties. From time to time the wind died, and frills
of reflected sunlight rippled over the glassy surface of the water.
One barge, more gaudily decorated than all the rest, was about
to pass under Funatsu Bridge. Nobuo ran on to the bridge and
waved, and one of the passengers tossed a small watermelon up
to him. The watermelon sailed in an arc over the railing and right
into Nobuo’s hands, but he dropped it. He chased after it as it
rolled down the bridge’s steep slope.
“Did you catch it, boy?” the man shouted.
Nobuo ran to the other railing, held the watermelon over his
head and shouted back, “Thank you!”
“It didn’t break?”
“No. It’s just got a little crack.”
“Even better if it’s got a little crack! Like this sweet thing right
here!” A woman with her hair piled high in the traditional style
was sitting next to the man. He pulled her closer, and she laughed
coquettishly. Her lips were two red flames against the white-painted mask of her face.
A great clamor arose from the other side of the river. A barge
with a banner that said Senior Citizens Society was zigzagging
up the river. “The captain’s plastered!” someone yelled. People
passing by on the street turned to watch.
“Let ’er sink!” one of the old men on board was shouting.
“Straight to the bottom!”
Nobuo ran back to his house with the watermelon under his
arm. Even from inside the quiet shop he could hear the old man
hollering wisecracks in his phlegmy voice.
Ginko was there, crouched down on the floor in the rear of the
kitchen. She looked up with a startled expression.
“What are you doing?” he said.
She smiled sheepishly, then beckoned to him. She was squatting
next to the rice bin, and the lid was off.
“Did you ever feel how warm rice is?” she whispered, and
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plunged both hands into the bin. “Even in winter, when it’s cold
out. Try it. Put your hands in.”
Nobuo obediently thrust his hands into the rice, burying his
arms up to the elbows. It didn’t seem warm to him at all. In fact, it
felt soothingly cool on his sweaty skin.
“It’s cold.” When he pulled out his hands, they were covered
with white powder.
“It feels warm to me,” Ginko said, and continued to squat there
with her arms buried in the rice. “My mother says she’s never so
happy as when she’s warming her hands in a big bin full of rice.”
Nobuo looked into Ginko’s large, heavy-lidded eyes—so different from her mother’s. To him, she was the prettiest girl in the
whole neighborhood. He moved closer to her, half-expecting to
detect her mother’s fragrance.
“I got my feet muddy again,” he said.
Music from the festival floats reverberated in the distance.
“I’d like to take you,” Shinpei said, “but with your mother in this
condition . . .”
Nobuo and Kiichi had no choice but to go to the festival alone.
Tenjin Shrine was a good distance up the road, across the Dōjima
River.
Shinpei reminded the boys not to stay out too late, and handed
each of them a few coins. Nobuo went to the foot of the stairs and
called up to Ginko.
“Aren’t you coming, Ginko?”
There was a pause before she replied.
“No. I can’t.”
The two boys hurried outside and up the darkening street.
It would take about half an hour to walk to the shrine. They followed the bank of the river to Dōjima Bridge, where they crossed
over. As they headed north, away from the river, they began to
hear the music.
They came to a wide street lined with houses, where children
who couldn’t wait for the sun to go down were already setting off
fireworks. A man in a happi coat who reeked of saké was ambling
toward the shrine with a small child, dressed in a matching happi,
astride his shoulders. Strangely, as the festival music grew louder,
Nobuo found himself feeling less and less festive.
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“This is the first time I ever went out to play with money to
spend.” Kiichi stopped to open his fist and inspect the coins Shinpei had given him.
Nobuo dropped his own coins into his hand and said, “If we put
it all together like this, we can buy anything.”
“Maybe we can even buy you-know-what!”
They both had their hearts set on a gunpowder-propelled toy
rocket. These marvels had been on sale at the Ebisu Shrine fair,
and the hope was that they’d be available tonight as well.
The festival wasn’t as large as the famous one at Tenmangu, but
even so, the street from the shopping district to Tenjin Shrine was
packed with a dizzying variety of open-air stalls. It was crowded
here, and the air was filled with the aroma of barbecued cuttlefish
and the pungent odor of carbide lamps, whose white flames illuminated the stallkeepers’ displays. No sooner had Nobuo and Kiichi dived into the crowd, than the festival spirit took hold of them.
Kiichi put all the coins in his pocket and grabbed Nobuo’s hand.
“We don’t want to get split up!”
They threaded their way through the crowd, looking in each of
the stalls. When they came to one with bowls of malt syrup for
sale, Kiichi said, “You want to buy one bowl and share it?”
Nobuo said they should wait till they’d bought the rocket, and
Kiichi reluctantly trailed after him, but when they came to a stand
selling barbecued cuttlefish he made the same suggestion. And he
continued to tug at Nobuo’s elbow each time they passed a stall
with food or drink.
Finally Nobuo shook off Kiichi’s hand. “Kit-chan!” he said angrily. “I thought you wanted the rocket!”
“I do,” said Kiichi, pouting and scratching at an insect bite on
his shin, “but I want to taste a lot of different stuff too.”
At some point the sky had grown completely dark. What was
now a great mob of people jostled along beneath the stall lanterns
and strings of bare light bulbs. Nobuo strode off toward the shrine
grounds, casting a contemptuous backward glance at Kiichi, who
stood where he was, sulking. And then, swept up in the flow of the
crowd and unable to stop, he watched Kiichi’s face recede in the
distance.
Only with great effort was he able to plow back through the
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stream of colorful yukatas and festival fans, and the thick odor of
sweat and cosmetics. When he finally managed to reach the spot
where he’d started, Kiichi was no longer there. Nobuo jumped
up and down trying to see where he’d gone, and at last caught a
glimpse of him being buffeted about by a wave of people near the
entrance to the shrine: at some point they’d passed each other.
“Kit-chan! Kit-chan!”
His voice was no match for the music and the shouts of children. Kiichi was trotting along with a panicky look on his face,
apparently searching for him. Nobuo hurried toward the shrine
entrance, desperately pushing his way through the sea of knees
and hips. He stepped on a number of feet, a few people yelled at
him, and someone shoved him and almost knocked him down,
but he finally caught up with Kiichi next to a wind-chime stall
in front of the shrine. Red and blue strips of paper hung from the
chimes, and when a gust of wind set them fluttering, the tinkling
sound sent a shiver through Nobuo’s chest. He grabbed Kiichi by
the shoulder. Kiichi was crying, and wailing something through
his sobs.
“What? What happened?” Nobuo leaned forward, cocking his
head to try and hear.
“The money’s gone. I lost the money!”
Shadows of the strips of paper hanging from the wind chimes
swayed over Kiichi’s contorted, tear-stained face.
The two of them walked back to the shopping street, zigzagging
and searching the ground as they went, then doubled back until they reached the wind-chime stall again, but they didn’t find a
single one of the coins. It turned out that both of Kiichi’s pockets
had holes in them.
Kiichi fell silent and wouldn’t respond to any of Nobuo’s attempts to cheer him up. They merged with the stream of people
and were swept along into the shrine grounds.
A group of musicians was performing atop a festival float in the
center of the grounds. The half-naked men, drenched with sticky
sweat, bounced around as if intoxicated by the persistent, repetitive melody they were playing. The string of bare bulbs that festooned the float trembled and vibrated with the beat.
Nobuo sat on a stone step and watched a girl in a brightly col41
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ored yukata who stood a short distance away, apparently waiting
for someone. She held a revolving lantern, inside of which the dark
silhouette of a pleasure barge spun slowly around.
There was a muffled explosion, and a smell of smoke filled the
air. Moments later a small plastic rocket crashed to the ground
right in front of Nobuo and Kiichi. An especially large crowd of
children had gathered around a stall on the far side of the grounds,
and a closer look revealed the toy rockets on display there. Kiichi
snatched up the rocket at his feet, took Nobuo’s hand, and made a
beeline for the stall. A man with a hand towel tied around his head
was sitting there on a straw mat. He took the rocket Kiichi held out
to him and said, “Thanks, sonny,” in a gravelly voice.
Nobuo and Kiichi looked at each other and smiled.
“How much are they?”
“Just eighty yen, son. Cheap!”
The boys exchanged glances again. If they hadn’t lost the coins,
they could have bought two rockets and had enough left over for a
plate of barbecued cuttlefish.
“I’ll launch one more for you, kiddies, and then I want to see
the color of your money. Stand back, now, look out! She’s goin’ to
the moon!”
The man lit the short fuse on one of the rockets. Nobuo and
Kiichi jumped back two or three steps and held their breath, their
eyes fixed on the burning fuse.
The explosion was deafening this time. The rocket shot off in a
low trajectory, crashed into a gingko tree, and dropped straight
through the grating of the enormous offertory box in front of
the shrine. The rocket-seller leaped up and dashed frantically after it, and the crowd of onlookers burst into laughter. Nobuo too
laughed, and glanced at Kiichi, who for some reason was staring
fixedly in the opposite direction.
The man came running back and sat down on the mat with his
legs crossed, cursing and spitting out invectives at the crowd.
“Shit! No way to get it out of a place like that. Go ahead and
laugh, you stingy bastards! None of you can afford a little toy? To
hell with you all!”
“Nobu-chan, let’s go,” Kiichi said. He poked Nobuo’s shoulder
and ran back past the musicians’ float, turning to flash a sly smile
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and shout, “Hurry up!” The crowd was even bigger now, swirling
in a huge eddy at the shrine entrance. Kiichi skirted the crowd
and ran into an alley, and when Nobuo caught up to him there, he
lifted his shirt. A toy rocket was wedged in his waistband.
“What are you doing with that?”
“I took it when the man ran after the other one. You can have
it, Nobu-chan.”
Nobuo backed away, appalled.
“You stole it?”
Kiichi nodded triumphantly.
“I don’t want it!” Nobuo shouted. “If you take things like that,
you’re a thief!”
Kiichi stared at him, dumbfounded.
“You don’t want it?”
“No I don’t want it!”
Nobuo had no sympathy for the man who’d shouted such foul
things at the crowd, and he was accusing Kiichi with words that
weren’t really in his heart. But he snatched the rocket from Kiichi’s hand and threw it to the ground, then ran back into the
crowd. Kiichi picked up the rocket and ran after him, saying, “You
really don’t want it?”
Grimly pushing his way through the crowd, Nobuo shouted
back, with a bitter vehemence that startled even himself, “Thief!
Thief!”
From behind him came Kiichi’s plaintive whine. “I’m sorry!
I won’t do it again. Honest, Nobu-chan! From now on I’ll never
steal anything. Please don’t call me that. Please don’t call me that
anymore!”
Nobuo forged ahead, trying to disentangle himself from Kiichi,
who kept clinging to him. Before long they had left the commotion
of the festival behind.
It had grown quite late, and they passed few people as they
shambled home wearily along the bank of the Dōjima. Willow
trees stirred in the breeze. When a shift in the direction of the
wind brought the sound of the festival music slightly nearer, the
two of them stopped for a moment, as if on cue, and silently looked
into each other’s eyes.
By the time they reached Minato Bridge, fireworks had begun to
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light up the eastern sky. First came a succession of round, daisy
shaped bursts, then a series of willowy blue and red streamers that
made a whistling sound as they shimmied toward the ground.
Nobuo and Kiichi straddled the railing of the bridge to watch.
The cool wind off the water felt good. The tide was just beginning
to ebb, and the swollen surface of the river was receding at a steady
but barely perceptible rate. Nobuo looked up at the fireworks and
down at the houseboat in turn.
“I have a crab nest,” Kiichi whispered. “It’s my best treasure.
Nobody else knows about it. But I’ll show it to you, Nobu-chan,
if you want.”
“A crab nest?”
“Uh-huh. I made it myself.”
Nobuo remembered his father’s warning that he mustn’t go to
the houseboat at night. But the impression the warning had made
wasn’t as strong as his curiosity about Kiichi’s “treasure.”
They went down the footpath, crossed the gangplank, taking
care not to make it creak, and quietly slipped aboard the boat. The
surface of the river scattered and dispersed the pale lights that
fanned out from the opposite bank. The cabin was dark inside except for the occasional stray, flickering reflection.
When his eyes adjusted, Nobuo realized that Ginko was in there
too. She was sleeping in the corner. Only her hair, for some reason,
seemed to shine softly in the deep shadows.
Both of them were thirsty. They removed the lid of the water
jug and drank straight from the dipper. The sound they made as
they drank filled the cabin, along with the faint, distant bursts of
fireworks.
Kiichi opened the little window facing the riverbank and leaned
out to take hold of a pole that stood upright in the shallows. When
he lifted it out of the water and pulled it into the cabin, Nobuo saw
that it was, in fact, an old bamboo broom whose bristles had been
worn to a rounded stub.
“Watch.” Kiichi gave the broom a shake, scattering drops of water from the bristles, along with several river crabs. “There’s still a
lot of them in there,” he said. A wet, hard little creature landed on
the back of Nobuo’s hand and then slipped to the floor.
“Those’re all crabs?”
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“That’s right. You want ’em? You can have them all, if you want.”
Kiichi shook the broom again, and crabs bounced off Nobuo’s
feet. He couldn’t see them, but he could hear them scraping about
on the tatami mats.
Nobuo’s chest and back were suddenly moist with cold beads of
sweat. He stepped out on the narrow side deck, as though to get
a better look at the fireworks. He could feel the piercing gaze of
Kiichi’s eyes, glowing darkly with reflected light from the opposite
bank.
Crabs continued to emerge from the bristles of the broom. More
and more of them spilled out onto the floor. The scratching sound
they made as they crawled about seemed to come from every corner of the boat now, even from beyond the plywood partition. The
sound resembled the distant noise of fireworks shooting up into
the sky, but it was also like someone softly sobbing.
Nobuo stepped inside again. He squatted down on the tatami mat and absorbed that mysterious sound. Only when it was
drowned out by a river tug chugging upstream did he snap out of
his reverie.
“I’ve got to go,” he said.
“Don’t go yet.” Kiichi pressed down on Nobuo’s shoulder and
stood up. “I’ll show you something really neat!”
“What?”
Kiichi filled a large teacup with cooking oil and began dipping
crabs into it.
“They drink the oil till they can’t hold any more.”
“Then what happens?”
“Then they act all crazy and start blowing oil bubbles,” Kiichi
whispered. He lined up several oil-drenched crabs on the side
deck, then struck a match. One by one he set the crabs on fire,
transforming them into little blue clumps of flame.
Some of them sat perfectly still as they burned, but others scrabbled about, emitting small pillars of fire. The foul-smelling flames
made an uncanny crackling sound as they consumed the crabs
with bursts of tiny sparks.
“Like little sparklers,” Kiichi said. “Isn’t it pretty?”
Nobuo was horrified, and his knees were shaking. Even at his
tender age, he sensed something abnormal about the ecstatic look
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on Kiichi’s face as he watched over this fiery sacrifice. Kiichi shook
the broom, gathered up several more crabs, and dipped them in
the oil. Then, as if possessed, he lit another match.
“Kit-chan, that’s enough! Stop it!”
The clumps of flame writhed and wriggled on the deck. Most of
them dropped over the side into the water, but a few made it across
the threshold and toppled into the cabin.
“That’s dangerous, Kit-chan. You might start a fire!”
The crabs were crawling around in all directions, leaving little
puddles of fire behind them. Kiichi stood with his hands hanging
limp at his sides, gaping dreamily down at the spectacle. When
Nobuo dropped to his hands and knees to try and put out the
flames, Ginko, who wasn’t asleep after all, got up slowly from her
futon. Without any particular haste, she picked the crabs up by
their tails and threw them, one at a time, into the river.
One little streak of flame scuttled by along the side deck. Nobuo
tried to sweep it into the water, but it was just out of reach, moving
toward the stern of the boat. He crawled out along the deck after it,
only to see it fall into the river on its own. Still on all fours, Nobuo
turned his head and found himself looking through the window
of the mother’s cabin.
He could see her face in the darkness. A man, his naked back
emblazoned with pale flames, lay undulating on top of her. The
empty glow emanating from the far bank spread a net of shadow
and light over the room. Nobuo peered intently at the mother’s
face. Her unblinking eyes, narrowed to dark slits, steadily returned his gaze. The pattern of pale flames began groaning softly
and undulating faster and more violently now.
A chill swept over Nobuo’s entire body. He crawled backwards
along the side deck, and when he reached the children’s cabin, he
began to cry. His hiccupping sobs echoed down the bank of the
river even as his eyes searched for Ginko and Kiichi. He finally
spotted their dark outlines in the far corner of the room, looking
down at him. Still sobbing, he groped for his shoes and put them
on, then scrambled down the gangplank and up the footpath.
Fireworks were still exploding in the sky.
It was about ten days after the Tenjin festival that Shinpei announced his decision to move to Niigata. A buyer for the house
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had materialized who was willing to pay twenty percent more
than the market price.
Sadako resisted the idea to the last, but a series of asthma attacks, combined with Shinpei’s firm resolve, finally convinced her
to accept the inevitable. The buyer had agreed to the deal on the
condition that they move out by the middle of August.
“Well, he’s a businessman himself, after all. He must have his
reasons. It’s good timing for us too, really. What better time for
Nobuo to change schools than right before the new semester?”
Shinpei maintained his enthusiasm as they made their preparations to move, cheerfully going on and on about his plans for
the new business, the sights to be seen in Niigata, and the deep
drifts of snow that winter would bring. At some point even Sadako
seemed to have been won over.
“At least the air’s nice and clean up there,” she’d say. “Not like
Osaka. It ought to do wonders for my asthma.”
“That’s right. A dusty old place like this is nowhere for people to
live. Once we get to Niigata we’ll have it made. I’m going to work
like a horse up there, just wait and see.”
Nobuo hadn’t seen Kiichi since the night of the festival. Neither
he nor Ginko had come over to play, and Nobuo hadn’t visited
the houseboat. He’d passed the days playing by himself on the
grounds of Ebisu Shrine or sitting at the window on the second
floor, watching the river and half expecting at any moment to see
Kiichi skipping across the bridge toward his house.
The day he was told they were moving to Niigata, Nobuo had
walked as far as the riverbank above the houseboat. But as he
stood there, the narrow slits of the mother’s eyes and the pattern
of pale flames that had lain atop her came back to him in a vivid
flash, and he couldn’t bring himself to go down the footpath. Instead, he picked up a handful of pebbles and hurled them at the
roof of the boat. It was Nobuo’s intention, if Kiichi were to show
his face, to lean on the railing of the bridge, nonchalantly looking
the other way. He could only hope that Kiichi would forgive him
for bawling like a baby that night. But there was no response at all
from inside the boat, and at last he’d turned and headed home.
For eight-year-old Nobuo, the emotions involved in parting
with others or leaving behind his birthplace were still only vague,
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unformed feelings.
It was now the day before they were to close the shop.
When regular customers came in, Shinpei and Sadako stood
formally before them to express their gratitude and bid them farewell. The men who worked the river tugs were particularly clumsy
at responding to such courteous treatment.
“You can’t do that. We can’t let you run off to Niigata.”
“Where we gonna eat lunch from now on?”
“What a relief to think I won’t have to force down your tofu-and-noodles dish anymore, Missus.”
After making a few inept jokes like this as they slurped up their
noodles, they’d leave with embarrassed grins.
Among them were two or three customers who went up to
Nobuo, sitting glumly by himself, and patted him on the head.
“Look here, boy. I want you to grow up happy and healthy, understand?”
After the lunchtime rush, the shop was suddenly empty.
“I remember when we built that little shack on the riverbank
right after the war and opened our first shop,” said Shinpei, lighting the end of a cigarette he’d cut in half.
“To think we’ll be saying goodbye to this old river, after all these
years . . .”
Sadako, who’d been gazing out at the river as she wiped one of
the tables, suddenly set down her cloth and went to the window.
“Look,” she said, pointing at the opposite bank upstream. “Kitchan’s boat is leaving.”
“What?” Shinpei came out from the kitchen and stood next to
her at the window. Nobuo squeezed in between them.
A river tug was pulling the houseboat out to deeper water, cutting a slow path through the hot sunlight that glittered on the surface.
“Where do you think they’ll go?” Sadako said, with a tremor in
her voice. Shinpei didn’t reply but stood watching the maneuver,
cigarette dangling from his lips.
The houseboat, which had appeared in Nobuo’s life so suddenly
one day, was now about to disappear to parts unknown.
“Nobu-chan, don’t you want to go say goodbye?” Sadako nudged
him. Her eyes were red. “Are you going to let him go away without
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making up? You’ll never see him again.”
“I . . . We didn’t have a fight.”
“Go say goodbye. If you don’t hurry, it’ll be too late.”
Nobuo ran outside. As he ran, a heavy, oppressive sadness took
hold of him.
The houseboat was just pulling out from under Minato Bridge,
heading upstream. Nobuo ran out to the middle of the bridge and
shouted down.
“Kit-chan! Kit-chan!”
All the windows were shut tight. “Kit-chan!” he shouted, as he
ran down the bridge and trotted up the road alongside the boat.
“Kit-chan!”
A discarded slice of watermelon rind glistened in the sun on the
boat’s roof. The unsteady chugging of the tug echoed against the
riverbank, and the stern of the houseboat swerved left and right as
it moved in fits and starts up the Tosabori River.
“Kit-chan! Kit-chan!”
Nobuo ran and ran. Whenever he came to a bridge, he sprinted
up it and waited for the boat to pass beneath.
“Kit-chan! Kit-chan! Kit-chan!”
At one bridge after another he called down to the boat, yelling at
the top of his voice, but there was no response from inside.
He didn’t know the name of the bridge he was on when he saw
it—something rounded and darkly sleek, moving in the houseboat’s wake. He didn’t recognize it at first. Then it traced a leisurely circle as it passed just beneath him.
“The monster . . .”
The giant carp he and Kiichi had once spotted was swimming
slowly upstream behind the boat, as if stalking it.
“It’s the monster! Kit-chan! The monster carp!”
Nobuo was shouting for all he was worth. His canvas shoes
stuck to the hot asphalt as he ran, and he nearly tripped and fell
any number of times.
“It’s the monster! The monster carp is following you!”
He no longer cared one way or the other about informing Kiichi
of his move to Niigata, or even saying goodbye. His only thought
was to let Kiichi know that the monster carp was right behind him.
“Kit-chan! It’s the monster! Honest!”
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He was half sobbing and out of breath, and sweat was stinging
his eyes, but he sprinted on in the hot sun. Kiichi needed to know
about the carp. The windows of the houseboat remained closed,
however, and not a sound issued from within as it plowed through
the shining, sunlit water.
The next thing Nobuo knew, the grassy riverbanks had given
way to rows of concrete and brick buildings. He had never been
this far upriver before.
“Kit-chan! The monster!”
After shouting one last time, he gave up the chase. He rested his
hands on the hot bridge railing and watched the houseboat slowly
recede upstream. The monster carp was still in its wake, swimming serenely through the muddy river.
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Old Ginzō pulled his cart over Yukimi Bridge and disappeared
down the street toward Hachinin-machi.
The snow had stopped falling early that morning, leaving a mantle of sparkling white over the entire town—but now the streets of
Toyama were coated with a somber, silvery sheen.
Hunching his shoulders and blowing on his hands to warm
them, Tatsuo made his way home along the bank of the Itachi River. He stopped in front of his house and stood gazing down at the
water’s surface, where deepening shades of dusk had already begun
to gather. A clump of snow draping a telephone line dropped to the
ground, and a stray dog skulked off with its tail between its legs.
It was late March of 1962.
The western sky was faintly red, but its glow failed to reach the
walls and roofs of the houses lining the street. Powerless to penetrate the low-hanging dome of gloomy, overcast sky, the light
seemed only to obscure the luster of things as it filtered down
and quietly died. The occasional unruly flash of radiance that did
pierce the clouds brought no more than a fleeting glister to roof
tiles and streetcar rails.
By the time the seasons had come full cycle, it was as if the entire year had been nothing but winter. The bare ground was just
leftover snow, the water was leftover snow, the weeds were leftover
snow, and the light itself was the lingering reflection of leftover
snow. Winter’s spores lay concealed even within spring and summer, lending year-round a peculiar, ponderous sameness to the
atmosphere of the Japan Sea coast.
Chiyo, Tatsuo’s mother, poked her head out the kitchen window.
“How far did you have to go for a pack of cigarettes? Your father’s waiting.”
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“Mm.”
He removed his rubber boots outside the front door and hung
them over two branches of the persimmon tree. Though the boots
were brand new, moisture had seeped inside them, and his toes
were freezing.
Shigetatsu, his father, was sitting at the heated kotatsu table, his
legs covered by the quilt and his back resting against the wall. Tatsuo placed the cigarettes and change on the tabletop before him.
“It takes you an hour to buy cigarettes?”
“I went to Takeo’s house to get them. They sell tobacco at their
shop now.”
On the radio, Kinba was performing a comic rakugo story, but
the reception was bad. Tatsuo eased in under the quilt and reached
for the radio’s ground wire, which he proceeded to put against the
tip of his tongue. The static disappeared and Kinba’s high-pitched
voice became piercingly clear. Chiyo’s silhouette moved across the
frosted glass partition as she bustled about in the kitchen, preparing dinner.
“Guess I’m just getting old,” Shigetatsu muttered in a defeated,
almost apologetic tone. Tatsuo couldn’t remember his father ever
coming out with a feeble remark like that before. He said nothing,
but touched the ground wire to his tongue again.
“Don’t lick that thing.”
With an obedient grunt Tatsuo dropped the wire and lay back
on the tatami. The scent of his father wafted down to him. It was
a scent he disliked. Permeating the edges of it, inevitably, were
scenes from a circus.
The day they’d gone to see the circus in the park next to Toyama Castle, Tatsuo had been carried home in his father’s arms, his
mother following a few steps behind. He was still little then, not
even in school yet. He was dozing off with his nose pressed against
his father’s neck. “Don’t go to sleep. You’ll catch cold.” Opening
his eyes halfway at the sound of his father’s voice, he saw in the
distance the red and yellow tent and a poster depicting a trapeze
artist, and hoped he’d never have to go to the circus again. The
circus, his father, and his father’s smell were interlocking pieces
of the same memory—and the smell alone was enough to bring it
all back. The sweat stains on the human cannonball’s outfit, the
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red paint on the horses’ hooves, the sagging cheeks of the dwarf
clown, the unsmiling eyes of the little girl who walked the tightrope . . . .
After the circus, the three of them had eaten dinner in a cheap
restaurant in Nishi-cho. Shigetatsu and Chiyo were arguing about
something or other, and suddenly he slapped her. A hush fell over
the room. Everyone turned to look at them, and Chiyo bowed her
head and smiled awkwardly. Little Tatsuo watched in silence as
Shigetatsu slapped her again and stood up. Even now, all these
years later, Tatsuo could see the eyes of the other diners.
“Turn that thing off.”
He grunted again, sat up, and switched off the radio.
“You’re fifteen now?”
“Come on. I’m only fourteen.”
“I’m getting old, all right. You were born when I was fifty-two,
you know. Fifty-two. I’d already given up on having any children.
It surprised the hell out of me when your mother told me she was
pregnant. Shook me so much I started trembling like a leaf.”
Even here in the warm room, with all the windows and doors
shut, Tatsuo could tell that snow had begun to fall again. The
deeper the silence outside, the more clearly he could hear it. This
exceptional sensitivity to sounds was something he’d acquired
since he began growing so rapidly some six months ago.
“It’s snowing again. Really heavy, too.”
Shigetatsu cocked his head to listen. After some moments he
smiled faintly and said, “Tatsuo, you getting any hair around your
weenie yet? Let’s have a look.”
“No!” Every muscle in Tatsuo’s body seemed to contract. “I’ve
only got a little bit anyway.” Shigetatsu was a man who wouldn’t
stop short of stripping off his son’s pants to see for himself, but
now he just smiled. “Yoshio—the Ushijima’s son?” Tatsuo said.
“He’s got all sorts of hair down there already. I barely have any.”
“Nothing good ever comes of growing up too fast. The sooner
they blossom, the sooner they fall. I was a late bloomer too, so I
guess you take after me.”
“I’ve grown five centimeters this year.”
“That much? Well, the big growth spurt usually happens right
about the time your voice starts changing. Like a bamboo shoot
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after the rain. Still, no matter how much you grow, you’re not likely to turn twenty on me this year, I guess.”
Shigetatsu patted his son’s cheek. He was still an imposing figure, with his barrel chest and broad shoulders, but Tatsuo was
painfully aware that his father was not the man he had once been.
Months had now passed since his most recent business venture
had failed. The Shigetatsu of old would have been back on his feet
and fully absorbed in some new enterprise by this time.
During the period of economic recovery after the war, he’d
made a small fortune buying up used tires from the Occupation
forces. He then branched out into automotive parts, and before
long he’d become one of the most successful businessmen in the
entire Hokuriku district. Riding this momentum, Shigetatsu tried
his hand at one new venture after another. Such were his pluck and
ambition as an entrepreneur that behind his back people half-jokingly called him “The Dragon King.” He was not, however, a man
who paid much attention to details.
From 1953 on, each enterprise he got involved in ended up losing money. Rather than digging his heels in and trying to turn
things around, however, he would merely move on to the next
scheme, work at that until it too reached a dead end, and then try
something else. Before he knew it, he’d acquired massive debts,
and by the time he took stock of the situation and began to panic,
he was well past sixty.
“I was with my first wife, Harue, for years, and we never could
have children,” Shigetatsu said. It was the first time Tatsuo had
ever heard him speak of this.
“Here I had a perfectly good wife, but I went and got Chiyo
pregnant with you. I wanted a child so bad . . . If I had been thirty
I might’ve handled things different. But being fifty-two, well, I just
went completely off my rocker. Ditched my poor wife like an old
pair of shoes because I wanted to be a proper father for this baby
that just sort of fell into my lap.”
He then described an incident that had happened just a few days
after he’d separated from Harue and moved into the house here
with Chiyo. His speech was thick and somewhat slurred as he told
the story.
“I was woken by this funny sound outside. It was still dark, but
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Chiyo wasn’t there, and I knew right away what the sound was.
I ran out in the snow in my bare feet, and there she was, on the
riverbank, puking her guts out. Morning sickness. She had it real
bad. She looked so thin and puny, and her skin was this god-awful
greenish color, like phosphorescence. I watched her crouch there
puking into the water for a long time. She’d go all dark, then pale
in the moonlight, just like the river itself.”
Tatsuo reached for the plate on the table and helped himself to
the last of the salted kelp. The sound of snow sifting down continued to whisper in his ears.
“And from that moment on . . . Well, I just didn’t know what I
really felt anymore.”
Shigetatsu reached over and patted Tatsuo’s cheek again.
“A boy your age, I suppose you’ve learned a few tricks by now,
but, listen, don’t be playing with your weenie too much.”
Tatsuo looked away, feeling his face turn red. He wondered if
he should just go ahead and tell his father everything. How he’d
learned about that “trick” in the schoolyard, when no one else was
around; how a strange feeling had come over him while he was
climbing a tree; how it had started to happen whenever he was
clinging to something, rubbing against something; how, even as
he resigned himself to the fact that if anyone were to see him he’d
have no choice but to die, he was powerless to resist the fever that
built up inside him; and how, at the final moment, an image of
Eiko, naked, would flash before his eyes . . . .
“If you have to do it, do it in the bathroom. That way nothing’ll
get soiled.”
Shigetatsu got unsteadily to his feet and walked out of the room,
muttering that he had to piss.
“Don’t forget to wind the clock,” Chiyo said from the kitchen.
Tatsuo was opening the front of the wall clock when Shigetatsu
returned. After closing the sliding door behind him, Shigetatsu
suddenly thrust out his right hand.
“Tatsuo, grab my arm.” His upper lip was curled in an odd sort
of sneer.
“Leg cramp?”
Just as Tatsuo took hold of his arm, Shigetatsu’s jaw went slack
and his false teeth fell out. Eyes bulging, tongue protruding, he
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crumpled to the floor, scraping his face against the wall as he fell,
and went into convulsions.
It was cold inside the ambulance. Sitting next to his father’s
stretcher, Tatsuo was shivering so hard his teeth chattered.
By the time they reached the hospital, Shigetatsu had regained
consciousness, but he couldn’t move his right arm.
“Do you remember collapsing?” the doctor asked him.
“No, not at all.”
“What’s the last thing you remember?”
Tatsuo stood by the window, looking out at the falling snow. It
was a pale, bluish color, like nothing he’d ever seen before, spiraling down furiously over the inner courtyard.
“My wife was making dinner . . . . I don’t know. That’s all I remember.”
When the doctor had finished his examination and left the
room, Shigetatsu looked at his wife and son.
“You can’t . . . You can’t count on me anymore.”
Chiyo silently straightened her husband’s collar. Her head was
slightly bowed, and her mouth was set in the grim smile she always wore when a crisis arose.
The doctor called Tatsuo and Chiyo into the hallway and gave
them the prognosis. Shigetatsu had suffered a mild cerebral hemorrhage. The hemorrhage wouldn’t be a permanent problem in
itself, but it was a sign that the diabetes he’d been battling for a
decade or so had reached a critical stage. Once a patient in his
condition had a seizure, there was danger of increasingly severe
brain disorders.
Chiyo and Tatsuo spent the night at the hospital and took a
streetcar home in the morning.
“What a long winter it’s been,” Chiyo said as she unlocked the
front door. “To think that tomorrow’s the first of April!”
Farther down the street, a few early risers were already out and
about, their shadowy figures just visible in the dim light. Tatsuo
lingered in front of the house, staring at the Itachi River. Short,
leafless trees protruded from the snow-covered mound of the far
bank, beyond the dark ribbon of water.
Fed by a network of rivulets descending from the Tateyama
Mountains, these waters meandered across a vast expanse of fields
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and meadows, dwindling as they flowed and growing darker as
they skirted towns and villages. By the time it reached Toyama,
the Itachi had been reduced to scarcely more than a wide stream,
and it was with some irony that people here referred to the Itachi
River. People some distance upstream called it something else, and
farther downstream it went by yet another name.
The interior of the house smelled of boiled fish. On the floor
beneath the wall clock, the front of which was still open, lay Shigetatsu’s dentures.
“Don’t forget these when you take your father his change of
clothes. If he can’t chew, he’s likely to lose his temper and start
shouting at everybody.”
After wrapping the dentures in a handkerchief, Chiyo remained
sitting on the floor, perfectly still. Tatsuo went to his bedroom,
spread out a futon, and crawled under the quilt. He pulled the
quilt over his head and lay there with his eyes open. A clump of
snow fell from the eaves. He heard someone outside walk from the
street to the riverbank, and then there was silence.
It had been a year since Eiko’s image had begun to appear to him
whenever he lay down in the dark like this. He and Eiko had been
friends since they were little and had often played together in their
elementary school days, but once they’d entered middle school
they had suddenly stopped speaking. A vision of Eiko’s white inner thighs, which Tatsuo had glimpsed once on the staircase at
school, came back to him now. He remembered the letter he’d
written her recently and hidden at the bottom of his desk—he’d
have to burn it as soon as possible. It was not the first time he’d
written her a letter he had no intention of sending, full of embarrassing, clumsily expressed sentiments that he would hate to have
anyone read. It wasn’t just letters either; there were lots of things
in his desk he wouldn’t want anyone to see. Things that burned
with secret fire and reeked of sweat, desire, and self-torment.
In about a week the new school year would begin. Tatsuo would
be in his third year of middle school and would have to begin
studying for high school entrance exams. Most of his classmates
were still taking it easy, but a few, seemingly transformed overnight, had begun frantically hitting the books. Sekine Keita was
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ferent from everyone else’s, however. He hoped to enter a certain
prefectural high school simply because it was the one Eiko had
her sights set on. And he made no attempt to hide this from his
friends.
Once, on their way home from school, walking in a heavy snowfall without umbrellas, Tatsuo had said, “So, you really like Eiko?”
Sekine had blushed and said, “Sure I do. Would I lie about
something like that?”
“Everybody knows about it. Eiko too. Doesn’t that embarrass
you?”
“Well, a little, yeah, but what can I do? I can’t help it if I like her.”
Sekine brushed the snow off his head and smiled. “My father
says women aren’t likely to fall for anybody with a kisser like
mine, though.”
They passed the Tsujisawa Dental Clinic. Eiko’s house. A round
cap of snow crowned each of the gateposts. Tatsuo stole a glance at
Sekine’s face but was intent on hiding his own feelings—feelings
that were perhaps even stronger than his rival’s.
He nudged this rival of his with an elbow to the ribs. Sekine
grinned and nudged him back, and they began play-boxing, all
but tripping over each other as they trudged through the snow.
Sekine said he’d been to the library to research pheromones, a
subject he’d first heard about in biology class.
“Eiko smells so good,” he said, peering into the distance, and
then went on to display his considerable knowledge about pheromones. He said they were chemicals that some female creatures
secreted to lure males from as far away as several kilometers.
“They’ve found pheromones in a lot of species of higher animals, but cockroaches, for example, are loaded with the stuff. Scientists have even used pheromones to develop a way to get rid of
roaches. That sort of thing takes all the romance out of it, though.”
Pheromones are the stuff of passion, Sekine muttered under his
breath. He cleared his throat and said, “That’s what they are, passion. Eiko’s pheromones . . .”
When he was little, Tatsuo and a girl from his neighborhood
had once played together inside a closet. Now, as he and Sekine
plodded on through the snow, he began talking about that time.
He’d never told anyone about it before.
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“It was pitch dark in the closet, and we started to get a little
scared. Neither of us was talking. We were sitting on top of the
folded futons in there, and then Yuri lay face down on them.”
“When was this?”
“When I was in second grade.”
“Whoa—isn’t that a little young?”
“I pulled her pants off, and then I felt like I wanted to touch her
butt-hole.”
“Did you do that?”
“Yeah. For a long time. The closet smelled kind of mildewy, and
it was pitch dark except for a little strip of light coming through
at the edge of the door. After a while, I felt like I wanted to put my
finger inside her.”
“Inside her butt-hole?”
“I didn’t, because she said it hurt. But what d’you think made
me want to do that? Was it pheromones?”
“Could be.” Sekine brushed the snow off his head again and
muttered once more, “They’re the stuff of passion.”
Tatsuo remembered, as clearly as if it were happening before his
eyes at that very moment, the way Sekine had peered up at the sky
when he said this.
The futon was warm now, and, suddenly very sleepy, he closed
his eyes. The image of his father’s face when he collapsed and went
into convulsions seemed permanently emblazoned on the dark
walls of his mind. He heard those words of his father’s again—
“You can’t count on me anymore”—and rolled over on his side.
With the wall clock stopped, still unwound, there wasn’t a sound
in the house. Tatsuo got up quietly and peeked into the next room.
Chiyo hadn’t stirred. She was still sitting motionless on the floor
beneath the clock with her head bowed and Shigetatsu’s dentures
in her lap.
The fifth of April brought another big snowfall.
The entire town, still buried beneath a dirty layer of old,
half-melted snow, was now covered with a fresh blanket of white.
Chiyo, carrying a change of clothes for Shigetatsu, trotted to the
stop where the streetcar was waiting. When she hopped aboard,
the smell of fish greeted her. An old woman dressed in fishmonger’s clothing said, “If we keep stopping to wait for stragglers, my
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goods are going to spoil.” Uncertain if she was speaking to the
driver or to her, Chiyo glanced up at the woman, who was sitting
in the seat just opposite. The woman glowered at her, and Chiyo
quickly averted her eyes and looked out the window. A billboard
advertising Toyama Stomach Pills was barely visible through the
falling snow.
Chiyo was preoccupied with the question of how her little family was going to get by. They were deep in debt and had now been
deprived of any potential source of income. She would have no
choice but to get a job herself, but with the hospital fees added to
their regular expenses, it would have to be one that paid exceptionally well. She was forty-five; at times that struck her as still
rather young and at other times as well over the hill. In any case,
she was completely at a loss as to what to do.
Shigetatsu’s previous wife, Harue, had begun managing an inn
in Kanagawa after their divorce. Just the day before, Chiyo had
heard gossip suggesting that things were going so well for Harue
that she’d recently added a large annex made of reinforced concrete. Chiyo had breathed an inner sigh of relief at the news and
decided to tell Shigetatsu about it. It was a piece of information
that, perhaps more than any other, might serve to put his heart
at ease.
The streetcar lumbered around a curve and came to a stop at
the Nishi-cho crossing. Just ahead, several workmen were clearing
snow from the tracks.
“If we don’t get moving, my fish’ll go bad,” the old woman
grumbled.
Chiyo glanced casually at the fish scales stuck to the woman’s
boots. They reminded her of the rubber boots worn by another
fishmonger who’d sat in front of her once, long ago, on a snowbound night train. The dim illumination inside the train had
caused the scales on those boots to sparkle, and even now Chiyo
had a vivid memory of that glittering iridescence. And that memory, in turn, connected to the frosty darkness of the night she’d
conceived Shigetatsu’s child.
Chiyo too had been divorced, and she’d had a child by her previous husband. The man had demanded custody of the baby, only a
year old at the time, but Chiyo had gone through with the divorce
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nonetheless. That son of hers would be twenty-four now, but for
reasons that weren’t clear to her she had never harbored a strong
desire to reunite with him. Perhaps it was because she’d gone on to
marry Shigetatsu and give birth to Tatsuo; in any case, she sometimes shuddered to think that she could be so indifferent about her
own flesh and blood.
Her ex-husband had worked for the railroad, but his family
were wealthy landowners. She’d married the man at the urging
of relatives when she was twenty-one. He was fair-skinned and
had red, effeminate lips, but his voice was deep and resonant. He
held instructor’s licenses for both the tea ceremony and flower arrangement and was skilled at playing the shamisen and singing
traditional narrative ballads—all rather rare accomplishments
for a railway worker in those days. But he was a heavy drinker.
The first time she left him was only a couple of months after the
wedding. He came home one night dead drunk and, inexplicably,
dressed only in his underwear. When Chiyo took him to task, he
responded by slapping and kicking her. The next day was his day
off. He got up shortly before noon and began putting together a
flower arrangement, declaring that there was no better cure for a
hangover. Watching him sit there, so elegant in his kimono, Chiyo developed an unspeakable loathing for this husband of hers.
She left him and fled to her mother’s place outside Takaoka. Her
mother was bedridden with tuberculosis and shared the house
with Chiyo’s elder brother.
On his next day off, her husband came looking for her. He prostrated himself on the floor and begged her to return. She did,
but he didn’t stop drinking. He would come home falling-down
drunk, she’d flee to her mother’s house, and later he’d come to
retrieve her. This happened any number of times, even after the
child was born. The only difference was that now Chiyo would
leave with the infant strapped to her back.
It was difficult for her to reconcile the slobbering drunk, stumbling about in his underwear, with the man dressed smartly in
kimono, quietly arranging flowers or meditating over a cup of tea.
It was as if she were married to two different people. And she had
grown to hate both of them.
One night six months after the child was born, her husband
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walked home drunk, carrying the sack of rice allotted to railway
workers as part of their salary. The sack had a hole in it, and by
the time he got home it was empty; he’d managed to scatter every
last grain on the road behind him. It was then that Chiyo made
up her mind. The war had reached a critical stage, and her brother
had just received notice to report for military duty. Chiyo’s father
had died when she was a child, and it would hardly do to leave her
bedridden mother alone.
She returned to her mother’s house with the baby and sent word
of her decision to her husband via a third party. The husband, as
usual, came to reclaim her, but Chiyo would never return to him
again.
Six months later, her in-laws came calling to say that they would
consent to a divorce on condition that the child be handed over to
them. It was a price Chiyo was willing to pay. She wanted to be free
of that man even though it meant losing her child.
She had stood outside her house and watched her mother-in-law
carry the baby through the wicket at the train station down the
road. Her legs would not stop trembling. That was the final scene
of her brief marriage.
The year after the war ended, her mother died. There was still
no news of her brother, who’d been sent to the southern front.
Though it was a time of scarcity, the bright lights began to return
to the entertainment districts, and Chiyo took a job offered her
by the proprietress of an expensive restaurant in Kanagawa. She
served as assistant manager, working in the office or supervising
the geisha who were called in to entertain. But her real value to
the establishment was that she was more popular with the clients
than even the most sought-after geisha. Doted upon by customers,
who would laughingly say there was no need to call in any more
beauties as long as Chiyo was keeping them company, she came
to feel completely at home in that world. Then, early in the third
year after the end of the war, she met Mizushima Shigetatsu, a
businessman who’d been making a name for himself in that part
of the country.
The streetcar began moving again, slowly. One of the workmen
standing beside the track waved to the conductor and shouted,
“We’ll be shoveling all day long!”
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“Beats punching tickets!” the young conductor shouted back.
The snow, which was falling hard now, muffled the sound of the
workmen’s laughter.
The hospital was an old wooden building. In Shigetatsu’s ward,
which got no sun at all, the lights were left on even in daytime. The
antiseptic smell typical of hospitals was missing, but in its place
was another strong odor, like a mixture of sweat and rotting fruit.
“It’s the smell of blood and guts.” Shigetatsu spat out the words
with a look of disgust. Chiyo had peeled an apple for him, and he
was rolling a slice around in his mouth.
“Why don’t you just chew it?”
“My teeth don’t fit anymore.” The dentures, wrapped in paper, were lying at the foot of his bed. He kicked at them and said,
“Throw the damn things away.”
With her finger, Chiyo brushed a trace of powdered medicine
from his lip.
“I want you to take that draft note to Ōmori,” Shigetatsu said.
Ōmori was an old friend whose name he hadn’t uttered for years.
“Fine, but . . .”
“He knows everything about me. Hell, he knows perfectly well
it’s not worth anything. But he’ll cash it. Just tell him Mizushima
Shigetatsu has reached the end of the line. Bow and tell him we
need his help—that’s all you have to do.”
Chiyo massaged Shigetatsu’s lifeless right arm. It was clammy
and flaccid. Shigetatsu turned his head to look out the window
and asked what Tatsuo was up to. He was clearly displeased that
his son rarely came to visit him.
“He’s a timid, nervous sort like you,” he told her, “but there’s a
wild side to him. You never know what he’s going to do. It’s like
a deformity or something.” Shigetatsu chuckled and added, “He’s
twisted, is what it is. That’s the only thing about him that resembles his father.”
The snow seemed to have let up again.
“Our last big snowfall,” Chiyo sighed. It wasn’t until the words
were out that she gave a start, realizing what she’d said. This might
well be the last big snowfall Shigetatsu would ever see.
“Lately I keep remembering this thing that happened when I
was a kid . . . . It was in the summertime . . . .”
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Shigetatsu had never spoken of his childhood before.
“The cicadas were making a racket, and I was hiding behind a
stone wall, waiting for somebody. A little snake came crawling
out from a crack between the stones and then slithered back in
through a different crack. But I just ignored it and kept on waiting,
keeping perfectly still. It was a really hot day. Whether I was waiting for this person so I could jump out and scare him, or whether I
was hiding there because I was afraid of him—I just can’t remember that part. I’m sure I was only about five or six, though.”
“Ancient history!” Chiyo said, forcing a smile. She seemed to
remember something like that happening to her, too, when she
was a child.
“I wonder who I was waiting for. I’ve tried and tried, but I just
can’t remember. Then last night it started coming back to me. I remembered catching a glimpse of the guy’s feet as he came around
a turn in the road, a spot where the sunlight was so bright I had to
squint—and that’s as far as I got.”
Shigetatsu fell silent. Chiyo was going to tell him about Harue,
but for some reason she too held her peace and gazed out at the
snow. The dark Hokuriku sky moved ponderously overhead.
From the moment he awoke, Tatsuo was inwardly shouting the
words: A blizzard in April! Back when he was in fourth grade, old
Ginzō had promised him that if there was ever a blizzard in April,
that would be the year they’d go hunting for fireflies.
“It’s like a cloud of fireflies, I tell you. You’ve never seen anything like it. A whole swarm of ’em. No, swarm’s not the word—
it’s more like one huge, wigglin’ creature. Way up the Itachi River
there’s a place where it’s nothing but rice paddies as far as the eye
can see, and still farther upstream from there, where nobody ever
goes, that’s where the fireflies gather. It’s like a different river when
you go up that far—the water’s deep and clear, and . . . Well, it’s
just unbelievable how many fireflies there are. Like a snowstorm.
Like a blizzard of fireflies all around you.”
Ginzō would punctuate his story with grand, expansive gestures. Tatsuo never tired of the performance and would ask him
time and again about the fireflies.
“People don’t know about it. There aren’t many who’ve ever seen
a swarm of fireflies like that, I’ll tell you.”
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“You saw it, though, didn’t you?”
“Oh, I saw it all right,” Ginzō would say, fixing him with a perfectly solemn gaze. “Just once, you know. It was downright scary,
to tell you the truth—like seein’ a ghost or somethin’. Sobered me
up right quick.”
“Take me there. Take me with you. Please?”
“No can do. It’s not something that happens every year. Unless
you’ve had a long winter, long enough for there to be a blizzard in
April, the fireflies won’t all come together like that.”
“It has to be a year when there’s snow in April?”
“Not just snow. A blizzard. A regular bloomin’ blizzard.”
Five years had passed since Ginzō had first told Tatsuo about
the fireflies, but not until now had there been a snowstorm in
April. As soon as he’d eaten breakfast, he hurried outside and ran
to Ginzō’s workshop in Hachinin-machi. Ginzō, who would turn
seventy-five that year, was a master cabinetmaker. He had already
finished his first job of the morning and was sharpening his plane.
“It’s a blizzard! Ginzō, it’s a blizzard in April!”
“Yessir, it’s really comin’ down.”
“How about it? Will the fireflies show up this year?”
Ginzō got to his feet with a grunt, opened the little side door,
and eyed the lead-colored sky. Wind rushed in and sent wood
shavings dancing across the floor.
“Well, if they’re ever goin’ to show, this’d be the year.”
A warm glow suffused Tatsuo’s cheeks and throat. Back when
they were in elementary school, he and Eiko had promised each
other that if ever such a year were to come, they’d go together to
hunt for the fireflies.
He stuck his head out the doorway to peer at the sky, and Ginzō
tapped him on the shoulder.
“Can’t leave it open all day. It’s freezin’ out there.”
When he turned around, he found himself looking straight at
Ginzō’s white, close-cropped hair. At some point he’d grown taller
than the old man. They’d seen each other at New Year’s, but it had
been a long time since Tatsuo had dropped by the workshop.
“How’s your father?”
“I don’t know. No better, no worse.”
“You ought to spend as much time with him as you can.” Ginzō
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set a rice cake on the clay stove, his gentle eyes fixed on his visitor.
“Yeah.” Tatsuo had in fact been avoiding the hospital. He disliked the worn-out old man his father had become.
“Shige always used to say he couldn’t die until his son reached
twenty.”
Sparks flew out from the charcoal in the little stove and transformed into countless fireflies as they flashed before Tatsuo’s eyes.
Lifting the rice cake with the tips of his fingers and turning it over,
he forced a smile.
“Oh, he’s not going to die.”
“No, no, of course not. Not till his son’s grown up and he can
die happy.”
To Tatsuo, it seemed like forever before he’d be “grown up.”
“Ginzō, take me to look for the fireflies this year, whether they’re
there or not. All right? Even if there’s not a single firefly out there,
let’s go look for them anyway.”
“You bet. Start breakin’ my promises with Tat-chan, and I might
be the one who kicks the bucket.”
After leaving Ginzō’s workshop, Tatsuo headed toward Nishi-cho. He planned to catch a streetcar from there to the hospital.
Children were skiing down a small slope they’d manufactured
by piling up snow. All of them were using simple skis made of
lengths of green bamboo split in half. Tatsuo had done the same
thing each winter when he was in elementary school, until he took
a bad fall and ended up with a concussion.
Just before he reached the shopping district, he heard someone
call to him. It was Sekine Keita. He’d been about to pass right by
Sekine’s house without even realizing it. Sekine leaned out a window on the second floor and waved.
“Where you going?”
“Hospital.”
“Why don’t you come in for a minute?”
Sekine’s house was a tailor’s shop. Tatsuo didn’t like going there
because of the incessant racket of the sewing machine.
From inside the shop on the first floor, Sekine’s father, peering
through his thick glasses, smiled and beckoned to him. Tatsuo resigned himself and went in.
“How’s your father doing?” As always, Sekine’s father was wear68
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ing a wool vest, with a terrycloth band tied around his head and a
measuring tape slung over his shoulders. He was deaf in one ear.
Tatsuo raised his voice nearly to a shout to describe his father’s
condition. Sekine’s father nodded and pushed his glasses up on
the bridge of his nose.
“Are you going to try to get into a prefectural high school too,
Tat-chan?”
Tatsuo hadn’t decided that yet. He was no longer sure he’d be
able to go on to high school at all. But his father’s words—“You
can’t count on me anymore”—had somehow only fueled his desire
to continue his studies.
“Keita’s been hitting the books like mad,” Sekine’s father said
with a chuckle. Then, lowering his voice, he whispered conspiratorially. “I know what he’s up to, though. There’s an ulterior motive
behind all that studying. He’s become a sex fiend all of a sudden,
the hopeless little monkey.”
Sekine’s mother had fallen ill and died two years before, leaving
him and his father alone. Tatsuo had attended the funeral with
Chiyo, and even now he had a vivid recollection of Sekine’s father
draping his small frame over the coffin as it was being carried off
and breaking down in a torrent of tears, right in front of everybody.
“I want him to start training to be a tailor as soon as he finishes middle school. That’s the quickest way to make something of
himself.”
Sekine came downstairs and with a jerk of his head motioned
for Tatsuo to follow him. They went up the narrow staircase together.
“What was my father saying?”
“He said you’ve been studying like crazy.”
“He’s against me going to high school. But these days even to be
a tailor you need an education. That’s the trouble with my father—
no education.”
“Education, my foot!” Sekine’s father shouted from below. “I
know what you’re really after!”
Sekine hastily shut the door behind him.
“How is it he only hears stuff like that? He’s supposed to be practically deaf.”
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The indignant look on his face struck Tatsuo as comical.
“He’s got no education,” Sekine said again, pointing downstairs
and scowling. Tatsuo collapsed on the floor with laughter.
“What’s so funny?” Sekine sat down on a chair and watched Tatsuo with a puzzled look. Then, as if he’d just remembered something, he opened his desk drawer and pulled out a small box.
“Don’t tell anybody about this.”
Inside the box was a photograph. He handed it to Tatsuo. It was
a picture of Eiko standing beneath a cherry tree, smiling.
“What’s with this?”
Sekine grinned and didn’t answer.
“Did Eiko give it to you?”
He nodded.
“Eiko gave it to you? Really?”
“Really. It’s from when she went to Toyama Castle. She gave it
to me a few days ago. All my efforts are finally starting to pay off.”
“H’mph.”
Tatsuo looked at the photo again. In the picture, Eiko seemed
even more grown up and beautiful than in real life. Sekine took
the photo out of his hand and put it back in the box, muttering that
he didn’t want it getting smudged.
“You’re lying,” Tatsuo said, suddenly serious. “Eiko wouldn’t
give you a photo of herself.”
“What kind of thing is that to say right to somebody’s face? It’s
an insult.”
“Come on. I wasn’t especially saying it to your face.”
“Ah, well, never mind. Anyway, Tat-chan . . . Eiko sure is pretty,
isn’t she? Don’t you think so?”
“Yeah, she is.”
If Sekine had asked him at that moment if he too liked Eiko, he
would almost certainly have to him the truth: Yes. Yes, I do.
As Tatsuo was leaving, Sekine’s father asked if he wouldn’t stay a
while longer, but he demurred and hurried out the door. He decided to walk the snowy streets all the way to the hospital rather than
use the streetcar. Once this snow melts, he thought, it’ll be spring,
my last year of middle school, and I’ll have to study like crazy too.
A strange, nervous excitement hastened his steps.
The snow eased up and gathered force by turns but showed no
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signs of stopping. The people out on the streets all hurried along,
shoulders hunched, their overcoats frosted with powdery flakes.
Tatsuo kicked at a snowdrift in front of him. For the first time in
his life he resented this oppressive, relentless snow. A strong gust
of wind blasted his face and jacket with cold white crystals. And at
that moment a dazzling storybook scene took shape in his mind:
somewhere far up the Itachi River, a blizzard of fireflies.
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When he awoke, Tatsuo pressed his ear against the pillow and
listened to the river. The sound it made was the sound of spring.
For the brief period from now to about the middle of May, the waters of the Itachi would gradually swell. This year, however, Tatsuo
had discovered something new in the reverberations of the rushing stream: a faint popping sound, as of tiny particles bursting.
It was similar to how, on winter nights, he’d been able to sense
that snow had quietly begun to fall. As he lay there focusing on
the sound the river made, he was reminded of the susurration of
falling snow, and he was aware, just before he dozed off again, of
an itchy, discomforting sort of sensation deep inside.
It was Sunday. Today he was to go to the house of his father’s old
friend Ōmori Kametarō in Takaoka City, to exchange a draft note
for cash. When Chiyo had told Ōmori on the telephone that she’d
call on him Sunday, he had interrupted to ask that she send Tatsuo
instead. Tatsuo had reluctantly agreed after Chiyo explained that
all he had to do was pick up the money and come back home, but
he couldn’t help wondering why this man Ōmori, whom he’d never even met, had specified that he be the one to go.
“If you don’t get up now you’ll be late.”
Chiyo pulled back Tatsuo’s quilt. Awakened again, he slowly
got up and went to the basin to wash his face with well water. He
touched his nose repeatedly. It seemed to him that it was suddenly
bigger, and it also seemed harder than before. When he told his
mother this, she pinched his nose and laughed.
“Last time you said your nipples hurt. Like a little girl. Now it’s
your nose!”
Chiyo reminded him several times to watch his manners at
Ōmori’s house and to be careful to use formal speech. They left the
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house together, boarded the streetcar at Yukimi Bridge, and rode
to Toyama Station, where Chiyo bought him a ticket for Takaoka.
A voice over the loudspeaker was announcing the departure times
of trains to Tokyo and Osaka and other distant cities, and though
it was Sunday the station was jammed with people. It was only
about an hour’s ride to Takaoka, but Tatsuo felt as if he were embarking on an epic journey, and he was tense and nervous.
“Wrap the money in this, and hold on tight to it.” Chiyo stuffed
a large purple kerchief in Tatsuo’s pocket and gave him a stern
look.
“Your father may not live through the year. We’re going to use
the money to pay the hospital and to send you to high school.
That’s the truth, and if Mr. Ōmori asks you, all you have to do is
answer him honestly.”
“Okay.”
“I’m going to find a job, so there’s nothing to worry about. I
enjoy working.”
“Right.”
Chiyo had never been one to speak in such clear-cut terms before. Tatsuo dreaded taking a train alone all the way to Takaoka,
and on such an important mission, but seeing that his mother was
not her normal self today somehow helped him steel his resolve.
It was shortly after noon when he reached Takaoka. Following
the map his mother had drawn, he headed west along the street in
front of the station. There was a strong wind, and particles of dust
danced in the spring sunlight.
He had no trouble finding the place. Turning left where the
shopping street ended, he saw a house with a black fence around
it and a sign mounted on the roof that read Ōmori Enterprises.
When he opened the glass door and announced himself, a man
appeared from behind a curtain separating the spacious business
office from the living quarters.
“So you made it! Well done.”
Ōmori showed Tatsuo to the reception area, where they sat
down facing each other. A burnished suit of samurai armor
gleamed darkly in a big glass case in the corner.
Ōmori’s face had a squashed look, as if his narrow eyes had
been squeezed into the space between his thick brows and lips.
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His completely hairless crown was shiny and pink.
“Well done,” he said again. He stared at Tatsuo for some moments, then smiled and said, “You look just like your father.”
Tatsuo was very tense. His heart was in his throat, and he had
no idea what to say in this sort of situation. He settled for pulling
from his pocket the envelope with the draft note inside and presenting it to Ōmori.
“You mother explained everything to me,” Ōmori said softly,
and pushed the envelope back to Tatsuo’s side of the table. “The
note isn’t worth the paper it’s written on. You can keep it.”
Tatsuo sat there in silence, completely at a loss. His mother had
instructed him to tell Ōmori the truth about how they were going
to use the money, but he was having trouble getting any words
out at all. His eyes fell upon a huge clock, almost as tall as he was,
standing against the wall next to the suit of armor. Engraved in
gold beneath the face of the clock was a congratulatory message
and the name Mizushima Shigetatsu.
“Oh, that!” Ōmori said, in a suddenly booming voice. “Your father gave that to me when I started my business here. Many years
before you were born.” He paused, then lowered his voice again.
“There’s no point in exchanging cash for a worthless piece of paper, when I can simply advance you whatever amount you need.
I’ll loan you the money.”
Tatsuo wasn’t quite sure what the man meant. All he wanted
was to escape for home as soon as possible. Ōmori went into the
living quarters for a moment, returned with a fountain pen and
writing paper, and removed some money from his safe.
“This is to be a loan to you. Agreed?”
Tears welled up in Tatsuo’s eyes. They were not tears of joy, but
neither were they tears of sadness. He did his best to hold them
back, and said, “Is it all right if I don’t repay you till I’m grown
up?”
“Of course. And if I’m dead by then, there’s no need to pay it
back at all. But I do want to have a record of the transaction.”
Ōmori drew up two copies of the loan agreement. In large letters he added clauses stating that there was to be no interest or
time limit, and that in the event of the lender’s death, the debt
would be canceled automatically. He stamped the papers with his
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personal seal. Tatsuo, with Ōmori’s guidance, signed his name,
pressed his thumb into an inkpad, and put his thumbprint on the
papers.
“I’m really impressed that you managed to come here all by
yourself, a boy your age. Stay awhile and make yourself at home.
Not that there’s much to offer you—I’m afraid my wife is off at a
blossom-viewing party with the workers from our store.”
Ōmori paused, then said, “Mizushima Shigetatsu was a man
who became so successful so quickly it was almost frightening.
And then, at a certain point, his luck ran out. He was a clever, generous man, a truly good person, but his luck just ran out on him.
If you think about it, about what luck can do, it’s enough to give
you the chills. I don’t imagine you can really understand this at
your age, but that stuff they call luck can even make the difference
between a fool and a genius.”
He stood up. “Your father and I have been friends since we were
about your age. Let me show you something,” he said, and walked
back into the living quarters. Tatsuo sat looking at his own red
thumbprint on the paper in front of him.
Ōmori returned with an old sepia photograph.
“Look at this. That’s your father and me.”
Two young men sat beneath a cherry tree with their arms
around each other’s shoulders. One was wearing a hat, puttees,
and army boots. The other was bare-chested and had a hand towel
draped over his head. Ōmori pointed at the shirtless young man
and said, “That’s your father, when he was eighteen.”
“Really?” Tatsuo gazed at the picture of the young man with
the shaved head whose features, it was true, closely resembled his
own. His father at eighteen, squinting into the bright spring sunlight illuminating his pale skin. A young Ōmori, the same age,
glared at the camera from beneath a thick pair of eyebrows.
Ōmori lowered his voice to a near-whisper. “That was taken the
day after we both had our first experience with women.” He was
about to add something else, but stopped and merely drank the
photo in.
Tatsuo left a short time later. Ōmori accompanied him to the
station and bought him a chocolate bar. Then, suddenly speaking quite formally, he said, “Well, then, until we meet again,” and
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bowed deeply. Tatsuo said goodbye and returned the bow, bending
so low that his student cap slipped off and fell to the ground.
The cherry blossoms at Toyama Castle were only about
three-quarters open, but the water plants in the muddy, stagnant
water of the moat were already a bright, glistening green.
Chiyo had stopped to rest in front of the main gate of the castle
after walking there from the newspaper building. Having heard
that the newspaper was hiring people for its cafeteria, she’d gone
for an interview. She was uncertain, however, as to whether or not
she’d be able to accept the job even if it was offered to her. Ten
days ago, Shigetatsu had suffered another seizure, leaving the entire right side of his body paralyzed. Until then he’d managed to
go to the toilet and wash up on his own, but now someone would
have to be with him all the time. They couldn’t afford a nurse, but
neither could Chiyo be at his side twenty-four hours a day. The bill
collectors refrained from coming to the hospital, but they would
show up at the house every three days or so, demanding payment
in voices loud enough to be heard by all the neighbors. Two or
three of the more unsavory types even made a habit of coming
in the middle of the night to scream their demands. She wanted
to sell the house and land as soon as possible, as well as the office
near the station, in order to settle the larger debts. It was hard
enough just meeting daily expenses. With Shigetatsu confined to
bed, Chiyo would have to go to work, and yet she was really in no
position to do so.
She walked through the gate and on to the long, elevated gravel
path that bisected the moat and led to the castle. A number of
children with fishing poles ran past her. From beneath the cherry
trees on every side came the cheerful voices of young couples, and
parents with their kids.
The roof tiles on the castle tower shone with startling brilliance
under the gloomy sky. Chiyo sat down beneath a large old cherry
tree. From where she sat she could see a kimono-clad woman of
thirty or so standing next to the ancient stone wall. The woman
seemed to be waiting for someone, and judging from the hint of
irritation on her face she had probably been there for some time.
Chiyo sighed and sat watching the woman as falling petals drifted
down through her field of vision. The pattern on the woman’s ki76
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mono coat, a row of small flowers—narcissuses, perhaps, although
she couldn’t be sure at that distance—stood out in pale relief beneath the cloudy sky and seeped quietly into Chiyo’s heart.
Once, on a winter’s day fifteen years earlier, she had waited for
Shigetatsu at Toyama Station. The appointed hour had long since
come and gone, and Chiyo had thought of walking away any number of times. She knew, however, that Shigetatsu was not the sort
of man who would continue to pursue her if she were to leave now.
She walked out of the waiting room to the wicket and stood gazing at a train that had just pulled in. All the trains from Fukui
had been delayed and arrived bearing thick layers of snow on their
roofs. Snow clung to the windows and sides of the cars as well,
testimony to the severity of the blizzard they’d encountered along
the way. A group of women carrying large wicker suitcases passed
in through the wicket as two or three men in heavy overcoats, who
might have been demobilized soldiers, hurried out. The sound of
a baby crying somewhere echoed through the station. The platform was dark and wet, with fallen clumps of snow here and there.
Chiyo looked at her watch, and just as she was doing so, someone
clapped her on the shoulder. She turned to see Shigetatsu standing
there with an angry look on his face.
“You weren’t in the waiting room. I figured you’d gone home.”
Shigetatsu had bought tickets for Niigata, but when Chiyo, allowing herself to show him her vulnerable, childlike side for the
first time, pouted and pressed him to take her to Echizen, he
promptly changed their destination. It was no great surprise when
the train came to a stop some distance short of Daijōji. They were
snowed in, a blizzard was raging, and there was no telling when
the train would start up again. With the engine idling, the heat inside the cars faltered; and as the temperature dropped, the smell of
fish emanating from the bundles carried by the woman in front of
them grew stronger. Countless fish scales adhered to the woman’s
trousers and rubber boots.
“You cold?” Shigetatsu whispered in Chiyo’s ear. When she replied that her legs were, a little, he took his overcoat down from the
rack above and spread it over her lap. The pure-wool overcoat was
such a vivid shade of greenish brown that it attracted stares, but it
looked nothing short of splendid on Shigetatsu, with his powerful
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physique and dark, penetrating eyes. Perhaps it had been precisely
what some might call the arrogance of this man, an arrogance that
permitted him to wear such a gaudy overcoat without the least
trace of embarrassment, that had drawn Chiyo to him—in spite of
his being old enough to be her father.
She snapped out of her reverie when she noticed the woman in
the kimono walking toward her. Standing a short distance from
Chiyo was a man in his mid-twenties with a sickly complexion.
The woman passed right in front of her as she approached the
man, saying, “What could I do? The baby’s running a fever.”
After removing his suit jacket and handing it to the woman, the
man extracted a necktie from the breast pocket and put it on. Chiyo had detected a note of deep sorrow in the few words she’d heard
the woman speak. She stood up and walked back the way she’d
come. Under the trees, someone was singing. A woman sat on a
mat left behind by a group of cherry-blossom viewers, cradling a
crying infant. Chiyo hurried past. It was a sound she hated. There
had been a baby crying that night on the train with Shigetatsu.
The train had been stalled for nearly forty minutes before they
began moving again through the snowy fields. With the sudden
lurch forward, a baby in the rear of the car had started squalling.
Each time the train shook or swayed, the fish scales on the
woman’s boots sparkled. Though there was no logical connection,
those flashes of iridescence brought Chiyo a sudden sense-memory of the soft, radiant skin of the baby she’d given up all those
years before, and she gasped and shifted uneasily in her seat.
“We’ll stay in Fukui tonight and move on to Cape Echizen tomorrow. That all right with you?”
Chiyo had said that she wanted to go to Echizen, but she didn’t
recall saying anything about the cape. She glanced at Shigetatsu
to try and read his expression. He had turned his face to the dark
window, but his features were clearly reflected in it, and he was
peering back at her. Their eyes met in the glass. And it was at that
moment that her vague, uncertain feelings toward him began to
crystallize into something substantial, something she could identify as love.
They took a room in Fukui that night. Shigetatsu was unusually
taciturn. After dinner they sat at the kotatsu facing each other.
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Chiyo listened from time to time to the sound of the snow beating
against the roof and walls and windows.
“Kind of gloomy, isn’t it?” said Shigetatsu. “Why don’t we call in
a geisha or something?”
Chiyo wasn’t keen on the idea, but Shigetatsu clapped his hands
to summon the clerk.
The clerk smilingly informed them that it was too late at night,
that the only geisha who’d come at this hour were the sort who
were accomplished at one thing only. But then, a short time after
he’d left, he returned to say that a woman had offered to play the
shamisen for them.
“Sounds good,” said Shigetatsu, reaching under the kotatsu table to take Chiyo’s ankle in his hands. “Send her on in.”
The clerk left again and came back with a small woman of about
fifty. Her eyes were a cloudy white: she was blind.
The woman bowed her head, then lifted her face toward the ceiling and sat perfectly still for some time. This made Chiyo uncomfortable; to her it looked as if she was reading all the smells in the
room. After playing a brief introductory tune, wielding her plectrum with an energy one would scarcely have judged her capable
of, the woman spoke for the first time. “Shall I sing as well?”
“No, that’s all right. Just go on playing whatever you like.” To
the clerk, Shigetatsu added, “I guess I won’t be needing that saké
I ordered.”
When the clerk withdrew, the woman took several slow, deep
breaths, then licked the tip of her plectrum and began flailing furiously at the strings again. The timbre of the notes was so clean
and sharp as to give Chiyo goosebumps, and before she knew it
she was completely drawn into the dark, powerful melody. Shigetatsu too, still gripping Chiyo’s ankle, sat as if transfixed by the
blind woman’s flickering plectrum.
She played well into the night. As she plucked away at the
strings, beads of sweat trickled down her face and neck, and she
moved her lips almost imperceptibly. It seemed to Chiyo as if she
were muttering, “Not yet, not yet. More, more!” The yellow light
of the electric lamp seemed to grow dimmer as the sound of the
shamisen intensified. Just as drops of water from the sea at Echizen, though translucent in themselves, combine to produce an
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opaque, leaden gray, so each flick of the blind woman’s wrist made
the bleak atmosphere of the room a little bit darker and colder.
“I haven’t played this much at one sitting since the war ended,”
the woman remarked, when the clerk came to fetch her.
Shigetatsu handed her the payment, telling her exactly how
much it was and explaining that he was giving the clerk some
money as well, so she wouldn’t need to.
The next afternoon the two of them went to Cape Echizen. They
watched the raging sea and the torn and tattered sky sink ever
deeper into darkness, until it was impossible to distinguish the
boundary between them. Gusts of wind rebuffed the falling snow
and sent it swirling back toward the clouds.
“Why’d you want to come to a place like this?”
Chiyo, with her face half buried in her muffler, smiled and whispered in Shigetatsu’s ear: “I didn’t.”
“You said you wanted to go to Cape Echizen, didn’t you?”
“No. All I said was I wanted to go to Echizen.”
Houses lined the seacoast, standing dark and silent in the
wind-driven snow, their corniced roofs mottled with patches of
white.
Chiyo thought she detected the sound of a shamisen mixed in
with the roar of the waves. She tilted her heard, wondering if the
sound wasn’t merely a trick of the sea, a chance effect produced
by wind slicing into the waves. But Shigetatsu said, “You’re right.
I can hear it too.”
They stood side by side, watching the waves.
“That’s one wild-looking sea, isn’t it?” he said. His eyes shone
with the same narrow, piercing light that Chiyo had observed the
night before, when he sat listening to the blind woman’s shamisen.
Chiyo suddenly recalled something she’d once been told. “There
are supposed to be narcissuses here!” she cried with girlish enthusiasm. “Blooming all along the shore, and in the middle of winter,
no less!” She swept her eyes over the shoreline but couldn’t see so
much as a single flower.
The snow was falling in larger flakes now. At last they turned
and walked away, their shoulders hunched against the cold.
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Do you want to go fishing after school? I know a good spot on the
Jinzū River.
So read the note that was passed to Tatsuo. He turned and saw
Sekine Keita lifting his eyebrows at him, his face hidden from the
teacher behind his textbook.
It was Saturday, and classes ended shortly after noon. As Tatsuo
was leaving the schoolyard, Sekine rode up to him on his bicycle.
“You don’t want to go?”
“I can’t. There’s something I’ve got to do.”
“What?”
“None of your business.”
Tatsuo kept walking, and Sekine rode his bike in circles around
him.
“What are you mad about?”
“I’m not mad. Don’t you have to study?”
Sekine dismounted and began walking alongside Tatsuo, pushing his bicycle. A fishing pole was tied to the rack above the rear
wheel.
“My father says I can’t go to high school. After we graduate, he
wants to send me to Kanazawa.”
“Kanazawa?”
“Yeah. He’s got a friend there who has a clothing store. He says I
have to stay there and study tailoring for three years. We had a big
fight about it last night. My father . . . That’s what happens when
you’ve got no education. He kicked me in the butt. Hard. I got him
back, though. Threw him right down on the floor with a beautiful
judo move.”
“Really?”
“That’s why I’m not going home today. When I left this morning
I told him he wouldn’t be seeing me for a while. Just a little show
of resistance, you know. Teach him he can’t be doing stupid things
like that, kicking people.”
Sekine took a small box from his school bag and held it up. It
was the box he’d shown him before, the one with Eiko’s photograph inside.
“You can have this. Eiko’s picture.”
“How come?”
“You’re jealous, right? Because I had it?”
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“What d’you mean? I’m not jealous.” Even as Tatsuo hastened
to deny the accusation, he could feel his face flushing red. Sekine
smiled and lowered his voice.
“Eiko didn’t really give it to me. I stole it.”
“You stole it?”
“Don’t tell anybody. It was when I was on clean-up duty and had
to stay after school. I looked in Eiko’s desk, and her notebook was
inside. I guess she forgot it that day. I flipped through it and found
the picture.”
“So you stole it. I knew there was something fishy going on.”
“Well, sure. I mean, think about it,” Sekine said, studying the
smile on Tatsuo’s face. “Why would Eiko give her picture to me?
Anyway, I’ll let you have it if you confess the truth. Do you like
her too?”
Tatsuo didn’t say anything. Sekine gave him a playful rap on the
side of his head.
“Well? You want the picture or not? If you tell me you want it,
I’ll give it to you. Really.”
“I want it.”
“Do you like Eiko?”
Tatsuo nodded, his eyes fixed on the little box. Sekine handed
it to him, and he opened it. Sure enough, Eiko’s photo was inside.
“Why are you giving this to me, though?”
“As a token of our friendship. We’re always going to be friends,
right? I want you to be my friend forever, even when we’re grown
up. Okay?”
“Sure.” Tatsuo nodded emphatically, but Sekine, who suddenly
seemed embarrassed, was looking away. Sekine asked again if he
didn’t want to go fishing, but Tatsuo had to relieve his mother at
the hospital.
“All right. I’ll go by myself. I found a secret spot along the Jinzū.”
“Where?”
“Nobody else knows about it. I’ll take you there next time.”
Sekine got on his bike and pedaled off at a furious pace. Once he
was out of sight, Tatsuo opened the little box, and as he walked to
the streetcar stop he looked at the photo again and again.
Shigetatsu was now completely bedridden. Loss of motor functions was no longer even the worst of his problems. After the
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second seizure, he had rapidly begun to lose the ability to speak.
“Aphasia,” the doctor called it. He said that Shigetatsu’s condition
would continue to deteriorate, and hinted that there was now little
hope of recovery.
That night in the hospital room, Tatsuo began speaking to his
virtually mute father. When he told him about the photograph
Ōmori had shown him, Shigetatsu merely twisted his face in a
queer sort of smile. Though Tatsuo wasn’t sure his father understood what he was saying, he patiently continued stringing the
words together.
“I’m going to see the fireflies with old Ginzō. He says there’ll
be an incredible swarm of them this year. When d’you think that
will be?”
Shigetatsu opened his mouth and seemed to be groping desperately for words. Finally he peered into Tatsuo’s eyes and said,
“Shoo . . . shoo . . .”
“Shoo?” Tatsuo wondered if his father wanted him to leave.
Shigetatsu’s left hand was clamped to his belt, however.
“Do you want me to go home?”
Shigetatsu shook his head back and forth, then seemed to be
racking his brains again. Seeing his father in this condition filled
Tatsuo with a nameless sort of dread.
“I’m going to see the fireflies. Way upstream on the Itachi River.
Millions of fireflies, like a snowstorm.”
“Firefly . . . Firefly . . . Tatsuo.” Shigetatsu managed to grind out
these words only with the utmost effort.
“Ginzō says there’s so many of them it’s like a snowstorm.”
“Snow . . . Firefly . . . ”
Shigetatsu was smiling, but his eyes were brimming with tears.
He kept saying the same words over and over, with the same weepy
smile on his face.
“Snow . . . Firefly . . . Snow . . .”
Tatsuo stood up, trying to free himself from his father’s grip.
He was amazed that the old man still had the strength to hold on
so tightly. And now Shigetatsu started sobbing. He pulled Tatsuo
close and rubbed his face against his stomach. Tatsuo was frightened and mortified. All he wanted was to flee as quickly as possible, to get away from this man sprawled sideways in his hospital
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bed, clinging to him and weeping.
“I have homework to do,” he lied. “Mother’ll be back soon. I’ve
got to go.”
He grabbed his father’s wrist and twisted forcefully away from
him. Shigetatsu’s fingers finally released their grip.
When he got off the streetcar, Tatsuo stood at the foot of Yukimi
Bridge and gazed at the river. In the moonlight, he was sure he
could make out something twinkling in the darkness of the weeds
along the riverbank, a string of tiny lights. Though he knew it
wasn’t the season for fireflies yet, he made his way down the embankment, treading carefully through the undergrowth as the
night mist soaked his trousers to the knees. There was nothing to
be found on the bank. He’d been taken in by a trick of the moonlight glittering on a small feeder creek that branched through the
weeds.
He stood there on the riverbank for a long time. Turning to look
upstream, he saw the familiar yellow, blinking lights under the
bridge. The image of his father’s tear-stained face weighed upon
him, as did Ōmori’s resounding words—“If you think about what
luck can do, it’s enough to give you the chills.”
The following day Tatsuo heard from a classmate who lived
nearby that Sekine Keita had drowned in the Jinzū River. The boy
said he’d gotten the news from their teacher the first thing that
morning and was going from door to door informing other students from their class. He told Tatsuo that the funeral would be at
noon the next day, and hurried off.
“It’s not true. It can’t be true.”
Tatsuo unlocked his bicycle with trembling hands and rode to
Sekine’s house. A sheet of paper with the words In Mourning
hung over the window of the tailor shop, and a lot of people were
going in and out. Tatsuo went up to a classmate standing next to
the entrance.
“Is it true? Sekine’s dead?”
The classmate nodded silently.
“How did it happen?”
“It was in the newspaper. They found him floating in a spillway
next to the Jinzū River.”
“A spillway?”
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“They figure he must have gone there to fish and fallen in. He
was alone, though, so nobody’s sure what happened.”
Tatsuo knew about the spillway, a deep channel fed by overflow
from the Jinzū River. That must have been Sekine’s secret fishing
spot.
When he got home, he guzzled down cup after cup of well water. Then, without even knowing why, he crawled into the closet.
He hid there for a long time, though he was alone in the house.
Hunched up inside the narrow space, he glowered sullenly at the
light that spilled past the edge of the sliding door. He felt as if he
could hear Sekine’s voice welling up in the darkness. I want you
to be my friend forever, even when we’re grown up. He wondered
whether his friend would still be alive if he’d gone fishing with
him, and he saw him disappearing down the road, pedaling his
old, beat-up bicycle as fast as he could.
It was about ten days later that people began to gossip about
Sekine’s father. It was said that he’d taken to yelling angrily at
people, telling them they had no education. The first person to report his strange behavior was a regular customer who’d gone to
order some clothing. Although Sekine’s father had been looking
haggard and despondent, according to this man the quality of his
work had been as good as ever. But this time, when the man made
a rather difficult request, Sekine’s father had given him a wild,
sidelong look, thrown his measuring tape at him, and sputtered,
“You’ve got no education!”
After hearing this, neighbors began looking in on Mr. Sekine
daily. They often found him in a clearly unbalanced state, sitting
with his face to the wall and muttering, “No education!”
For a while this phrase became a running joke among the students in Tatsuo’s class. If someone couldn’t answer a question the
teacher asked, for example, or absentmindedly left something behind, someone else was sure to point at him or her and say, “You’ve
got no education!” Tatsuo, however, never joined in the laughter.
One day after even the late-blooming cherry blossoms had fallen and sunlight of a sort that could no longer be called springlike began to warm the streets of the town, Tatsuo climbed on his
bicycle and rode to the Jinzū River spillway where Sekine’s body
had been discovered. When he peered into the water, he gave an
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involuntary cry of surprise: fish of all sizes were swimming about
among the tangle of dark water plants.
He sat at the edge of the spillway and took out the photo of Eiko
that Sekine had given him. Also in the little box, folded up beneath
the photo, was the loan agreement he and Ōmori had signed. It
struck him as a strange and mysterious coincidence that both the
photo of Eiko and the one Ōmori had shown him depicted their
subjects beneath a huge old cherry tree. He set the box on the grass
and lay on his side, studying the photo. He never tired of taking it
out and gazing at Eiko’s smiling face. Even when she smiled, her
lips looked plump and soft. If he were Sekine, he thought, he’d
probably be bold enough to approach Eiko directly and invite her
to the firefly hunt.
Near the middle of the spillway a butterfly was resting on a
piece of straw caught between the surface leaves of a water plant. A
breeze played with the butterfly’s delicately striped black-and-yellow wings. Tatsuo rolled on to his stomach at the edge of the water
and slowly stretched out his hand. His fingers had nearly reached
the butterfly when he lost his balance and almost fell in. He hastily
repositioned himself. The butterfly sat as still as if it were dead, but
change his position as he might, Tatsuo couldn’t quite reach it. He
gave up and got to his feet, an unnameable mixture of rage and
sorrow welling up inside him. This might be the very butterfly that
had murdered Sekine. He threw a stone at the killer, and it flew off,
skimming the surface of the water.
“You’ve got no education,” Tatsuo muttered. He lay on his back
in the grass and gazed up at the brilliant sky. A black kite described a calm, steady circle high above him.
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As Tatsuo put his lips to the water faucet in the schoolyard, he
heard a voice above him say, “Ah!” and looked up to see a girl from
his class. She was smirking down at him.
“Eiko just drank from that faucet. Won’t she be happy!”
“Shut up. Don’t be stupid.”
He ran off across the schoolyard, his mouth and chin still wet.
The girl’s words had taken him by surprise, and he knew he was
blushing.
Any number of times during the next class Tatsuo glanced over
at Eiko, who was sitting by the window. When class ended, he followed her out into the hallway and called to her.
“Old Ginzō says he’s going to take me to see the fireflies. Do you
want to come with us?”
“The fireflies? Like he used to tell us about?”
She hadn’t forgotten.
“Yeah. Ginzō said they’re sure to come this year. He says if we
miss them this time, there’s no telling when we’ll be able to see
them again.”
Eiko had always been a quiet sort. She stood there thinking it
over for some moments, her eyes fixed on Tatsuo’s shoulder. This
was the first time they’d spoken together, just the two of them,
since they’d entered middle school.
“When are you going?”
“I don’t know yet. He says we should go right when they start
planting the rice.”
“I’ll ask my mother.”
“She’s bound to say no.”
“No she won’t.”
“Do you want to go?”
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“Yes. Yes, I do.”
Though Eiko was not very tall compared to other girls her age,
there had been a time when Tatsuo was even shorter than she.
Now, however, standing face to face, he realized that he had overtaken her and was quite a bit taller.
He had a sudden urge to say something about Sekine. His
friend, gone forever now, had been as taken with Eiko as he was,
if not even more so.
“Sekine had a photograph of you,” he said. He was sure she
wouldn’t think ill of Sekine for it.
“A photograph?”
“Yeah. He stole it from your desk.”
Eiko, apparently recalling the lost photo, lifted her eyebrows
and gazed off into the distance. Tatsuo thought of the last time
he’d seen Sekine, pedaling down the road in the midday sun, and
suddenly felt he had nothing to hide from her.
“I have it now. The photograph. Sekine gave it to me. He said it
was a token of our friendship.”
A few of their classmates appeared at the end of the hall, coming toward them. Tatsuo hurriedly said, “So, you do want to go,
right?”
“Yes. I’ll talk to my mother.”
Tatsuo ran back to the classroom. Someone spoke to him, and
when he replied his voice was shrill with excitement.
Shortly after the next class began, the school custodian came
into the room and said something to the teacher. The teacher
walked to Tatsuo’s desk and whispered, “Your mother’s waiting
for you by the gate. You’re excused.”
Tatsuo’s first thought was that his father was dying. All the students’ eyes were on him as he left the room. Eiko’s face was a pale
blur next to the window.
The trees around the schoolyard were covered with new leaves
that quivered beneath the cloudy sky. All that could be seen of
Mount Tateyama was its gray peak, scarcely distinguishable from
the clouds through which it protruded.
Chiyo ran up to Tatsuo as soon as she spotted him. “Your father’s taken a turn for the worse,” she said. “The doctor says he
probably only has another day or two.”
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They walked to Nishi-cho and waited for the streetcar. The
movie theater posters and department store windows stood out as
especially bright and vivid on the busy, colorful shopping street.
Tatsuo wished that instead of going to the hospital he could
walk along that street endlessly, secretly tailing people he’d never seen before, standing in bookstores reading and avoiding the
shopkeeper’s eyes, or sitting in a nearly empty movie theater, concentrating on the film and chewing dried cuttlefish. It occurred to
him now, for some reason, and for the first time ever, that to spend
his time that way would be all it would take to make him happy.
After they’d boarded the streetcar, the words Father’s going to
die ran through his mind to the regular rhythm of the wheels
clacking over the tracks. And then he remembered Ginzō’s
words—Not till his son’s grown up and he can die happy—and the
photo of his bare-chested, eighteen-year-old father sitting beneath
a cherry tree with his arm around his friend’s shoulder, squinting
into the sun. The words and the picture were intertwined, forming
a single, indivisible memory.
The streetcar picked up speed. Tatsuo held on to a hand strap
and looked out the window at the quiet streets as he lurched from
side to side. Death, happiness . . . An intense but nebulous sort of
anxiety concerning those two concepts welled up inside him, and
he had to suppress an urge to throw back his head and scream.
Through a small break in the clouds, early-May sunlight illuminated the roofs of houses. Sekine Keita’s drooping eyes and large,
round nose kept flashing through his mind. He envisioned Sekine
lying face-down in the deep, limpid water of the spillway, his entire body wreathed in tangles of water plants—envisioned it so
clearly that it was as if he were actually seeing it. Interwoven with
the violent jolt and sway of the streetcar were the delicate colored
pattern on the wings of a butterfly and the fragrance of Eiko, who
only moments before had stood peering at Tatsuo’s shoulder with
faint beads of perspiration on her forehead.
“When you were born . . .” Chiyo’s cheeks, normally rather pale,
were for some reason bright with color today. “When you were
born, your father put on his glasses and studied your palms and
the soles of your feet. He kept staring at them, saying you had the
same lines on your palms as he did, and he said it was hard to
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believe that those tiny feet would be walking around in leather
shoes one day. And he wondered if he’d still be alive then. Fifty-two years old when he had his first child. He doted on you so
much that people teased him about it, saying he was going to spoil
you rotten.”
“He never let me beat him at sumo,” Tatsuo said, resting his head
on the arm that held the strap. Though he remembered with fondness the day he and his father had drawn a circle on the ground
and wrestled inside it again and again, he couldn’t help thinking it
strange that his father had never let him win.
At the entrance to the hospital, a middle-aged nurse they’d
come to know quite well was waiting for them. She said that Shigetatsu had begun snoring heavily at dawn and hadn’t opened his
eyes since.
The nurse hurried ahead of them to the room. She took hold of
the comatose Shigetatsu’s shoulders and shook him gently.
“I’ve tried to wake him like this several times,” she said, “but he
won’t come to.” She shook him again and spoke loudly in his ear.
“Mizushima-san! Mizushima-san, your wife is here. Your wife
and son are here.”
Shigetatsu, who seemingly overnight had grown astonishingly
thin, opened his eyes a crack. The nurse said, “Oh!” and looked at
Chiyo and Tatsuo. And now Shigetatsu screwed up his face and
began to weep. No sound, no tears, yet he was weeping uncontrollably.
Chiyo clasped his hand in hers and leaned over so that her ear
was next to his lips. She thought she’d heard him mutter something through the silent sobs. This time she was quite sure she
heard him say, “Haru . . .” Then he slipped back into unconsciousness. A wrenching anguish swept through every fiber of Chiyo’s
being, and tears began to spill from her eyes. She clung to her husband and spoke at the top of her voice.
“Don’t worry. There’s nothing to worry about. Harue’s doing
very well for herself. She’s happy. You don’t need to worry.”
Chiyo was certain that her husband had been trying to say the
name of the woman he’d divorced so many years before. The tears
just kept coming, coursing down her face and dripping from her
chin faster than she could wipe them away.
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Shortly before noon the following day, Tatsuo, who’d been dozing in his chair, woke to the realization that Shigetatsu was dead.
Chiyo too had nodded off, and neither of them knew exactly when
he’d died.
A couple of days after the service marking the seventh day since
Shigetatsu’s death, two visitors came calling. One was Chiyo’s elder brother, Kisaburō, who ran a restaurant in Osaka.
Having taken a night train from Osaka, he arrived early in the
morning. After hastily lighting a stick of incense before the blackframed photograph of Shigetatsu, he turned to Chiyo and said,
“Sorry I didn’t make it to the funeral. Some business came up, and
I just couldn’t get away. See, it turns out I’m finally going to open
a restaurant in Shinsaibashi. It’s all set now. There were a lot of
things to take care of, you understand.” He smiled broadly. “Shinsaibashi—not bad, eh? Surprised?”
Tatsuo disliked this uncle of his, whose unsmiling eyes always
belied his affable grin.
Kisaburō set his cap on Tatsuo’s head and said, “Take your eyes
off ’em for a little while, and just look how they shoot up, eh?” Then
he swiveled his head about, surveying the big living room. “Even
a place this size, when it comes to having to sell it, I suppose you
practically have to give it away, yeah?”
His vocabulary was pure Osaka, but the way he accentuated and
stretched out the ends of his sentences betrayed how deeply the
Hokuriku dialect remained rooted in his speech. It was as much a
part of him as the tic that cause him to blink incessantly.
“Does it look like you’ll be able to settle all the debts?” he asked
Chiyo, who was preparing a tray of food for him. He’d made a
point of telling her he hadn’t eaten breakfast.
“The house and the office are mortgaged,” she said, “but they
ought to take care of the bigger debts, at least.”
“Well, there’s no gettin’ blood from a stone, right? The smaller
debts, hell, they can just write ’em off as condolence money.”
Chiyo glanced at Kisaburō out of the corner of her eye. When
Shigetatsu collapsed, this brother of hers hadn’t even offered to
help with those so-called smaller debts.
No sooner had Kisaburō finished eating than he complained
that he hadn’t slept a wink on the train and asked her to lay out a
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futon for him in the bedroom. A few minutes later he was snoring.
The other visitor arrived shortly before noon. Although they’d
never met before, as soon as Chiyo laid eyes on the sixtyish woman standing at the door, she knew it was Harue. Fifteen years ago,
Harue had refused to meet her, and Shigetatsu hadn’t pressed the
issue. That had been fine with Chiyo, but it meant that she had no
idea what had passed between the two of them when they parted.
Shigetatsu had told her nothing. She was all too aware, however, of
how it must feel to have your husband abandon you for a pregnant
mistress.
Harue’s black-dyed hair, impeccably arranged, and her subdued
and elegant beige kimono testified to the fact that, just as rumor
had it, she was comfortably well off.
“I heard about it the day before yesterday,” she said, and knelt
before Shigetatsu’s photograph.
“So you’ve gone and died,” she muttered. “Died a pitiful pauper.
All I can say is it serves you right. You got what you had coming. I
came all this way just to tell you that.”
She turned to Chiyo and smiled brightly. “Forgive me. None of
this is meant for you, Chiyo. Just him.”
Chiyo was tempted to tell her that the last thing Shigetatsu had
done was to call out her name, but she decided against it. Perhaps
he hadn’t been trying to say “Harue” after all, but something
else entirely. Though Shigetatsu had always spoken his mind, it
seemed to her that he’d never been one to reveal what was truly
in his heart. Why had he parted with his wife of twenty years to
marry her? Was it really only because he wanted to be a proper
father to his child? Or had he, in fact, been in love with her? She
turned these questions over in her mind as she sat face to face with
her predecessor.
Harue took a pair of glasses out of her handbag, put them on,
and looked at Tatsuo, who was sitting beside her.
“How you’ve grown!” she said, smiling. “I’ve never met your
mother before, but this is the second time I’ve met you.”
Chiyo looked up at her, startled.
“He said he hadn’t told you about it,” Harue said, returning Chiyo’s gaze. “When Tatsuo was two, he brought him to Kanazawa, so
he could show him off to me.”
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Chiyo had been caught completely off guard. “He did?”
“He seemed so happy. ‘My only child,’ he said. It was kind of
ridiculous, really. I had dinner with them at a place near the station. It was like being a real couple, a real little family, and it made
me feel so sad . . . He told me to start a business of some sort and
handed me a roll of cash—more or less the same amount he’d given me when we divorced. And he told me about an old inn that had
gone out of business and was up for sale. So, really, it was because
of him that I got started doing what I’m doing now. He said he
would come visit me again, but I asked him not to. I thought he’d
come anyway, but I guess he took me at my word. I never did see
him again.”
Harue murmured that at this point it all seemed like a half-forgotten dream, and looked down at the back of her hand. “I’m sixty-three now myself,” she said, then peered solemnly through her
glasses at Tatsuo.
Chiyo and Tatsuo accompanied her to the streetcar stop. Harue didn’t say a word on the way, but Chiyo noticed how she kept
looking at Tatsuo. Somehow it didn’t feel right to part with her like
this; so much remained unsaid. Chiyo was about to make some
meaningless remark when the streetcar arrived. Without even
stopping to think, she gave her son a little push and said, “Tatsuo,
escort her to Toyama Station.”
When they arrived at the station, Harue asked him to ride as far
as Takaoka with her.
“Takaoka?”
“Is it too far for you?”
“No . . . No, it’s all right, but . . . ”
“It’s only one stop by express.” Harue smiled brightly and
tugged at his arm. “Please come with me.”
As the train was crossing the Jinzū River, Harue asked him if
he liked school. Tatsuo said he liked some subjects and didn’t like
others. She nodded, a big smile on her face, and that was pretty much the extent of their conversation. She seemed content to
drink Tatsuo in with her eyes.
When the train reached Takaoka, Tatsuo got off and walked
back down the platform to Harue’s window. She reached out with
both hands and took hold of his arm. There was a sob in her voice.
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“If there’s ever anything I can do for you . . . My money, my business, what good are they to me? They’re all yours for the asking.”
Harue wept as she wrote her address on a piece of paper and
handed it to him. Other passengers and people on the platform
gave them curious looks. When the train started up, Tatsuo trotted along beside it.
“Let’s meet again!” she called out to him. “Let’s meet again!”
That night, Kisaburō tried to convince his sister to move to Osaka. Outside on the riverbank, insects were singing.
“I’m opening this restaurant in Shinsaibashi, right? Surprised
the hell out of everybody. A business like mine, location is everything. You get the right location, you got it made, you know? It’s
been a long, tough haul, though, I’ll tell you.”
Kisaburō went on to explain that now that he had two restaurants, he needed someone to manage the old one.
“That’s where you come in, Chiyo. You used to deal with customers at that place in Kanazawa, right? I know there are lots of
people with experience, but if it’s not somebody you’re close to . . .
Look, you’re my only sister, right? And I’ve got no kids. Sure, that
makes things easier in some ways, but it takes a lot out of life, too,
you know?”
Chiyo balked at taking such a plunge. Kisaburō lowered his
voice and pressed on, trying to persuade her.
“I may have paid Shigetatsu back all the money he lent me when
I opened the place in Osaka, but I still owe him a debt of gratitude.
Think it over. Tatsuo’s got to go to high school next year, and if
he wants to go on to college too, I’d like to see him do it. But how
much money can a woman of almost fifty earn washing dishes?
Come to Osaka and help me with the restaurant. I’ll make sure
Tatsuo goes to high school, and college too.”
It would, of course, be to Kisaburō’s advantage to have someone
he could trust running the old restaurant while he devoted himself to the new one.
“I appreciate the offer, but . . .”
“What difference does it make where you live? I know it’s hard
to leave a place you’re used to, but, hey, Osaka’s a great town.”
He tried to convince Tatsuo as well.
“You can move during summer vacation, study hard, and apply
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to a high school in Osaka. The big city’s different from the country, you know. Everything’s at a higher level, so you might not be
able to catch up right away. I’ll fix things up for you, though. There
are all kinds of good private high schools there. Tatsuo, I’m telling you, you and your mother should come live with me. There’s
a lot going on in Osaka. And you should see the view we have of
Tsūtenkaku Tower!”
Tatsuo stood up without replying and went to his room. He
opened the drawer of his desk and took out the little box Sekine
had given him. Underneath the photo of Eiko and the agreement
with Ōmori he put the piece of paper Harue had given him. Then
he sat down in his chair and gazed at Eiko’s smile.
“It’s a once-in-a-lifetime chance this year. It’s goin’ to happen,
all right. I guarantee it.”
Ginzō had stopped by Tatsuo’s house as he was pulling his cart
home from work.
“Really?” Tatsuo said excitedly. “How do you know?”
“An old friend of mine from Ōizumi came by my house the
other day. He said there’s always a few fireflies down by the river
where he lives, but this year he hasn’t seen a single one.”
“What? Not even one?”
“That’s why this is the year. It was like that the other time too.
Means they’ll all come together in one big swarm. No doubt about
it.”
“When should we go?”
“Well, it happens when they’re mating, right at the end of the
firefly season.”
Ginzō looked up at the evening sky. Bats were flitting about over
the riverbank. In a hushed tone of voice he suggested they plan for
the following Saturday. By then, he said, the rice-planting would
probably have begun.
“We’ll take dinner with us and make a picnic of it. If it rains,
we’ll call it all off. It’s Saturday or bust. If we don’t see ’em, we don’t
see ’em. No regrets.”
Chiyo soaked a hand towel in cold well water, wrung it out, and
offered it to Ginzō, saying, “You always work so hard. You’re perspiring. Sit down and take a breather.”
Ginzō took half a cigarette from his pocket and inserted it in the
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narrow bowl of his long, slender pipe. “This year’ll be the seventh
anniversary of my son’s death,” he told her.
“Already? You don’t say.”
Ginzō, whose wife too had died some years before, lived with
his daughter and her husband. His son Genji, a carpenter, had
fallen to his death from the roof of a house he was working on. It
was hard for Chiyo to believe that it had been seven years. Genji,
she recalled, had been engaged to be married when he died. His
fiancée was the daughter of a stonecutter in Tonami. Chiyo remembered the girl’s smooth, healthy skin and her vibrant singing
voice. Genji had brought her by the house to announce their engagement, and the girl had sung a number of traditional Tonami
folk songs for Tatsuo and his friends. Chiyo would never forget
the way the girl had smiled and said she was offering the songs as a
“getting-acquainted gift.” Less than ten days later, Genji was dead.
“I wonder what happened to the young lady.” Chiyo was going
to add that she supposed she was married and had children by
now, but the words caught in her throat as a vivid memory came
back to her: Genji’s blood-drenched hair and face, and the way
Ginzō had clung to his broken body, blood soaking into his own
clothes, and would not be torn away.
Ginzō said he hadn’t told anyone at the time, but “that rascal
Genji had gone and knocked the girl up. She didn’t even realize it
till some time later. I went to Tonami and kneeled right down on
the floor apologizing to her parents. I got a letter later on sayin’
she’d had an abortion, and that was the last I heard from her.”
Tatsuo hopped on his bicycle and rode to Eiko’s house. The Tsujisawa Dental Clinic sign was already lit up. Two or three patients were waiting in the office on the first floor. Tatsuo rang the
bell at the side door and stood there stiffly. Eiko’s mother, Hatsuko, opened up and said, “Tat-chan! How are you?”
Hatsuko had come to Shigetatsu’s funeral, but this was the first
time in years that she and Tatsuo had had occasion to speak.
“Eiko’s here. Come on in . . . . Well, don’t just stand there. You
always used to walk right in and make yourself at home, remember?”
Eiko came down the stairs. “Tat-chan,” she said, giggling.
“Come in,” It wasn’t like seeing her at school; there was the same
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air of familiarity about her as when they were little.
Tatsuo stepped inside the doorway and told her that Ginzō had
fixed the date.
Hatsuko was apparently opposed to letting her daughter go
with them. Eiko nudged her from behind and said, “Mother?”
“But you’ll be out so late. I know Ginzō’s going with you, but . . .
Well, he’s so old.”
“My mother’s going too,” Tatsuo lied.
Hatsuko exchanged a long look with her daughter, then finally
relented.
“Well, I have to admit that firefly hunting suits a young lady better than studying for entrance exams. If Chiyo’s going with you,
I suppose there’s nothing to worry about. And Tatsuo was nice
enough to invite you, after all.”
All she asked, she said, was that they try not to stay out too late.
“I wouldn’t mind seeing all those fireflies myself,” she added.
“But one of our assistants just quit on us, and we’re so busy . . .”
Hatsuko made a face and disappeared through the door to the
kitchen.
“I’ll pray for good weather,” Eiko said softly. She seemed awfully
grown up at that moment. And then, quite unlike her usual quiet
self, she began chattering away about all sorts of things. When
Tatsuo eventually said he had to be going, she gave him a querulous look and blurted out, “Sekine Keita was a thief.” Her entire
face, even her ears, flushed red as she said it.
Tatsuo too blushed. “I’ll give you the photo back.”
“ ‘A token of our friendship’! Who ever heard of such a thing?”
Eiko looked down at the floor and didn’t raise her head even when
Tatsuo excused himself and left.
Instead of riding straight home, Tatsuo steered his bicycle left
and right at random, pedaling blindly through the streets.
“So you used me as bait to get Eiko to come.” Chiyo looked at him
with a wry smile. It was the first time Tatsuo had seen her smile
since his father’s death.
“What d’you mean, ‘bait’? I just thought you might like to go
with us.”
“Well, that was very thoughtful of you, Mr. Smooth-talker, but
I can’t.”
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“Why not?”
“I’ve got a million things to do. I have to write a letter to Kisaburō, and—”
“Are we going to move to Osaka?”
Tatsuo had asked her this question any number of times, but
Chiyo had yet to give him a definite answer. She was, in fact, still
undecided, although they had to clear out of the house by the end
of June. There were plenty of places to rent, but it would be foolish
to waste money on a rental if they were going to end up taking
Kisaburō’s advice. She’d received two letters from him since his
visit, both of them urging her to take him up on his offer, so clearly
he was serious about it. And Chiyo wasn’t completely opposed to
the idea. It was true, as he’d said, that she couldn’t make much of a
living as a kitchen worker. Even if Kisaburō was really only interested in exploiting her situation, it would probably be a better life
than working in the newspaper’s cafeteria and barely managing to
scrape by. Nonetheless, Chiyo was hesitant to leave the town she
knew so well, and to put herself in the position of being dependent
upon a brother she didn’t wholeheartedly trust.
“What do you think?” she asked Tatsuo. “About moving to Osaka.”
“It’s all right with me.”
“Really?”
“Uh-huh.”
Chiyo didn’t believe for a minute that it was really “all right”
with Tatsuo, and she didn’t like the idea of tearing him away, at
his tender age, from the place he’d grown up in. But Tatsuo, for his
part, had already resigned himself to the move. From the moment
his uncle had first suggested it, he’d had a strong hunch that Osaka
was in their future. He was convinced they’d end up moving there
though neither of them really wanted to.
Half the money Ōmori Kametarō had lent them had gone for
the hospital bills and the funeral, and by the time the more pressing of the smaller debts had been paid off, there was hardly anything left. A long, hard road lay ahead.
There were voices at the front door. Eiko and her mother had
arrived.
“Here she is, all ready to go,” Hatsuko called out. “We’re a little
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early, I’m afraid.” She smiled and said, “This weather is a bit of
luck, isn’t it?”
The sky was extraordinarily clear that day.
Eiko stood shyly beside her mother, her hands clasped behind
her back. She wore a dress with a pattern of small yellow flowers
that made her fair complexion all the more striking. Tatsuo sensed
a certain maturity about Eiko today, an air of knowing something
that was far beyond him, and he felt awkward and self-conscious
standing face to face with her.
“I’ve been preparing the food since noon,” said Hatsuko. She
was holding a water bottle and a heavy-looking bundle of stacked,
individual picnic boxes.
“You really shouldn’t have done that. Letting me get away with
just making the rice balls. And after Eiko was practically strongarmed into coming along!”
“Nothing of the sort! You’re being kind enough to take her with
you, and the least I can do is supply the food. I must say, though,
having a daughter this age, you get awfully nervous thinking
about what can happen if she’s out too late. That’s why I was so
worried at first. I felt a lot better when I learned that you were
going along too, Chiyo.”
Chiyo gave her son a look, then smiled at Hatsuko. “Well, it
sounds like quite a sight—all those fireflies. I couldn’t help thinking I’d like to see it once myself. I think I’m even more excited
about it than the children.”
“You see fewer and fewer lightning bugs these days,” Hatsuko
said. “There used to be scads of them, even around here. The new
pesticides are a real boon to the farmers, I know, but . . .”
When Hatsuko was taking her leave, she urged them to bring
back “lots and lots” of fireflies.
Shortly after she’d gone, Ginzō appeared at the door wearing
a new happi coat stiff with starch. He beamed when he saw Eiko.
“Just look what a beauty you turned into! The last time I saw
you, you were runnin’ around in a little girl’s frock.”
His easy, gentle manner drew Eiko out.
“And you’re still wearing those happi coats. Even when you’re
not working!”
“You bet. This one’s special. My very best goin’-to-town clothes.”
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Chiyo had been in her room, changing. When she came out,
Ginzō looked at her and said, “You’re comin’ too, Chiyo?”
“I didn’t have much choice!”
There was something almost girlish about her today.
Ginzō pointed at the large flask hanging from his hip. “This is
saké. I remembered to bring a flashlight too, but we’ll need a vinyl
sheet to spread on the grass.”
Along with the water bottle, picnic boxes, and rice balls, it added up to a sizeable load, and they decided to strap everything to
the back of Tatsuo’s bicycle. Quite a bit of daylight remained when
the four of them set out, heading south along the riverbank. Beneath the clear blue sky, the Itachi River sparkled and glistened as
never before, like a ribbon of silver brocade.
As they made their way upriver, passing wooden bridges at regular intervals, the gently twisting current grew gradually deeper.
Almost before they knew it they were in unfamiliar territory. The
town began to thin out here, taking on the atmosphere of a sleepy
village.
“Just this side of Namerikawa, there’s a river called the Jōgangi.
It empties into Toyama Bay, just like the Jinzū, though it’s not as
big. Anyway, its headwaters are up in the Tateyama Mountains,
and since the Itachi River is a branch of the Jōganji, that means
that in the springtime even our little Itachi is mostly made of Tateyama snow.”
Since the other three were acting as if they’d taken a vow of silence, Ginzō did his best to keep the conversation going, but after
a while he too clammed up.
The sun began to sink as they plodded on. Beside them, a black
kite came swooping down from the sky, skimmed across the reddening surface of the river, and plucked out a small fish.
Once they’d passed through Ōizumi, the river dipped beneath
the railway tracks of the Tateyama Line and began to grow deeper
if somewhat narrower. Fields opened up on either side, and farmers who’d spent a busy day in preparation for the planting could be
seen heading home across their flooded paddies.
Surveying the muddy fields, Tatsuo suddenly remembered the
sound his father had made when he asked him about the fireflies.
Scarcely able to form words, Shigetatsu had responded by stutter100
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ing something that sounded like “Shoo.” Maybe he hadn’t been trying to send Tatsuo away after all but telling him when the fireflies
would appear—just before the planting of the rice shoots. Now, of
course, there was no way of knowing for sure if Shigetatsu been
trying to say “shoots.” Tatsuo remembered his father’s contorted,
weeping face and the horrible way he’d seized hold of his belt.
When Chiyo admitted that she was getting a little tired, all four
of them came to a halt. They’d already hiked a considerable distance, and Tatsuo’s side ached from pushing the bicycle. Ginzō
proclaimed a short rest period and sat down on a rock beside the
road.
“I haven’t walked this much in I don’t know how many years,”
he said. “And I can’t say I don’t have a feelin’ it might be the last
time.”
With each change of expression on Ginzō’s sun-browned face,
his wrinkles turned and twisted so dramatically you half expected
to hear them creak.
“We can’t give up this easy, though,” he said. “I’m prepared to
walk all night if I have to. Till we find those fireflies.”
Only Eiko chimed in. “Me too,” she said softly.
“All right, now listen,” Ginzō announced, in a scolding tone.
“Would you all mind talkin’ a little more? It feels like a funeral
procession.”
They laughed at this, and a family of farmers walking through
the fields turned to look at them.
“I’m too tired even to talk,” Chiyo muttered, and it was scarcely
an exaggeration. She felt as if the weariness that had been building
up for so long was being wrung from the core of her being with
every step.
“Do you really think the fireflies will be there?” Eiko asked
hopefully.
Chiyo could see that the swell of Eiko’s breasts and the curve of
her hips were already those of a young lady. There was something
frightening about this, and she looked away.
Ginzō said that a bit farther on they’d come to a grove of trees,
and suggested they eat dinner there. They all got to their feet.
“It’ll be dark soon,” he said, gesturing toward the sun on the
horizon.
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It sank out of sight in no time at all. In the golden afterglow of
sunset, the uneven patchwork of dark clouds on the horizon was
infused with a sublime vermilion hue, while the flamelike rays of
light that flashed through the violet sky overhead were as red as
sparks from dying embers—a mad, extreme sort of red, the color
of a thing raging against its own extinction.
“Do you really think they’ll be there?” Eiko asked again.
“I’ve got a hunch they will, and my hunches don’t generally lie,”
said Ginzō. “This’ll be a night to remember for the rest of your
life.”
They walked another healthy stretch. As Ginzō had said, the Itachi River, curving to the left, cut into a thick stand of trees. From
there they could see that the road ahead shrank to a narrow footpath, too narrow even to push a bicycle along. Tatsuo decided to
leave the bike there, under the trees. Now that the sun was down,
the wind had grown chilly, and it was pitch dark in the grove. They
spread the sheet out over the tall grass and sat down with their
legs stretched out before them. Ginzō hung the flashlight from the
branch of a tree. The chirping of insects was louder here, and the
sound of the river was like a rumbling deep in the earth. The lights
of houses dotted the fields in the distance, considerably lower than
the ground they were sitting on. Without even realizing it, they’d
followed the path up a gradual slope. From here, it slanted up an
elevated section of riverbank, disappearing from view beneath
dense tangles of undergrowth.
“Where do you suppose we are now?” Eiko said.
“Well, we’ve come quite a ways since passing Ōizumi, so . . .”
Ginzō groped about his person, looking for something. “Damn. I
forgot my watch.”
Neither Eiko nor Chiyo had brought one either. Nor, of course,
had Tatsuo.
“We’ll have to return the same way we came, won’t we? We’d
better turn back soon,” Chiyo said. She was concerned about getting Eiko home in time. Even if they headed back right now, they
probably couldn’t get her there by nine.
“It doesn’t matter if I’m a little late,” Eiko said, with a pout. “We
still haven’t got to the place where the fireflies are born.”
“They’re not bein’ born,” Ginzō said. The sweet smell of saké
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was in the air around him. “They come from all over to one spot,
and that’s where they mate.”
“Let’s walk another thousand steps.” This was the first full sentence Tatsuo had spoken since they’d started out. “If we don’t find
the fireflies within a thousand steps, we’ll give up.”
“But what if they’re one thousand five hundred steps away?”
Eiko whimpered. Everyone laughed.
“All right. We’ll walk fifteen hundred steps,” said Ginzō. “If we
don’t find ’em by then, we’ll give up. Decided.”
An owl hooted above them. Chiyo looked up, and even as she
did so she inwardly made a solemn vow to herself. If, after fifteen
hundred more steps up this dark, lonely path, they didn’t find the
fireflies and had to head back home, she and Tatsuo would stay in
Toyama, and she’d go to work in the cafeteria kitchen. But if they
did come across that magical swarm, she’d take Kisaburō up on
his offer and move to Osaka.
Her knees were trembling slightly as she stood up. Who wouldn’t
want to witness the dazzling dance of the fireflies she’d heard old
Ginzō rave about? A once-in-a-lifetime spectacle they might or
might not be lucky enough to see. A fairytale vision on which she
was now betting her entire future.
The owl hooted again. When they took their first steps, all the
insects around them fell suddenly silent. Hovering above that
deep, dark silence was a pale, bluish moon. One by one the insects
started up again, their songs twining upward as if from the depths
of the earth.
The path rose more steeply now. Soon the water-covered paddies
were far below them, glistening in the moonlight, and the sound of
the river had grown distant and muffled. They followed the flashlight beam, picking their way up the narrow, overgrown path.
The vibrant sound of rushing water drew gradually nearer as
the path swerved back to the left. They rounded a turn and saw the
moonbeam-dappled surface of the river below them; and then, all
at once, they froze in their tracks. They weren’t more than four or
five hundred steps from the grove, on a high embankment. Below
them, at the edge of the river, was a cloud of thousands—no, hundreds of thousands—of luminescent dots that flitted and blinked
and twirled in the darkness.
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It wasn’t the fairytale scene they’d expected. What they saw,
suspended over the basin of a well-hidden waterfall, was an eerie,
desolate dance of ghostly phosphorescence. It was as if an immeasurable silence and the stench of death had condensed into particles of light that aspired to heaven, rising up in brilliance, dimming as they fell, and shooting upward again, like sparks from a
frozen fire.
The four of them stood there in awed silence.
Finally Ginzō muttered, “Well? Was I right?”
“It’s . . . fantastic.” Chiyo spoke as if in a trance. “It wasn’t a lie,
was it.” She sat down on the grassy bank, taking no notice of the
evening mist that soaked her clothing. It wasn’t a lie . . . The words
resounded inside her. Under the spell of the slowly pulsing mass of
light that glowed a pale and sorrowful green, she began to realize
that nothing, none of the things that had come to pass, had been
anything but the truth. Sitting on the grass, she felt cold all over.
She hugged her legs and rested her chin on her knees.
“Look at them!” Eiko’s breath, as she whispered in Tatsuo’s ear,
seemed to flow into him.
“They’re mating,” Ginzō said. “They’re makin’ next year’s fireflies.” He was panting slightly, as if in a mild delirium.
“Do you want to go down near them?” said Tatsuo.
“No!” Eiko seized hold of his belt, holding him back. “No, don’t.
Let’s just watch them from here.”
“Why?”
Eiko didn’t answer. Tatsuo started down the bank.
“Tat-chan, don’t! Please don’t go down there.” Even as she tugged
on his belt, pleading with him not to go, Eiko followed him down.
Up close, the undulations of the swarm were like slow-moving swells
on the ocean. Each individual firefly would radiate a tiny burst of
brilliance, then slowly fade to black before lighting up again. Collectively they formed a single silent, lonely, pulsating entity.
Tatsuo and Eiko stood in the bottom of the hollow at the edge of
the river. The wet grass soaked them to their knees.
Tatsuo turned and looked up the embankment. With the moon
behind the trees above him, he could see nothing but darkness.
He knew that Ginzō and Chiyo were sitting on the grass up there,
but his eyes offered no proof. He could barely even make out Eiko’s
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profile, though she was right there beside him, still holding on
firmly to his belt. He wanted to speak to her, but the words didn’t
come. He inhaled her fragrance, his flesh on fire.
A strong gust of wind rustled through the trees and sent a wave
of fireflies curling toward them. The wave broke over their heads
and showered down upon them like ocean spray.
Eiko screamed, contorting her body.
“Tat-chan, don’t look!” Nearly in tears, she lifted the skirt of her
dress and fanned the air with it. “Turn the other way!”
Countless luminescent points swirled around her, infiltrating
her dress from above and below. Her pale skin seemed to glow,
illuminating her outline in the darkness. Tatsuo gazed at her,
breathless, as another, bigger wave of tiny lights surged toward
them, along with a rushing, whishing sound. Whether it was the
sound of the fireflies or of the river, Tatsuo couldn’t say, but there
seemed to be millions of them now—where had they all come
from? It was as if they were emerging in an endless stream from
Eiko herself, as if she were giving birth to them.
Riding the wind, one wavelet of fireflies swept over the embankment to where Chiyo and Ginzō were sitting.
“Ah . . . I’d just like to fall asleep, right here.” Ginzō sighed and
stretched out on the grass. “Call it the end of the line.”
Chiyo, too, felt as if something had come to an end. The faint
sound of a shamisen reached her, and she held her breath to listen.
Perhaps, she thought, it came from some faraway village, someone playing in a Festival of the Souls celebration—but no, it was
much too early in the year. She shook her head and tried to ignore
the sound, but it didn’t stop. Like the sound of wind at night, or
a sound in a dream, the faint, rhythmic plinking of strings reverberated in some hidden recess of her heart.
She stood up unsteadily and walked across the grass. It was well
past the time they should have started back. Taking hold of a tree
branch, she leaned out over the embankment to peer down at the
river, and an astonished cry escaped her throat.
The wind had stopped suddenly, and down in the still, quiet hollow beside the river, the otherworldly lights of countless fireflies
had coalesced into a single, incandescent form with the contours
of a human being.
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A three-legged dog came threading its way among the feet of
passers-by. It was a scrawny, reddish cur with drooping ears and
light brown eyes and nose.
After crossing north on the Ebisu Bridge with its sparse pedestrian traffic, the dog paused and looked behind. Numerous
peeling and weathered posters covered the parapet, and the damp
stench of urine and vomit rose from a perpetually shaded corner
at the foot of the bridge. Bearing the shadows of the pleasure district, the barely detectable flow of the Dōtonbori River absorbed
the autumnal morning sunlight.
Crowded by various garish lights, the nighttime river transforms into a murky mirror that takes countless living things away
from real images. Peeling away the distrust, ennui, lust, ambition,
and various other impurities in which those images are clad, there
remains reflected in the dark depths of that mirror a simplified,
false image far more beautiful than actual colors and shapes. Under bright sunlight, however, it is an enormous muddy ditch, its
thick, stagnant contents the color of India ink.
The Higashi Yokobori River, flowing south through the center
of Osaka, makes a sharp bend to the west, becoming the Dōtonbori River. Then, after flowing through the pleasure district, its
name changes to the Shirinashi River and empties into Osaka Bay.
Bubbling but nowhere welling up, it is nothing more than a fetid
canal whose sticky-looking sheen hardly flows.
As he swept the store front of the coffee shop River, Kunihiko
looked at the three-legged dog now in the shadow of a tramp walking down the middle of the street crowded with bars and small
eateries. The dog was relieved to recognize Machiko coming slowly from behind, and slowed its pace as it turned down Sōemonchō
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Lane. Avoiding the tramp, Machiko came tripping along the side
of the street and cried out, “Little Tarō, be careful or you’ll get hit
by another car!” She smiled at Kunihiko and stopped in front of
him.
“So, you named that mutt ‘Little Tarō’?” he asked Machiko in
his unhurried manner of speaking.
“Yeah. It was your boss who named him. He said it should be a
manly sounding name.”
“Huh? So Little Tarō sounds ‘manly’?”
Devoid of makeup, Machiko’s face appeared pale and unfinished, with the traces of her shaved eyebrows showing a bluish
cast. Sometimes Kunihiko felt strongly drawn to her morning
countenance. In the evenings when she came by the shop, her use
of cosmetics was actually rather light; on first glance, however,
one would get the impression of heavy makeup because of her
practice of painting a thin but pronounced line over her shaved
brows. Those artificial, jet-black brows stood out on her small,
girlish face, making her appear more seductive than she actually
was. River’s owner once said that women who knew nothing but
the world of nightclubs have a peculiar sort of purity about them.
Certainly there were moments when Kunihiko would inexplicably see that purity shining softly in the traces of Machiko’s shaved
brows on that face with no makeup.
“You’ll graduate next year won’t you, Kuni-chan? A lot of my
patrons are company presidents. Shall I ask one of them to hire
you?”
“Thanks, but I’m still not sure about graduation.”
“Spoken like some privileged young master! And you still have
to earn the rest of your tuition money yourself.”
The dog dubbed “Little Tarō” had sat down right in the intersection at the foot of the Tazaemon Bridge, waiting for Machiko. The
tramp had crossed Shinsaibashi Avenue and was now walking toward Midō Avenue. Kunihiko’s eyes vacantly followed him, catching glimpses of the vagrant over the shoulders of crowds of office
workers welling out of the subway station and heading north.
“Ah, I’m sleepy!” With a slight yawn, Machiko pointed at the
three-legged dog basking in the sun. “Now that I’m saddled with
taking care of this odd creature I can never get any sleep. If I don’t
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get up in the morning and take him out to relieve himself, he’ll do
it in my shop.”
Tears from her yawn were glistening in Machiko’s eyes, which
she fixed on Kunihiko. Inhabitants of the pleasure district would
occasionally cast a similar direct gaze at him, their eyes for some
reason very moist though not sorrowful.
Having watched Machiko and the dog turn left at the intersection, Kunihiko hung a “Not Yet Open for Business” sign on the
door of the shop and went inside. The coffee shop River opened
at eleven o’clock. Before its owner, Takeuchi, arrived at ten-thirty, Kunihiko would have to finish cleaning the interior and begin
brewing the coffee. His work hours included this morning preparation as well as evenings from five p.m. until closing time at ten.
For the past two years he had been living upstairs in a four-anda-half mat room that had been converted from a storage closet,
commuting from there to the university.
River’s interior was definitely not spacious: there was room at
the counter to seat only eight people, and a comfortable arrangement of three large tables, each seating four. Right in the middle was a sturdy mahogany stand that always held an extravagant
display of flowers. Depending on the day, it would be changed to
roses, lilies, daisies, and so forth—but always of a single kind—
arranged nonchalantly in a large vase. Every second or third day,
they would be mercilessly thrown out to make room for something else. There was a square niche in one wall in which a cut
glass ewer was displayed. It was a bright emerald green with a
round body and a strangely shaped spout, creating a surprisingly
alluring curve. Aside from those things, there was no decor. This
mass of heavily blooming, fragrant flowers and the splendid emerald green cut glass placed casually in the niche were expressions
of the affection fifty-year-old Takeuchi Tetsuo had poured into his
shop since its opening ten years earlier.
After completing preparations, Kunihiko sat down at a table
and smoked a cigarette. Two years previously, in 1967, the riverbank had been reconstructed. Turf two meters wide was laid along
the river, with flowerbeds built here and there. As time passed,
splotches stood out all over the belt of green, accentuating the
filthy appearance of the river.
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As he gazed out the window toward the Ebisu Bridge, the lanky
figure of Takeuchi Tetsuo came into view, carrying an enormous
bunch of yellow roses. Kunihiko tried waving at him, but perhaps
because of glare from the windowpane Takeuchi did not notice.
From the point where Takeuchi passed the middle of the bridge,
Kunihiko counted: one … two …. Sometimes he did that to measure the time it took before Takeuchi entered the shop. It was an
exercise in idleness that he undertook for no particular reason,
and he would count to fifty-one or so before Takeuchi would enter
River; he was never once either faster or slower than that. Whether
in crowded streets or in a cloudburst, Takeuchi always showed up
at his shop walking at the same pace.
Takeuchi sat down opposite from Kunihiko. “I ended up staying
awake thinking about what kind of flowers to use today. Now that
I choose new ones every third day, it’s gone beyond being fun and
is more like agony. Besides, they’ve gotten expensive. It’s about
time I gave up this diversion.” He pulled a long face, but the fact
of the matter was that many of his regular customers enjoyed the
extravagant and constantly changing flowers at River.
“So, Kuni-chan, how’s Masao doing?”
“He was supposed to be at Red & White yesterday. They said that
he’d be having an all-night match with London’s owner and that
he’d stopped by for coffee.”
The owner of London, a snack bar in Sakamachi, rarely had a
serious look on his face except when he was absorbed in horse races, mahjongg, billiards, or some other form of betting. He was a
pudgy man who always had a forced smile as he looked at people
with a sidelong glance.
Kunihiko poured the freshly brewed coffee into mugs and carried them to the table. Before opening the shop, the two of them
always had breakfast in this manner. While Kunihiko was buttering toast or frying eggs, Takeuchi would casually arrange the
flowers according to his own style, something that could be called
his own unique form: a single large bunch of one kind of flower
always maintaining a mysterious sense of vigor and completion.
From the other side of the counter, Kunihiko unconsciously
stole a glance at Takeuchi, who was illumined by the morning sun
streaming from the windows facing the river. The smell of toast112
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ing bread and the slightly bitter aroma of the fresh-brewed coffee warmly enveloped Kunihiko, but these things served to make
all the more vivid a sort of melancholy stillness that the taciturn
Takeuchi sometimes projected as he faced the other way. Takeuchi’s build was youthful for his years, but his face appeared older
than his actual age, and sometimes the balance between the two
would momentarily collapse. At such times he would either create
the sort of comic impression of a young actor clumsily assuming
the role of an old man, or contrarily of an old actor betraying a
kind of wretchedness as he desperately tries to act the part of a
young man.
It was the owner of the billiard parlor Red & White who told
Kunihiko that, from about 1949 into the late 1950s, Takeuchi Tetsuo had been a big name in the world of that game.
“Anyway, in a three-cushion game, there wasn’t anyone who
could beat Takeuchi. He never made a name for himself in public
matches, but if any of the past champions had come up against
Takeuchi Tetsuo, they’d have been as helpless as babies.”
According to Red & White’s owner, Takeuchi had never participated in a public play-off, but he seemed to have been well known
among billiard aficionados as a sort of legendary figure who inhabited the shadowy parts of that world. However, no trace of the
onetime gambler could be seen in his everyday bearing. He was a
cheerful man with few wants, one whose mind was never preoccupied with trivial things. And yet there was just one thing that would
elicit from his elongated face an expression betraying a struggle to
keep some secret inside: anything concerning his son, Masao.
Kunihiko planned to meet Masao that day at Nanba Station, but
somehow felt reluctant to mention that to Takeuchi.
“Isn’t this year the second anniversary of your mother’s passing?” Takuchi asked as he wiped drops of water off the mahogany
counter after finishing the flower arrangement. When Kunihiko
was in middle school he had lost his father, and his mother passed
away when he was nineteen.
“The year of death is included in the calculation, and so this’ll
be the second anniversary.”
“Yeah, I suppose so  . . . but I can’t really do much,” Kunihiko
answered through a mouthful of toast. He had few dealings with
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his relatives, and had not particularly thought of doing anything
to commemorate her second death anniversary. She had died on
New Year’s Eve. He recalled that it was a long and very chilly day.
“I hope you can get a job with a good company,” Takeuchi mumbled as he sipped Kunihiko’s coffee. “Your coffee has a unique flavor, Kuni-chan. It’s thick and bitter, but doesn’t have a bad aftertaste . . . it’s a nice flavor.”
“If I’m not able to graduate, I’ll quit school and work full-time
here.”
“The hell you will! If you can’t graduate, you’re out of here.”
Takeuchi glared at Kunihiko with an expression leaving it unclear
whether he was serious or joking. “I like to see young guys who are
trying their hardest to achieve something great. Well, never mind
‘greatness,’ I like men who have big ambitions.”
Kunihiko had heard these same words from Takeuchi’s mouth
many times, and each time they left him feeling somehow ill at
ease. Phrases like “achieving greatness” or “having big ambitions”
seemed to apply to totally unrelated people from some distant
world.
“How about you, sir? When you were young, did you have big
ambitions?”
“Of course I did. Or at least I thought so, but they were really
trivial little dreams.”
Washing down a mouthful of food with coffee, Takeuchi put a
cigarette in his mouth as he pointed toward the river.
“If you go a little farther west from here, cross Midō Avenue and
walk straight ahead you’ll come to Saiwai Bridge. Heard of it?”
It seemed to Kunihiko that had had indeed heard of it, but he
shook his head. The smoke Takeuchi exhaled stung his eyes, and
he moved over by the window facing the river to escape. Small
ripples had formed on the Dōtonbori River. A wind appeared to
be blowing, although the sky was clear.
“After the Ebisu Bridge there’s the Dōtonbori Bridge, and then
the Shin-Ebisu Bridge. Next is the Daikoku Bridge and the Fukazato Bridge. Then after that is the Sumiyoshi Bridge, the Nishi Dōtonbori Bridge, and the Saiwai Bridge. If you stand on that
bridge and look out over Dōtonbori, you’ll get a sense of what big
ambitions are as opposed to small ones.”
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Kunihiko unlatched the brass lock and opened the window,
thrusting his head out to look downstream. From there he was
able to see no more than the parapet of Dōtonbori Bridge.
“Anyway, Dōtonbori looked sort of like an uninhabited island
ablaze with neon lights, and the thought really hit me: ‘Ah, I actually live in a place like that?’ Kuni-chan, sometime you should try
standing on the Saiwai Bridge and look out over Dōtonbori. Not
during the day, but at night, when it’s busiest.”
“So then, if I stand there and look this way, all kinds of things
will make sense?”
“That’s right, all kinds of things. It’ll be a more shocking revelation than you could get watching flowers bloom and scatter, the
sun sinking, or the stars twinkling.”
When Kunihiko snickered, Takeuchi stood up. “So, you’re making fun of me, huh?” He carried to the sink the plate and coffee
mug he had been using, and just at that moment a group of five
or six regular customers entered the shop. They were owners or
head clerks of shops on Shinsaibashi Avenue who would stop by
for coffee before starting work. Such people made up most of River’s morning customers. In the afternoons there would be a string
of unfamiliar customers, and in the evenings it would be packed
with women who worked in bars or clubs in the area. When they
left, the shop would next become the meeting place for pairs of
lovers, and would thus return to its characteristic calm and quiet.
“Kuni-chan, why don’t you go ahead and leave for school?”
Kunihiko opened the small hinged door in the back by the sink
and went up the narrow stairway to his low-ceilinged room with
its permanently unmade bed. Tucking two or three books under
his arm, he hurried back down. He only had two classes that day,
but he wanted to stop by the placement office of the university and
look over the help-wanted cards on the bulletin board. He had
come to the point where he needed to think seriously about permanent employment, but he still needed to complete a lot of credits before he could graduate. The major corporations had for the
most part informally filled positions during the summer vacation,
and the companies still posting were all smaller enterprises with
fewer than twenty or thirty employees. After summer vacation,
Kunihiko began conscientiously attending lectures. As Machiko
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had pointed out, even when his mother was alive they were not in
circumstances that would allow for leisurely attendance at college,
and all the money she had patiently saved as a single parent had
been disbursed unstintingly to put him in the university.
“There isn’t anything else I can do for you,” his mother said
when she sent him to a private college after he had failed to get into
a national university. Recalling his mother’s sacrifice, Kunihiko
resolved when she died that he would graduate by dint of his own
efforts, since only two years remained.
Leaving the shop, Kunihiko crossed Ebisu Bridge and walked in
the direction of Nanba. All along the street, a great clatter arose as
shops rolled up their shutters to start the business day. But it was
otherwise quiet in the Minami Shopping Arcade with its sparse
early pedestrian traffic.
Masao had arrived ahead of him, and was waiting by the ticket
gate for the Nankai Line at Nanba Station.
“Were you up all night?” Kunihiko asked Masao, whose eyes
were red.
“I was knocking balls until four this morning. Hey, today I’m
loaded!” Masao took a wad of bills out of his breast pocket and
laughed, fluttering them before Kunihiko’s face. Perhaps Takeuchi Masao, who was the same age as Kunihiko, had inherited his
skill at billiards from his father. He earned his daily pocket money
hopping from one billiards parlor to another on the outskirts of
town, challenging wealthy opponents to matches for stakes. He
was a good deal shorter than his father and had an unprepossessing face, but though his eyes gave the impression of being a bit
swollen, they always flashed of something indomitable. Kunihiko
enjoyed watching the figure Masao cut when he cocked his head
slightly, deliberating his next shot while applying chalk to the tip
of the cue. Whenever he took on someone he thought was an easy
mark but who turned out to be sly, Kunihiko could sense in Masao
an air of quiet admonition to check the trembling fighting spirit
that would unconsciously flare up within him.
“Kuni-chan, I have a big favor to ask of you,” Masao said as they
fought their way through the crowd. “Will you hear me out?”
“I don’t know what favor you want to ask, but the answer is no.”
There had been many times when he had responded to Masao’s
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requests for favors only to regret it later, and so he deliberately
rebuffed him in a cool manner. If anyone else had answered him
that way, Masao would have fallen silent with a severe, stiff look
in his eyes. But he never assumed such an aggravated expression
toward Kunihiko.
“There’s a guy I want to have a showdown with. If I beat him, I’ll
be number one in Osaka.”
“A showdown? In what?”
“Billiards! What else? He’s a pro named Watanabe Kōzō. He
won’t take me on unless I put up a lot of money for stakes.” Smiling, he gave a sidelong glance at Kunihiko and said, “His face is
like how yours will end up if you go to ruin.”
“So, what’s this favor?”
Thinking that he had really stepped in it, Kunihiko tried to envision the face of this unfamiliar billiards master who was supposed to look like his own clone gone to ruin.
“I want you to be there when we face off. These past two or three
days I’ve been in good form, and if that keeps up I might be able to
beat him. But my rhythm can be thrown off by any little thing. . . .
Come on, please. It’s risky to go there by myself.”
The leaves on the ginkgo trees lining Midō Avenue had turned
yellow. Quickening his pace as if the whole thing had been decided, Masao crossed at the intersection. They turned west off Midō
Avenue and wove their way down a narrow alley.
“Did my old man ask about me?”
“He asked again this morning how you were doing.”
“He’s cool toward me, but you seem to hit it off with him, Kunichan.”
“Your dad pretends to be gruff because you’re always shooting
balls and never go home. He’s worried.”
“No, that’s not it. He was cool toward me long before that.”
There were times when Kunihiko could sense in the way Takeuchi Tetsuo looked at his son something more complex than what
the word “cool” conveys. He had once heard from Takeuchi himself that his wife died when Masao was fourteen years old, but
Kunihiko did not know anything else. He had never even directly
asked Takeuchi to verify what he had heard from Red & White’s
owner about his having been a grand master of billiards. And
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neither had Takeuchi asked him any detailed questions about his
own circumstances. Seeing by chance the “part-time help wanted”
sign in front of the shop, he had gone into River and was hired on
the spot. He made out a simple resume and handed it to Takeuchi.
“Any siblings?” When Kunihiko answered in the negative,
Takeuchi just mumbled, “So, you’re by yourself . . .” Then he suggested that Kunihiko move into the four-and-a-half mat room
upstairs. Kunihiko left the apartment in Abeno he had occupied
with his mother for five years and, without delay, moved into the
upstairs room of the shop, bringing only his bedding and daily
necessities. Takeuchi was renting a condo in Tennōji, from which
he commuted daily by subway.
“This is it.” Coming to a halt in a section of the alley lined with
rental buildings and small snack bars, Masao pointed at a coffee
shop. Upon entering the shop, whose elaborate décor featured
large Nanbu kettles and wind chimes against a color scheme of
drab brown, Masao addressed its apparent owner, a heavily madeup woman who projected an aura out of step with that of the place.
“Is Mr. Watanabe here?”
“Long time no see!”
The woman appeared to be well past forty. She was wearing blue
shadow around her eyes, and Kunihiko averted his gaze from the
mucous in them. Steam pouring from a coffee pot was ascending to the low ceiling, from there spreading throughout the shop.
Having expected that they were going to some billiards parlor,
Kunihiko felt a bit disappointed as he absent-mindedly took in the
dampness of the vapor.
The woman withdrew and in her place a gaunt man of about
thirty-five or thirty-six appeared. He looked at Masao and a faint
smile appeared on his unhealthy-looking, lusterless brown complexion.
“Well, I hear you’ve really improved.”
The man put a cigarette in his mouth and sat down, glaring at
Kunihiko. Masao likewise sat down with a cigarette in his mouth
and an awkward frown on his face, as if trying his hardest to play
the part of a gangster.
“It’ll be just one round. I have the money.”
In a corner of the room, a young man of gangster appearance
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who had been leafing through a weekly magazine looked up at
Masao’s words and asked, “How much did you bring?” Masao took
the wad of notes out of his pocket.
“So, you’re going to stake all of that on one round? You never
learn, do you?”
As if to interrupt the young man’s words, Watanabe stood up
and fetched a bottle of whiskey from the shelf. He poured himself
a glass and downed it in one gulp. Viewed from the side, his listless face seemed to have a cramp. Kunihiko was convinced that
this professional billiards master had a serious case of alcoholism.
Watanabe remained motionless, his head drooping. The sound of
the steam hissing from the pot assaulted Kunihiko’s ears.
“Watanabe, are you going to take him on?” The young man
murmured in a calm voice, but Watanabe was apparently under
his command, for the words decidedly had the resonance of a
calmly given order.
“A one-time contest can be pretty tough.” With that, Watanabe
went to a corner of the shop and opened a sliding door to reveal
a downward staircase. It was not until he realized there was a billiards room in the basement that Kunihiko regretted having conceded to Masao’s request, and he reluctantly descended the dark
staircase along with the others.
The cramped basement room was surrounded on all four sides
by concrete. Right in the middle there was a single billiards table under a naked bulb that cast a yellowish light. Masao took his
own cue out of a leather case and screwed its three parts together.
When the young man pulled a switch, the low hum of a ventilator
filled the basement room. Lining up at the table, Masao and Watanabe shot balls simultaneously. Masao’s ball rolled slightly farther,
stopping as it brushed against the opposite cushion. That meant
Masao would go first.
Taking a seat on a round stool, Kunihiko watched the game
with both hands thrust into his pockets. He had thought that a
three-cushion match could not be concluded in one round, but
that was because he had never watched anything but amateur
games. In the dimly-lit basement room, the green of the felt struck
his eyes intensely. The clicking of balls hitting against each other and the sound of the two opponents’ footsteps as they paced
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around the table echoed each other, now loudly, now softly. The
balls looked like small, bloodied animals struggling to escape
from a dark, rectangular field that spread out beneath a cloudy
sky. Whenever they tried to escape, they were knocked around
time and time again, the white ball sidling up to them or scattering them. Just when one thought that the two red animals were
running at full speed they would suddenly come to a stop and
catch their breath.
Kunihiko stared fixedly at the three ivory balls. Chilled air was
rising from the concrete floor. The tobacco smoke exhaled by the
young man formed into several stripes as it was sucked in by the
ventilation fan.
It occurred to Kunihiko that if he were to imitate Takeuchi
Tetsuo’s manner of speaking, then he too liked to glance surreptitiously from the side at someone struggling to accomplish
something. Shifting his gaze from the red and white balls and
comparing Masao and Watanabe alternately, he tried to see in his
own mind the figure he cut as he was watching their keen competition. Suddenly there opened before his eyes a soccer match
from several years ago, played on a cold, wind-swept field. He recalled the sound of the ball being kicked, the angry shouts of the
players, the piercing whistle, the roaring of the wind as it eddied
and whirled around his ears . . . all was engulfed in the intensity
of the midwinter setting sun. Aside from Kunihiko, there was no
one sitting in the stadium, which seemed to fill it with an infinite
tranquility.
From that afternoon, the condition of his hospitalized mother
had taken a turn for the worse. It was New Year’s Eve, and people with mild infirmities and long-term patients in no danger of a
relapse had obtained permission to spend the New Year at home
with their families and were cheerfully making their exit from
the hospital. Many of the nurses who had come to work from the
countryside had taken year-end leave and returned home, and so
the hospital was quiet, with only those patients remaining whose
conditions were grave, who had nowhere to return, or who did
have a place to go but could not muster the will to leave. In that
silence rang the hurried footsteps of the attending physician and a
nurse as they went in and out of his mother’s room. Kunihiko, his
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senses dulled from a sleepless day and a half, watched helplessly as
the situation was pressing in upon him.
Gangrene had developed from an inflammation of his mother’s
gallbladder. She had complained of an intense pain in the pit of
her stomach and had been resting in bed at home, but by the time
she was carried to the hospital, a purulent discharge had already
spread in her peritoneum. Kunihiko, who had blithely assumed
that it was nothing fatal, was alarmed to look into his mother’s
face as her consciousness grew dim and her blood pressure fell.
The way her cheeks had become hollow and the color of the skin
around her temples were exactly the same as those of his father on
his deathbed.
The doctor said, “If there’s anyone you’d like to have come . . .”
Kunihiko replied in the affirmative, and staggered out of the
room. It occurred to him that he must at once inform his mother’s
younger sister. He thought he should also contact his uncle who
lived on Awaji Island, but at the moment he was unable to recall
the telephone number. He waited in front of the hospital for a taxi
to come along so that he could return home and look for the memorandum book that contained his relatives’ contact information.
But no taxis came. He stood for a long time in the cold December
wind. Even though he pulled the collar of his old navy blue coat
tightly together with one hand, the chilly wind crept down his
spine and he kept shivering in short bursts. He realized that he did
not have time for that kind of leisurely waiting, and was about to
dash off to the main street when a nurse waved to him from the
front entrance of the hospital, calling his name. As it turned out,
his mother breathed her last while attended only by Kunihiko, the
doctor, and one young nurse.
“If only you’d had a doctor examine her a couple of days sooner,” said the gentle-faced, middle-aged physician.
“I’ll go inform our relatives,” Kunihiko said to the nurse to excuse himself. As he left the room, a different nurse entered carrying chopsticks and cotton, nodding to him in greeting. The lingering image of those two objects in her hand kept flashing through
his mind as he again waited for a cab in front of the hospital. As
he trudged off toward the highway after growing weary of waiting, the sinking sun of that year’s last day shone directly into his
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face. A cloud of dust rushed at him from behind, powdering the
area around his feet. It whirled up newspapers and dead leaves
as it blew aimlessly around the alley that was bustling with New
Year’s preparations. Kunihiko kept looking behind to search for
taxis among the coming cars, but the ones that approached were
all carrying passengers, and he would leave his arm half-heartedly raised as he continued to walk in the blinding light of the
setting sun. His ears and nose were so bitten by the cold that it
seemed they might fall off. Way beyond the roofs of the houses,
the windows of a train running on elevated tracks reflected the
dark red glare of the sinking sun. It looked like a glowing ember
flying through empty space as it rode on the cold winds.
Kunihiko tried to imagine what the funeral costs would be like.
It occurred to him that he would have no choice but to bury his
mother in the most rudimentary manner possible, avoiding all
formalities. He was suddenly overcome by a stupor and felt an extreme craving for some quiet place where he could rest.
Shouts could be heard from within a large park surrounded by
trees denuded of their foliage. Its facilities were such that it could
be more accurately called an athletic field than a park. Kunihiko walked along a graveled path through the park, approaching
a narrow passageway to a stadium shaped like an oblong mortar
bowl. Through interstices along the passageway, he could see a
soccer match underway: a team in black jackets in a tangle with a
team in green jackets as they kicked the ball around. They looked
like college teams, but given the fact that many of the players
sported buzz cuts, perhaps they were high school students. Their
expressions and movements showed a dead-earnest determination about the match. But there was not a single spectator or fan in
the stadium; the players were fighting it out on a field at dusk on
New Year’s Eve with no one watching. A middle-aged referee was
running around with a whistle in his mouth. Kunihiko entered
the stadium and set the collar of his coat upright, hiding his face.
The wind whirled around in that bowl of a stadium. The blacks
or the greens—he could not tell which team was ahead, and he
had no idea when the match might be over. There was something
uncommonly intense in the expressions of the players. Whether
in the way they stole the ball from each other or in the way they
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clashed with each other, he could see in it something closer to a
brawl than a sport, something that could be turned by the slightest infringement of a rule into a life-or-death showdown. The ball
rolled around like a mediator among the feet of players falling
over in a tangle then getting up with glares as if they might at
any moment spring at each other. Balance was barely maintained
by the sound of the referee’s whistle. Such a dangerous exchange
continued endlessly on the withered grass in the chilly afterglow.
“You one of their friends?” Kunihiko looked up to see an elderly
man with a dog. He was wearing a camel-colored leather jacket
with a muffler wrapped around his neck, and carried a walking
stick in one hand.
“Yeah . . . sort of,” Kunihiko replied vaguely, stroking the back
of the small mongrel that frisked around him in a friendly manner.
“That’s a difficult age,” the old man muttered as he looked at the
players. “From twelve or thirteen to about twenty-one or twenty-two is a time when they’re carefree about everything.”
The wind was whistling by, stealing some of the words as it
went, and Kunihiko was not immediately able to understand what
the old man had said.
“Until I was twenty-five I had that kind of vigor too, but since
then I haven’t been good for anything.”
“Uh-huh . . .”
“As a kid I’d always had a weak constitution, but even so, at their
age I was carefree about everything I did. All in all, youth is really
an amazing thing.”
“Oh?”
“Whether it’s New Year’s Eve or New Year’s Day, whether it’s
raining or hail is falling, none of that matters. What’s important
is kicking the ball into the goal.”
Directly across the playing field, three poles stood from the
top level of the stadium, casting long shadows over the area
around Kunihiko and the old man. The shadow of those poles
went through the middle of the oval stadium, extending far behind Kunihiko. A straight line of shadow that would not budge
even in the strongest wind seemed to him like a most mysterious
phenomenon. He stared at those three dark lines as if he had just
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discovered a new law of physics: as long as the poles do not sway,
the shadows will definitely not move. While there is a source of
light, neither wind nor cold air nor the fighting spirit of human
beings running past can erase those shadows. As such thoughts
passed through his mind, Kunihiko put his hand on the head of
the dog that was pressing its snout hard against him and looked up
into the old man’s face, which reminded him of a ventriloquist’s
dummy he often saw when he was a child. The old man had a distinctive way of moving his mouth when he talked.
“At any rate, I wasn’t strong physically, and never thought
I’d live very long, but here I am at this age. You can never second-guess life span, can you?”
“Yes, but you seem to be in pretty good shape.”
“Well, I only seem to be. You see that I keep a dog. Each time I
get a dog, I wonder which of us will kick the bucket first. And each
time I keep thinking, ‘This time it’ll be me for sure.’ But as it’s
turned out, this is my fifth dog.”
The old man grabbed the dog’s collar and pulled it to his side.
“So, having lived to this age I think, ‘Ah, I should’ve shortened my
life a bit by cutting loose and indulging myself.’ And every time I
experience a surge of energy like that, I only feel regret.”
And indeed, there seemed to be some sort of intense longing
in the old man’s gaze as he followed the young men chasing the
ball. With the sinking of the sun, the shadows of the three poles
were gradually but chaotically absorbed into the turf of the playing field. The soccer match showed no sign of approaching its conclusion. The sound of the whistle came flying along with the cold
wind, striking Kunihiko’s ears and cheeks. “Let’s go, boy,” the old
man said to his dog. Then nodding to Kunihiko, he left. After they
had gone, Kunihiko continued to sit in the same place for some
time, his gaze fixed on the playing field as it was gradually enveloped in the colors of dusk. His toes and knees ached with cold,
but he could not muster the desire to go anywhere. His body shivered in short spasms. Looking to the side, he saw something lying
there: a memorandum book. Perhaps the old man had dropped it,
or perhaps it was someone else’s. He picked up the booklet with its
thin leather binding, left the stadium, and walked along the gravel
path. He came to the highway and looked around, but the old man
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was not to be seen. He put the booklet in his pocket and stood
there for a long time trying to hail a cab. Most of the cars had
their headlights on by then. While looking for a taxi, he pulled
the booklet out of his pocket and leafed through its pages, each
of which was densely covered with numbers and characters, but
there was not a single clue to the identity of its owner.
After getting into a taxi, Kunihiko again glanced over the memorandum book. Though it was not strictly speaking a diary, it appeared to be something close to that with its jottings of its owner’s states of mind and impressions on various occasions. Judging
from the handwriting, Kunihiko thought that it must have been
the old man who dropped it. There was no definite evidence, but
he somehow sensed that it was. Rather than being concerned
about a stranger’s memorandum book that was of no use to him,
Kunihiko was worried whether or not he would be able to find the
notebook containing addresses and telephone numbers of his relatives. And yet, in the dim light inside the taxi, he strained his eyes
to follow the barely legible text the old man had presumably written. “Dinner with K. Did nothing but complain. Working harder
is more important.” In the next dated entry: “A meeting with Mr.
S. at P. Feel bad that I remain so indebted to him.” Most of the
journalistic entries were in memorandum style. As he skimmed
over them, some lines written in red ballpoint pen stood out vividly. They seemed to be some kind of poem, and at the same time
appeared only to be a note.
Riding off on a boat,
The several thousands of me
Who were all born in different places
And have different minds—
Riding together in the same boat,
We drift away.
Kunihiko read the lines three times. Was this the composition of some famous poet, or did the old man write it? Or, was
it written by someone unknown? Kunihiko had no idea, but the
last lines, “Riding together in the same boat, / We drift away,”
penetrated deep into his still trembling body. It seemed that he
was now drifting away somewhere together with his mother. His
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mother’s remains were in the hospital, but she was riding together
with him in this car, and they were drifting away. He had become
quite alone, drifting away, drifting away …
When he came to his senses, he saw Watanabe taking a shot.
The white ball moved languidly, but it brushed ever so slightly
against a red ball, so subtly that it took Kunihiko’s breath away for
a moment. Then he averted his eyes from the top of the table and
fixed his gaze on Watanabe Kōzō’s face, recalling Masao’s words
that seemed so pregnant with meaning. He looked at the gaunt
billiards pro whose features bore not the slightest resemblance to
his own and sensed a shadow of death in the concentration of nervous energy and at the same time in the vacancy and negligence
that were projected from his narrow eyes. Seized by a conviction
that this man would not live much longer, he felt a strange anxiety.
Watanabe’s expression appeared pained, and yet slackened as if in
relief. At a crucial point, Watanabe missed, creating the occasion
for Masao’s victory. Drawing a deep breath, Masao rubbed chalk
on the tip of his cue. Then, after deliberating for some time, he
assumed a pose that bespoke resolution. First he knocked a white
ball against a red one, then used the cushion three times and took
care of the remaining red balls. His face showing no expression,
Watanabe threw his cue into the rack.
“This time was just practice. The next time will be for real, huh?”
the young man said as he threateningly grabbed Masao’s cue.
“Don’t be a fool! I lost. Don’t try to pick a dirty fight like that.”
As he was going up the stairs, Watanabe placated the young man.
“Did you hand over the money?” Prodded by Watanabe, the
young man pulled the money out of his pocket with an air of vexation. Masao’s hand appeared to tremble slightly as he took it. He
wiped his pallid face several times with that hand.
“You’ll never beat me like that again. I have this feeling you
won’t.” As Kunihiko and Masao were about to leave and stepped
outside, Watanabe caught up with them and walked along. “When
did you get that good?”
Masao answered only with a slight smile. With the bright sunlight pouring down on him, Watanabe limbered himself by shaking his head broadly and swinging his arms around. As if wet, his
thin, earthen-colored lips were glistening in the sunlight. Viewed
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in daylight, his expression did not seem anything but ordinary.
Nor was there any of that sort of rough vitality one expects from a
gambler who has just been through a cutthroat competition. His
downcast eyes concealed any powerlessness at having his loss decided at the last critical moment.
“Did your old man give you some training?” asked Watanabe.
“My old man has never once shot balls with me.”
“Huh? That’s too bad. Your old man’s in a class of his own when
it comes to billiards.”
When they came to Midō Avenue, the two friends parted ways
with Watanabe, who said to Kunihiko, “Haven’t we met somewhere before?”
“No, I think today’s the first time …”
“Hmm. Have you ever been to Sanjō in Kyoto?”
“No, never.”
Giving Kunihiko a hard look as if he wanted to ask something
else, Watanabe then smiled uncomfortably and walked off northward on Midō Avenue.
“Hey, want to go see a strip show? It’ll be my treat. How about it?
You’ve never seen one, have you?
Giving Masao an evasive reply, Kunihiko looked for the retreating figure of Watanabe, who had disappeared across the street.
Once out of sight, Watanabe Kōzō’s features became indistinct in
Kunihiko’s mind.
“This makes you number one in Osaka, Masao.”
“He’s nothing like what he used to be,” Masao answered dejectedly.
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All at once crowded, then as if by prior arrangement all at once
vacated, River fell quiet as it emptied. The rain that had begun
early in the evening was falling harder. A waterlogged drunk went
staggering by. With the colors of neon lights reflected in the puddles, the surface of Sōemonchō Avenue glistened in various hues.
Hostesses plucked up the hems of their dresses as they held umbrellas for customers getting into taxis.
“Shall we call it a day?” Takeuchi Tetsuo asked as he glanced at
his wrist watch. It was barely eight o’clock. Through the large window facing the river, he gazed out at rainy Dōtonbori. Enormous,
brilliantly colored illumination boards, each taking on a hazy
blush, completely covered this Minami district. It had been a long
time since he had gazed so intently at the night scene of the town
and, with a cigarette in his mouth, stared at the opposite shore.
“Seen like this, they really look nice.”
“What does?” Kunihiko’s voice came from behind the counter
where he was putting away dishes.
“The neon lights.”
“Neon lights look nice?”
“Maybe it’s just because it’s raining. Kuni-chan, come here and
take a look.”
Takeuchi shifted his gaze to the Dōtonbori River below. Pelted
by the rain, the flowing colors of the neon lights looked at that
moment as if they were pouring into the river. In that instant, he
realized it was nearly forty years since he had taken up residence
in this area. The Dōtonbori back then somehow felt warmer, like
the human bustle that can surround a chilled body. Here, knavery
was a perfectly respectable way to go through life.
Takeuchi was struck by an impulse to vent to Kunihiko, who
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was standing beside him likewise staring silently at the mass of
neon lights. This skinny, lonely orphan of a young man who suddenly appeared before him two years ago had become an indispensable part of River. The coffee Kunihiko brewed had a better
flavor than his own, and most of all, he possessed a mysterious
warmth that put the shop’s regular patrons at ease. This twentyone-year-old who displayed a mature perceptiveness in conversations came from a background that was in no way privileged and
thus he understood hardships. Takeuchi felt a sort of affection for
him. People had told him that it was difficult for an orphan to be
hired by a solid company, and it occurred to him that if Kunihiko’s
job search did not go well, he could just remain at River. When the
time came, perhaps he would even assist him in setting up a shop
of his own.
“It always takes you between fifty-one and fifty-three counts to
walk from the middle of that bridge to the shop,” Kunihiko said
with an impish smile.
“Huh? What do you mean?” Takeuchi smiled wryly at the explanation offered by Kunihiko, who added with amusement,
“The other day, Masao came walking across the bridge, and when
I counted, he made it in fifty-two, even though he’s a lot shorter
than you. ‘Like father like son’ shows up in odd ways, doesn’t it?”
Takeuchi was sure he had seen in other families how small mannerisms turn out to be strikingly similar between father and son
or mother and daughter. Perhaps Masao had likewise picked up
the way he avoided puddles or dodged through a crowd—or even
his caution in approaching things. As he was about to say something, they heard a child crying out front. At first they thought it
might be the rain, but upon listening more closely, it was unmistakable, and it was coming from the front of River.
They looked out and saw a boy of five or six, drenched and bawling. He was in a state of utter distraction, casting his eyes around
wildly, running two or three steps toward Shinsaibashi Avenue,
then stopping and running back.
Kunihiko opened the door and went out into the pouring rain.
Takeuchi leaned out the door and looked at the child, on whose
close-cropped head raindrops glistened with the color of the neon
lights.
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“Hey buddy, what’s the matter?” Grabbed on both shoulders,
the boy looked up into Kunihiko’s face and just kept wailing. He
was shivering all over, and Takeuchi sensed that the trembling was
not caused by being drenched.
“He must be lost,” Kunihiko said turning to Takeuchi.
“Which way did you come from? From that way?” The boy nodded slightly, seeing Takeuchi point in the direction of Sōemonchō
Avenue.
“We’ll look for your mom and dad. We’d better go back in the
same direction.”
If they were not able to find the boy’s parents, Takeuchi though
he would take him to the police box at the foot of Tazaemon
Bridge. Fetching an umbrella to shield Kunihiko and the boy from
the rain, he walked with them along Sōemonchō Avenue. A crowd
had gathered at the bridge, where passers-by and bartenders from
the neighborhood were peering into the police box. To block traffic, a net had been stretched across the entrance to the bridge. On
the bridge, several policemen in raingear were moving around.
Someone had collapsed on the bridge. An ambulance, its siren
wailing, approached from the east on Sōemonchō Avenue, coming to a stop beside the police box. Gawkers immediately began to
throng from shops and alleys.
Seeing a chef he knew, Takeuchi asked what had happened.
Pointing at a man—probably a laborer—sitting inside the police
box, the young chef explained with animation, “That guy hit a
woman in the face with a rock!”
“Did you see it?”
“I sure did. She was running around trying escape, and he
chased her all the way here, beating her with a rock like a madman.”
Seeing the child holding Kunihiko’s hand, the chef yelled to
a policeman, “Ah! Here he is! This kid looks like hers!” Takeuchi’s feelings darkened as he saw the boy shrink back in fright. A
young police officer came running up to the child. As Kunihiko
was explaining how they had found and brought him there, the
young woman was carried into the ambulance, her upper body
all bloody.
“Sonny, is that your mother?” At the officer’s question, the child
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again tensed up and then tried to run away, but the policeman
swept him up in both arms and carried him into the police box.
The boy looked back at Takeuchi.
The man in laborer’s garb, apparently the boy’s father, had beat
his wife with a rock until she nearly died. Although dead drunk,
he was sitting there in a dignified posture with his back straight.
With blurry eyes, drool spilling from a corner of his mouth and
shaking his head, one of his handcuffed fists was nevertheless
clenched so hard that it was trembling. The little boy was stripped
of his wet clothing and wrapped in a blanket. Held against the
chest of the young, burly police officer, he kept his gaze fixed on
Takeuchi.
“Sir, we left the shop open!” At Kunihiko’s reminder, Takeuchi
wheeled around. The ambulance raced off in the distance at full
speed, its siren wailing.
“Well, talk about an unpleasant evening!” Takuchi muttered as
he lowered the shutters on the shop. He turned off half the lights
inside and sank down into a chair with a sigh. He could not get out
of his mind those eyes of the child staring at him.
“I wonder what goes through people’s minds the moment they
do something wrong that can’t be set right.” Takeuchi cocked his
head slightly and laughed. “I can’t help thinking that I’ve done
plenty of things like that myself.” And he sincerely thought so.
Time and again he had done things that were beyond redemption,
and he had a feeling that he would therefore die young.
With the shutters closed, the shop was quiet inside. A silence
would fall over this part of town whenever it rained, and the occasional voices of drunkards or call girls left a strangely tinny echo
in the ear. Likewise feeling downcast because of what had just
happened, Kunihiko started cleaning up without saying a word.
Mumbling that they both ought to get drunk that night, Takeuchi set glasses and a bottle of whiskey on the table. They sipped in
silence until Kunihiko said, “Today Masao treated me to lunch. It
seems he managed to squeeze quite a bit out of London’s owner.”
“How long does he intend to keep up such foolishness?”
Kunihiko was about to say “Sir . . .” but then clammed up. Responding only with a questioning facial expression, Takeuchi added water to the whiskey he had been drinking straight.
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“I heard from Red & White’s owner that you used to be the
champion of three-cushion billiards. Is that true?”
“I don’t know whether or not I was a ‘champion,’ but there was a
time after the war when I made my living from playing.”
“Were you the best in Japan?”
“Yeah. In competitions involving stakes, I was the best in Japan.”
“Hmm. Red & White’s owner really talked up Masao too. He
said that for his age he’s pretty skilled.”
Everything Takeuchi was about to say before being distracted
by the incident at the bridge arose in his mind, but he again rigidly
suppressed it.
Stationed in the Philippines when the war ended, Takeuchi
Tetsuo was repatriated in 1946. For a while he lived in a newly
developed area of Kobe, dabbling in the black market among other
things, but at the persuasion of an old friend he happened to run
into, he returned to Dōtonbori. Osaka was one vast burned-out
plain. On either side of Midō Avenue, a few brick buildings still
stood here and there, but otherwise the commercial metropolis
consisted only of charred rubble. However, countless ramshackle
structures began to spring up almost instantly, and the tremendous energy of the survivors swallowed the bewilderment of defeat. The Dōtonbori district was soon teeming with unfamiliar
people who wore their dreams, desires, and ambitions on their
sleeves. Smells of food, steam, and shrill shouts constantly arose
from the thronging black market there. It did not matter what it
was, as long as there was the aroma of food simmering in pots
people would step right up.
Collaborating with his friend to put up a crude shelter in an
area of Sennichimae, Takeuchi opened a shop selling such things
as underwear and daily necessities—stuff that old acquaintances
were able to procure from somewhere or other—as well as shoes of
dubious quality made from who knows what kind of leather. It was
about that time that he became acquainted with a certain woman, a war widow three years younger than himself. Never having
known any women except vulgar hussies, at first he thought her
forward, but eventually grew fond of this woman who in fact never
said even half of what was on her mind, and who still retained a
sort of girlish charm. She frequently showed up at his shop, and it
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began to seem that it was not just to purchase daily necessities. She
often went home without buying anything after asking hesitantly,
“How much is this? What about this one?” And before he knew it
she would disappear into the crowd.
One day, without telling his friend, Takeuchi wrapped up the
item she had asked about and ran after her. She was already halfway down Dōtonbori Avenue when, realizing that Takeuchi was
running after her, she came to an abrupt stop.
“Here, take this,” Takeuchi said pressing the parcel into her
hands. She immediately understood his feelings and, blushing as
she assumed a stiff expression, mumbled “Why?” Without replying, Takeuchi took a pack of foreign cigarettes out of his pocket
and put one in his mouth.
“Nice weather today, isn’t it?”
“The wind’s cold . . .”
“Yeah, the wind’s cold, but it’s nice weather.”
It was then that he noticed for the first time that, even though
of small stature, she was surprisingly well filled out. He ended up
saying something he had not intended.
“Have you already forgotten about your husband?”
Looking at the tip of his cigarette, the woman cocked her head
with a smile as if failing to understand what he was talking about.
To him, it seemed like the cheeky coquetry of a woman who
has tasted both the bitter and the sweet of life, and he looked at
her again with surprise. But what he saw standing there was a
pure-hearted woman holding the parcel with great care. He was
goaded on by the thought that, although she had lived with her
husband for only three weeks, she was after all no longer a virgin.
She exuded a certain something that seemed to say the usual formalities could be dispensed with.
“If there’s anything in my shop that you want, don’t hesitate to
take it.” Then he asked her name.
“It was Ichikawa Suzuko, but I went back to my old name, Suga
Suzuko.”
“Went back?”
“We didn’t have any children, and we were husband and wife for
a mere twenty days. They told me that a new age was coming, and
that I should start over from the beginning.”
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“Who are ‘they’?”
“Both my parents and his parents were of the same opinion.”
“That’s right, you should just think of it as a slight detour you
made. After all, a new age is coming.”
Takeuchi kept repeating over and over in his mind, “It’s a new
age, it’s a new age. I don’t know what it will be, but a new age
has begun. Just you watch. I’ll make a fortune.” The force of his
thoughts took a different form as they slipped out of his mouth.
“I . . . love you. . . . It was love at first sight.” The moment he said
it, Takeuchi felt a powerful lust burning throughout his body. It
seemed as if the fire had spread even to his eyes, which he averted
from Suzuko lest she detect such an impure thought. He gazed
instead at the cluster of barracks extending along both sides of
the road. The winter sun beat down on the rusty corrugated metal roofs. In front of a soup stall, the leftovers that customers had
dumped out had turned into a large, foul-smelling quagmire.
Suzuko stared back at Takeuchi. She did not appear particularly
surprised at Takeuchi’s sudden declaration, nor did she seem the
least embarrassed. Feeling awkward, he said, “I wonder if we’ll
ever be able to watch plays here again.” Before the air raids, there
had been a large theater in that area, but now not even its rubble
remained.
“Hmm … I wonder.”
In the Sukuko that he saw before him, there was a palpably
physical presence. He had not noticed before, when he had looked
at her from inside his shop, standing between tables of goods piled
up in great disorder. In height, she did not even come up to his
shoulder. Her eyes were a bit puffy, and she gave an impression
of being haggard and somehow exhausted, but together with the
slight pout of her lips, the whole arrangement was transformed
into something enticing. Takeuchi had always thought that he
liked women with makeup, but in that instant the features he had
entertained in his mind of the phantom-like Suzuko with powder,
paint, and lipstick now appeared before him as an unexpectedly
provocative unmade-up face. As if to obliterate his vague anxiety, he added insistently: “Please be assured that my intentions are
sincere.” Suzuko continued to look at him with an expression that
was neither ambivalent nor decisive.
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After that the two of them met several times near the charred
ruins of the theater, sometimes venturing all the way to a shop
where they could enjoy adzuki bean soup with real sugar in it, or
to the stands of black marketeers who sold butter and corned beef
obtained from American servicemen. With the money Takeuchi
earned, he was able to buy most of what Suzuko wanted and she in
turn gladly took them to her parents’ house. And, as if to reward
him, she gave in to his demands.
Takeuchi found a house in Tennōji and moved in with Suzuko.
It was not until two years later that they officially registered their
union as husband and wife, but in the meantime he worked hard,
assuming full responsibility for Suzuko’s family.
Takeuchi was very fond of looking at the way Suzuko’s form
would twist when, after releasing their intertwined bodies, she
would rise up completely naked and sit languidly with her legs
doubled back to one side. When he would caress her relaxed and
slightly opened lips with his index finger, he realized that they were
the same shape as her body, and he would again become aroused.
He had been with many women before, but he sensed that it was
through Suzuko that he had first gotten to know the female body.
And at the same time, he perceived in various ways that there was
something fathomless about this woman he so loved.
“I didn’t get any good sensation from that at all,” one night Suzuko protested, turning her back to him as if in a pout. “I’d like to
get more pleasure from it.”
“Was your former husband that good at it?” Overcome by
shame and surprised at having been so caught off guard, Takeuchi
asked as he looked at Suzuko, who was hidden in the darkness.
Still lying on her side, she doubled over groping in an attempt to
put on her panties. In so doing, her naked buttocks rubbed several
times against Takeuchi’s stomach. A ray of light from a chink in
the door made her strained buttocks stand out in the darkness,
creating a round shadow reminiscent of a human face. For a long
time, Takeuchi stared at the features of that face.
“Your former husband was your first man, wasn’t he?”
“That goes without saying. I’m not that kind of loose woman.
And we were only together for twenty days.”
Caressing with his palms the bluish-white face that appeared
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in Suzuko’s buttocks, Takeuchi felt something cold race through
his heart.
“What did he teach you in only twenty days?”
“. . . Aren’t you the one who’s taught me?” Suzuko asked in a
nasal tone as she turned again to face Takeuchi. Then, with her
panties still bunched up around her ankles, she sidled up to him.
“There’s something building up deep down in me . . . I’m not
sure what to do.” There was a trace of shame in his manner of
speaking, but also some of the tone of a peevish child. Takeuchi
had Suzuko straddle him on top. He felt happy but also anxious.
The thought came to him that this woman was in love with some
man, and the perplexing thing was that she was his own wife. She
began to move actively on top of him, and as he clutched her body
with both hands it occurred to him that the strange face that had
appeared to him moments ago must have been that of Suzuko
without her makeup. Couched in lascivious shadows, that face
seemed to wriggle around here and there on her body, constantly
smiling or assuming an ambiguous expression. Takeuchi placed
his hands on both her cheeks and, thrusting her head upwards,
stared at her face with its closed eyes and sharply drawn together
brows.
“Try looking as if it feels good. Then you really will be able to
enjoy it.” He meant to say something different, but the instant he
realized that Suzuko was about to climax, he ended up whispering these unintended words. He sensed that he would never be
able to part from her. The thought that just this body of hers was
sufficient for him brought back that same cold sensation, and he
felt a sense of inescapable loneliness such as he had never before
experienced.
Takeuchi parted ways with his business associate and set up a
variety story in Tennōji. In those days everything was in short
supply, so he would stock anything that seemed likely to sell and
hawk it energetically. Suzuko was a hard worker; she stood every
day all day in front of the shop greeting the endless stream of customers. As she acquired the knack for doing business, she seemed
younger than ever. Toward female customers, she would play with
exaggeration the part of the diligent and kind proprietress while
she would receive the men—especially young ones with whom she
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was familiar—with a hint of casual coquetry. It was because this
was done quite naturally and without calculation that Takeuchi
always found it disturbing. There was one man among them who
obviously came with the intention of seeing Suzuko, who touched
her waist and buttocks when he thought Takeuchi was not looking. To be sure, Suzuko responded with a stern look and a display of anger, but at the same time there was something about her
expression that conveyed permission. Time and again, Takeuchi
would slap Suzuko.
“Why do you have to hit me?” Suzuko would reproach Takeuchi
through tears as she would cover her red and swollen cheeks with
her palms. “Instead of hitting me, why don’t you go hit the guy
who does that?”
“Aren’t you ashamed to be seen on the same level as a whore or a
bar waitress? It’s your fault. You make a face to those men inviting
them to touch you.”
“I’ve never made any such a face!” But eventually Suzuko
learned how to placate Takeuchi’s anger on such occasions. As if
humoring a small child, she would cock her head slightly, and say
in a mellifluous voice, “You’re really so jealous.” At such times, the
area around her cheeks and collar would momentarily exude the
purity of a girl of twelve or thirteen. And then, like a set expression, she would never fail to add, “You know, after all, how much
I love you.”
Those words had a ring about them that brought to Takeuchi’s
mind the impassioned movements of a woman’s body, and he
would end up feeling reproached by Suzuko for his groundless
jealousy. And although he was never at all aware of it, as things
would drag on, in the end he would have to make compensation
for his violence. The argument would always be touched off by the
same thing, would always get caught up in the same old game, and
the end result would be physical pleasure for Suzuko.
In 1948, Masao was born to them. Reminded by Suzuko’s parents that it would not do for their first grandchild to remain illegitimate, the two of them arranged for a simple ceremony and
registered legally as husband and wife. Soon thereafter Suzuko’s
father died and, as if in pursuit of him, her sickly mother also
passed away.
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It was about two years after that that a strange man appeared
before them. He earned his daily living through a pretense of fortune-telling, but spent most of his time drawing pictures of the sea.
He looked younger than Takeuchi, but at thirty-two was in reality
six years older. In his bony features only his cheerless big eyes glistened. In a pocket of his tattered corduroys, he kept his divining
block and sticks carefully wrapped in a red cloth. Carrying his
sketch books and a homemade wooden box containing his paints,
he would sit down somewhere on the street connecting Sennichimae and Dazaemon Bridge. As soon as he made enough money to
live for a day, he would stuff his fortune-telling equipment into his
pocket and show up at Takeuchi’s shop. At first he introduced himself as Sugiyama Gen, but the next time he used a different name:
Sugiyama Gen’ichi. Only the surname would remain the same; every time he was asked, he would reply with a different given name.
Sometimes it would be Gen’ichirō, and other times it would be
Gentarō. Takeuchi concluded that, even if he did not want to give
his real full name, at least “Sugiyama” was indeed his surname.
Sugiyama stopped by every day hoping to get some of the cheap
liquor Takeuchi secretly shared only with close friends. Sugiyama never once mentioned where he was born, whether or not he
had family, or where he slept at night. Post-war Dōtonbori was
teeming with many such types, their stomachs and their spirits
empty. What made Sugiyama stand out in that crowd of rogues
was both the unusual accuracy of his augury and his habit of leaning against the parapet of the bridge as he would single-mindedly
draw pictures of the sea. Using materials he had no doubt gone to
great trouble to acquire, he would paint a green sea. As he stared
at the sooty surface of Dōtonbori River, he would bring to life in
his sketchbook bright expanses of sea, all of them green. It was not
that he was unable to acquire other colors; rather, he consciously
shunned them. The sky, ships, people, trees . . . all were painted
in different hues; only the sea was always green. Deep within the
bright but faint tone of the colors was a coldness that would rob
viewers of their spirit. Takeuchi knew nothing of painting, but
quite aside from their artistic merit he recognized in them a power
that could steal into people’s souls. Thus, he felt a vague apprehensiveness about this Sugiyama.
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“If you want to paint the sea, why don’t you do it at the seashore? There’s no use doing it in the middle of Dōtonbori’s black
market.” One day, Takeuchi put this question to Sugiyama, whose
face twitched—whether from a smile or from nervousness—as he
answered, staring at the liquor in his glass, “What I paint isn’t the
sea . . . it’s human beings.”
“. . .” Takeuchi stared at Sugiyama’s back, which appeared surprisingly big-boned and sturdy when viewed up close. He suddenly felt an interest in his fortune-telling, which according to rumor
was often accurate, and asked half-jokingly for the fortune of his
family.
“What do you want me to tell you about your family?”
“Our fate! What will happen to me, and what kind of life I’ll
have . . . and my wife and son. . . . Can you foresee those things?
For, say, a couple of rounds of liquor?”
With a serious look on his face, Sugiyama took the divining
sticks out of his pocket and lined them up. Then, rubbing the divining block with the palm of his hand, he picked up the sticks one
by one and set them on the table, each time rearranging them and
turning them over.
“I can’t tell sugar-coated lies.”
“Fine, just tell the truth.”
“You’ll get by without too many financial hardships, and by the
time you reach old age, you’ll be well enough off. But, your family
will be broken up.”
“Broken up?”
“Going your separate ways.”
“My wife, too?”
“Yes. That’s what happens when two people who bear that fate
get married.”
“What about my son?”
Sugiyama returned the divining sticks to their original position
and rubbed the divining block with both hands, repeating the
same procedure as before.
“He’s suited to be a merchant.” Then, with the same vacant look
in his eyes and his chin resting on his hand, he drained the remaining liquor in his cup. Looking askance at Takeuchi, who was
not quite able to take in all of what he had heard, Sugiyama put
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his divination materials back in his pocket and stood up, mumbling as he departed, “I’ll have you keep the liquor for me until
tomorrow.”
Takeuchi was not bothered much by the prediction that his
family would break up, or that Masao was suited to become a
merchant, but he could not get out of his mind Sugiyama’s words
“That’s what happens when two people who bear that fate get married.” Those words then gave rise to the thought that, just because
people get married, they do not share the same destiny. All day
that day, Takeuchi ruminated: “Hmm, so that’s it, people with like
fates end up tying the knot . . .” It was the first time he had ever
reflected on such things.
The shops boasting long histories before the war were beginning
to return to Dōtonbori and Shinsaibashi Avenue. Entrepreneurs
who had made a killing on the black market—together with wellheeled Taiwanese and Koreans—were also starting to open their
own shops. By 1949, the former image of the Minami district was
rapidly reviving. Though the times made for uncertainty about tomorrow, Takeuchi was driven by an energy ablaze within him, an
energy that almost seemed to well up out of Japan’s soil and swirl
around, directing itself toward economic recovery. With a wife
and child—and a business that was beginning to run smoothly—
at least he had a handle on something that would help him make it
through that period of confusion, atrophy, and disorder.
Around that time, several billiard parlors were springing up in
Dōtonbori and Sennichimae. Takeuchi Tetsuo, who had had plenty of practice with the cue from the age of twelve, was given the
name “Tetsu the Spin Shooter” before and during the war years.
He even had a reputation as far away as Kobe and Kyoto. After his
repatriation, he settled down in the completely unrelated occupation of shop owner, washing his hands of billiards and having no
intention of taking up a cue again. But as reports of the reemerging world of that game began to reach him. He felt an impulse to
knock a few balls around just for fun, and casually peeked into one
of the parlors. Some men who had perhaps built up new businesses through profit from black marketeering were surrounding the
table and openly playing a round for stakes. Some were competing
for high scores playing four-ball caroms while others were having
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fun with the more quickly decided eight-ball pocket game. For
Takeuchi, defeating their sort would be easier than taking candy
from a baby. As he stood on the street vacantly peering into the
parlor, someone from behind tapped him on the shoulder. A man
was standing there whose missing right arm had apparently been
lost in the war. It was Yoshioka who, like himself, had long ago
been a rogue master of the cue.
“You’re still alive?” they cried in unison, glad to see each other.
It was not long before Yoshioka looked inside the parlor and enticed Takeuchi, saying, “There’s a lot more money in it now than
back then. I can’t shoot balls anymore, but I can put up money
and make arrangements. How about it? Won’t cha play one big
round?”
The trick was to let your opponents save face for two or three
games, then gradually upping the stakes with a pretense of vexation, and finally winning by a narrow margin. That day, Takeuchi
went home having racked up the equivalent of five months’ worth
of his store’s sales receipts. Thereafter, he kept his trips to the parlors a secret from Suzuko. The two-man team continued for nearly
ten years after that. Yoshioka had opened a parlor called Red &
White just off Sennichimae Avenue about the same time Takeuchi
returned to playing.
However, with Takeuchi’s growing addiction to the game, Suzuko eventually caught on. She pretended to be shocked, saying
“I really had no idea you were into that sort of thing!” And yet she
appeared not to be terribly bothered by it. Once the cat was out
of the bag, he became increasingly and more openly involved in
the game. Suzuko was managing their variety shop, and so Takeuchi would spend day and night shooting balls in some corner of
the amusement district, making a secret of his occasional losses.
Money was not his only object; he fervently desired to polish his
own technique, and that desire owed to the chance appearance
of an opponent he simply was unable to beat: a neatly dressed,
silver-haired elderly man who spoke with a Tokyo accent. No matter how many times Takeuchi challenged him, he was not even
once able to win. The man always showed up in the evening to play
against Takeuchi, bringing a twentyish young woman with him.
Wearing heavy makeup, she would dutifully look after his every
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need as he bossed her around in a gentle but somehow threatening
tone of voice: “Water!” “A wet hand towel!” “I need a drink!” or
other such commands. In the meantime, a faint smile never left
his face as he continued to play. His command of the cue was peerlessly exact, and he never failed to beat Takeuchi soundly.
“If you ever get better than me, you’ll be number one in Japan.”
“Then how can I get better than you?”
“By playing about a thousand rounds against me. That’s no joke.
And they’ve gotta be a thousand rounds with high stakes.”
Takeuchi was determined to outperform him whether it took a
thousand rounds or even two thousand. However, soon after that
the old man disappeared from Dōtonbori. And it was not just the
old man who vanished; Suzuko also absconded, leaving no trace
and taking two year-old Masao with her. She apparently made off
with all sales receipts from the business and all savings as well, for
not a single yen was left in the house. At first, Takeuchi thought
that it was just a little drama she was staging after being fed up
with his mania for billiards. But after making inquiries about
where she had been recently, he was unable to get a single clue as
to her whereabouts. As time passed, he became alarmed and even
considered filing a missing person report to the police. Then an
unexpected rumor about Suzuko reached his ears: someone had
seen her on the platform of Osaka Station with a child in her arms.
Moreover, Sugiyama was standing next to her. It was his sidekick
Yoshioka who had first gotten wind of it. Yoshioka also heard that
the relationship between Suzuko and Sugiyama had been going on
for quite a while.
“Sugiyama? You mean Sugiyama the fortune teller?”
“That’s right. The Sugiyama who painted those weird pictures.”
Takeuchi could hardly believe it, but apparently it was a hot
topic in conversations among residents of Sennichimae. The middle-aged woman who sold used clothing and scraps of cloth next
to his shop would not tell the truth at first, out of respect for his
feelings, but under his persistent questioning, she finally divulged
things a little at a time.
“How long has this been going on?”
“Well, I don’t really know, but I suppose since about spring of last
year. Anyway, that’s when I got the impression they were an item.”
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“What did they do to give you that impression?”
“The way they communicated to each other with their eyes . . .
as man and woman.” Having spilled the beans, she suddenly
proceeded to tease Takeuchi in the most unrestrained manner.
“Tetchan, while you were doing nothing but shooting balls, Suzu-chan was being poked by another man’s cue.”
The woman further told him how Masao had really taken to
Sugiyama, adding, “Suzu-chan will never come back. This is no
passing affair. She got it into her head to take her child and go off
with a man who’s even more of a good-for-nothing than her husband. That’s nothing to sneeze at.”
Takeuchi closed his shop and walked mindlessly among the
crowds. Yoshioka had followed him in silence much of the way but
finally was unable to keep up with Takeuchi’s aimless striding and
disappeared. Whenever Takeuchi came to a stop his legs would
start shaking, and so with both hands thrust into the pockets of
his jacket he continued his quick pace toward nowhere. Exhausted
from walking, he opened the door of a bar he happened to notice
and drank some saké. Even with some liquor in him, he was unable to sit still. The thought “with Sugiyama, of all people” kept
welling up in his mind like bubbles in a cauldron. “That beggar,
that odd, depressing guy . . .”
For days on end, Takeuchi whiled the time away drinking, although he could never get drunk. About two weeks later in a cafeteria, he noticed that a young woman who was gobbling down a
bowl of rice and meat occasionally glanced at him. He had seen
that face somewhere. As if to suppress his chronic dull headache
from drinking too much, he massaged his scalp with the fingers
of both hands. Then he gave her a hard stare in return. It was the
woman who had stood by and obsequiously served that old man
who had disappeared before Takeuchi had been able to win even
once. Takeuchi arose from his seat and went over to her.
“It’s been a long time, hasn’t it? How’s the old man doing?”
With a dispirited look in her eyes, she said, “Mr. Takeuchi, get
me something good to eat.”
“Didn’t you just eat a bowl of rice and meat? You’re still hungry?”
“I want something sweet.”
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“Something sweet?”
“Yeah. I want something sweet so bad I can’t stand it.”
“What happened between you and the old guy?”
“He died.”
She had placed the money for her meal on the table, and it appeared to be all she had. “Ah, now I’m penniless,” she muttered so
that only Takeuchi could hear, and smiled at him for the first time,
making dimples appear and giving her an aura of young-womanly gaiety. Takeuchi took her to a shop in a lane by Hōzenji Temple that served adzuki bean soup. After finishing that, she said
she wanted to bathe, that it had been several days since she had
washed herself. On the street between Nanba and Daikoku-chō
there was only one bathhouse, and Takeuchi walked there with
her along the mostly deserted road. On the way, she rambled on
about the old man. Apparently he had picked her up as she was
hanging around in Kobe’s Motomachi district, but she knew nothing about his personal background.
“He said you’re a genius,” she told Takeuchi.
“A genius?”
“He said, ‘There’s no one who can knock balls like that guy.
Some day he’ll show me up.’ ”
While she was in the bath, Takeuchi strolled aimlessly about
the street taking in the fresh breeze. He had sobered up, and for
the first time in many days his mind regained composure. After
her bath, the young woman definitely looked more neat and clean,
and her cheeks were even a bit rosy, but at the same time there was
something pitiful about her. Takeuchi did not get a sense of her
womanliness.
“How old are you?”
She answered that she was seventeen, then complained that she
was sleepy and wanted to go to bed somewhere.
“You want to sleep?”
Takeuchi hesitated, but reluctantly took her to his own shop
in Sennichimae. It was the first time he had been home in two
weeks. When he unlocked the door and entered the deserted shop,
a postcard fell from the chink in the door. It was from Suzuko, and
said simply “Masao is fine. I’m sorry. Please forgive me.” It was
postmarked from Amakusa. Takeuchi closed the door and stood
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there, reading the few lines over and over. “So then, Masao is fine.”
His composure surprised even himself. He went to the dirt floor
that separated the shop and the living room and again looked at
the postcard from Suzuko. Noticing the young woman he had left
standing in the entrance, he said, “Make yourself at home. Go
ahead and spread some quilts in the back and go to bed. The quilts
are in the closet there.”
Smoking one cigarette after another, he again stared endlessly at
the postcard. Doing as she was told, the young woman spread the
quilts, crawled in between them, and really did fall asleep. Toward
evening she awoke and, seeing Takeuchi sitting cross-legged on
the dirt floor, lost in thought about something, she asked, “Aren’t you going to go play billiards?” Before long, her calm, steady
breathing indicated that she had again fallen asleep.
It was about eleven o’clock that night when she got up. Takeuchi
asked her name.
“It’s Yuki.”
Then she sat down with a flop in front of Takeuchi and said in a
small voice, as if pleading, “I took a bath today and got all clean,
so I really hate doing it.”
Apparently, she intended to use her body to pay him for his troubles. Takeuchi harbored no such motives, and said with a laugh,
“Now that you’ve gotten all clean, you’d soil yourself?” Suzuko
and Yuki had no physical traits in common, whether in their facial
features or in their builds, and yet he sensed something about the
two of them that projected the same aura. Suddenly he remember
that the old man had praised him as a genius.
“So, that old guy really said that I’m a genius?”
“Yeah, he repeated it several times.”
“What did he die of?”
“I don’t know. One morning he was just dead. The cops said that
I must have killed him and hauled me in for all kinds of questioning, but it turned out that his heart just naturally quit beating in
his sleep.”
Wanting to be alone, Takeuchi laid a banknote from his pocket
on Yuki’s lap, and only then realized that it was his last money. He
did not have the slightest desire to reopen his business, and thus
had no choice but to team up with Yoshioka tomorrow and start
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frequenting billiards parlors. At that thought, the word “genius”
rose from deep within him, trailing a mysterious ray of light. Well
then, he would really become that genius of billiards. He felt that
there was no longer anything left for him except to go around
knocking balls like mad.
“Whenever you’re hungry, don’t hesitate to come hit me up for
money. Just don’t sell yourself. You’d never make much with that
scrawny body of yours anyway.”
Yuki hesitated for a while, then grabbed the banknote and went
out into the late night streets.
From the next day on, Takeuchi knocked balls like a madman,
focusing intently on training. Sometimes he would be tormented
by a violent emotion as if all the blood in his body were surging
restlessly. Jealousy, lingering attachment, and resentment would
be all intertwined, interacting with each other. At such times, the
feel of the green felt covering the billiards table or the breathing
of the people crowded against each other in the cramped parlor
would give admonition to Takeuchi’s mind, if only for a moment.
Or the dense cloud of cigarette smoke, the brittle sound of the ivory balls knocking against each other, the squeaking noise like that
of a small animal’s shriek when he rubbed chalk on his cue, the joy
that so splendidly possessed him when manipulating at will those
little red and white toys . . . He was able to live only in the flash of
each passing instant.
It was still raining. Quite drunk, Kunihiko’s eyes were moist
and heavy with sleepiness. Takeuchi was likewise exhausted; leaning back on his chair he mechanically guzzled whiskey that he did
not even crave.
“Hmm, number one in Japan? I’d like to watch you play sometime, sir.” Wearing a blue sweater of thin material, Kunihiko
cradled his cup in both hands as he sipped his whiskey. His gaze
was fixed somewhere in the distance outside the window, and
his face struck Takeuchi as sad. Though his gentle-looking features included thick brows, large eyes, and a well-defined nose,
yet there was something lacking, and Takeuchi had thought that
that something might just be youthfulness. But now that he was
past fifty, he was gradually coming to understand what Kunihiko’s deficiency was: his features lacked fullness. The countless
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people he had come to know in Dōtonbori all had in common a
certain destitution in the depths of their features, a quality that
could only be called inborn. That destitution left them able to love
only those who would one day surely betray them, and to become
friends only with those who bring them misfortune. Takeuchi had
seen too many people get swept away bound together whether they
liked each other or not.
“That was back in 1951,” Takeuchi said. One lucid corner of his
otherwise clouded brain recalled the night view of the ocean from
a high point in Ashiya, a vantage commanding a vista stretching
from Osaka to Kobe.
“I once played a round for high stakes at the mansion of a rich
guy in Ashiya. That area had been reduced to ashes in the air raids,
and that mansion was the only thing left standing. It was like a
palace, with a big chandelier and everything. That’s where that
rich guy got a special group of seven or eight of us together to
settle once and for all who was really Japan’s number one player in
three-cushion billiards.”
A man from Kyoto who kept competing even as he was addicted to methamphetamine, a man from Nagoya walking a tightrope between life and death with money borrowed from a loan
shark . . . Takeuchi was now able to call each face clearly to mind.
The competition went on for thirty-eight hours. He earned so
much money that he could probably have built a house with it.
Even now, the sensation of that final thrust remained stored in his
right arm. It was a strong thrust that had put a right spin on the
cue ball. The faint clack of the balls striking ever so slightly filled
the quiet room of that great mansion. The fingers of his left hand,
forming a bridge, seemed as if they were about to cramp. The losers, all exhausted, returned to their respective places as if falling
into the depths of hell.
Having told his story to that point, Takeuchi fell silent. He
turned his gaze to the scene outside the window and was lost in
his own memories. That night he and Yoshioka had been the last
to leave, departing through the gates beyond the spacious garden.
A bracing wind was blowing from the distant sea. “The sea must
be that way,” he thought as he turned his blood-shot eyes toward
the dark.
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“Tetchan, this might be the right chance.” Yoshioka, who wore
his long hair plastered back with pomade, assumed a ridiculously
solemn look, his dark face glistening with oil.
“Right chance? For what?”
“Don’t they say that the smartest guy quits while he’s ahead?”
Yoshioka had not only lost an arm, but a shell had robbed him
of a good portion of flesh in his crotch, including his testicles. He
was thus rather bowlegged, shuffling with both feet as he walked.
When he stood for a long time, he had to arch his back and was
always trying to grab onto something. His muscles revived, but
nothing in his crotch came back. A single, thick, charred pine tree
still stood in the vacant lot in front of the mansion, and Yoshioka said as he slowly walked toward it in order to grasp it, “Suzu-chan’s come back.”
A burning sensation encircled Takeuchi, and it seemed as if his
throat were clogged with something. “Where is she now?” As he
asked, he could feel that his voice was shaking hard. A ship was
anchored in the sea off Kobe, right about at the horizon, its red
and yellow lights completely motionless in the expansive darkness.
“She just showed up at my place five days ago. She said she had
no place to go, so for the time being I had her stay with a lady I
know.”
“Was Masao with her?”
Yoshioka nodded slightly, adding, “I hear she broke up with the
guy.”
“I can’t meet with her. We don’t matter to each other anymore.”
“Yeah, but you want to see your son, don’t you?” He laughed,
exposing his stained, irregular set of teeth. “You could give her a
sound thrashing and leave her for half dead.”
Having been around Yoshioka for many years, Takeuchi knew
that he did not really mean what he said. Quite unlike the impression his outward appearance gave, Yoshioka possessed a prudence
and circumspection that verged on cowardice, and in him Takeuchi had found an excellent manager who, in the world of highstakes billiards, helped him avoid trouble with big losers or ruffians. The two of them said nothing to each other for a long time as
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head line of a train approaching from Kobe gave off blue sparks,
passing in front of Takeuchi with ferocious speed. As he looked
at those chilled flashes flying though the emptiness of the night,
he wanted to see Suzuko. He intended to assail her with words he
had determined never to utter, no matter what. He wanted to hear
from Suzuko’s own mouth just what it was about that man that
had so appealed to her.
At about two o’clock that night, Yoshioka brought Suzuko to
Takeuchi. Takeuchi had gone two entire nights without sleep, but
he gazed on her for the first time in two years with a strangely
clear consciousness. With Masao in her arms, she was standing in
the closed and empty shop and did not move from under the naked light bulb until Yoshioka urged her to. Masao was fast asleep,
and she put him down in the living room. Then, still in formal
sitting posture, she turned toward Takeuchi. Yoshioka called out
in a loud voice, “Tetchan, I’m going to go home. I’m dead tired,
and I’m going to sleep like a log.”
With his one arm, Yoshioka patted the wads of banknotes
stuffed in every pocket of his jacket. After he closed the entrance
door, Takeuchi listened to the sound of his retreating footsteps on
the street of Sennichimae as if it were the sound of some kind of
spring unwinding. Suzuko, who until then had avoided meeting
his gaze, finally lifted her face, and so Takeuchi again turned toward her. And he was given a start. Indeed she looked haggard, but
she had become beautiful, or so she clearly seemed to Takeuchi.
He was engulfed by a feeling of despair.
“Masao’s gotten big!”
“Yeah, he can already say just about anything.” Suzuko spoke in
a barely audible voice.
“I’ll bet he calls that guy ‘daddy.’ ”
“. . .”
“You’re shameless enough to show your face before me, huh?”
“. . .”
“Now that you’re hungry, you’ve come waltzing back, just like
that, huh?” Suzuko made no reply.
“If you’re hungry, then go sell yourself. You’re the kind of woman who’ll sleep with any beggar, aren’t you?”
A long silence followed. From outside came the advancing
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sound of an empty can being rolled along, together with the
laughter of a bunch of young people, mixed with the high-pitched
voices of adolescent girls. Those voices gradually grew distant, and
had finally become inaudible. Suzuko, clutching together with one
hand the collars of her flimsy dress, glared intently at Takeuchi.
It was a confrontational look. She pronounced each word as if to
drive it into him.
“I want to die . . . You, kill me!”
Takeuchi unconsciously stood up and, muttering to himself in
his mind, “Fine, I’ll kill you then,” asked aloud, “What was so good
about that guy?” It was as if his mouth had become numb. With a
fire in them, Suzuko’s eyes follow Takeuchi’s face as he stood up. “I
fell in love with him. I loved him so much I thought I’d go crazy.”
Suzuko’s eyes were fixed. With all his strength he kicked her in
the side. Pressing her hands against her side she crouched down,
extending her upper body and biting her lip as if she were trying to
be kicked once more. Takeuchi realized that she was serious about
what she had said, both about wanting to be killed and about loving Sugiyama to the point of madness.
Turning his eyes away from Suzuko, who was looking up at him
with her contorted, pallid face, Takeuchi kicked a sliding panel,
making it fall, punched through the shoji, threw a tea kettle, and
picked up a small, round dining table and threw it against the
wall. Masao woke up and, drowsily running toward the closet, fell
over. When he saw Masao’s little round bottom he realized that
the force with which he had kicked Suzuko in the side was excessive. The blood rushed to his temples, and regret made his entire
body feel listless. Picking up Masao, who seemed unsure whether
to cry or not, Takeuchi said, “That’s enough, that’s enough. I’m
finished.”
Those words were intended to humor Masao and to put Suzuko’s
mind at ease. And with such words, he also reprimanded himself.
Setting Masao on Suzuko’s lap, even though she was still pressing
her hands against her side, Takeuchi took futons out of the closet
and prepared beds for three.
“I won’t go to sleep before you do,” Takeuchi said. “I’d be no
match if you tried to strangle me in my sleep.”
Masao’s breathing soon indicated that he had fallen asleep on
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Suzuko’s lap as she still crouched down, her body twisted and one
hand still on the tatami. Takeuchi sat on the futon with his legs
crossed and said in a quiet tone, “Leave tomorrow. It doesn’t make
any sense for us to live together anymore.”
He needed to decide what to do about Masao, but he could think
about that tomorrow. He was much too calm as he took a cigarette from his jacket pocket and lit it. Sitting in silence, he smoked
several before Suzuko crawled into the futon and lay down. All
the while, he was wondering why she loved a man like Sugiyama.
He had seen couples whose union made no sense to him, but he
could not imagine how his wife, of all people, could be linked to
a nameless, scroungy-looking man with no stable employment.
But he could not deny that Suzuko and Sugiyama were one such
couple, and fixing his sober gaze on her he was persuaded that she
was indeed one of those women. When he thought about it, he had
seen many such women here in the Dōtonbori district.
The next morning, Takeuchi was awakened by fretful crying.
It was Masao, who had gotten up and was clinging to his sleeping
mother. It occurred to Takeuchi that he would have to raise Masao after all, because in such times a single woman could hardly
do it on her own. He recalled that time long ago when he had
asked Sugiyama to foretell his family’s fate, and he seemed to
remember being told that they would break up. But at that time
Sugiyama certainly could not have predicted that he himself
would be the cause of their dissolution. At that thought, Takeuchi felt foolish and, staring at the ceiling, smiled faintly. He
thought of the true character of this mysterious woman named
Suzuko and realized that he himself was a two-bit good-fornothing. Was it not just as Sugiyama had told him would happen
when two likes become a couple? In that case, it would mean that
he and Sugiyama were also the same type of person. With that
thought, Takeuchi got out of bed and spoke to Suzuko, who was
lying with her back to him.
“Shouldn’t we talk about what to do with Masao?”
Suzuko appeared to be awake, but she made no response. Takeuchi again spoke up in a louder, harsher voice.
“Hey, I don’t want to put you up here forever. After we’ve decided what to do about Masao, I want you to get out.”
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Suzuko turned her head and whispered in a feeble voice, “It really hurts where you kicked me.”
“It hurts?”
“It hurts so bad I couldn’t sleep at all.”
Takeuchi thought, “You think I’m going to fall for that?” But
then the sensation in his foot as he kicked her in the side raced
back to his mind, and suddenly an ominous feeling overcame him.
“After all, you kicked me as hard as you could.” Beneath the
resentful tone lay Suzuko’s peculiar coquetry, but her face was a
ghastly color, and she seemed in fact to be in pain.
“You asked me to kill you, so I thought I’d do as you wished.”
“. . . I’d like you to put up with me, and let me and Masao live
together in this house.” Suzuko dissolved into tears running from
the corners of her eyes, and she twisted her mouth. Her familiar
early-morning scent brought back fond memories.
“How long do you intend to make a fool of me, anyway? ‘Oh
really, well then come be my wife again.’ Is that what you expect
me to say? What an idiot!” Dumbfounded at her egotism and
shamelessness, he went on. “Didn’t you ask me to kill you last
night, spouting off that you wanted to die? What happened to that
spirit?”
Still lying in the futon, Suzuko turned her vacant eyes toward
him and said, “It really hurts. I wonder what it is, this unbearable
pain.” Then she beckoned to Masao, who had gone barefoot into
the store to play. When Masao complained of hunger, Takeuchi
went to his usual noodle shop and brought back noodles and rice
for three in a carrying box. Blowing on the noodles to cool them,
he put them one at a time into Masao’s mouth. Takeuchi was like a
total stranger to his son; however, Masao was not shy and accepted the noodles obediently from his father’s hand. Suzuko’s pain
appeared not to be feigned. She remained in bed without eating
a bite, and toward evening still had not gotten up. Placing some
money at her bedside, he went to a bathhouse where he shaved and
washed himself, then he changed into newly purchased underwear and clothing. He then peeped into his usual billiards parlor
and saw Yoshioka, who was likewise smartly dressed, sitting on
a bench by the window waiting for him. Yoshioka said, “I slept
well. It’s been a long time since I had such a good sleep.” Then he
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looked around as he handed to Takeuchi a heavy bundle wrapped
in paper. It was wads of banknotes.
“You could buy a house! Or maybe you’d like to start some business?” Yoshioka had also shaved, and had applied more pomade
than usual to his clean hair.
“Did you take our your portion?”
“Yeah, I went ahead and took it.”
“For now, I don’t feel like knocking any balls.”
“Do you want to go somewhere for some fun?”
Yoshioka did not ask about Suzuko. As they went out onto the
street, Takeuchi said, “It seems I got carried away and was too
rough with her.” After hearing him out, Yoshioka’s eyes flashed as
he urged him to have a doctor see her right away.
“You think I ought to?”
“If she was hit in the wrong place, it could turn out to be pretty
serious.”
Yoshioka told him that there was a doctor who had been evacuated to his hometown during the war but who had returned to his
original location in Nipponbashi and set up practice. He suggested that Takeuchi take Suzuko right away to see him. He explained
that this was a general practitioner whose reputation for accurate
diagnoses was such that he used to have patients from as far away
as Kyoto and Wakayama. Takeuchi went back with Yoshioka to
Sennichimae and opened the door to his house. Suzuko was still
lying in the futon, and Masao was playing with the money Takeuchi had left at her bedside. Takeuchi took Masao by the hand and,
hardheartedly pressing Suzuko along as she walked bent over,
they went into the intricate back alleys of Nipponbashi.
Suzuko told the doctor that she had fallen and hit the corner of a
desk. There was a small amount of blood in her urine, which made
the nearly seventy-year-old, white haired doctor assume a grave
countenance. Judging from the area of the injury, there could be
no doubt that the bleeding was from a kidney.
“The amount of blood is minimal, and there’s no swelling, so
it’s not as bad as if it had ruptured. But there can be no doubt that
there was a wound.”
The doctor told her to rest for two or three days and they would
see how things went, adding that if the pain and bleeding in153
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creased, or if there was swelling, they would have to take her to a
bigger hospital. Taking medicines to prevent bleeding and festering, Suzuko spent each day lying in Takuchi’s house, while he took
Masao out roaming around Midō Avenue, playing in shooting
galleries or in pinball parlors that had been had been set up along
the street. In no time at all the two of them had become father and
son again. In a mere three days, Masao had become a denizen of
the streets, pulling his father’s hand as he nimbly wove his way
through the crowds. He was about to turn four. Awakening to his
paternal role, Takeuchi harbored a renewed, fierce anger toward
Suzuko and Sugiyama.
Suzuko’s symptoms did not worsen. After about ten days, the
blood in her urine disappeared and the pain completely went
away. Takeuchi asked her to get out, and to leave Masao with him,
but she kept refusing to part with her son. And so they enlisted
Yoshioka as a mediator. After lengthy and repeated arguments,
he said, “Right now is a time when he needs his mother most.”
He suggested that Suzuko raise Masao until he started elementary school, and Takeuchi would send her a monthly amount for
Masao’s maintenance. When it came time for him to start school,
they could discuss the matter again.
“I don’t like having this woman use the money for Masao any
way she pleases,” Takeuchi said as a parting remark.
And so the matter was settled. Suzuko found a job in a knitting
mill in the Ebie district of Ōyodo Ward, and Takeuchi went back
to a life of billiards. Every month he mailed money for Masao’s
maintenance to Suzuko’s apartment in Ōyodo Ward. This arrangement continued for nearly three years.
One drizzly winter evening, following the address in hand,
Takeuchi set out to visit the apartment where Suzuko and Masao
lived. The time limit they had agreed upon was near at hand, and
anticipating custody of his son, he intended to reopen the discussion Yoshioka had mentioned. Off the street connecting Nakatsu
and Noda-Hanshin, in a place down a narrow zigzag alley crowded with apartments and small factories, there was an especially
shabby-looking two-story building. It was built like the stores selling remaindered items, but it bore a sign: “Ōhara Manor.” As he
knocked on the door, Takeuchi half expected to see the life-wea154
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ried face of a strange man when it opened, and he felt a strange
sense of relief when Suzuko’s unexpectedly cheerful countenance
greeted him without any trace of surprise.
“I thought it was about time you’d be coming. When I heard the
knock, somehow I thought it might be you.”
“I had a feeling that some worthless drunkard of a man might
come to the door.”
“Don’t say such nasty things. Masao and I are the only two living here.”
Then, ignoring Takeuchi’s attempts to dissuade her, she left saying that she was going to buy some beer. On her way out she said
to Masao, who was in a corner of the room studying Takeuchi,
“Masao, your daddy’s here!”
Unsure of what to say, Takeuchi cast an ambiguous smile at his
son, who had already reached the age for elementary school. Masao returned a faint smile, and so Takeuchi hesitantly beckoned
to him with his hand; but the boy did not come to him. Takeuchi
felt very sorry for Masao who, though his own son, had hardly
lived with him at all. Then he again felt anger toward Suzuko. That
night, he just drank the beer that she poured for him and went
home, unable to bring up the matter he had come to discuss. Eventually, Suzuko kept beer on hand, and began to act as if she were
looking forward to his visits.
One night, she said, “My kidney’s bad.”
“Your kidney?”
“It’s so bad that sometimes my feet swell.”
“Have you had a doctor look at it?”
“This is what the doctor told me. He said that some days I would
pass a lot of albumen, and so I should avoid too much salt and
stimulants.” She smiled, looking up at him from her downcast
face. “Sometimes working is unbearable.”
“Since when?”
“Since a while after you kicked me.”
“. . .”
“I was the one who was in the wrong, so I’m not blaming you. I
just thought I’d let you know.”
Suzuko looked over at Masao, who was in the corner with his
back turned to them, looking at a picture book. Suzuko sidled up
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to Takeuchi, who felt almost as if he were stealing another man’s
wife. He whispered, “Put Masao to bed early.” He thought he
would use a combination of threats and false shows of affection,
but Suzuko’s body brought back fond memories. Every Saturday
night he stayed at her place. He did not want anyone to know
about this, and even kept it a secret from Yoshioka. On Saturdays,
when evening rolled around, he would hail a cab and go from
Dōtonbori to Ōyodo.
“Ha-ha, Tetchan! You got yourself a woman, huh?” Yoshioka
kidded him, holding a pinky erect. No matter what, Takeuchi did
not want him to know that the “woman” was Suzuko. He himself
found the whole thing sleazy, and yet he was hopelessly drawn to
the movement of her lips and to her body. His heart beat fast at
a voluptuousness in Suzuko that he had not felt so much when
they were a couple. In the end, Takeuchi was unable to take Masao
from her. Not only that, but he ended up paying living expenses
for Suzuko, who had quit her job at the knitting mill because of
her poor physical condition.
In the spring when Masao entered the third grade, the three of
them went to Kyoto to view the cherry blossoms. It was the first
time they had gone out as parents and child. On the grounds of the
Chion’in Temple they ate the lunch they had brought. Takeuchi
mentioned to Suzuko, “Yoshioka’s wanting to do something else
with himself.”
“Hmmm? What will he do after he quits setting up matches?”
“There’s a shop in Sennichimae that’s up for sale. He wants to
buy it and open a billiard parlor.”
“I’m sure he’s the type who’ll be good at business.”
“If Yoshioka’s getting out of this, I think it’s a good time for me
too.”
“A good time? Do you have some other prospects?”
“On Sōemonchō Avenue there’s a coffee shop that’s gone out of
business. Yoshioka wanted it, but then reconsidered. He says the
location isn’t good for billiards. If he gives up on buying it, I’m
wondering if I couldn’t open some kind of business there.”
The cherry trees were in full bloom, and a slight breeze along
with the sunlight made Takeuchi feel languid. He was exhausted
and dogged by the thought that a person can’t very well spend his
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entire life in gambling and games. The din of smoke-filled billiard
parlors and the tension and intoxication of being absorbed in contests had all come to seem unbearably pointless to him.
Leaving Chion’in and walking down the road where the streetcar ran, they came to a teahouse where the three of them ate mugwort dumplings. Takeuchi suddenly realized that Suzuko had disappeared, and found her standing in front of the antique shop next
door, staring into the small show window. From where Takeuchi
was sitting in the teahouse, he could see her profile bathed in the
spring sunlight. Suzuko was pressing both hands against the window voraciously staring at some object, and Takeuchi sensed that
there was something abnormal about her gaze. Leaving Masao in
the teahouse, he quietly approached her from behind. The only
item displayed in the show window was an emerald green ewer.
There was a beautiful curvature extending from its lightly tinted,
long spout—so delicate that it looked as if it might break at any
moment—to its plump, round body. But Takeuchi was more concerned about Suzuko’s eyes than some trifling ewer. She was looking at the object in the window with eyes of unconcealed yearning,
as if she were waiting for someone to come from afar.
“What’s the matter?”
Surprised by Takeuchi’s voice, Suzuko turned around and
mumbled, “That glass is beautiful.”
“Yeah, it’s beautiful.”
“I’d like to run a coffee shop where this would go well as decoration.”
“Mmm, a coffee shop.”
“It’s probably expensive.”
Perhaps having heard Suzuko’s voice, the owner of the antique
shop came out in front and explained that it dated from the Edo
period, and was diamanté-cut glassware. Takeuchi had no idea
what “diamanté” was, but for some reason in his mind little red
and white ivory balls scattered with a clacking sound. He asked
the price, and it was not so expensive after all.
“Shall we buy this to commemorate my new direction in life?”
“What!? You’re going to buy it?”
“Shall we run a coffee shop where we can use this for decor?”
“In Dōtonbori . . .”
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“It’s on Sōemonchō Avenue.”
Six months later, Takeuchi opened the shop River, and it was
from that point on that the condition of Suzuko’s kidney deteriorated. He had no doubt that it was because of what he had done.
Every time he felt regret for not having taken her to a bigger hospital, the sensation would come back of the moment when, overcome with a sudden rage, he had kicked her with all his might. She
was thirty-seven years old when she died in the winter four years
after that.
Kunihiko’s eyes were drowsy; he appeared to be a little drunk.
Takeuchi cast a glance at the emerald green glassware displayed
in the wall of the shop. Struck by the dim light, its round body
swelled out with an even darker color. Kunihiko broke the long silence. “Masao said he’s seriously thinking about opening a billiard
parlor sometime.”
“What kind of billiard parlor can that high school dropout
run?”
“It seems he’s the best in Osaka.”
“That’s probably just what he says.”
“He beat a guy named Watanabe Kōzō today. He asked me to be
there, so I went along.”
“Kuni-chan, billiards is actually a high-class game requiring
accurate calculations and skills. But any competition that doesn’t
work the heart and lungs isn’t a sport, no matter how far you go
with it. In the end, billiards is gambling.”
As he spoke, Takeuchi looked at the clock. He thought that perhaps tonight Masao would be home.
“He’ll realize eventually that—no matter how good you get at
it—in its essence, billiards is never more than a hair’s breadth
from gambling.” With that, he stood up. Kunihiko also stood up,
and said, “Masao’s at Red & White today, too.”
“Huh? Today too?”
With a slight wave of his hand refusing Kunihiko’s offer to see
him to the station, Takeuchi finally went out onto Sōemonchō Avenue, where it was no longer raining.
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Late for an appointment, Kunihiko worked his way through the
crowd with quickened pace. When he entered the coffee shop that
was their usual meeting place, Hiromi waved at him smiling. She
seemed to have put on some weight again. A scarf matching her
dress was wrapped tightly around her head, and she was wearing
ring-shaped earrings and a gold-plated pendant in the shape of
a large butterfly. Apparently she considered that her most stylish
combination; though the colors or materials might change, it was
her customary attire for her monthly venture into the Minami
amusement district. Only once when in a foul mood did Kunihiko chide her for having “the sensibilities of a gangster’s mistress,”
and Hiromi returned a stare, turning red as if with embarrassment. Kunihiko realized that he must never say anything to hurt
the feelings of this thirty-eight year-old woman who was without
malice, who was totally unable to see through people’s true motives, and who had been his late father’s lover.
When Kunihiko’s father was still alive he always had a lover,
occasionally changing one for another. Hiromi had been his last
woman, seeing to all the needs of the man who had left his wife
and son to begin frequenting her place. His father had breathed
his last in her presence.
“Here’s this month’s. This time I put in a lot more than usual.” Whispering as if afraid of being overheard, Hiromi held out
a white envelope. Since the waitress had brought their order, Hiromi forced the envelope into Kunihiko’s hand. No matter how he
refused, Hiromi left some money with him every month. That had
been going on ever since he began working at River.
“How long are you going to keep this up?”
“Until you graduate. Don’t worry about it. It’s not that much.”
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Hiromi took a long drag on her cigarette, and after blowing the
smoke energetically out her nostrils, said, “Back when I was still in
middle school, I used to live in a neighborhood near Tsūtenkaku.
Now just thinking about it, it was really an awful time. How many
times was I duped by people who seemed nice! Every time I see
Tsūtenkaku I get angry.”
“You were already being duped when you were in middle
school?”
“That’s right. Hard to believe, but I was quite a catch back then.”
Scattering the ashes that had grown long on the tip of her cigarette, Hiromi laughed loudly. The great volume of smoke she had
inhaled spilled endlessly out of her nostrils as she chortled. “You
know, ever since becoming an adult I have this memory of looking
out over Tsūtenkaku from Dōtonbori, but I guess you can’t actually see it from here, huh?”
“Tsūtenkaku’s in Tennōji, so you can’t see it from Dōtonbori.”
“Hmm, yeah, I guess you’re right. So then, I was just hallucinating.”
Glancing down, Hiromi toyed with the cigarette she had begun
smoking. But no matter how hard she tried to assume a dejected
or sad expression, a certain strong-mindedness never disappeared
from her face. Kunihiko could see the crowds on Shinsaibashi
Avenue beyond her head. Even though the sunlight was not so
strong, to his eyes there was an unpleasant glare. On the third Saturday of every month, they would meet in this large coffee shop on
Shinsaibashi Avenue, facing each other for about an hour and not
talking about anything in particular. At first Kunihiko thought it
a bother, but recently he had begun looking forward to his monthly allowance.
“Kuni-chan, do you have a lover?” Hiromi asked, looking up.
“No. Of course not.”
“Your dad was pretty good at putting moves on women.”
“. . .”
“One of these days you’ll be good at it too.”
Kunihiko was about to ask how she and his father had gotten to
know each other, but decided against it. Hiromi would no doubt
be only too glad to talk about it, but he sensed that it would probably not be very pleasant to hear.
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“Aren’t you ever going to get married?”
Hiromi shook her head exaggeratedly at Kunihiko’s question.
“At my age, who’d have me? Lots of men have used me and worn
me out, left me all hacked to pieces.” Then she lit a fresh cigarette
and took a long drag.
“Thanks to your dad, I was able to break up with a guy who was
like a leech on me. Your dad spent lots of money on me.”
Hiromi began to talk about the job selling cosmetics that she
had held for three years already. She was in charge of an area
consisting mainly of farming villages in Tanba and Tajima, and
groups of two or three would walk about peddling, staying overnight. Given the nature of the locale, the fact that it was a second-rate brand made it somewhat easier to sell.
“I wear this sort of plain summer dress, you see. There are lots
of housewives who gladly give me their business, and my sales are
good.”
Kunihiko suddenly thought of his deceased mother, who had
not concealed toward Hiromi an intense jealousy that she did not
show toward any of her husband’s other women. Kunihiko was
in middle school when his mother broke down sobbing in front
of him. His father had certainly had affairs with classier women,
and Kunihiko could not understand why his mother made such a
display of raw emotion toward Hiromi alone.
“My mom and dad really didn’t get along . . . I’m not sure why.”
Hiromi was lost in thought for a long time as if she were earnestly choosing her words. After a while she said hesitantly, “It was
because your mother wasn’t strong physically.”
“There’s more to it than that, isn’t there? Can that be all there is
to being a couple?”
“Well, after all … they’re man and woman.”
Staring at Hiromi’s face with its thick and coarse rouge, it felt
like a nuisance to be engaging in this kind of deep conversation
with her. Why did they have to go to the trouble to meet like this?
Couldn’t she just mail the money to him? And why, after all, did
she bring money to him every month? With his father’s death—or
rather, with or without his father’s death—he and Hiromi didn’t
have any connection. Kunihiko made an ostentatious glance at his
wristwatch and stood up. Hiromi’s broad jaw seemed even broad161
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er as she looked up at him startled, hinting at an impetuous temper that could spit venom at anyone who once got on her bad side.
The large ring-shaped earrings that so ill-matched her own slight
form swung back and forth.
“Sorry. I went and said something offensive.”
“No, it wasn’t particularly offensive.”
It was Kunihiko who stood up first, but when they exited the
shop, it was as if he were running to keep up with Hiromi’s hurried pace. In the early afternoon that Saturday the shopping arcade was crowded. Kunihiko trudged along with a sense of irritation behind a single file of young women who were sauntering
along leisurely. Looking up at him, Hiromi repeated what she had
said earlier.
“I remember standing once on the Ebisu Bridge and looking absent-mindedly out over Tsūtenkaku. Are you really sure that you
can’t see it from there?”
Kunihiko took her to the middle of Ebisu Bridge and, standing
by the parapet, motioned with his chin toward the south.
“Look, you can’t see it, can you? Just a lot of buildings. But even
if there weren’t anything in the way, you couldn’t possibly see as
far as Tsūtenkaku. When was that, anyway?”
“When I was twenty-four or twenty-five, so it would have been
twelve or thirteen years ago.”
On the side of Dōtonbori Street by the river, large restaurants
and multipurpose buildings were lined up like stacks of building
blocks. Facing them on the opposite side theaters like the Nakaza and the Kadoza were crowded together. All that could be seen
from the Ebisu Bridge were the filthy river, buildings, and the
countless billboards set up on them.
Hiromi glanced at Kunihiko. “I think I was waiting here for him
as I looked at Tsūtenkaku.”
“For him? Who’s that?”
“For you father, of course.”
“Hmmm.”
Realizing that his father and Hiromi had a relationship as long
ago as ten years, Kunihiko turned and looked back at her with
an ambiguous expression. Autumn was coming to an end, and
chilly winds laden with dust rushed from angular spaces between
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crowded buildings. The course of the wind must have been high
over the waterway, for there was not a single ripple on the surface
of the Dōtonbori River; there emerged only a dull, black light.
“In those days, he was still just a patron in our shop, so it wasn’t
like we had any unusual relationship or anything,” Hiromi said
with an air of reserve. “Maybe it wasn’t even in Dōtonbori, but
some other bridge somewhere that you can see Tsūtenkaku from.
I suppose all kinds of memories are getting mixed up in my head.”
Kunihiko stared at the red and brown mosaic design of the scarf
wrapped around Hiromi’s head, wondering to himself, “Just what
are those ‘all kinds of memories’ about my dad?” Bathed in dull
sunlight from the slightly overcast sky, the scarf glistened as if
slick. Short and pudgy, Hiromi could hardly be called a beauty
even as a kindness. Fifteen years ago, she was no doubt just like
the outgoing young women one often sees in the popular eateries
around Sennichimae and Nipponbashi, decorating only their faces with gaudy makeup while disregarding their overall features.
“These past two or three years, my butt’s been getting square.”
Hiromi said at the top of her voice, and thrust her buttocks toward Kunihiko. Several passersby looked at the two of them with
amazement.
“Square?”
“Yeah, it’s really gotten square. I hate it.”
Kunihiko laughed looking at Hiromi’s posterior covered with
its skirt. Now that she mentioned it, her ample bottom really did
seem to have lost its roundness. Or, rather than saying that it
“lost” anything, excess flesh had been added to the corners, making it appear square.
“A woman with a square butt is really pathetic,” she added.
Hiromi said that she would take the subway from Shinsaibashi.
Somehow not wishing to part with her on an unkind note, Kunihiko walked with her to Shinsaibashi Avenue.
Kunihiko was in his third year of middle school when his father
died, and the whole thing was now a nebulous memory. He had
had few serious conversations with his father, who was often away
from home many days at a time, so all of Kunihiko’s memories of
him were dim and lacked emotional intensity. And yet, strangely
enough, a vivid image of Hiromi and his father standing on some
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bridge that commanded a view of Tsūtenkaku arose in his mind’s
eye. As if able to see them clearly from a hiding place in the distance, their every movement, the play of sunlight on their bodies,
and the crowds of people passing by… all turned into a sort of cold
image that remained within him.
At the top of the steps leading down to the subway, Hiromi said,
“I’d never have thought anyone could die so suddenly.”
“Anyone? Who?”
“Your father, of course.”
“Oh.”
“He’d been in bed for about three days complaining that his
stomach ached. When I insisted that he go see a doctor and practically forced him into a cab, he was in such pain. Let’s see, what was
the name of it . . . something to do with the bowel . . .”
“Invagination of the bowel, right?”
“Yeah, that was it. We thought it might just be his appendix, but
it was a really scary illness.”
“Hmm, I forget how old Dad was when he died.”
“I believe he was forty-seven. Umm, how to put this . . . in anything and everything, he was right around the middle.”
“The middle of what?”
“Of anything and everything.”
After parting in front of the ticket vending machines, Kunihiko
rode the escalator from the basement to the first floor of a department building. Passing by its sales counters, he went out again
onto Shinsaibashi Avenue. He sensed that Hiromi’s last words
were intended as a scathing parting shot. He never wanted to see
her again.
It was the usual flow of people. Overcome with an unaccustomed
impatience and anxiety as if fiercely urged on by something, he
staggered along with the human stream. He approached a tea shop
boasting a long and venerable history, its aroma constantly enveloping the area. Depending on his mood, the fragrance either
invited him to stop and take in another deep breath, or it was a
lonely and sad mass of smell that made him unconsciously quicken his pace and get out of there. But this time it was neither dissipating nor vaporizing nor precipitating; it seemed only like a thick
gate of aroma that opened straight ahead. He had no choice but
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to pass through that gate of overpowering powdered tea aroma
and return to the other side of that muddy ditch, a place teeming
with people unrelated to him . . . he had nowhere to go. Somehow,
before he knew it, he had wandered into this place.
Next to the tea shop was a ceramics store. A man who had been
looking into its show window turned his head and stared at him.
Kunihiko had seen that face before, but could not recall where.
The man maintained his persistent gaze, hesitantly asking as
Kunihiko was about to pass, “Aren’t you … Mr. Yasuoka’s son?”
Coming to a stop in the middle of the throng and resisting the
push from behind, Kunihiko answered, “Yes, I’m Yasuoka.”
“Oh, I thought so! You haven’t changed a bit since you were little, so I could tell it was you.”
The portly, sixtyish man with his thin hair neatly parted to the
side was holding a paper bag with both hands. It was from the ceramics shop, where he had apparently just made a purchase.
“How is your father?”
For some reason, Kunihiko responded, “He’s … fine.” The man
smiled broadly.
“When you were little, you often used to come with your father
to my shop.”
“When I was little … About how old was I?”
“I guess about when you were in middle school.”
“Middle school …”
“Back then I had a shop in the Kitabatake district of Abeno.”
“Oh! Was your shop called Kinbee?”
“That’s right. Now I own a small bar by the same name in Nipponbashi.”
Kunihiko recalled the man’s face. There had been a small eatery
named Kinbee by the crossing of the Ueno rail line in the Kitabatake district of Abeno Ward. His father was a regular customer
there, and once or twice a month he would take Kunihiko along.
He remembered that it was a small shop, consisting only of a
counter, and it featured a large earthenware figure of a beckoning
cat. He was surprised that anyone could recall a child’s face from
seven or eight years before.
“You look just like your father. As soon as I saw you, I remembered Mr. Yasuoka’s son.” With that, he again studied Kunihiko’s
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face. “How shall I put it? Those long eyes, and especially their slant
at the corners, exactly as I remember.”
Kunihiko still was not completely convinced, and wondered
why this man would remember his features. He felt a certain defensiveness as he stood there in the crowd on Shinsaibashi Avenue.
“When you have time, why don’t you come to my shop? It’s in
Nipponbashi, just a stone’s throw from here.”
“… Yeah.”
“Your father once really helped me out a lot. But then ever since
I moved to Nipponbashi, we’ve been out of touch.”
The man repeatedly invited Kunihiko who, at a loss for a reply,
stared at the large, dark mole between his brows. Like a large, turbid
stream heading south, the chattering voices of people, along with
their body odors and the colors of their clothing, were passing by.
“We open in the evening, so the cook wouldn’t be there yet, but
I’ll fix something good for you.”
“But I don’t have any money on me today.”
“You don’t need money. Not just today, but anytime you’re hungry and want something good to eat, stop by.”
The man joined the human flow and, looking back as he walked,
beckoned to Kunihiko, who resigned himself to following. Crossing the Ebisu Bridge, the man turned to the left and walked down
Dōtonbori Street in the direction of the Kado Theater. Continuing
through Sennichimae Avenue to Nipponbashi, he headed south at
the intersection, then turned right at the second street.
“This area’s really different now. It’s been nearly seven years
since I came to Nipponbashi, but you wouldn’t believe how it’s
changed during that time.” The man explained as he walked down
the quiet road, pointing here and there at the rows of houses. Sunlight struck the entrances of the mobile stands and small eateries
that were not yet open for business. Plastic buckets filled with garbage lined both sides of the street. The light van making deliveries
for a butcher and the ancient car of an ice dealer passed by. About
midway along the street hung a red paper lantern with the characters “Kinbee,” and on the other side of the door grating, a large
shop curtain on which was printed, “Blowfish Stew.” The man unlatched the door and entered the dim interior, saying with a loud
voice, “Please come in.”
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A tart odor filled the interior. The man turned on a fluorescent
light, put away the newspapers cluttering the counter, and offered
a seat to Kunihiko.
“It’s not much of a shop, but our blowfish stew is the real thing.
Even in the Minami district, there’s no place that serves blowfish
like ours. We have lots of customers who come from far away just
for what’s on our menu.”
Taking a large container out of a refrigerator, the man asked,
“Shall I roast some fish milt?” At Kunihiko’s ambivalent nod, he
continued. “I’ll cook some blowfish milt on a rice cake gridiron.
It’s best broiled over a charcoal fire. Try eating it hot, with some
bitter orange and spiced grated radish. You won’t find anything
that beats it. Citron is good too, but I prefer lots of bitter orange
sprinkled on top. We get our bitter orange from Uwajima in
Ehime Prefecture.”
Adding that he had not yet started a charcoal fire and would just
make do with a gas flame, he opened a bottle of beer and placed it
before Kunihiko.
“How old are you now?”
“Twenty-one.”
“Oh? So then, you’re old enough for liquor,” the man said as he
poured a glass of beer for him, then turned the fish milt broiling
on the gridiron. Its surface was nicely browned, giving off steam
that rose within the shafts of light streaming from the latticed
front door.
Setting porcelain dishes containing the bitter orange and spiced
grated radish in front of Kunihiko, the man said, “A long time
ago I ran into some trouble at the shop in Abeno. It was rental
property, but was the sublet of a sublet. The real owner showed up
and told me to clear out. Some local gangsters were involved, so it
was a messy situation and I was having a tough time keeping the
business going. Just as I was about to give up, your father found
this place for me. And he helped me settle the trouble with the
people in Abeno. I intended to have him over to my new shop, but
ended up letting the time slip by and didn’t keep in touch. How’s
he doing now?”
“Mmm, well, the same as always, I suppose.”
“I’m glad to hear that.”
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The blowfish milt he served was shaped like newly grilled rice
cakes, all puffed up and round. As instructed, Kunihiko dipped
them in the bitter orange and spiced grated radish before putting
them in his mouth.
“How is it?”
“Really delicious!”
“Have some beer with it.”
Kunihiko’s father had died about the same time this man moved
his shop from Abeno to Nipponbashi. Kunihiko did not understand why he had lied, telling him that his father was alive. Once
having started that falsehood, though, he could not very well go
back on it. In response to the man’s questions, he told him which
university he attended and mentioned his part-time work at a coffee shop on Sōemonchō Avenue.
“Well then, you’re not far from here, are you? Anytime you’d
like to be treated to some good food, don’t hesitate to stop by.”
“Yeah, since I’m a poor student …”
“I can just put it on your father’s bill.”
For some reason, the man stared into Kunihiko’s face with a
penetrating gaze. Kunihiko responded with a smile as he drank
his beer. He realized the man knew very well that his father was
no longer among the living. It was mere intuition, but he felt sure
of it. In that case, maybe he should just do as the man said, and
eat and drink on his father’s bill. Why had the man asked how
his father was doing when he knew full well that he had died? The
midday alcohol took effect quickly, and Kunihiko did not bother
himself with such questions. He lit a cigarette and turned his head
to look at the beckoning cat displayed in the entrance.
“You had that same cat at your Abeno shop too, didn’t you?”
“No, the one in Abeno got broken. That’s the third one I’ve had
since coming here.”
Ducking under the counter to emerge from the kitchen area, the
man sat down next to Kunihiko and poured himself some beer. At
a loss to make conversation, Kunihiko took repeated small sips
from his beer while eating the two fish milt cakes on his plate.
The man apparently did not have much to say either, and the two
of them drank in silence for some time. Kunihiko began to feel
uncomfortable with the man’s interminable reticence. Resting
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his chin on his hand, he cast his eyes around the shop to see if
he could find some reason to excuse himself. Then the door burst
open and a young woman entered.
“Well! Already drinking at this early hour!”
Her appearance gave the immediate impression that she was a
college student, about the same age as Kunihiko. Casting a suspicious glance at him, she placed her burden of books on the counter.
“Dad, weren’t you going to buy dishes?”
“I did. They’re over there.”
The paper bag from the ceramics store was in the corner. Taking
out the wares, she said, “Oh, you bought expensive ones!”
“Since they’re for customers, cheap stuff wouldn’t do, would it?”
“Even if we use high quality stuff at this place, no one would pay
any compliments.”
“This is my daughter. She just started in junior college this year.”
The man introduced Kunihiko as the son of an old acquaintance.
“Her name is Yukiko. Her two older sisters have already been married off, and she’s the only one left,” he said with a laugh.
Kunihiko did not know the man’s name and thought about
asking, but kept his silence, concluding that it was enough just to
remember him as the owner of Kinbee. As if he suddenly remembered, the man pulled out his wallet and handed over a business
card. It read: “Fine Cuisine … Kinbee … Usaki Kinbee.”
“Is Kinbee your real name?”
“It is. That’s what they’ve called me since I was a kid.”
“I thought it was just the name of your shop.”
“It’s been about twenty years since I started using my own name
for my business too.”
As she took the dishes out of the bag, Yukiko said, “No matter
how you look at it, the name ‘Kinbee’ feels about right for this
shop. The beckoning cat figurine, the pattern of the cushions on
the chairs, the way the shop curtain is soiled . . . the whole place
looks like ‘Kinbee.’ ”
“And just what’s wrong with ‘Kinbee’? ‘For blowfish, come to
Kinbee,’ or ‘Kinbee’s the place for blowfish stew!’ It’s a name that’s
easy to remember. Why don’t you help out a bit here? It’s always
busy since we’re short-handed.”
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“Forget it. Or I might think about it if you’d pay me the going
wage.”
Usaki smiled wryly. “You’d be helping with the family business,
so I couldn’t very well pay you the going wage.”
“But as long as I’m working, I’d want fair pay.”
“Well then go find yourself a good part-time job. You’re a college
student now, after all.”
“I just now came from an interview at a department store where
I hoped to get a part-time job during the winter break. They’ve
already filled all positions, so I was turned down.”
“If you don’t mind working during the day, I know a good place,”
Kunihiko interrupted from the side. River was also short-handed,
and needed a waitress to work from noon until five o’clock.
“Daytime hours won’t work for me. I have to attend classes.”
Yukiko’s features were charming, with a slightly upturned, pointed nose. She was tall and slender, and her makeup consisted only
of a light shade of lipstick. Her entire body retained a childlike
aura. “What kind of work is it?” Yukiko asked as she set the dishes
out on the counter.
“There’s a coffee shop by the name of River on Sōemonchō Avenue.”
“Oh yes, I know it. It’s the shop on the river, the one that’s always
decorated with lots of flowers, right? I’ve been there two or three
times.”
“They need a waitress, from noon to five.”
“Hmmm . . .” Yukiko cocked her head pensively. Her father suggested, “Why don’t you work there beginning in winter break?”
Assuming an even more pensive air, she looked back at Yukihiko’s
forehead.
“Yeah, but since I want part-time work cover expenses for a ski
trip over winter break, it’d be too late if I don’t start working until
then.”
Usaki went to the kitchen area and took out some beer. Kunihiko declined, but Usaki persistently pressed him to drink. Since
he had consumed the alcohol on an empty stomach, his vision was
blurred and swaying.
“If I drink so much this early in the day, I’ll end up getting
drunk.”
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“Oh? Well then, shall I fix you some boiled tofu?”
Declining that offer as well, Kunihiko stood up and thanked
Usaki.
“Please, don’t hesitate to come again. You can eat and drink as
much as you like, and I’ll put it on your father’s bill.”
It seemed that Usaki really meant what he said. Kunihiko left
Kinbee. When he reached the Nipponbashi intersection, Yukiko
caught up with him from behind. She was carrying a shoulder
bag, and in her other hand were notebooks and textbooks.
“I’ve decided to try the part-time job you just mentioned.”
“But, what about your classes?”
“I can cut them for a month or two. But I can’t tell dad about it.”
“But if you keep this a secret from your father, I’ll really catch
it from him later.”
“That won’t be a problem. He was opposed to my going to a
junior college. He’d always say, ‘What good is it for a woman to
study? Why don’t you just help out in the shop instead?’ ”
Kunihiko stopped and looked at Yukiko, who was about the
same height as he. The flesh of her cheeks and forehead was taut
with energy, her complexion was healthy, and there was something wholesome about her spirited features. The tipsiness from
the beer had made Kunihiko easygoing. The protracted sound of
a horn blared from the freeway overhead, which was jam-packed
with a file of cars flowing in the direction of Minato-machi. There
was a sort of melancholy in the late autumn sunlight, and in spite
of the powerful glare from automobile windows, their eyes did not
smart.
“Anyway, why don’t you just meet the owner?”
Accepting Kunihiko’s suggestion, Yukiko bowed her head
slightly.
River was packed. Although being “packed” was limited to
eighteen seats, when customers came all at once Takeuchi could
not manage it alone. Several times he had engaged young women for part-time work, but either they did not last long or they
were brusque and lacked charm; hence, he was unable to find a
satisfactory worker. After hearing Kunihiko’s explanation, Takeuchi smiled at Yukiko, who was standing by the entrance. Pausing
from his work and bowing his head, he said, “That’d be a big help!
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It’d be great if she could start right now.”
While Takeuchi and Yukiko were talking, Kunihiko was making rounds between the counter and the tables, filling glasses with
water and preparing orders. The shop had become crowded all at
once, but it also cleared out all at once; except for two groups, all
others left. Kunihiko cleared away the glasses and coffee mugs,
stacking everything in the sink, and began wiping the tables. In a
pleased tone of voice, Takeuchi said, “Kuni-chan, Miss Usaki says
she’ll start today.”
“Today?”
“It’ll be an hourly wage, and we’ll work around her school
schedule. She says she has classes on Wednesdays and Fridays that
she simply can’t skip, so on those days she’ll come in from three
to six. It’ll be a big help to have a young lady with such a pleasant
personality come work for us.”
Sitting down next to Yukiko, Kunihiko said, “You shouldn’t
keep this a secret from you dad.”
“No problem. I’ll be sure to talk to him and get his permission.”
Yukiko got up, placed her textbooks and bag on the corner of the
counter, and promptly began to clear dishes off the tables. “I always had to help out in our shop, so I’m used to this kind of work.”
Bringing an apron from where it was kept at the bottom of the
stairs, Takeuchi handed it to her, saying, “To start out with, I
think I’ll have you do some dishwashing.”
Rolling up her sleeves at the sink, Yukiko laughed, “Certainly!”
Going to his upstairs room, Kunihiko folded the laundry that
had been drying on a rope stretched from wall to wall, closed the
window facing the river, and lay down. He had recovered from his
tipsiness but had a headache, and he yawned repeatedly. Taking
the envelope he had received from Hiromi from his back pocket,
he verified its contents. Indeed, just as she had said, the amount
was greater than usual. He felt as if he had talked to quite a lot
of people today, but in fact it had only been three: Hiromi, Usaki
Kinbee, and Usaki’s daughter Yukiko. Still sprawled on the floor,
he surveyed the empty room: only a small desk, two plastic boxes
containing changes of clothing, and his futon, which was folded
and stacked in the corner. Since it was an attic room, the ceiling
was low, and when he stood up his head nearly brushed against
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its veneered surface. The only window faced the river, and during
the summer the room would become unbearably stuffy, with not
a single breeze passing through. Kunihiko got up and opened the
window slightly. He leaned against the wall looking at the unending crowds on the Ebisu Bridge. The throng formed a veritable
river, making the whole scene look like an intersection of two waterways: the great, muddy channel known as Dōtonbori River, and
a turbid stream formed by the human crowd. On the gray bridge
that was the nexus of the two flows, young men who made it their
hangout were leaning their backs or stomachs against the parapet.
With no particular intention, they would make catcalls or leer at
young women passing by. Kunihiko took a memorandum book
out of the desk drawer and, still leaning by the window, flipped
through its pages. It was the small, leather-bound booklet he had
picked up at the stadium the day his mother died. Though he had
no idea whose it was, Kunihiko would sometimes take it out and
read its diary-like entries consisting of broken and obscure phrases, thoughts that had crossed the mind of its author. “Some people
say that life is short, but I think it’s long. If you’ve experienced the
change of the four seasons seventy times, how could anyone call
that short?” “I’m thinking of putting things in order. It’s about
time I got started.” “20,000 yen to S-ko. Impertinent enough to ask
‘Is that all?’ ” Seeing the many times “seventy years” or the number seventy appeared in the writing, Kunihiko concluded that its
owner was no doubt the old man with the dog. He recalled the
man’s cheeks, so red they looked as if he had used rouge, and his
mouth that moved like that of a ventriloquist’s dummy. Kunihiko
then opened the page containing the six lines he had read over and
over so many times, words that were like a poem:
Riding off on a boat,
The several thousands of me
Who were all born in different places
And have different minds—
Riding together in the same boat,
We drift away.
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For some reason, Kunihiko was drawn to this short passage.
Leaning by the window and continuing to gaze out over the bustling entertainment district, he was haunted by the thought that
every single one in that crowd of strangers was himself. The retreating figures were dim, and there was a feeling of sadness about
them as they hurried off aimlessly. The thousands of people who
were himself, all born in different places, all having different
minds, and never once talking to each other, would flow past one
another and then gather in crowds. It occurred to Kunihiko that
they were all himself.
He continued to look at the sluggish pace of the throng crossing
the muddy stream on whose surface the ripples were beginning to
take on the crimson glow of the setting sun. But when he realized
that it was getting close to his work shift, he went down the dark
and narrow stairs to eat at a diner in Sennichimae.
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Tuesdays were the regular day off for River. Leaving his condominium in Tennōji just after noon, Takeuchi took the subway to
Nanba and walked from there to a department store to buy new
coffee cups and cleaning supplies for the restroom. He decided to
have the cups delivered to the shop. With the cleaning supplies in
a paper bag, he crossed at the traffic light in front of the store and
joined the crowds that filled Ebisu Bridge Avenue to overflowing.
Since he had not seen her in a long time, he thought he would put
in an appearance at Yuki’s shop. Crossing Ebisu Bridge and going
down Shinsaibashi Avenue to turn right at the corner of the Fujiya
Cake Shop, he soon reached Kasaya-chō, where the signboard for
the Fujinami Building was visible on the left. Yuki’s grilled meat
restaurant was on its second story. It was about five years after he
opened River and about one year after Suzuko’s death that he met
Yuki again. Takeuchi had no idea how she had spent her life in the
post-war years after wandering about Dōtonbori with that strange
old billiards master. When by chance she entered River for a cup
of coffee and saw Takeuchi, there was a note of fond recollection in
her voice as she called out to him. A little boy was with her. After
she had parted with the old billiards master and was hungry with
nowhere to go, Takeuchi once treated her to adzuki bean soup and
paid for her to go to a bathhouse.
But now Yuki had completely changed; she was neatly made
up and was wearing a coat with a fur collar. The boy was hers,
but Takeuchi did not ask who the father was. Yuki explained unabashedly that she was much obliged to a Taiwanese money lender
for helping her set up a grilled tripe restaurant in Tatamiya-chō.
About five years after that, the man’s sudden death left her unencumbered. She continued to run the place until she later moved to
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Kasaya-chō where she opened the grilled meat restaurant. Takeuchi visited her eatery once or twice a month to dine on the meat
she cooked, and she occasionally showed up at River for coffee.
Yuki’s shop opened at five p.m., but she was often there by three
to make preparations. Takeuchi pushed the door slightly and
peered inside to see her sitting with her back toward him, studying the account books. None of her five employees had come yet.
“Counting your money again?” At Takeuchi’s voice, Yuki let out
a short scream and threw both hands up in the air.
“Oh, you gave me a start!” Yuki turned around and looked up at
him, her eyes wide open and her hands pressed against her throat.
Gone were all traces of the starving figure that had wandered
around in post-war Dōtonbori; a thick layer of flesh covered Yuki’s face and body. She had dyed her hair a chestnut color, her nails
were lightly manicured, and she painted a subtle shadow around
her large eyes with their dominant whites. Those things rather
made her appear four or five years older than she was.
“Don’t scare me like that! A single woman goes through life
feeling on edge, after all.”
“For feeling so on edge, you look pretty well-fed.”
Yuki took a cigarette out of a leather case and lit it. “You came
at a perfect time. There’s something I’d like to discuss with you.”
“Hmm, now that’s unusual.”
“I’m thinking of opening another restaurant.”
“Where?”
“They’re building a new subterranean mall in Umeda. I just went
and looked at the place. It connects the old mall with the station,
and when it’s finished Umeda will attract the biggest crowds.”
“Will it be a grilled meat restaurant?”
“Considering the location, I think it would be better to take the
plunge and open a steakhouse. It wouldn’t be a high-class place;
I’d serve upper middle-grade meat. During the day I’d offer lower
prices, and serve a lunch that would draw office workers.”
“Yeah, but in a place like that the rental premium would be pretty high, wouldn’t it?”
“Yes, it’s a bit pricey.”
Yuki being Yuki, now that she wanted to open a new place she
would of course take steps to raise the necessary money. An im176
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age of her from twenty years ago flashed before Takeuchi’s eyes,
recalling when he had treated her to adzuki bean soup, took her
to the bathhouse in Daikoku-chō, and put her up for one night.
“I have to decide right away. There’s a mob of applicants.”
“Hey, this is a matter of how you’re going to live your life, isn’t
it?”
Musing on Takeuchi’s words, Yuki fixed a sidelong gaze on him
for a long time. “This place is turning a profit, so even if you don’t
knock yourself out and just stay on course you could solidify your
gains. Or, you could expand your business ventures. It’s all a matter of what’s important to you in life.”
Yuki snuffed out her burned down cigarette and immediately lit
a new one. With one hand, she cleared away the documents and
ledgers spread out on the table, crossed her legs the other way, and
exhaled smoke with vigor.
“Sometimes I think I must have a strong streak of good luck.
Just when I reach a point where I think ‘This isn’t working, this
isn’t going anywhere,’ someone always comes along to help me
out. It was at one of those times that I got to know Chen. When
it came to making money he was a bit mean, but he wasn’t a bad
sort of person. Even after Chen died, whenever I was in a pinch
someone would come along and help me. After the war when I was
working in the black market and reduced to skin and bones, the
old man Tamada came to my aid, and after he died and I thought I
had no other choice than to sell myself, you helped me.”
“All I did was treat you to adzuki bean soup and send you to a
bathhouse.”
“But you gave me money, didn’t you? I’ll never forget that money as long as I live.”
Takeuchi had not known until then that the old billiards master’s name was Tamada. Yuki boiled water and poured him some
tea.
“You know what kind of panties I was wearing back then? They
were covered with grime, so filthy that it was depressing. Lately
the color of those panties keeps crossing my mind.” As Takeuchi
laughed, Yuki again fell into a pensive silence.
“You’ve done well by yourself to have come all this way from
the grilled tripe restaurant in Tatamiya-chō. I’ve barely managed
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to achieve a small coffee shop. You’re still only thirty-eight, aren’t
you? You should go all out and become a businesswoman owning
five or six steak houses.”
“Yeah, as long as I’m going to do it, I’d like to aim that high.”
“Give it a try. If you fail, you could always go back to wearing
filthy panties.”
“It’s easy for you to talk, since none of this is your problem. I’ll
have to float a loan from the bank, I’ll have to hire staff, and I’ll
have to find a good chef . . .”
“You’ll have to do a proper study of the food business, huh?”
“My son said, ‘Mom, if that’s what you really want, I’ll help out
in the restaurant after I’m finished with high school.’ That kid’s
study habits don’t amount to much, but he seems to like doing
business and he’ll be pretty reliable.”
“He must have gotten that from his father.”
Putting one hand against her chestnut-colored hair, Yuki said
with a smile, “He’s not Chen’s child. I had him before I got to know
Chen.”
“What? I just assumed he was a half blood between you and that
Taiwanese guy.”
“Everyone seems to think so, but it isn’t true.”
“Then, who is his father?” Takeuchi let the question slip out
even though he knew it was none of his business.
“A guy who disappeared as soon as he got me pregnant. Sort of
like a stud horse.”
Yuki smile wryly, and Takeuchi guffawed. Her business practices were solid. She was strict with her employees but showed
scrupulous solicitousness toward her customers; thus her regular
patrons included both business people and entire families. In the
kitchen she would give nit-picking instructions about the handling of every grain of rice, every drop of soy sauce, and every
shred of meat. There were many employees who could not tolerate
it and quit, but those who remained with her a long time were all
thoroughly disciplined in working with customers, and were quite
reliable. Takeuchi was amazed at her abilities; now that she had
discussed with him plans to expand her business, he reassessed
the transition this woman had undergone from her years of starvation. The image of seventeen-year-old Yuki in her loud makeup
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and tawdry clothing acting in concert with the old billiards master was permanently seared into his mind. It occurred to him that
some women have big ambitions.
As Yuki was clearing off the top of the table, she said, “I’ll treat
you to dinner tonight. Now that I think about it, I never returned
the favor of the adzuki bean soup, and I never paid you back the
money.”
“Now that twenty years have passed, I’m sure it’s picked up a lot
of interest.”
Smiling at Takeuchi’s repartee, Yuki took a pair of large green
earrings out of her purse and fixed them on her earlobes. They
waited until the employees arrived, then went out onto the street
in the gathering dusk. Yuki seemed to have decided where they
would eat. Turning north at the intersection just before Shinsaibashi Avenue, they passed between Sogō and Daimaru department stores. Focusing on one spot among the countless billboards
on the crowded buildings, Yuki muttered, “Ah, there it is.” An exquisitely carved wooden sign with the words “Laurel Steaks” was
situated on the third floor of a tall, narrow building.
“This place opened two months ago. People say you could eat
here for a week straight and not tire of the flavor.”
It was a small restaurant, but the plates were all elegant blue and
white Koimari ware and the furnishings were of an understated,
high-class style. Looking at the menu, Yuki ordered crab terrine,
foie gras pudding, consommé with ox marrow, escargots baked in
pie shell, cold cucumber soup, and steak filet.
“You won’t be able to eat that much.”
“Don’t worry. The portions here are small.”
Yuki spoke little while they were waiting for their order, and
kept casting her gaze about the restaurant. Resting her folded
arms on the table, she asked, “When you’re trying to cross a great
ravine, how do you work up the resolve to take that first leap?”
“You think there’s some kind of standard for that? It’s just when
the course of events leave you no other choice.”
“I wonder if I ought to go to a fortune teller.”
“A fortune teller once told me that a family would be broken
up.”
“Whose family?”
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“Mine, the Takeuchi family. And the prediction was right on
target. It was so on target that it blew me away.”
Having ordered white wine, Yuki said in a hushed voice, “Shall
I decide based on whether the waiter first sets a wine glass by your
plate or by mine?”
“Decide what?”
“Whether or not to open a restaurant in Umeda. If he puts it by
my plate first, I’ll go ahead with it, and if he puts it by yours …”
“Don’t bother with such silliness when your mind is already
ninety-nine percent made up.”
“Yes, but I’ve always been so cautious about my business, so
when it comes to something like this I get cold feet.”
“Well, weren’t you reduced to skin and bones in the black market after the war anyway? If this fails, you’ll be none the worse.”
The waiter set down Yuki’s glass first. As she was eating, she
kept smiling ambiguously at Takeuchi. With some wine in her,
her face soon flushed.
“Speaking of the post-war years, for me it’s not such a distant
past. How shall I put it … It’s always ahead of me.”
“Ahead?”
“That’s right, ahead of me. I’m not talking about ‘memories.’ It’s
more like a future. Sometimes it seems that way to me.”
As he listened to Yuki, Masao’s face came to mind—Masao, who
went about boarding here and there, rarely coming home—and it
occurred to him that perhaps the fate Sugiyama had foretold had
yet to come to its conclusion. Sugiyama’s words, “That’s what happens when two people who bear the same fate get married,” still
weighed on his heart, and he suddenly replaced “married” with
“become parent and child.”
“It was a long, long time ago that I spent my days knocking
balls. It’s all the past now, and it’s fading from my mind. It seems
like something that happened a hundred years ago.”
“You had a pale complexion back then. Your cheeks were hollow, and you looked like an invalid. But I clearly remember what
you looked like when you played. I even recall the blood vessels
near your temples that stood out.” With a practiced hand, Yuki
stuffed an escargot in her mouth as her eyes quickly traced a line
from Takeuchi’s forehead to his temple.
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“That old man Tamada was always irritated, and had veins popping out on his face too, huh?”
“When I woke up in the morning, he was dead in the futon next
to mine. He died with one eye open.”
“I’m sure I’d never have beat that old guy. No matter whether it
was balkline, pocket billiards, or three-cushion, I was no match for
him in any game. Every time I think of his face I’m reminded that
billiards is a form of gambling after all, one where polished techniques compete. It was really scary the way that old guy could knock
balls. Thanks to his croaking, I got to have my day in the sun.”
Having finished their dessert of ice cream and drunk some coffee, Takeuchi asked as he smoked, “So, how about it? Have you
made up your mind?”
With a slight smile and a cocked head, she nodded slowly.
Takeuchi said, “It’s going to be a battle. And I’ll just be an indifferent spectator.”
“You’re hard-hearted, aren’t you?”
“Aside from money, I can’t be of any use to you. But with just a
small coffee shop to my name, I don’t have the kind of money to
help out anyway.”
“Having no money is just like having no head.” They both
looked at each other and laughed.
When they went outside it was already dusk, and the winding
street was awash in the glare of neon lights and illuminated billboards. Yuki returned to her restaurant and Takeuchi walked
toward the Shinsaibashi subway station carrying the package of
cleaning supplies. Every time after meeting with Yuki, for some
reason he would always think of Suzuko, and the sensation of
kicking her in the side would come alive again in the toes of his
right foot. Something softer than bone, but firmer than flesh …
that’s what he vividly recalled his foot as having hit. He descended
into the station and purchased a ticket for Tennōji at the vending
machine, but then it occurred to him that he had not seen Yoshioka in a long time. He backtracked and walked along Shinsaibashi
Avenue toward Dōtonbori. There would be no one waiting for him
anyway at his own condo, and though the place was not frigid,
neither was it comfortably warm. The thought of being alone in
such a place did not appeal to him.
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As he walked along lost in the crowds, the thought came to him
that if he had ever made an absolutely irreparable mistake, it was
on that night twenty years ago when he kicked Suzuko in the side.
He had kicked her to death. There was no doubt about it: that was
the cause of her death. At that thought, Takeuchi hung his head in
spite of himself, and lowered his gaze to the heels of the person in
front of him.
When he opened the door to Red & White, a thick fog of cigarette smoke assaulted his nose. There were eight tables: three
for four-ball carom, four for pocket billiards, and one large one
for three-cushion games. Except for the three-cushion table, all
were occupied. Shouts of score-keeping mixed with the clacking
of balls. The customers appeared dimly in the haze. Takeuchi
thought Masao might be there, but he was nowhere to be seen. At
the desk in the back of the parlor he greeted the woman at work
there who pulled up a stool for him and courteously brought a
damp towelette and some tea.
“The boss is out right now.”
“Where’d he go?”
“I’m not sure. And I don’t know when he’ll be back, either.”
While sipping his tea, Takeuchi watched the unfamiliar men
play for a while. But the place was getting crowded, and he gave up
and left. After he had walked a few steps from Red & White, something flitted across his mind: the profile of Suzuko as she stared
at the cut-glass ewer in the antique shop near Chion’in Temple. It
was as if she had been possessed by what she saw. Even now, it was
one of those things Takeuchi could make no sense of, but then he
had not devoted much energy to analyzing it. Now he found it all
strangely confusing. Drawn by that momentary light in Suzuko’s
eyes on that spring day in Kyoto twenty years ago, Takeuchi walked
toward his closed shop, unlocked the door and went inside. He
turned on the light, went to the side door that opened to the stairs
and called Kunihiko’s name. There was no answer; Kunihiko must
be out. Setting the paper bag by the entrance to the lavatory, Takeuchi stood in front of the square niche in the wall where the emerald-green ewer was displayed and for a long time stared at it. Why
was Suzuko gazing fixedly, as if possessed, at this small, fragile cut
glass? The sensation of having kicked her came back into his toe.
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“I fell in love with him. I loved him so much I thought I’d go
crazy.”
He could hear Suzuko’s voice. Takeuchi stifled that voice, thinking “What’s the point of dredging up what happened twenty years
ago?” He tried, too, to blot out of his mind the fleeting outline
of Sugiyama’s emaciated and jutting cheekbones and shoulders.
Sitting cross-legged at one of the tables for four, Takeuchi stared
endlessly at the cut glass vessel in the noiseless shop.
The front door opened enough for a young man to poke his head
in and ask, “Are you closed today?”
“Yes, sorry. Today is our regular day off.”
“I saw your ‘Closed’ sign, but since the light was on I thought
you might be open.” The man’s suit jacket was unbuttoned and
his tie was loose. Casting his unfocused gaze about the shop, he
entered and plopped down at the table nearest the entrance.
“I’d really appreciate it if you could give me some coffee.” He
was a regular customer, probably an office worker, who would
show up once or twice a week about closing time, always reeking
of alcohol.
“I don’t have any coffee brewed, but I could give you some water.”
“Oh, water would be fine. Water is what I really wanted.” The
young man gulped down the water Takeuchi brought and asked
for another glass. “My name’s Kayama. I’ve been coming here for
over two years now. Maybe you remember my face?”
“Yes, I remember you well. You always come around ten and
order Viennese coffee.”
“I’m glad you remember me. Yes, please think of me as Kayama
of Viennese coffee.”
“Do you work around here?”
“I’m a manager at a pharmaceutical company over in Doshō-machi. To put it simply, I sell medicine, just like those guys from
Toyama up on the west coast. My job is driving from one hospital
to the next selling medicine. When I finish work, I drink some
saké, and then wind up the day with some Viennese coffee here at
River. That’s the life I most enjoy.”
His words slurred, Kayama again drained his already empty
glass. Takeuchi wanted him to leave soon, but was unable to think
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of appropriate words to drive him out, so he just let him alone for
a while. Kayama stood up unsteadily, walked over to the far wall
and, looking closely at the cut-glass ewer, said, “There are three
things I like about this shop River. One is the flavor of the Viennese coffee, and another is the flowers. Every time I come here I’m
reminded how beautiful flowers are. And third is this green glass
container.”
“It’s called a diamanté ewer.”
“Hmm . . . a diamanté ewer?” Kayama pulled up his sagging
trousers and took two or three reeling steps, muttering over and
over, “diamanté ewer.”
“Whenever I see this, I think of the sea back home. I’m from
Shōdō Island, so I grew up looking at a sea this same color. I haven’t been back in over five years, but when I come to River, I always
look at this tiny sea from my hometown.”
Unable to determine how genuine any of Kayama’s inebriated
babbling was, Takeuchi started toward the switch at the entrance
in order to turn off the lights when he was suddenly taken aback.
He stood glued to the spot, looking back at the ewer, as if he had
received a severe blow to the chest. He recalled the color of the
sea in Sugiyama’s paintings; it was the same emerald green as the
ewer displayed in that niche. Forgetting about Kayama’s presence,
Takeuchi remained fixed, feeling as if he had been slashed to pieces. “So that was it,” he thought. “Suzuko was passionately in love
with that Sugiyama.” On that day twenty years ago, when she saw
that emerald-green vessel in the show window of the antique shop,
Suzuko no doubt thought longingly of the color of the sea in Sugiyama’s paintings, and was racking both body and soul to suppress
something deep within her. It occurred to Takeuchi that Suzuko was perhaps not looking at the ewer, but rather at the figure
of Sugiyama. That must be so. “So then, she loved Sugiyama that
much.” He kept repeating these words over and over in his mind.
“I’ll be leaving now, so could I ask that you leave also?” Takeuchi
said to Kayama, though he wanted to remain indefinitely in a faceoff with the object in the niche.
“Certainly. Let’s walk a ways together.” Kayama cinched his
loose necktie and went to the door with unsteady gait. “I’ll turn
the lights off for you.”
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Even as Kayama spoke, the shop went pitch black. At that moment, Takeuchi felt a love and pity for Suzuko such as he had never experienced. “Then why did Suzuko leave Sugiyama and come
back to Dōtonbori? Why did she come back to me? What exactly
was there between Suzuko and Sugiyama?” With mixed feelings of
emptiness and helplessness, Takeuchi followed the reeking Kayama outside, where he closed and locked the door.
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Machiko came rushing into the coffee shop River. The threelegged dog Little Tarō was lost.
“Kuni-chan, let’s go look for him together. He can’t be that far
away . . . maybe he’s been run over somewhere.”
London’s owner said, “Do dogs get run over that easily?”
“But he’s not an ordinary dog. He’s missing a leg.”
Along with the smell of alcohol, Machiko’s body also diffused a
faint fragrance of sandalwood. Until five years ago, she had been
a geisha in the Shin-machi district, but thanks to her patron she
now ran a small restaurant called The Plum Tree in Tamaya-chō.
Her patron owned a large and reputable old jewelry store on
Shinsaibashi Avenue, but he was already past seventy and, having passed actual business operations on to his son, was living in
retirement. Only rarely did he now put in an appearance at her
establishment. From Machiko’s having said “He’s kind of like my
father,” Kunihiko imagined the old man whom he had never met
to be all skin and bones, looking like a crane.
“Oh, that dog? When I came into the shop, I saw him trotting
along in front of the Kado Theater. I just caught a glimpse, so I
don’t know for sure, but I think it probably had three legs,” Kaoru the drag queen said as he sat at the counter drinking coffee.
Though he always wore western clothing, today he was in a light
pink kimono and a Japanese-style wig, which was unusual for
him. Both his nail polish and his small, beaded handbag matched
the color of the kimono.
“Huh? What time was that?”
“Hmm … just past seven, I guess.”
“Hey, you really look sexy in that geisha get-up. No one would
ever believe you’ve got a dick,” London’s owner, sitting next to him
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sipping coffee, said in an unreserved tone as he studied Kaoru’s
profile.
Kaoru grimaced and glared back. “That’s disgusting! Your gutter mind immediately goes to what’s down below.”
Everyone laughed except Machiko, who with a look of wretchedness picked petals off the orchids displayed on the mahogany
stand.
“Hey! Don’t pull those off! Those are expensive flowers, and I
was hoping to make them last ten days.” At Takeuchi’s smiling
remonstration, Machiko hurriedly pulled her hand back.
“As the saying goes, ‘If you feed a dog three days it will ever
be grateful.’ Don’t worry. He’ll come back.” London’s owner comforted Machiko even as he continued to stare in amazement at
Kaoru. “So, Kaoru, you really like guys more than women?”
“Some guys I can’t stand.” Kaoru’s reply again brought laughter
from everyone.
“Kuni-chan, come help me look for him. Mr. Takeuchi, is it okay
if I borrow Kuni-chan for a while? I hardly know how to begin
looking for him by myself.”
Nodding his assent to Machiko’s plea, Takeuchi motioned for
Kunihiko to come from behind the counter and whispered to him,
“While you’re out, can you stop by Red & White and tell Masao to
come here?”
As Kunihiko and Machiko were about to leave, five or six customers entered and began firing off orders, so Machiko left saying
that she would wait at her own place.
Working together with Takeuchi, Kunihiko took care of all the
orders and then walked down Sōemonchō Avenue. As usual, a
man was standing in front of a large cabaret. Wearing a black suit,
he would loiter around there until late at night. His face was pale
and well-featured, but in his eyes there was a glint that bespoke
roughness. Whenever he saw Kunihiko, he would always say with
a faint smile, “Don’t catch a cold!” Kunihiko would respond with
the same faint smile, though always hearing the same things as if
being made fun of elicited a sort of visceral enmity. Masao once
told him that that guy was paid by the cabaret to stand in front
like that.
“Don’t catch a cold!” The man as usual said to Kunihiko, who in
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passing caught the scent of powerful cologne. Kunihiko wondered
if he might not have the same kinds of features as that man: the
same odor, and the same forbidding sharpness of his eyes. And
yet he knew that he was a different sort of person. He sensed that
that guy might unconsciously perceive his feelings and challenge
him just on a whim. Kunihiko turned left at the intersection by
Tazaemon Bridge.
The Plum Tree was packed. The good-natured, middle-aged
chef took care of almost everything by himself. Machiko would
watch television in her upstairs room or lounge around reading
weekly magazines. When she felt like it, she would go downstairs
and keep company with customers, and when that became bothersome, she would again disappear upstairs. And yet the culinary
skills of the chef, Katsu, were such that the place had a considerable number of regular customers who, as it turned out, were men
not seeking female companionship.
Seeing Kunihiko, Katsu knocked with the handle of his carving
knife on the door of the stairwell. Machiko came down, pressing
her hands together in gratitude.
“Sorry to take you away from your work.”
“Yeah, sorry. The madam cares more for a dog than for our customers.” At that comment by Katsu, who was wearing a twisted
sweatband, an elderly customer made fun saying, “But she gives
the impression she’d prefer a human male.”
Machiko retorted, “Yeah, that’s right. That’s why I’m having this
young guy help me look.” With that, she shut the latticed door.
“While the shop is open, I’ve kept him tied up in the alley in
back, but before I knew it the chain had come undone.”
They had no idea where to begin searching, and decided to go to
the place Kaoru had just mentioned: the front of the Kaku Theater.
The street between the Naka Theater and the Kaku Theater was
congested. Apparently at the conclusion of a play a party of spectators had exited the theater all at once, and for a while they were
unable to take even one step forward. There were families looking
up at the facade of a large restaurant by the river, fascinated by the
enormous replica of a crab and the motor-driven movement of its
legs. When they finally reached the south foot of the Ebisu Bridge,
Machiko suggested that they go out onto Midō Avenue. There they
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ran into a line of people waiting for taxis.
“Let’s cross the street and keep going along the river.”
“Could that dog cross a street with such heavy traffic?”
Machiko assumed a serious expression. “Little Tarō loves to
cross streets. That’s why he got hit once.”
The two of them crossed with the traffic light, then walked
toward the west along Dōtonbori River. Machiko seemed to be
half resigned to not finding the dog. In her usual nasal voice she
mumbled, “Well, this means I can go home for the first time in a
month.” Machiko’s condominium was in Tezukayama, and except
for high-class and pedigreed toy dogs and cats, no pets were allowed there. Ever since Little Tarō had wandered into her life, she
had no choice but to stay in the upstairs room of The Plum Tree.
Looking at Machiko’s face, Kunihiko said, “Ah? Your eyebrows
are thinner than usual. I didn’t notice it until just now.” Around
the thread-thin lines of her artificial brows glistened razor stubble.
“Does it look odd?” Hiding her brows with both hands, Machiko looked up at Kunihiko. “I couldn’t paint them well today. Some
days are just like that.”
“How old are you?”
“Don’t ask such questions. I’m the same age as you.”
The two of them walked abreast down the streets of Kuroemon-chō. Overhead, enormous signs were ablaze advertising
blowfish stew, stewed chicken, crab hotpot, and so forth. A chilly
wind was now accenting, now concealing the odors of the entertainment district. From Machiko’s body, wrapped in a pongee kimono, wafted the same sandalwood fragrance as before.
“Actually, I’m eight years older than you.” Then, sticking her
tongue out, she said, “Add about three to that.”
When Kunihiko laughed, she looked up at him with her small,
girlish face, and said, “This is the first time I’ve seen you laugh out
loud like that, Kuni-chan. You always wear a face that leaves me
wondering what’s on your mind.”
“Even I laugh once in a while.”
Machiko averted her gaze from Kunihiko and cocked her head
as if searching for the right way to put something.
“It’s not that you’re standoffish or anything like that. How shall
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I put it? . . . No, I can’t think of the right words.”
“I think you look a lot prettier without your eyebrows painted.”
“Yeah, but some people say I look like an expressionless ghost
that way.”
“And what does he say?” Kunihiko asked, sticking his thumb up
to indicate her patron.
“Nothing in particular. He says I’m cute either way.”
“Hmmm.” Talking to Machiko this way, it began to seem to him
that such a description of her was in fact most suitable.
“I’m pretty sure he turned seventy-four this year.”
“It seems he rarely even goes to his shop in Shinsaibashi.”
Machiko glanced at Kunihiko and lowered her voice as if mentioning something difficult to talk about. “He just wants to get under the covers with me about once a month, but nothing happens
there anymore. From the beginning, that wasn’t why he became
my patron anyway. He said, ‘I’ll set you up so that you won’t have
to worry for the rest of your life.’ And my geisha mother vouched
for him too, saying, ‘He suits you better than anyone.’ It’s been ten
years since his wife died.”
As Kunihiko was about to say something, she cut him off with a
smile. “Today is the first I’ve ever gone out walking like this with a
young man.” Kunihiko felt as if he were talking to a woman much
younger than himself.
They had completely forgotten about looking for Little Tarō.
With neither taking the lead, they continued walking ever farther
to the west. Demimonde establishments were becoming fewer in
number, and there was less pedestrian traffic. Even after passing
the Daikoku Bridge, they continued on along the river. They had
exhausted topics of conversation, and just as Kunihiko was trying
to think of something to say, Machiko interjected out of the blue,
“Sometimes I think I’m deformed.”
“Why’s that?”
“. . . I’m not sure how to put it, but that’s how I think.”
When they reached the Fukazato Bridge which adjoins the wide
Yotsubashi Avenue, the National Railway Minato-machi Station
came into view on the left. A stream of taillights flowed past,
but few people were out walking about. Kunihiko and Machiko
stopped near the traffic light and looked at each other.
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She said, “I’ve never once gone beyond this place.”
“I’ve heard there are lots of lumberyards lined up along the river.”
When the light turned green, it was Machiko who started walking on ahead. She apparently intended to keep walking. With both
hands against the collar of her kimono, she adjusted her pace to
that of Kunihiko’s.
“Shall we go as far as Saiwai Bridge?” he asked. He recalled
Takeuchi’s saying that from the middle of that bridge, you could
get an excellent night view of Dōtonbori. Once they passed Sumiyoshi Bridge, signs for lumberyards began to appear on both sides
of the dark street stretching straight ahead. As they passed the
West Dōtonbori Bridge and were about to reach the Saiwai Bridge,
a group of young men in trendy clothing came walking toward
them. Kunihiko and Machiko retreated into the shadow of a shop
to make room for them. Just as they passed, one of them shouted, “She’s cute.” Another man looked back and said in an affected
voice, “She looks like a cherry.” Laughing in unison, they passed
by.
She definitely did not look like a young woman, but being described as a “cherry” appeared to have struck a sensitive nerve.
“They weren’t making fun of you. They meant no harm.” Kunihiko whispered as he looked into Machiko’s face with its downcast
eyes.
Reaching the middle of Saiwai Bridge, Kunihiko and Machiko
stood at the parapet and stared transfixed at the brilliant scene of
Dōtonbori, stretching in a straight line beyond the dark, murky
river. The waterway looked like a deep path leading to the redlight district, a course leading under various bridges and continuing to the high-rise buildings far beyond. Thick floating pieces of
lumber bedecked with moss and scum appeared to be black rocks
scattered on the path. At the end of the path was a solitary square
screen projecting a prism of colors. “Ah, I see,” he thought. “So I
live my life in a place like that? In that glaring crucible of dreary
lights?”
“Oh no! We’ve ended up so far away!” Just as Machiko said,
from that vantage Dōtonbori looked small and insignificant, like
a mere distant outpost.
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Kunihiko looked into Machiko’s face, which was about even
with his shoulder.
“So, I look like a cherry, do I? I hate cherries!” With that, she
sidled up to Kunihiko. Perhaps she only intended to look up at
him, but he covered her face with his. They immediately drew
back from each other, but the fragrance of her lipstick, which he
smelled for the first time, lingered on his own lips.
“Little Tarō will never come back.”
A west wind blowing from behind them pushed against a rope
floating on the surface. Looking at the short, twisted line making
its way upstream, Kunihiko brought to mind Little Tarō ambling
along on his three legs.
“Little Tarō will never come back.” Mumbling the same words
in the same tone, with a slight smile Machiko took the initiative
this time to press her lips to his.
For some time, the two of them retraced their steps in absolute
silence. For Kunihiko, there still remained the errand of going to
Red & White to summon Masao. Coming to a stop at Dōtonbori
Bridge, Machiko waved to him over her shoulder and crossed the
bridge, disappearing into the crowd. It had been the first time for
Kunihiko to experience the feel of a woman’s lips, and he sensed
that he would no doubt recall it often with fondness. With both
hands thrust into his pockets he licked what remained of Machiko’s fragrance on his lips and quickened his pace through the
nighttime streets.
Pushing open the glass door of Red & White and peering inside, Kunihiko saw Masao at the table in the very back engaged
in a game for stakes with the retired owner of a large store in the
neighborhood. The old man had the considerable skills that come
with long years of training, but always ended up as an easy pushover. He was nevertheless determined to frustrate the designs of
this upstart. Yoshioka, sitting on a bench to the side and holding a
female pug on his lap, called out their scores in a low voice. Upon
seeing Kunihiko, his oily face broke into a smile.
“He’s really gotten good at this. It’s just like they say, ‘A tadpole
turns into a frog.’ He uses the same calculations as his old man in
tough situations. Striking from the back instead of the front was
Takeuchi Tetsuo’s favorite trick.”
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Having concluded the match, Masao received several banknotes
from the old man, then slurped his unfinished meal of ramen noodles. Only then did he finally turn to Kunihiko, saying, “It’s unusual for you to show up at this hour.”
“Your dad wanted me to tell you to go see him.”
“Hmmm.”
“It’s been a long time since you last went home, huh?”
“Yeah.”
Masao did not appear too eager to go, but stood up at Kunihiko’s urging. When they went out into the alley, their noses
were struck by the scent of incense wafting from the direction of
Hōzenji Temple.
Popular ballads being played here and there on Sōemonchō
Avenue flowed together creating a confused cacophony. A car, its
horn registering its driver’s irritation, slowly made its way down
the middle of the narrow street. A man in Japanese clothing came
walking along, carrying a shamisen in one hand. He was a middle-aged man of small stature—a male geisha they occasionally
saw—with drooping shoulders and an extremely pigeon-toed gait.
He always walked at a quick pace, glaring straight ahead. As far
as Kunihiko knew, this male geisha never turned his gaze toward
people’s faces or to the scenes around him, but only set his sight
on some distant point and walked along with a countenance as
expressionless as a noh mask.
“My shoulders really got stiff playing against that old guy.” As
he wheeled his arms about to limber up, Masao struck the shamisen of the male geisha who was passing by.
“What the hell are you doing?” Coming to a stop, the meager-looking middle aged man narrowed his eyes and glared at
Masao threateningly. His fish-like eyes had a dull glow in them.
“You want to die?”
“I didn’t do it on purpose.” When Masao bowed his head and
apologized, the man turned around and strode off.
“Boy, that was scary!” Wide-eyed, Masao looked for some time
at the man’s retreating figure. Biting his nails, he mumbled, “That
kind of guy is the scariest of all. They have incredible technique.”
“Technique for what?”
“For giving women pleasure. They’re so good at it that it could
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give you the creeps. It’s all in the faces of guys like that.”
“Hmm . . .” Kunihiko once again turned and looked at the
figure of the male geisha retreating in the distance. When he assumed a threatening pose, what had momentarily flashed in the
man’s eyes was a dull, cold, inanimate light, but Kunihiko thought
that hidden behind that thin membrane there was no doubt a sort
of lewd tenaciousness. The image of his frail body covered with a
brown half-coat and of the white of his tabi socks springing along
smartly remained in Kunihiko’s mind for a long time.
“You’re late!” Takeuchi said as soon as he saw them. The only
customers left in River were a couple whispering to each other over a table in the corner. Masao awkwardly sat down at the
counter and, using a pinky to dig in his ear, glanced at his father.
“So, what’s up?”
“Nothing’s ‘up.’ You mean to say that unless something’s up, you
won’t come home? You’ll just go hang out somewhere?”
The last remaining customers left. Kunihiko cleared off their table and went behind the counter to finish washing the dishes that
had stacked up. They were out of detergent. Thinking that there
should be some in stock in the small storage room, he went upstairs. Upon entering the attic room, he abandoned the search for
detergent and threw himself down on his unmade bed. Machiko’s
fragrance spread throughout his being. He could catch snatches of
Takeuchi’s and Masao’s conversation downstairs.
Staring at the low ceiling, he pictured in his mind Machiko’s
small face with its shaved brows. If what she had told him was correct, she was thirty-two years old: eleven years older that he was.
He tried to recall the moment of affection that sprang up between
them, but instead the distant beams of light from Dōtonbori as
viewed from the Saiwai Bridge came into his thoughts. It ought to
have been a dazzling and gorgeous spectacle, but to Kunihiko the
view would only come back as a colder and more trivial scene than
he had ever observed. Like a ship setting out for the dark open sea,
bathed in lights of various hues, he saw it off with a sort of hollow
loneliness until it vanished from his field of vision … to Kunihiko
the night view of Dōtonbori seen from Saiwai Bridge seemed like a
deserted boat all festooned and decked out for ceremony.
There was the sound of something shattering, followed by
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Takeuchi’s angry shout. Kunihiko hurriedly went downstairs.
Father and son were staring at each other with livid faces, and
around them were scattered orchids and shards from the broken
vase.
“You idiot!” Takeuchi struck Masao’s face with a closed fist. The
corners of Masao’s eyes turned upward. Backing away from his father, who was preparing to deal another blow, he swept the glassware off the counter, where it had been set out. Fragments flew in
every direction. Breathing heavily, the two glared at each other.
Kunihiko stepped in between them.
“What’s going on here?”
Pressing against the reddish-black lump that had grown near
his temple, Masao shouted, “It’s different now from when you were
into it, Dad! Billiards is a real sport. I can make a living at it.”
Takeuchi shot back, “That’s bullshit! What do you mean ‘a
sport’? What you’re doing is gambling!”
Pushing Kunihiko out of the way, Takeuchi went toward Masao
who, fearing another blow, fled to the back of the shop. Takeuchi
picked up his jacket and stomped out of River.
Rubbing his temple with his palm, Masao sat down at the counter. He grabbed the towel that Kunihiko had dampened and held
out to him, pressing it against his bruised head to cool it. While
Kunihiko was clearing away the scattered orchids and pieces of
broken glass, Kaoru came into the shop, drunk and reeking of
saké. “Hey, fix me some juice. I want some good juice.”
“We’re closed!”
At Kunihiko’s harsh reply, Kaoru leaned up alluringly and said,
“Well then, give me some water. Please, I’ll pay you for it.” He was
likewise in a bad mood and, leaning heavily against a table, refused to budge.
Masao said angrily, “Let me stay upstairs tonight.”
“Let me stay too,” Kaoru chimed in. “The three of us can drink
till dawn.”
Without waiting for Kunihiko’s reply, Kaoru untied his obi.
While Kunihiko was locking up, Masao and Kaoru without leave
disappeared upstairs. Kunihiko followed them, carrying the silver-colored obi Kaoru had tossed on the table.
Having taken off his wig and kimono, Kaoru sprawled out on
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Kunihiko’s futon wearing only his long undergarment. The bump
on Masao’s temple had swollen, turning an even darker color. He
was standing at the window looking down on the river. The neon
afterglow flowing into the room dyed it red and blue in alternation. Unexpectedly invaded, Kunihiko sat hugging his knees in a
corner of the cramped, four-and-a-half mat room.
“She persists in asking me how long I’ve been gay. ‘What do your
parents think about it?’ ‘Where were your siblings born?’ Most of
all I can’t stand anyone who asks me questions like that. Whatever
it is I do, it’s not hurting anyone else. It’s no big deal, is it, if I dress
up like a woman? Hah! That horny old bag! She thinks she can use
money to make a fool of any woman more beautiful than she is!
But she’s wrong.”
Resuming a sitting posture, Kaoru took some creams and tissues out of his bag and began removing his makeup. Without his
makeup, he had the face of a smart-alecky young boy, but there
was also a hint of impoverishment.
Kunihiko asked what the argument had been about, but instead
of answering, Masao moved away from the window and dove into
the quilts with a sullen look on his face.
“Now don’t you go making any moves on me, big boy. I’ll have
you know, sweetheart, there’s a high price on my virtue!’
Masao sprung up and said to Kaoru who was lying next to him,
“Hey, now that you’ve taken off your makeup, talk like a normal
person. It’s disgusting when you talk like that, and I’ll never get
to sleep next to you. I’m the one who ought to worry about losing
virtue.”
“What’s wrong with a woman using women’s language? Hey,
let’s drink. Go buy some saké.”
“Go buy it yourself.”
“How could I go out onto the stage of this transitory world without my makeup?” Kaoru muttered in a strange sing-song voice, and
then clammed up. From the distance came the sound of automobile horns and the lively voices of women. Dōtonbori’s night overflowed with the shouts of drunkards and the commotion of people
still trying to go somewhere at a late hour. Kunihiko peered into
the face of Kaoru, who appeared to have fallen asleep with both
hands placed over his breast. Both his face and his lips seemed
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bloodless, giving him an altogether disconsolate sleeping countenance. A large fly that had been buzzing around the attic room for
the past few days lit on Kaoru’s chestnut-brown dyed hair. Kunihiko closed his eyes, and the whiteness of the male geisha’s tabi socks
that flipped up so neatly as he walked off straight ahead with quick
steps arose in his mind’s eye like a cold, blue flame.
“My old man told me to quit knocking balls.” At Masao’s words,
Kunihiko opened his eyes as he lay there following the flight of the
fly that was again buzzing around the room. “Damn, that thing’s
getting on my nerves!” Rolling up a newspaper, Masao got up and
swatted several times as hard as he could.
“Billiards is nothing like when he played. It’s a real sport now.
And even pro sports like baseball or boxing can involve betting.
It’s a different age now.”
“Yeah, but you can’t just play billiards all your life, can you?”
“There are people who do. Like Yoshinaga Ryūichi in Kyoto,
Ikushima Kengo and Tada Haruhiko in the Tokyo area, or even
in Osaka there’s Morisaki Jirō . . . they’re all respectable pros. All
of them appear in international championship games. When they
were my age they were already champions of sorts. Even my old
man took up the cue when he was twelve.”
After finally swatting the fly that had landed on the window
pane, Masao sat cross-legged on the futon. “After all it’s far more
respectable, isn’t it, than what this guy has on his mind?” With
that, Masao poked Kaoru’s head. Kaoru, who they thought was
asleep, sat up with his legs to one side and bopped Masao on the
head a few times.
“Watch who you’re calling ‘this guy’! And what do you mean by
saying you’re any better?”
“Do you plan to be a drag queen all your life? Even after you’ve
turned into a wrinkled old fart, are you still going to go prancing
around in that getup?”
“I think of the future just like anyone else. What I do is work,
and since it’s work, I take my makeup very seriously.”
“So, is it ‘work’ when a man makes himself look like a woman?
You’re sick. It’s a disgusting sickness. No matter how much you
paint your face and act like a woman, you’ll never be one. You’re
pathetic!”
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Kaoru pouted and threw Kunihiko’s pillow at Masao, who
slapped him back. Kunihiko pulled the two of them apart, saying,
“If you’re going to fight, then both of you get out!” Kaoru let out
a high-pitched scream and tried to lunge at Masao ready to claw
him with both hands.
“Kuni-chan, this guy’s gone mad!” Laughing, Masao escaped on
all fours. He went on downstairs, picked up a bottle of whiskey,
and returned. As he imbibed, he mumbled, “If dad would just give
his okay, I could concentrate on billiards and forget everything
else.”
“Couldn’t you take up a solid occupation and just play in your
spare time?”
Kaoru had gone through three cigarettes one after another, filling the cramped attic room with smoke.
“I want billiards to be my solid occupation.” Masao opened the
window to let some fresh air in, and with his hand still on the pane
stuck his head out. “What do you plan to do after you graduate?”
“To start off, I’ll get a job with some company. Then I’ll think
about what to do after that.”
“What kind of company? In what field?”
“My grades aren’t good enough for me to be picky. Right now,
I’m not even sure I’ll be able to graduate.”
“Well, in that case, I’m on a more solid footing than you, aren’t
I? I’ve made a definite choice about my life’s course, haven’t I? No
one can say what paths might open up to me in the world of billiards. Isn’t that right?”
“Then you should talk to your dad in a reasonable manner,
without getting all worked up. It’s because you get all sulky and
have a chip on your shoulder before you even start to talk that the
discussion doesn’t get anywhere.”
“It’s dad who always gets worked up first. He cuts me off from
the start, and won’t listen to a thing I say.” Rubbing the welt from
his father’s blow with his palm, Masao poured whiskey into Kaoru’s glass.
“I’m saving up, I’ll have you know,” Kaoru said. “I’ve only been
putting money away for half a year now, but I’m going to keep this
up for another five years. I have lots of expenses, so I can’t save
all that much, but I don’t want to live just hand-to-mouth either.”
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Kaoru went on to say that he would spend the rest of his life in the
world of night clubs. “After all, that’s the only thing someone like
me can do.”
“See, you do plan to be a gay boy all your life after all.”
At Masao’s words, Kaoru again pouted. “Idiot! Just because a
person likes to dress up as a woman, that doesn’t mean he’s gay.
If I wanted to, I could take off my makeup tomorrow and lead an
ordinary life. There are tons of guys out there who are gay to the
core even though they’re quite masculine.”
“Talking to you, nothing makes sense anymore.”
It was Kaoru who had proposed that they drink till dawn, but
he was the first to fall asleep. After returning the whiskey bottle
and glasses to the shelves downstairs, Masao also wrapped himself in a futon and was soon asleep. Kunihiko kept thinking about
Machiko. The kimono-clad woman who had stood by him looking
at the decked-out ship that was Dōtonbori gave off her wonderful
fragrance as she twined tenaciously around his heart.
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It was December. Buffeted by early winter winds, the surface of
Dōtonbori River was choppy. Kunihiko had taken employment
examinations at two companies, but was rejected by both at the
screening stage. Takeuchi thought that perhaps Kunihiko’s being
an orphan was hurting his chances, and wondered if there might
not be something he could do to help. That day he closed the shop
early and took Kunihiko to The Plum Tree.
“Oh, it’s been a long time, sir! Good to see you,” Katsu said as he
knocked with his wooden pestle on the entrance to the stairwell.
Machiko came down. There was not a single customer in The Plum
Tree, which was unusual.
“That must be some kind of code signal when you knock with
your pestle.” Laughing heartily at Takeuchi’s quip, Katsu looked
at Machiko.
“Yeah, it means ‘It’s not a repulsive customer, so come on down.’
The lady of the establishment has strong likes and dislikes.”
“I’m impressed that you manage to run a business that way.”
Placing both hands on the counter and leaning over, Katsu said,
“It looks like something good happened, huh?”
“You can tell?”
“Of course I can. After all, you closed up shop early and came
to drink.”
“Today we’re celebrating Kuni-chan’s having failed his employment exams.” Takeuchi thumped Kunihiko on the shoulder as the
latter maintained his silence.
“Well . . . that doesn’t really sound like cause for celebration.”
“But if it’s the kind of company that will turn a guy away just
because his folks are dead, then being rejected is cause for celebration.”
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“Well, yes, that’s true.” Katsu looked at Kunihiko with a serious
expression. “It’s just as your boss says. Misfortunes can be blessings in disguise, and that makes the world an interesting place.”
“Katsu’s the only one around here who’s blessed with a family,”
Machiko said as she poured saké for Takeuchi. Smiling broadly,
Katsu counted his children.
“The oldest one’s a senior in high school, but he’s a blockhead.
The second one, a girl, just started middle school. She’s a good girl
and helps her mom a lot, but she’s kinda plain. The next one’s just
a year younger. He’s the school bully, and is a real headache for
us. The youngest one just started elementary school, but still wets
the bed.”
The thought crossed Takeuchi’s mind that he had seen many
young men like Kunihiko here in Dōtonbori. Beneath their tender-looking exteriors was hidden a sort of darkness and severity
that seemed almost dangerous, and it differed little from what he
had harbored inside in his own youth when he lost his parents
at an early age, grew to adulthood dependent on others for his
keep, and began loitering about Dōtonbori. Takeuchi called these
thoughts to mind, merging the image of the path he had trod with
that of the many young men who, like Kunihiko, lost their luster
here in the red-light district.
Machiko was unusually reticent, only occasionally hemming
and hawing at Katsu’s garrulousness as she drank from her cup
in small sips. It occurred to Takeuchi that lately she had stopped
coming around to River, and commented, “You don’t seem to be
in good spirits. I’ll bet it’s love sickness.”
As he arranged some grilled yellowtail on a plate, Katsu said,
“Hmm, would she do something so bad as to go behind the back
of that old guy?”
Machiko responded to Takeuchi’s kidding with a smile. “That’s
not it. Whenever I think that Little Tarō probably ended up dying
somewhere, I get depressed.” Clearing away the relish dishes, she
went behind the counter. Just then, two groups of regular customers came in, and The Plum Tree was packed.
“Kuni-chan, don’t be in a hurry about finding a job. There are
even guys who end up as rag pickers after they get out of college.
Full-time employment at River is always an option, you know.”
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With his cup in hand, Takeuchi’s tone took on gravity as he came
to his main point. These were things he had thought about for
some time. “Well, what I’m saying is that you don’t need to worry
if worse comes to worse. Sure, if you’re not picky, there are plenty
of jobs out there. But instead of becoming an office grunt at some
third-rate company, it seems to me that my place might be less
stressful and far more rewarding.” Kunihiko seemed to be at a loss
to reply, so Takeuchi added, “You might be asking yourself, ‘Well,
in that case, I didn’t need to knock myself out to go to college in
the first place.’ But think of college and River as things you were
fated for, and thanks to them there is a solid bond between us.”
“I don’t really care about college, and I’m not really stuck on the
idea of a degree or anything. A few days ago, Masao made a real
cutting remark. He said, ‘In terms of thinking about the future,
I’m way ahead of you on that score. I’ve made up my mind to make
my living in the world of billiards.’ ”
Takeuchi clucked his tongue. “There are lots of people out there
who can’t feel alive except through some game.”
“But you taught Masao the first steps of the game, didn’t you?”
“I’ve never once taught him anything about billiards. At some
point or other he got into it on his own.”
“But when the owner of Red & White saw Masao’s plays, he
was amazed and said it was like watching Takeuchi Tetsuo’s old
tricks.”
Takeuchi called Yoshioka’s face to mind and thought, “That
guy knows my moves by heart. His eye for technique never goes
wrong.”
“Hmm, so Masao’s moves are like mine?” Takeuchi suddenly wanted to verify that. Come to think of it, he had never once
watched Masao play. “I can’t stand the face of gamblers. Every last
one of them has the same peculiar face, the same face that I must
have had once. Take a look at Masao’s face. It’s gotten bony, the
look of poverty, huh? In that lifestyle, no matter how much money
you make, you’ll look more and more like a poor man.”
As it turned out, Takeuchi wanted to go to Red & White after
all. When they left The Plum Tree and began walking, for some
reason he felt on edge. He could hear Suzuko’s voice in the evening
bustle. She said laughing, “You kicked me to death!”
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“ ‘I want to be killed! Please kill me!’ Isn’t that what you said?”
Takeuchi responded in his mind.
“But it seemed you never would have calmed down if I hadn’t
said something like that.”
“What went on in Amakusa?”
“Lots of things.”
“What were those ‘lots of things’? You said, didn’t you, that you
loved Sugiyama so much you thought you’d go mad?”
“I’ve completely forgotten about it. You forget it too.”
When the verbal exchange with Suzuko taking place in Takeuchi’s mind reached that point, Kunihiko, who was walking to his
side, turned to him and said with a smile, “I’ll bet Masao will really be surprised to see you there, sir.”
Red & White was so full that the customers were jostling against
each other. All eight tables were occupied, with student types and
playboys accompanied by their women amusing themselves by
knocking balls about just for fun. Looking as if he had nothing
else to do, Masao was sitting on a bench in the corner reading a
weekly magazine. Yoshioka, feeding a cookie to the pug on his lap,
shifted his narrow eyes when he saw Takeuchi.
“Tetchan, how are you?”
Putting the pug down from his lap, Yoshioka stood up and
walked toward him using a cane. Takeuchi felt sorry for his friend,
whose lonely life had rendered his face more expressionless with
age but who on the other hand had become increasingly addicted to prostitutes. He would say, “The war turned me into a pervert,” when he showed his collection of curious toys exclusively
to Takeuchi.
“It’s good to see your business doing so well.”
“Thanks to you, I get only respectable customers.”
“I’m sure my son is your trashiest patron, isn’t he?”
“Not at all! He plays a very clean game.”
“You’ve got so that you never come by my shop, huh?”
Responding to Takeuchi’s snide comment, Yoshioka said wryly, “It isn’t out of ingratitude. About a year ago, it started to hurt
when I walk.” He pointed to his crotch, and with a suggestive
laugh added, “You still won’t cut me any slack for this wound from
twenty years ago.”
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Upon seeing his father, Masao assumed an neutral expression as
he pricked up his ears. Deliberately averting his eyes from Takeuchi, he exchanged banter with Kunihiko. Sitting down next to his
son, Takeuchi put a cigarette in his mouth.
“You’re eating three square meals a day, aren’t you?”
“Yes, I am.”
“If you just eat stuff you order out, you’ll ruin your health.”
“Yeah, I know.”
“Where do you sleep every night?”
“Here and there. Sometimes I go to a friend’s apartment, sometimes I sleep in a napping room at the sauna, and once in a while I
stay in Kuni-chan’s bed.”
“Why do you suppose I came here today?”
“No idea.”
“I wanted to watch you play.”
“Huh?”
Takeuchi came to Red & White intending to watch Masao’s
handling of the cue, which was reputed to be just like his own,
but as he talked his thinking changed. Sitting on the bench, he
was steeped in the din of the packed billiards parlor where thickly layered cigarette smoke moved sluggishly around the glaring
light on the ceiling. The red, yellow, and brown bands on the balls
of pocket billiards games went spinning around. At all eight tables there was the ceaseless clacking, sometimes light, sometimes
heavy. Raised cues surrounding the tables looked almost as if they
might strike the fluorescent lights on the ceiling as they stirred up
the stagnant air that rang with laughter, shouts, and grumbling.
In a corner was a table for four-ball carom where an old man was
knocking balls around, oblivious to others. Another man with a
cigarette in his mouth was making a commotion as he sat on a
table with his feet off the floor in violation of the rules. Several voluminous layers of smoke lay on top of each other, each one slowly
swelling.
Takeuchi said to Masao, “If you lose to me, will you quit billiards for good?”
Masao looked up in surprise, “You want to play against me?”
“If you lose, then give up this idea of spending your life knocking balls. Now then, you’ll do as I say, won’t you?”
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Masao was lost in thought; there was a certain innocence in his
pensive eyes. A still unspoiled juvenility remained in the outline
of his face, which resembled that of his mother. Takeuchi thought
that, for having been raised by a father like himself, perhaps Masao did not turn out so bad after all.
“You don’t like me. You always give me that cold look. It isn’t
that you don’t like my playing billiards. You don’t like me as a
person.” Masao looked up and spoke in a challenging tone. Sitting
by Masao, Kunihiko trained on Takeuchi a gaze that was powerful
in spite of lingering tipsiness. The intensity in those eyes made
Takeuchi uneasy, and he worried that he might have unintentionally let slip out what happened between himself and Suzuko.
Kunihiko shook Masao’s shoulder. “If you lose to your dad, you
can wash dishes at River.”
Unable to make up his mind, Masao looked about. “This is all
so sudden . . .” Then he asked in a small voice, “And what if I win?”
“For the rest of your life you can play in my parlor for free.”
Yoshioka’s sense for the balance between stakes put up on a game
and the skills of its players had never once been off.
“All right, if I lose, I’ll quit for good.” Masao stood up and, cocking his head slightly, added, “But not today. I’m not in good form
today. Let’s make it another day, and I’ll beat you to pulp.”
When they left Red & White, Yoshioka saw them out onto the
street, where he whispered in Takeuchi’s ear, “There’s a woman
I’m thinking of marrying.”
“How old is she?”
“Twenty-nine. I recently bought her out from her pimp. That
cost a pretty penny, I’ll tell you.”
“It won’t work. I’m going to spoil your plans,” Takeuchi said in
a cold tone.
As he was walking, Takeuchi thought about what Masao had just
said. Why did he have this strange obsession with Masao? Takeuchi did not understand his own feelings. Perhaps it was some lingering, deep-rooted enmity because of the time his son had spent
in Amakusa as Sugiyama’s child, even if it was brief and even if he
was too small to have understood. At that thought, Takeuchi felt
like a pathetic, womanish human being, and he concluded that
henceforth he should shower paternal affection on Masao. But in
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spite of that resolve, an image of Masao in Sugiyama’s embrace
presuming on Sugiyama’s love—an image Takeuchi had of course
not seen in real life—would flicker persistently in his mind. And
he would think even as he chided himself for his unmanliness,
“Masao, too, betrayed me twenty years ago.”
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River was crowded with hostesses on their way to work when
London’s owner stopped by with Satomi. The bright blue cast of
the scenery outside the window had rapidly given way to darkness now that it was past seven. The riverside was ablaze with
blinking neon lights, their colors changing at a dizzying pace.
Stroking his lengthening sideburns, London’s owner sat down
at the counter. He ordered some coffee, then took a small tape
recorder from Satomi and fiddled with it, turning the switch on
and off. At length he pushed it to the side and rested his chin on
his palm.
“Damn, it’s broken! I’ll have to go buy a new one.” His cigarette
still in his mouth, he looked at Satomi. “Our shop doesn’t have
any kind of sound system, just some wired speakers.” Clucking his
tongue, he looked across the counter at Kunihiko.
“Kuni-chan, do you know where I can buy a tape recorder that
won’t cost an arm and a leg?”
“No, sorry. But if you go to the electronics shops in Nipponbashi
you can probably find a cheap one.”
“You ought to run over there and buy one right away, huh?”
Satomi’s long and glossy black hair hung to her shoulders. Today she was wearing a loose knit sweater and a black flared skirt.
Her nails were heavily polished. Since she generally did not wear
any makeup at all on her face, her manicure always looked gaudy.
Her long eyelids glistened within the finely-textured, pure white
skin of her face.
She said sulkily, “Well, it can’t be helped. I’ll buy a new one.
I need it for my work, after all.” Her lips seemed to move with
elasticity, giving her face a sort of sensuality. She was twenty years
old, but she spoke with an air of maturity well beyond her years.
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When she was silent, however, she looked rather like a somewhat
delinquent high school girl.
“Kuni-chan, stop by my bar at eight tonight. You can worship
Satomi-chan’s nude body.”
“Huh?! Satomi dances at London, too?”
“I decided to have her dance starting tonight. Since she’s in high
demand, for a long time I couldn’t get her to agree. I had a hell of
a time arranging this.”
Satomi was a stripper who went around among casual bars and
clubs carrying her tape recorder. At an appointed time, according
to contract, she would go to an establishment and dance among
the customers to the accompaniment of music from her tape recorder. She had so many ardent fans following her scheduled appearances that the places would sometimes end up jam-packed.
Kunihiko had never watched Satomi dance. She was short, and
when she laughed her nose would wrinkle, lending her entire being a sort of purity. She had about her the air of an athlete. In
Kunihiko’s mind, her occupation as a stripper and the purity she
possessed were somehow incongruous.
“Why buy a new one? You could just have this one fixed, couldn’t
you?”
At Kunihiko’s suggestion, Satomi clasped the broken tape recorder and said, “Yeah, but it couldn’t be done in time for work
tonight.” After ordering sandwiches and coffee, she lit a long, foreign cigarette.
“I’ll lend you mine until yours is repaired.” After preparing her
sandwiches, Kunihiko went up to his attic room and returned
with his tape recorder. He had purchased it for practice in English
conversation, but had stored it away without once using it. Taking
a tape from Satomi, he inserted it into the machine and tried playing it. The music sounded, but was weak.
“The batteries are low, so that’s all you’ll need to buy. I’ll lend
it to you.”
“Thanks. That’s a big help.”
“Before coming to my place, you can always eat your fill here,”
London’s owner said to Satomi, then turning to Kunihiko, added, “Just put it on my tab.” Looking behind, he repeated the same
thing to Takeuchi, who was standing in the doorway.
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Takeuchi approached and asked, “So, you’re going to be dancing
at London now after all?”
“Just on Mondays and Fridays. At eight I dance at London, then
I have to head directly to a club called The Doll. Since I start there
at eight-thirty, it’s like crossing a tightrope.”
London’s owner broke into a broad smile at Satomi’s words.
“There’s no other dancer with a body as stunning as hers. No
woman can match Satomi’s tits.” Then, with one hand resting
intimately on her shoulder, he looked about the shop and added,
“Seems to be the time for hostesses to congregate here.”
One, an acquaintance of his who apparently overheard, said
from across the table, “We’re focusing our spiritual energies before going to work … sort of like samurai before going to battle.”
London’s owner ostentatiously shrugged his shoulders and retorted, “Well, a hostess who’s getting along in years has to work
out a lot of different strategies, I suppose.”
A chorus of both laughter and jeers instantly arose from the
hostesses, creating a commotion in the shop. When Satomi finished her sandwiches, London’s owner puckered his lips and whistled as he stood up. “Put it all on my tab.”
“You’re leaving already?” Takeuchi asked.
“It’ll be her debut at my place tonight, so we still have a lot of
planning to do.” Then, winking at Kunihiko, he added a reminder.
“Eight o’clock. Slip away from work for a few minutes and come
watch.” Kunihiko responded with an ambiguous nod and smile.
With the tape recorder in hand and with a toss of her long locks,
Satomi wrinkled her nose in a smile.
They left. As Kunihiko was washing dishes he remarked to
Takeuchi, “Somehow it doesn’t seem possible that Satomi is working as a freelance stripper.”
“In one night, she’ll go around to as many as seven or eight places.”
“That’s amazing. She’s younger than I am, and she has so much
energy.”
“Would you like to watch her dance nude?”
“Yeah, I’d like to take a look.”
“I don’t mind if you go.”
After seven-thirty, there was a lull in customers coming to the
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shop, and they were finally able to take a breather. Pointing to the
clock, Takeuchi urged Kunihiko, saying, “If you don’t hurry, the
show will be over.”With a wry smile, Kunihiko took off his apron
and left, promising to return right after the show.
London offered only counter seating. When Kunihiko pushed
open its door and peered inside, the place was packed. His eyes
met those of Masao, who was sitting at the far end. Masao waved
to him, smiling.
“You came to see Satomi too?” Kunihiko asked, surprised.
“I’m her chief body guard. I make sure no jerk touches her. It’s
strictly forbidden to touch a dancer’s body, you know.”
“Are there guys who touch her?”
“There sure are. The most dangerous of the lot is the owner of
this joint. I really have to keep an eye on him.”
At that, the owner laughed good-naturedly and approached
with a chair he had set aside for Kunihiko. The piped-in music
stopped and a momentary hush fell over the place. The customers
all quietly stared into the darkened inner recess of the bar.
“Hey, it’s about to start!” Brimming with delight, the owner
poked Kunihiko’s shoulder. At a slow tempo, the accompaniment
music began to pour forth from the tape recorder he had lent her,
and at the same time Satomi emerged dancing from behind a black
curtain in a silvery outfit. Her long hair was tied up and studded
with glittering silver ornaments. A deep shadow was painted
around her long artificial eyelashes, and her red lipstick was glistening as if wet. As the music picked up tempo, she removed her
costume a little at a time revealing her white and delicate skin.
She appeared to be very practiced in her dancing, approaching
one customer with subtle winding movements only to dodge and
lean into the next man. Kunihiko wondered if this woman was
really Satomi. Her well-proportioned body twisted with supple
and seductive undulations. The things she removed as she was
dancing fell to the floor. At length her breasts were exposed, and
finally with nothing on except a small, silver-colored cloth hiding
her crotch, her hips gradually began to sway furiously. Her small,
pink nipples shook and her well-shaped breasts—neither large nor
small—quivered as if bouncing. One of the customers whistled.
The owner clapped his hands.
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Someone shouted, “Take it all off!” The music came to an end,
and with small, quick steps Satomi disappeared behind the curtain.
“Encore! Encore!” A middle-aged customer called out, striking
the counter.
Masao whispered into Kunihiko’s ear, “She’s sexually abstinent.
If she started fooling around with men, her body would go to pieces in no time.”
With sandaled feet and wrapped in a coat, Satomi emerged
from behind the curtain, the silver ornaments still in her hair.
Clutching the tape recorder, she hurried through the interior of
London, apparently pressed for time to get to her next engagement. She thanked the owner, and left. With the disappearance
of that voluptuous feminine body, all that was left in Kunihiko’s
field of vision were the lined up backs of the customers, a bunch
of whiskey bottles, and cigarette smoke shrouding the dimness.
“Right now I’m crazy about Satomi and Yuki-chan,” Masao said
as he propped one elbow on the counter drinking diluted whiskey.
“Who’s Yuki-chan?”
“The girl who works at my dad’s shop.”
“Can you really hope for either one?”
“They’re both cool toward me. Satomi doesn’t like men, and
I can’t tell whether or not Yuki-chan is even sexually aware yet.
Maybe I’ll have to write a passionate love letter and see if I can’t
somehow get her interested.”
“Weren’t you sending letters to a waitress at some other coffee
shop?”
“I wrote five times, but heard nothing back. Oh well, it doesn’t
matter. Someday I’ll strike it lucky, and someone will get caught
in my snare.”
“As long as she’s cute, you don’t care who it is, do you?”
“You think so? I’ll have you know I’m very picky when it comes
to women.”
“Really? You seem to hit them up at random and get ditched by
every one of them.”
With a sour smile, Masao stood up and said, “Well, now I’ve got
to go shoot balls with that old man again.” No matter how mean
an appearance he tried to assume, there was always something in211
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nocent-looking about Masao’s features. After they left London, the
two parted and Kunihiko returned to River.
Takeuchi went home, and as Kunihiko was putting things in order in the shop, there was a knock on the locked door. He glanced
at the clock: just before midnight.”
“Who is it?”
“Sorry to bother you at this hour.”
Kunihiko opened the door to find Satomi standing there holding his tape recorder. She had removed her makeup and put her
hair back in its usual arrangement.
“I left my own tape recorder here.”
“Oh yeah, it’s sitting on the counter.”
Satomi entered and sat down, looking exhausted.
“How many places did you dance at tonight?”
“Seven. I’m really beat.”
“Shall I fix you some coffee?”
“Thanks, but if I drink it at this hour, I’ll never get to sleep.”
When she cast her tired face downward, her long straight hair
fell heavily to each side, making her look like a collapsed doll of
exquisite workmanship propped against a wall. From her present
appearance, it was impossible to imagine that nearly stark naked,
mysterious, undulating female body.
“I watched you dance for the first time, Satomi.” At his words,
she looked up and smiled faintly. To him, she appeared extremely
lonely.
“You were so beautiful that I completely forgot myself.” Noticing the trace of embarrassment that stole across Satomi’s face,
Kunihiko hurriedly added, “It’s true! I’m not just saying it to flatter you. I found myself wanting to touch you.”
Satomi giggled. “I’ll let you touch me, Kuni-chan. Where would
you like to touch?” There was a sudden light in her eyes as she gave
him a teasing look.
Kunihiko joked back, “I’d like to touch your breasts.”
Satomi opened the front of her coat and stood up, moving
her breasts toward him. Kunihiko stepped back in surprise, but
Satomi advanced, still smiling. He was gradually cornered and
came to a stop with his back against the counter. Satomi giggled.
“What a coward! Aren’t you going to touch?”
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“Satomi, you’re drunk, aren’t you?”
“I’m sober.”
With his index finger, Kunihiko gently poked Satomi’s breast.
Soft and springy, it pushed back. She returned to her seat, wrinkling her nose in laughter.
“When I’m touched in such a funny way, it makes my nipples
hard.”
At a loss for words, Kunihiko looked at her absently. Then, as if
nothing had happened, she hummed a tune as she went over to the
flowers that were displayed and said, “I’d like to drink through the
night. Kuni-chan, will you drink with me till morning?”
“Till morning?”
“Once in a while I let myself go and have fun. Since I let you
touch my breast, repay me by keeping me company tonight.”
With Satomi practically dragging him, the two went out into
the late night red-light district. Before then she had only come to
River a few times and had never had a one-on-one chat with Kunihiko, so he was at a loss to understand why she should suddenly
ask him to keep her company through the night. But an image
of her almost transparently white, bewitching naked body kept
flitting through his mind, and as he walked along beside her his
heart fluttered in spite of himself. She took him to a casual bar,
The Stone Flower, on the second floor of a building not far from
London. In a small space that could barely accommodate ten people, young couples were jostling against each other, swaying their
interlocked bodies to the rhythm of wild music.
“This place stays open until six in the morning.”
“You’re going to keep me with you until six?”
A young man who appeared to be the owner asked some customers in the corner to move elsewhere, making room for Satomi
and Kunihiko to be seated. He leaned his lissome body against
Satomi and said, “Stay as long as you like here tonight. You presence really brightens the place, Satomi-chan.” From the intonation of the voice, Kunihiko thought it was a woman dressed as
a man, but razor stubble on his chin gave evidence that he was
genuinely male.
Kunihiko commented, “I seem to have some connection with
gay boys.”
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Satomi responded with an unconcerned air as she sipped the
diluted whiskey the man had brought, “He’s not gay, just a bit effeminate. It’s kind of cute how he runs about pigeon-toed like a
geisha.”
The explosive volume of the music and the shouting in the
small place made everything in Kunihiko’s field of vision appear
glaring and indistinct. Downing his whiskey at the same rate as
Satomi and shouting responses to her barely audible comments,
Kunihiko looked at the sapped faces of the unfamiliar young
men streaming in and out of the place. He stared at the profile of
Satomi and it struck him how energetically she lived her life. He
recalled an image of her with the small triangular, silver-colored
cloth covering her private parts, and the fact that that woman was
the one now sitting next to him—her long hair casually hanging
down, staring with glistening but empty eyes into the whiskey
in her glass—somehow gave him fresh energy. All right then, he
would keep her company until morning. He poured more whiskey
into his own glass.
The deepening night saw no decrease in numbers at The Stone
Flower. On the contrary, at some point or other a new group arrived and, with nowhere to sit, either stood in front of Kunihiko
and Satomi or leaned against the wall talking in loud voices. Suddenly Kunihiko noticed that her eyes were closed; with her head
against the wall, she was fast asleep. He tried tapping lightly on
her cheek, but she did not stir at all and continued her regular
breathing. Would she remain asleep until morning? In any case
he would have to stay with her until she woke up. Huddling in the
corner of the increasingly noisy bar he just looked vacantly at the
people in front of him.
A sadness came rushing over him, and within that groundless
sadness emerged a hazy image of his father. He thought of what
Hiromi said, that his father was “in anything and everything right
around the middle.” What kind of person had his father been after
all? But in his mind, no clear figure would arise. He only sensed
that he did not want to lead an undirected life the way his father
had. When he tried to link the portrait of his father as projected
by what Usaki Kinbee said with what he imagined of him based on
his relationship with Hiromi, all that would arise in his mind was
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a sort of gangster figure. Kunihiko gazed at the sleeping Satomi
and, sinking into the tumultuous and tawdry atmosphere of The
Stone Flower he waited, hoping that the night would soon end.
He had apparently fallen asleep before he knew it. When he
awoke, Satomi was peering into his face.
“What time is it?”
“Almost closing time.”
There were few left in the small bar that had been so densely
crowded: aside from Kunihiko and Satomi, only one other couple
who looked as if they were in some kind of chancy trade.
“Satomi, you can go home now and go to bed, but I have to
work.”
When they went outside, the dawn was beginning to break. The
streets were covered with a violet sheen; everything was cold and
silent. Satomi threw her coat over her shoulders without putting
her arms in the sleeves. Her head hanging, she began to walk
through the early morning red-light district.
“When I walk through Dōtonbori at daybreak, I always get so
depressed I can’t stand it. I feel like some kind of filthy stray dog,
and don’t give a damn about anything.”
Kunihiko wanted to offer some tender words in response, but
no suitable phrases came to mind. He could understand how, for
a woman who night after night made the rounds of bars and clubs
exposing her youthful flesh to drunkards, this violet hue of the
pre-dawn hours must throw a tense mind like hers into a cold depression.
Satomi looked up at him. “There’s nothing ‘oily’ about you,
Kuni-chan. That’s why I feel at ease talking to you.”
“I’m not sure whether I’m being praised or slandered.”
“I’m surrounded by people who are so greasy they glisten.”
“I’m greasy too. I just hide it with good manners.”
“I’d sure like some hot coffee.”
At that, Kunihiko began walking in the direction of River. “I’ll
brew some for you. Come to the shop. No one will be there. Mr.
Takeuchi won’t be in until after ten.”
When he unlocked the door and entered, weak rays of sunlight
were coming through the window facing the river, their dim glow
stagnating on the floor of the shop. Kunihiko lit a burner and
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filled a coffee pot with water. While he was measuring the beans,
Satomi sat in a chair next to the window humming a song off and
on. She appeared to be lost in thought about something.
Kunihiko carried the coffee to her table. They sipped the brew
silently as they looked out over the gradually brightening scene of
the river. Suddenly Satomi stood up and fetched the tape recorder
from the counter, handing it to Kunihiko. She went to the middle
of the shop and stretched to limber herself.
“Kuni-chan, play something.”
Not getting the drift of what she had said, he stared at her in
silence.
“I’m going to dance. Play some music.”
“Dance? Here?”
“I wanted to try dancing once completely nude. You watch,
okay?”
Kunihiko saw no choice but to switch it on. Just when he was
thinking that she must be joking, Satomi really began to shed her
clothes to the rhythm of the music. Off came her coat, her sandals,
her knit sweater, then with a turn of her body she took of her brassiere. Her long hair became twisted around her face.
“Satomi, what’s wrong?”
“I’ve gone mad. Turn up the volume.”
Dumbfounded, Kunihiko did as he was told and turned the
volume up full. The music rang furiously throughout the shop.
Satomi removed her skirt and, turning and twisting her body,
nimbly took off the sole remaining small, white panties. Completely nude, Satomi continued to dance, shaking her hips and
bending her body around the floral arrangement. Stupefied, Kunihiko watched her. He began to feel afraid somehow. Picking up
her coat that had been discarded on the floor, he turned the tape
recorder off. Then he walked up and wrapped the coat around her.
“No! I’m going to dance until I’m ready to stop.”
Satomi threw off her coat and rushed to the tape recorder, intending to dance more. Kunihiko again picked up her coat and
wrested the tape recorder from her hands.
“I understand. You’re ready to stop, aren’t you? Please, put on
your clothes. I’m starting to lose my mind.”
“I lose my mind every day!”
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Tears flowed from Satomi’s eyes. Standing there stark naked,
she sobbed like a child. Kunihiko draped her coat over her and
gathered up her skirt and underwear from the floor. Then he likewise stood still and stared at her as she cried. Still crying, she took
her clothing from his hands and, hiding behind the counter, began to dress herself.
“Kuni-chan, don’t tell anyone that I danced stark naked.”
“I won’t.”
Satomi went to hail a cab. Following her, Kunihiko crossed
the completely deserted Shinsaibashi Avenue and came out onto
Midō Avenue.
“I’m sorry I cried like that.”
“Well, I had the benefit of seeing you naked.”
Satomi giggled and waved to stop a taxi that had come along.
For the longest time Kunihiko kept his eyes on the taxi as it drove
off. The morning sun had turned the roofs of the buildings a glistening yellow. Seized by an unbearable drowsiness, he trudged
back with his hands thrust in his pockets, kicking a can on the
side of the street. The sound of the rolling can rang out through
the morning stillness, its rattling sound reverberating endlessly
in his heart.
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It was a cold day, with rain beginning in the morning. The customers who came at opening time had already left, and just as they
were having a breather there was a phone call for Kunihiko. Hiromi was on the other end of the line. It was Saturday, but not the
third Saturday of the month that was their usual day to meet.
“Sorry to phone you at work.”
“What’s up?”
“I’m at our usual coffee shop right now. It looks as if I won’t be
able to see you again for some time, so I’d like to say good-bye. . . .”
Hiromi sounded as if she wanted to meet and have a talk. Kunihiko had finished his scheduled morning work hours, and Yukiko
would soon arrive to begin her shift. He had intended to stay and
help out until then, but he explained the situation to Takeuchi and
hurried to the coffee shop on Shinsaibashi Avenue where Hiromi
was waiting.
Hiromi did not have the usual scarf wrapped around her head
and was not wearing large earrings. She was dressed in dark green,
a folded raincoat on her lap. There was a strange timidity about the
way she looked at Kunihiko. A large man of about forty-five sitting next to her nodded to him politely. He was big-boned but not
muscular, and wore a suit of a sedate color with an ill-matching
red tie. Hiromi introduced him to Kunihiko, and then explained
to the man that Kunihiko was the son of her previous benefactor.
“It’s suddenly turned out that I’m going to Okayama. There’s a
new business office there, and I’ll be in charge of it . . .”
“A business office? For cosmetics?”
“That’s right. So, I’ll be leaving tomorrow.”
“Hmm, this is pretty sudden, isn’t it?”
The man got up to go to the restroom. Although he thought it
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was none of his business, Kunihiko asked, “Who is that guy?”
Her round face blushing slightly, Hiromi answered, “He plans
to go with me to work at the business office in Okayama.”
“Does that mean you’re going to get married?”
“We won’t be able to get married yet, but . . . well, we’ll be living
together.” Then she leaned over the table and said in a low voice,
“He still has a wife and children.”
“What do you mean by ‘still has’?”
“They’ve been living apart for a long time now. But he plans to
make their separation formal, and then marry me.”
“Hmm . . .”
Kunihiko wondered if that sort of promise had been exchanged
between Hiromi and his father. Just as he thought of asking, the
man returned. Since everyone was sitting in silence, the man said
in a low voice as if to make conversation, “I hear that Hiromi is
really indebted for all your help.”
Feeling uncomfortable with the whole thing, Kunihiko remained silent. Quite apart from Hiromi’s going to Okayama,
he wanted to speak out against her taking up with this man. He
found it depressing and wanted to get away, averting his eyes as
they made aimless talk, conscious of his presence. He did not
touch his juice but only cast his gaze toward the young woman—
apparently a student—sitting at the next table.
The man again got up, this time to make a telephone call. Flipping through a thick appointment book, he went to a pay phone
in the entrance of the shop. After making sure that he was gone,
Hiromi hurriedly took an envelope out of her purse. Kunihiko did
not take it. As always, she tried to force it into his grasp.
“There’s no need for this anymore. There’s no reason for me to
accept this, is there?” At Kunihiko’s words, she folded the envelope and set it on her raincoat.
“If you do stuff like this, you’ll really end up broke. I’ll bet you’re
supporting that guy anyway, huh?”
“His business didn’t go well, and right now he’s out of work.”
“So, it’s the same thing all over again,” Kunihiko said as he
looked sidelong at the man making the call. Hiromi again blushed
and stuck her tongue out, laughing with embarrassment.
“That’s the kind of guy I hate most of all. If you’re going to live
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with someone like that . . . you’d be better off staying single.”
“I thought you’d say that.” With an unusually gentle look on her
face, Hiromi laughed no matter what Kunihiko said to her.
“There are lots of promising places,” the man said when he came
back to get more change from Hiromi, who handed over every tenyen coin in her purse. His massive frame restlessly swaying, he
hurried back to the pay phone.
“I enjoy working. I’m strong physically, and to top it off I’m a
smooth talker, you know. However things turn out, it isn’t as if I’ll
starve to death, so don’t worry.”
“That’s all the more reason not to go off with some worthless
guy.”
Hiromi stuck her tongue out further than before, and cast her
eyes down. “Somehow this feels like being scolded by my father.”
“Forget about giving me any more money. Once you’ve gone to
Okayama, just don’t worry about me anymore.”
“Yeah. That’s why I wanted to say good-bye to you today.”
The realization that Hiromi also wanted to put an end once and
for all to her relationship with his father put Kunihiko’s mind at
ease. He thought he should at least thank her for all she had done
for him.
“The money you’ve given me has really been a big help. Thanks.”
“You don’t need to thank me for that small amount. It’s something I decided on my own to do, and I know you considered it a
bother.”
The man had finished making his calls and was standing in the
entrance waving to Hiromi.
“We’re going to be leaving Osaka, so there are lots of other people we need to say good-bye to.”
“So then, this is good-bye.”
“Take care, Kuni-chan.”
Hiromi took the check and stood up. From among the crowds
on Shinsaibashi Avenue she looked back several times, waving
and nodding. When she disappeared from sight, a strange sadness
came over Kunihiko. It was the desolate feeling of actually seeing
someone off for the last time. He suddenly called to mind the retreating figure of the man accompanying her, and he sensed that
perhaps his father had been that sort of person. He felt a strange
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desire for company, and headed to Red & White, thinking maybe
he could go to lunch with Masao. A cold, driving rain pelted his
hand as it held an umbrella. Looking at the coffee shop River from
the Ebisu Bridge he could see through its large window the faces
of customers as well as the indistinct figure of Yukiko at work.
There were few pedestrians in front of the Kaku Theater; the colors
of their clothing were reflected in rain puddles on the ash-gray
street. In Red & White there were two groups of regular customers
in the corner playing pocket billiards, but the place was otherwise
empty. Perhaps Masao had gone somewhere; Kunihiko was told
that he had not yet shown up that morning. Neither was Yoshioka
to be seen; a lone employee was minding the place as she slurped
her ramen noodles. Just as Kunihiko was standing on Sennichimae Avenue wondering what to do next, Kaoru came along from
the direction of the Tazaemon Bridge. Wearing an orange turtle-neck sweater and slacks of the same color, he informed Kunihiko, “Masao’s playing cards with London’s owner on the second
floor of our club.”
Kaoru turned around in front of Kunihiko to show off the
glossy, thick material of his slacks.
“What do you think? Aren’t these slacks lovely?” Images of imperial oxcarts and petals of cherry blossoms appeared in the orange fabric.
“They sure look festive.”
“I got Akemi-chan’s obi, and had a tailor take it apart to make
these.”
“Hmm, so these used to be an obi?”
“They sort of stand out for their elegance, don’t they?”
“I don’t think they look very elegant.”
“Well, honey, we just have different tastes.”
“Yeah, it’s a matter of what you like.”
To Kunihiko’s question where he was headed, Kaoru answered
that he was going to the tailor to pick up slacks he had ordered.
“I got three obis from Akemi-chan. They were all old ones, but
I had them made into slacks. The tailor cried. He said the fabric is
thick and hard to sew.”
Kaoru invited Kunihiko to go along, since he was free anyway.
Kunihiko felt uncomfortable walking with Kaoru, but since he
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had nowhere else to go, he shared an umbrella and went to the
tailor’s shop near the intersection at Nipponbashi. After picking
up the slacks, they headed back in the same direction they had
come, cutting through the precincts of Hōzenji Temple and entering a winding alley near Ebisu Bridge. A transvestite who used to
work with Kaoru had opened a small coffee shop. Trotting up to
its door, Kaoru peered inside and motioned to Kunihiko to come.
Kaoru had taken him to this place two or three times, but it was
always full, and he had never gone inside.
“Darling, it’s been a long time!” Greeting the fair-skinned jowly
man—apparently the owner—Kaoru ordered two sets of sandwiches and coffee, then lit a cigarette.
“There are always gay boys wherever you go, aren’t there?”
“Well, that’s because I’m one myself. Don’t you feel sorry for
me? My Adam’s apple will never get any smaller. That sucks, huh?”
“I’m not like Masao, but I do feel a bit nervous about my safety.”
“Don’t worry, sweetheart. I don’t feel anything for you but
friendship.”
“Please go easy with me.”
“Guess what. By the end of this year I plan to say good-bye to
Dōtonbori.”
“Huh? Where will you go?”
“To Tokyo. Shinbashi. I’ll work five or six years in Tokyo and
save up. I’m really serious about putting money away.”
“Can’t you save money without going to Tokyo?”
“It isn’t that I couldn’t, but the terms are really bad where I’m
working now. There’s a place called Cupid near the National Rail
station in Shinbashi, and a friend of mine who works there asked
me if I wouldn’t be interested. The terms are really good. I couldn’t
decide at first, but finally made up my mind. It won’t be my first
time in Tokyo. Before I came here, I worked in Tokyo. I’m from
Chiba.”
“Hmm . . .”
The short curls in Kaoru’s chestnut-brown hair gave his carefully made-up face an even smaller and more impudent look. Few
women possessed such beautiful features, but at certain moments
his face would betray an unmistakably masculine outline. Neither
Hiromi nor Kaoru had been important people in Kunihiko’s life,
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but when he thought about their leaving for good, he felt a certain
regret after all.
“Come spring of next year, you’ll be leaving Dōtonbori too,
won’t you Kuni-chan?”
“Why?”
“Because you’ll graduate and get a job at some company, right?
Then you’ll move out of the upstairs room at River and start a new
life somewhere else.”
“Mr. Takeuchi has encouraged me to stay on at River even after
I graduate.”
“That’d be such a waste!”
“Would it be?”
“Of course it would. With a college degree in hand, it doesn’t
make sense to work in a coffee shop.”
“There are lots of people who graduate, get a white-collared job
at a company, and then end up quitting and running a coffee shop
or a noodle shop.”
“Well, that’s because everything comes down to money. If you
can make enough for a decent living, then it doesn’t really matter
what you do, I suppose.” Kaoru was silent for a while. Snuffing out
his cigarette, he flashed his eyes and said, “So then, you’ll spend
your life as a resident of Dōtonbori.”
“There’s no need to decide things that far in the future.”
“But you’ve decided to do as Mr. Takeuchi says and stay on at
River after graduation?”
“I don’t care one way or the other.”
“What? How’s that for a don’t-give-a-damn attitude!”
“If I fail the employment exams, it’d be too self-serving of me to
turn to Mr. Takeuchi, wouldn’t it? But then if I don’t take the exams, I wouldn’t really feel like just seeking full-time employment
at River either.”
“It wouldn’t matter. If you fail the exams at one company, you
can just decide what to do after that.”
“You seem to think that everyone who graduates from college
ends up making a mark in the world.” Kunihiko laughed.
With an unlit foreign cigarette between his fingers Kaoru
glanced at the raindrops trailing down the pane outside the window.“I only finished middle school, so I always feel small around
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someone who’s getting a real education. You can’t imagine the inferiority complex I have toward people with degrees.”
“It doesn’t make sense to feel inferior about that.”
“But it’s true. Sometimes a co-ed will come to the club, and
strangely enough I end up putting on airs and not saying much. I
think it’s stupid of me, but that’s just how I react.”
Saying that it was his treat, Kaoru urged Kunihiko to eat the
sandwiches, then added, “I wish I could live life over again. When
did I turn out to be this kind of person? Maybe a long, long time
ago before I was born, I was a woman, and some part of that came
through when I was born in this life.”
“You’re the same age as I am, aren’t you Kaoru?”
“Yeah, twenty-one. And even at twenty-one, I feel as if I’ve already made an irreversible mistake.”
“What kind of mistake?”
“Take a look at these beautiful features of mine, and you’ll understand.”
Unable to determine how serious Kaoru was, Kunihiko turned
his eyes away and crammed his mouth with sandwiches.
“Human beings are really repulsive, aren’t they?” With that
pronouncement, Kaoru likewise bit into a sandwich. Kunihiko
suddenly felt as if he had lived in Dōtonbori many years, though
in reality it had been only a little over one year. The owner of the
shop, who had formerly been in the same occupation as Kaoru’s,
came over to their table and the two of them struck up a conversation. To Kunihiko, it was all rambling idle talk, and when he
got up and said thanks for the treat, Kaoru made no particular
attempt to detain him.
Kunihiko walked through the alley with his umbrella up. He
came to a different lane and followed it. With its tiny window
open, the premium exchange center of a pachinko parlor waited
in the dark for customers. On the next street he found the buildings plastered with shop signs for tripe, bite-size sushi, wonton,
hotchpotch, saké, and eel. A drenched cat was sitting on top of a
garbage container mewing, cold raindrops rolling down the sides
of its mouth like drool. When he came out onto a somewhat larger
street, eateries with latticed doors and bars with narrow entrances
maintained stony silence with their “Not Yet Open For Business”
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signs hanging in front. When he turned into another lane, a pile of
refuse—the excreta of the amusement district—pelted by the rain
shriveled as the filthy juices it bled flowed into a ditch. Kunihiko
thought of going to Kinbee. It would not be open yet, but if Usaki was there, he might roast some blowfish milt. On his father’s
account, he would dine on blowfish milt and hot saké. At that
thought, a laugh welled up out of Kunihiko’s throat. “On dad’s
tab,” he said to himself laughing. “How long will Usaki feed me
on dad’s tab?” Zigzagging through alleys, he came to a large street
leading to Nipponbashi. The rain had eased up and the streets had
become brighter.
The shop curtain inside reflected through the glass door. When
he cautiously opened the door and looked inside, Usaki was wearing glasses to read a newspaper. Kunihiko called out a greeting
and went inside. Setting his glasses and newspaper on the table,
Usaki said, “Well, well … I’m glad you came.”
“I’d like to have some more of that blowfish milt …”
“Oh, that, of course. I have some they were selling this morning.
Shall I roast it for you?”
“Please put it on my father’s tab.”
“Certainly. Coming up: one order of broiled blowfish milt, on
your father’s tab.” Usaki spoke in a loud voice as he ducked to go
behind the counter.
“I understand that Yukiko will be quitting as of today,” Kunihiko said.
“So it seems. She says she’s going skiing, and since last night
she’s been making quite a commotion rummaging through her
backpack. We’re really indebted to your boss. Please thank him
for me.”
“Are you sure it’s all right to put what I eat and drink on my
father’s bill?”
“Don’t worry about that. Feel free to have as much as you like
whenever you like. Anyway, I’ll have your father pay the bill.”
“In that case, could I have some saké too?”
“Since it’s cold out, you’ll want it warmed I guess? This winter’s
really cold. Yukiko said that the snow at the ski resort in Nagano
Prefecture is already over one meter deep.”
“Why are you letting me drink on my dad’s tab?”
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Usaki’s expression remained unchanged as he turned the milt
cakes that had finished browning on one side. “As I said before,
your father really helped me out, and I’ve never done anything to
repay him. Thanks to him, I got out of a tight spot. This is the least
I could do, isn’t it?”
Kunihiko tried to call to mind an image of his father, who was
no longer in this world. As it turned out, he had no idea what kind
of person he actually was. On account of his affair with Hiromi,
Kunihiko had harbored a degree of indignation toward him, but
once he got to know Hiromi himself, there emerged a different
sort of feeling. Leaving the coffee shop to his mother, he would
get himself involved in unnecessary enterprises that would invariably fail, and then he would disappear. And so Kunihiko ended up
thinking that his father must have been irresolute, as is typical of
such men. Moreover, since that kind lacks even the indulgence to
put up with what cannot be helped, only the heroic aspects of their
characters stands out. Kunihiko had no idea what role his father
had played in the resolution of Usaki’s property dispute, and he
did not feel like asking about it.
When the saké began to take effect, Kunihiko softly whispered
to himself the six lines written in the memorandum book: “Riding
together in the same boat, / We drift away.” Then he recalled the
distant view of Dōtonbori he and Machiko had taken in as they
stood in the middle of Saiwai Bridge. He downed the warmed saké
at a fast pace. As his tipsiness increased, his field of vision began
to reel. “The several thousands of me … All with different minds
… Drifting away in the same boat …” Over and over he recited
the words to himself. When he came to his senses, Yukiko was
standing behind him.
“Huh? You’re already finished with work?”
“Today I just picked up my paycheck. I have to catch a seven-thirty train, and I’m going to meet with friends at a coffee shop
in Osaka Station at five. There are still lots of things I forgot to buy,
so I’m thinking of going a bit early to Umeda.”
Usaki said to Kunihiko, “If you’d come when you finished work
in the evening, I could have served you some real blowfish stew.”
But the closing time at River was eleven, and by the time Kunihiko cleaned up, it was always past twelve. Kinbee closed at twelve.
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Except for River’s scheduled day off he would not be able to come
to Usaki’s place.
Yukiko left the shop and returned about an hour later carrying
a large backpack and skis.
“Well, I’m off, Dad.”
“Be careful and don’t get hurt.”
Kunihiko also stood up. His tipsiness was beginning to wear
off. He had some chills, and his head ached. Yukiko was wearing a
parka, ski pants, and ski boots. Her backpack looked heavy; when
Kunihiko offered to help, she said, “Please carry it until we get
to Nanba Station.” With the backpack slung over one shoulder,
Kunihiko left Kinbee together with Yukiko.
“How many days will you be gone?”
“Three weeks.”
“Huh? That’s a long time!”
“I’ll spend New Year’s skiing there, and then come back.”
With animation Yukiko talked about how she was in the Ski
Club in her high school, about how fun the evening parties in the
lodges were, about how beautiful the snow was, and so on. Taking
the backpack from Kunihiko in front of the ticket gate, she said
with a mischievous smile, “I recently got a love letter from Masao.”
“Huh?!”
“But I told him in no uncertain terms that he wasn’t my type.”
“And what did he say?”
“He just scratched his head and bit his lip.”
“That guy has a habit of writing a letter to every girl he sees.”
Yukiko’s retreating figure soon disappeared in the crowd. The
unpleasant feeling of having sobered up from drunkenness would
not go away. As he was climbing the stairs back up to the ground
level, he could not escape the illusion that he had said good-bye to
many important people that day. The final image in his mind of
Hiromi seemed extremely small and pathetic.
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Night was always slow in coming, but with the emergence of
glaring lights along the river bank Takeuchi would instantly be
struck by how quickly time passed, and this would bring on momentary depression. All this year his business had been good, he
was in fine physical condition, and aside from the annoyance of
being too busy because of inadequate staffing, he had no particular cause for complaint. Unlike Yuki, Takeuchi had no desire to
expand his shop in order to increase profits, or to renovate the
décor to attract new customers, and felt neither regret nor impatience to see day after day flow along routinely. And yet when
evening rolled around, he would end up experiencing a sort of indescribable emptiness. It was more than just a vague restlessness
about his life eventually ending with no likely change from this
routine; quite unrelated to the flow of time it was a dread of himself stagnating and at the same time aging, a feeling that would
be all the more painfully overpowering when surrounded by the
nighttime illuminations. Perhaps he desired a companion more
than Yoshioka did, but when he mused on the inevitable vexations of such an arrangement his mood would become even more
unendurable. He wished he could at least interact with someone
striving to grow, and Yuki’s now quite fleshy countenance came
to mind. After serving coffee to a group of young men, he phoned
Yuki. She answered all out of breath.
“If you have time, come by for coffee. It’ll be my treat.”
“Thanks. I’ve been really busy till now, but things have finally
settled down.”
Yuki showed up a while later. At a well-known shop on Shinsaibashi Avenue she had picked up three meat and vegetable pancakes, still sizzling hot, and gave one each to Takeuchi and Kuni228
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hiko. “Tea would go better with these than coffee.” Noticing the
flowers arranged in the center of the room, she added, “My, what
beautiful orchids!”
“They’re butterfly orchids. They last a long time, so I like them
even if they are expensive.”
“Your monthly bill at the florist must be pretty high.”
“Yeah, but it’s all this joint is famous for, so I can’t very well go
cheap now.”
After they had finished their pancakes, Yuki took a pack of cigarettes and a lighter out of her purse and scratched her white double
chin with a fingertip.
“The battle has finally begun.”
“What battle?”
“I decided to rent space for a restaurant in the subterranean
mall in Umeda. I paid a deposit on it yesterday.”
“So, you decided to go ahead with it after all.”
“I’m already getting a staff together. I’ve got to hurry and find
three cooks, three kitchen assistants, three or four servers … I’ll
have to hire at least that many people.”
“When’s the opening date?”
“I’m looking at April sixth.”
Taking a drag on her cigarette, Yuki stood up and went over to
the mahogany stand in the center of the room where she fingered
the petals of the butterfly orchid. A small cat’s-eye gemstone was
winking on her ring finger.
“I recently had my fortune told by a guy who lives over on Doya
Street in Kamagasaki. My cook vouched for his accuracy, and
brought him to see me.”
“What kind of sign did you get?”
“It said, ‘You’ll finally be on the rise from now on.’ ”
“Hmm, that’s great!”
“He said that once I get into my sixties, the tide will change and
there will be some difficulties, but until then my business will go
smoothly.” When she returned to the table where Takeuchi was
sitting, she added, “It seems all that will go smoothly is just my
business; as for everything else, he didn’t sound very encouraging.”
“What’s included in ‘everything else’?”
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“I have no idea. He couldn’t say anything beyond that. He was
an odd fellow. When I paid him the three thousand yen fee, he said
that a thousand was plenty, and absolutely refused to take the rest.
‘With a thousand yen I can eat three meals and drink some saké.
A thousand will be plenty.’ That’s what he said.”
“Where in this world can you eat three meals and drink some
saké with only a thousand yen?”
“He said he can get by on that on Doya Street in Kamagasaki.
Since I had him come all the way to Shinsaibashi, I tried to get him
to take something extra for travel expenses, but he refused. Some
of my staff said ‘If it’s only a thousand yen, then tell my fortune
too.’ But he responded that he makes a practice of only telling one
fortune a day. And so, he left. An oddball, for sure, but don’t you
have this feeling that he’ll turn out to be right?”
“Yeah, maybe that kind of fortuneteller isn’t just trying to flatter
you. But that part about being ‘on the rise from now on’ is great,
isn’t it?”
“And that’s why I made up my mind. Now that I’ve paid the deposit, I’ve had a surge of fighting spirit.”
Yuki spoke with a flash in her eyes. “Fighting spirit” described
her expression precisely. Now that she was going to be opening a
new establishment on prime real estate, there would be one preparatory task after another. No doubt raising enough money was
her biggest headache.
“But, you know, it all seems like a dream,” Takeuchi said.
“What does?”
“I would never have thought you could come this far as a woman alone in the world. When you stayed at my place, you were
going to pay with your body.” Takeuchi recalled the little-girlish
look in Yuki’s eyes on that occasion when she said: “I took a bath
today and got all clean, so I really hate doing it.” And then, taking
what little money Takeuchi had left, she had disappeared into the
dark night of Sennichimae.
“You haven’t changed a bit since that time, Mr. Takeuchi. I’d
be hard put to find anyone else who has changed so little.” Yuki
mumbled, her vacant gaze cast down toward her feet. Her mind
seemed to be elsewhere.
“I’ll end my days as the owner of a small coffee shop. There’s no
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way I could change, is there?”
There was a call from Yuki’s restaurant. She spoke over the
phone in a low voice. Hanging up, she leaned her ample body
over the table, grabbed her purse, and returned to the telephone.
Taking out a memorandum book she dialed a number, settled the
matter in short order, and looked over at Takeuchi.
“If only you have money, eighty percent of life’s problems would
be solved . . .”
“Yeah, and the remaining twenty percent can’t be solved. It’s
that twenty percent that’s the problem.” Takeuchi smoked as he
shifted his glance between the flowers and Kunihiko, who was behind the counter.
“The things the fortuneteller was vague about were all part of
the twenty percent.”
“Maybe I should have him tell my fortune.”
“I’ll have him brought by again, so you ought to. He lives on Doya
Street, and they say he spends all day every day drawing pictures.”
Inhaling the smoke deeply, Takeuchi held his breath and looked
at Yuki. He wondered if it could be Sugiyama.
“About how old was he?”
“Hmm, it was hard to tell by looking at his face. I guess he was
about the same age as you.”
“Did he use divining sticks and a divining block?”
“Yes, he did.”
Her answer took Takeuchi’s breath away: there could be no
doubt it was Sugiyama.
“Would he come any time you asked?”
“Well, I think he would.”
Yuki place another phone call, then left saying that she suddenly
had someone she needed to meet. Takeuchi followed her out front
and called out. Not stopping, she turned her head and asked in a
loud voice, “What is it?”
“Will you bring that fortuneteller here tomorrow?”
“What time tomorrow?”
“After dark. The later the better.”
Nodding to show her willingness, Yuki hurried on, turning
right on Shinsaibashi Avenue. Standing there, Takeuchi wondered
what exactly it was he planned to do if the fortuneteller turned out
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to be Sugiyama, a man of uncertain character who had one day
stolen off with his wife and child. Oddly enough, Takeuchi did
not feel any bitterness or hatred toward him. He just wanted once
to meet the man now that well over twenty years had passed. He
suddenly had an oppressive sensation in his chest, and felt unbearably restless. Going back inside, for a long time he looked at the
bulging form of the cut-glass emerald green ewer.
The next day after sunset, Takeuchi phoned Yuki’s restaurant
several times to verify whether or not the fortuneteller would be
coming, but no one knew where she had gone or when she would
be coming back. By closing time at his shop, she still had not come
by. His last customer had left, and he turned down the lights, finished cleaning up, and pressed Kunihiko to go on upstairs.
“I’ll lock up for tonight. You go on up to bed.”
“I’m kind of hungry, so I think I’ll go out for some udon noodles. How about you, sir? Won’t you come along?”
“I’m not that hungry.”
Kunihiko left, saying that after eating he planned to drop by
Red & White and watch Masao play. Almost at the same time as
Kunihiko went out, a man in a tan windbreaker entered.
“Could I see the proprietor?”
“Speaking.”
“I’m the fortuneteller you asked for.”
The man’s face was indistinct in the dimmed lights, but Takeuchi was convinced that it was Sugiyama after all. The voice and the
sagging right shoulder were unmistakable.
“I’m sorry to have made you come all this way.” Takeuchi led his
guest to a table near the window by the river and invited him to sit
down. “Is a thousand yen really enough?”
“It is.”
With baited breath, Takeuchi studied the fortuneteller’s face
and was surprised that Sugiyama had not changed at all in over
twenty years. It was as if the Sugiyama of the black market had
come back with only a few white hairs and wrinkles.
“What would you like me to foretell?”
“What lies ahead for me. I don’t have desires to speak of, and
don’t really care about my financial fortunes. Tell me whether or
not I’ll spend my later years happily.”
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Sugiyama took from his pocket the divination tools wrapped in
a brown cloth, and spread them out on the table.
“What do you think living happily means?”
Takeuchi was at a loss for words, but finally said, “I think that
happiness is the absence of hardships and sorrow.”
“Well then, let’s see whether or not there will be hardships or
sorrow.”
Takeuchi wanted to try to put it differently and stopped Sugiyama as he was arranging the divination sticks.
“I think happiness is being able to live without losing heart even
if hardships and sorrow occur.”
With a slight smile, Sugiyama nodded and continued to arrange
the sticks. Takeuchi watched in silence. There was a sadness about
the neon lights and their reflection in the river. His chest began
to feel constricted. It was unusually quiet that evening: no shouts
of women, no yelling of drunks. The ticking of the wall clock assaulted his ears. Sugiyama’s filthy nails were cracked, and the cuffs
of his tattered windbreaker were stained green, apparently from
his paints. It seemed to Takeuchi that Sugiyama was taking a long
time to perform his divination, and in the meantime he restlessly
smoked several cigarettes, stealing glances at his guest or studying
his attire. And yet at the thought of how this man had spent his life
from the end of the war down to the present, somehow he began to
feel calm. To see him with features and manner of dress completely unchanged from the black market days, eking out a living telling fortunes as he painted the same kind of pictures made Takeuchi felt a sort of intimacy and nostalgia that transcended sorrow.
Takeuchi addressed him in his thoughts: “You haven’t changed a
bit. What the hell do you think about as you go through life? What
did Suzuko mean to you, after all? You’ve taken up residence on
Doya Street in Kamagasaki, and you’ll no doubt end your days like
so much human garbage. You probably had dreams and hopes, but
you know very well that they’ve rotted away.” Takeuchi could not
decide whether he should say that he was Suzuko’s husband, or
just part with the man as if there had been nothing between them.
Sugiyama vigorously rubbed the sticks between the palms of
his hands, then took them out one at a time, rearranging them
and turning them over on the divining block. Looking up, he said,
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“You have a life ahead of you with no major blunders … But there
is one interesting sign.”
“Oh?”
“One among your blood relations is very volatile. If anyone will
bring you grief, it will be that person.”
“Hmm, among blood relations …”
“However, it will be that person who will really bring you happiness.”
The only “blood relation” Takeuchi had was Masao.
“Is that the ‘interesting sign’?”
“No.” Sugiyama cast his eyes down to the divining sticks arranged on the table. His unoiled, grizzled hair concealed the dull
light of his eyes. “Once in the past, and again in the future, there is
a sign here for breakup. It’s unusual for it to be so clear in anyone’s
reading.”
“I was once told that my family would be broken up.”
“Oh? Well, then that means it’s a fate you bear.”
“Thank you, Mr. Sugiyama.”
A slight furrow appeared between Sugiyama’s brows.
“It’s been a long time. You probably forgot about me long ago.”
Takeuchi was aware of the hollowness of his voice, but he talked
on anyway. “I met you in the black market here in Dōtonbori after
the war. You haven’t changed a bit since then. I’ve just now been
thinking back fondly on those days.”
Staring at Takeuchi’s face, Sugiyama blinked several times. The
large bags under his eyes made him look older than his years.
“I’m Takeuchi Suzuko’s husband.”
For a long time Sugiyama rubbed his lips, all the while looking
at Takeuchi’s face.
“I’m the husband of Takeuchi Suzuko, who went with you to
Amakusa. Do you remember? You once told my fortune in my
black market shop in Sennichimae. You told me my family would
be broken up. Your prediction was right on target; my family really did break up. I never thought I’d meet you again here in Dōtonbori.”
Sugiyama continued to stare absentmindedly at Takeuchi.
There was a long silence. Takeuchi kept his gaze fixed on Sugiyama’s lusterless face. Then casting his eyes down to the table, Sugi234
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yama asked in a vanishingly small voice, “How has Suzuko been
since then?”
“She died, eight years ago already.”
“What about Masao-chan?”
“He turned twenty-one this year.”
With his finger still on his lips, Sugiyama hung his head. For a
long time, Takeuchi gazed on him silently.
“You could say that I killed Suzuko. When I saw her after she
came back from Amakusa, I flipped out and kicked her in the side
as hard as I could. She died from a kidney ailment, but I’m sure it
was because of that kick. I kicked her to death.”
Sugiyama continued his stony silence. Takeuchi got up and
went to the shelves by the counter. Fetching a bottle of whiskey
and some glasses, he returned to the table. He set a glass in front
of Sugiyama and poured him a drink. With deliberate motions,
Sugiyama moved his hands toward the glass and, cradling it with
great care, thanked Takeuchi.
“Why did Suzuko leave you in Amakusa and come back to me?”
With his head hanging, as if in a gesture of gratitude Sugiyama
lifted the glass with both hands and drained the whiskey into his
mouth. What Takeuchi had really wanted to ask was why Suzuko had gone to Amakusa with him, but that was one question he
was unable to pose. While pouring the whiskey down his throat,
Sugiyama was thinking, and at length opened his watery eyes and
was about to say something when, as if on second thought, he
clammed up. The two sat across from each other in silence.
Takeuchi lit a cigarette, but soon snuffed it out and drank some
whiskey. Then with deep feeling he said, “I can’t help thinking that
Suzuko didn’t really want to leave you.”
After draining the whiskey in his glass, Sugiyama asked if he
could have another. Takeuchi poured him one. When Sugiyama
finally removed both hands from the glass, he wiped his mouth
with the back of one. It looked to Takeuchi as if Sugiyama’s eyes
harbored the countless colors of lights on the surface of the river.
Recalling the look in Suzuko’s eyes as she gazed on the cut-glass
ewer in the antique shop next to Chion’in, Takeuchi said, “I hear
that you’re still painting pictures.”
Sugiyama did not reply. After he had drunk his second glass, he
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wrapped up the divining sticks and block and, getting up, bowed
deeply. As he was about to leave, Takeuchi stopped him.
“There’s something I’d like you to take with you.” He went over
to the niche in the wall and took the cut-glass ewer. “This is a sort
of memento of Suzuko. It might be best if you kept it.”
He thought of telling Sugiyama the story surrounding the ewer,
but decided against it. Having the object thrust upon him, Sugiyama was at a loss what to do. But carefully holding the delicate
cut-glass object, he finally left. Takeuchi returned to the table facing the river and pressed his forehead against the windowpane,
watching as Sugiyama crossed the Ebisu Bridge. The niche in the
wall, which for over ten years had displayed the emerald-green
cut glass, gaped open its small but deep and dark mouth. After a
while, he realized that he had not paid Sugiyama his fee, and went
dashing out front. He crossed south in pursuit on Ebisu Bridge,
but Sugiyama was nowhere to be found.
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With London’s owner as bookmaker, Kaoru and six other drag
queens from his club—along with several familiar customers from
Red & White—placed bets on the game between Takeuchi and his
son. If Takeuchi Tetsuo lost, then London’s owner would pay back
double what everyone had put up as stakes. The only one who had
seen Takeuchi Tetsuo’s abilities with his own eyes was Yoshioka,
who owned Red & White.
“But it’s been ten years since he played. No matter what kind of
pro he used to be, he’ll be rusty. There’ll never be a worse contest
for a bookmaker, I tell you,” said London’s owner, getting everyone worked up. Red & White would be open until the thirtieth of
December. Yoshioka gave in to Kaoru’s earnest entreaties and it
was determined that, in addition to year-end parties, Red & White
would be reserved on the night of the thirty-first for the showdown of the century.
Having attended the last lecture for the year at the university,
Kunihiko took the subway back to Nanba Station. He crossed
the intersection and was about to go down the street from Ebisu Bridge when someone thumped him on the back. He turned
around with a start to see Masao standing there, holding a single
brand-new leather shoe.
“What’s with the shoe?”
“When I was hanging around in Sennichimae, some cheapJack peddler was doing business there. He saw my shoes and said,
‘Hey you, the poor guy over there!’ ” Masao lifted one foot to show
Kunihiko his own shoe. It was so dirty it looked as if it had not
been polished in months. “‘Hey you, the poor guy. I’ve got cheap
shoes here even you could afford.’ I thought, ‘I’m not going to fall
for that one,’ but went over to see, and he pushed this single shoe
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right under my nose. At first he said it was four thousand yen, but
I finally bargained him down to one thousand. I thought it was a
good buy at one thousand, but after I paid him, he only gave me
this one shoe. He said the right shoe by itself was one thousand,
and if I wanted the left shoe, it’d be another thousand.” Masao
related all of this with a serious look on his face.
“So, what are you going to do with just one shoe?” Kunihiko
stared absently at the single shoe.
Masao studied Kunihiko’s face. “Huh? You’re sure in a pissy
mood today, aren’t you?”
“No, not really.”
“Hmm . . . Well, anyway, I thought of paying another thousand
yen to get both shoes, but I was so ticked off that I wouldn’t give
in, and told him just to wrap up the one shoe then. He sure was
surprised.”
Having finished his account, Masao hunched over. “It’s cold!”
Kunihiko wanted to make a quick escape and said, “So, go buy
the other shoe.”
Kunihiko was taken aback when Masao leaned toward him and
said in a low voice, “Kuni-chan, you go buy it instead, please. I
have my pride, you know. And that guy won’t know what to do
with the leftover shoe. I’ll hide somewhere and get another look at
the surprise on his face.”
Dragged along by the arm, Kunihiko had no choice but to walk
together with Masao toward Sennichimae. Where they came out
onto the wide street the suntanned man in his leather windbreaker was hawking his wares. Concealing himself at a street corner,
Masao bowed his head toward Kunihiko and pressed his hands
together in supplication.
Cutting across the human flow on the street, Kunihiko approached the cheap-Jack’s stall. Right in the middle of the sundry goods—fabrics, leather belts, fountain pens, lighters, and so
forth—was a single leather shoe.
“How much is that shoe?”
The man in the leather windbreaker scratched the tip of his nose
as he looked pensively at the lone shoe, but finally snatched it up
and said in a practiced voice, “Four thousand yen.”
Slapping the counter with the long, narrow board in his hand,
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the man lowered the price a little at a time. The street was crowded
with passers-by who had gathered to watch the back-and-forth.
The man finally took the price down to one thousand yen.
“Fine. I’ll take it.”
“You’re really going to buy it, aren’t you, buddy? Now that I’ve
brought the price down this much, I won’t let you back out.”
“I’ll buy it, for sure.”
Having wrapped the single shoe in newspaper, with upturned
eyes the man studied Kunihiko’s face as he cautiously handed him
the package. Kunihiko paid and, with an air of innocence, took
the wrapped shoe and briskly walked away. He glanced back and
saw the man staring at him dumbfounded.
“I told you so,” said Masao as he took the package and proudly
held up the pair of leather shoes. “Let’s go to The Plum Tree, okay?
It’s been a long time since I saw this woman you’re in love with.”
As Kunihiko looked at him in surprise, Masao tossed the shoes up
in the air, and added, “She’s a great woman. She’s sort of like the
red ball in billiards.”
Kunihiko felt as if every part of him had been seen through, and
turned his back to Masao.
“Where’re you off to?” Masao shouted, but making no reply
Kunihiko returned to Ebisu Bridge Avenue, where “Jingle Bells”
was being played. He turned left down a lane and entered a coffee
shop where Machiko was waiting.
Ever since that evening when Little Tarō wandered off, Machiko’s small but plump lips and her maidenly, pure feelings had day
by day grown larger within his mind. When on occasion a young
woman of prim and proper appearance would come into the shop,
or when he would pass a group of gorgeous co-eds on campus, he
would compare them to Machiko and somehow they all seemed
like so many stuck-up, shallow twits. He sensed something in
Machiko that was quite different in quality from them, something
soft, warm, and foolish enough that it would elicit an unconscious
wry smile from him. He made his moves toward her with a forcefulness that he had not known was in him. Today was the fifth
time the two would meet unbeknownst to anyone else.
Machiko asked, “What are you going to do for New Year’s?” She
was wearing a kimono of sober navy-blue decorated with small
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plum blossoms. Her lipstick was a deeper red than usual.
“I don’t know. I might go to the boss’s condo, or I might just
spend the whole day sleeping upstairs at River.”
“I don’t have any plans either.”
“Won’t that guy come see you?”
Whenever Kunihiko mentioned her patron, Machiko would always look away as if confused. The childlike innocence that could
never conceal thoughts fanned Kunihiko’s passions toward her.
He still had no carnal knowledge of women.
“He recently fell down as he was taking a bath and took quite a
blow to his back. He said he’ll be spending New Year’s at home this
year.” Since Little Tarō had been lost, she had gone back to commuting to The Plum Tree from her condominium in Tezukayama.
Changing the topic, she said, “Katsu has been in bed with the flu
since yesterday. Until he’s better, I’ll keep the place closed.”
“Hmm, so then, you came all the way here just to see me?”
“. . . Uh-huh.”
He looked at the clock: four-thirty. His shift at River would soon
begin. Without saying a word to Machiko, he got up and phoned
the shop, telling a serviceable lie and asking Takeuchi if he could
have the rest of the day off. He was given permission without
any reservation. Takeuchi added, “In that case I think I’ll close
the shop early today and take it easy myself.” This was the first
time Kunihiko had asked for time off. The moment he hung up
and turned around to look at Machiko, an irrepressible surge of
emotion welled up from within him. Sitting by herself in a corner
of the nearly deserted shop, Machiko was drinking orange juice
through a straw. That day a mysterious dampness hung heavily
in the air.
Hearing that Kunihiko would be taking the day off, Machiko
said with animation, “Let me buy you a sweater!” Then she immediately added with a note of reservation, “Or, if you’d rather not
have me do that …”
Since October, Kunihiko had always made do with the same
thin blue sweater. He glanced at it, thinking it must be rather
soiled, and could not help laughing at the true feeling behind her
reservation.
They took the long route through Midō Avenue to get to Shin240
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saibashi Avenue lest they be seen from River as they crossed the
Ebisu Bridge.
Driven by the chilly wind, several discarded handbills were scuttling along the sidewalk. The deepening twilight sharpened the
intensity of automobile taillights and neon signboards. Kunihiko
stopped in the middle of Dōtonbori Bridge and leaned against the
parapet, looking down on the surface of the water. After his mother’s death and funeral, on the day he resolved that he would at least
graduate, he had gone to a large parking lot near Nanba Stadium.
They were looking for a night watchman to work between eleven p.m. and nine a.m.; there was a simple cot in the office where
one could lie down. Someone who had gotten there just ahead of
him had already been hired. After that he had roamed aimlessly,
going from Nanba along Midō Avenue toward Shinsaibashi. He
recalled that the winter twilight was rapidly growing darker and
that then, just as now, he was standing on Dōtonbori Bridge. At
that time he had thought back to the distant past when his parents
had walked with him hand in hand along Sōemonchō Avenue. He
remembered that they had done some shopping on Shinsaibashi
Avenue to the accompaniment of “Jingle Bells,” and after that had
crossed the bridge to go to a vaudeville performance. Thinking he
would continue his walk down memory lane, he envisioned the
“help wanted” sign posted in front of River.
“Can we see River from here?” Machiko asked, standing beside
him.
“No, not from here.”
“From here the whole town looks as if it were under water.”
They shopped and had dinner on Shinsaibashi Avenue and then,
by tacit agreement, walked toward The Plum Tree, where a “Temporarily Closed” sign was hanging. Unlocking the door they went
inside and wordlessly ascended the stairs where Machiko lit the
kerosene stove in the dark room. They did not turn on the lights,
and only the neon lights from out front and the blue flicker from
the stove permeated the air like a thin haze.
Until the room warmed up they maintained their silence, staring at the flame.
“Ah, it’s finally started to feel warm.” Machiko spoke in a subdued voice. Perhaps because she had applied a darker color than
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usual, her lips emerged black in the darkness. Kunihiko lightly
bit them with his front teeth. Starting at the top, he caressed her
clothed upper body, now hot from the flame of the stove. When
he released her lips, she exhaled her hot breath. Embracing, they
lay down on the tatami. Kunihiko busily untied Machiko’s sash
band; with one arm wrapped around his neck, she loosened her
obi. He could smell the sharp fragrance of the new tatami. They
continued to the end without exchanging a word. The two of them
wrapped their naked bodies in the kimono and lay motionless on
the tatami, on which the abandoned obi appeared to crawl limply.
They could hear a voice from in front of the building. “What?
The Plum Tree is closed today?”
Another voice said, “Well now that’s just great! I’m supposed to
meet Yassan here.”
“If you just leave, he’ll be hopping mad.”
“What time’s it now?”
“Eight-thirty. Well, it can’t be helped. We’ll just have to wait
here for a while.”
Remaining in embrace, Kunihiko and Machiko looked at each
other. Putting her finger to her lips to urge silence, she pricked up
her ears. The men outside stopped speaking, but what seemed to
be the sound of their stomping their feet in the cold reverberated
through the tatami. Kunihiko’s hand, which was resting on Machiko’s naked stomach, crept downward. She moved her face away as if
to show her disapproval, and then sidled her warmly flushed body
against his with a far greater boldness than the first time.
“That guy’s never come on time even once.” Again they heard
the voice.
“Hey, stop complaining. You’ll never win over someone who’s
that loaded anyway. When really smart people like that have money, they always end up thinking they’re pretty important.”
Kunihiko groped Machiko’s body. Strange enough he was able
to act as if he had known all along the right moves, which he knew
very well she was passionately awaiting. The movements of her
body and the voice that trickled from her throat made both the
dim light that hung in the room like a smoky mist and the voice
of the men audible from directly below recede farther and farther
away.
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“Yeah, but I’ve heard rumors that he’s helped himself to a lot of
the money he’s keeping for clients.”
“Money’s like that. No matter how much you have, it’s never
enough. It’s better just to have enough to get by.”
“Well, look at all we have to go through because we don’t have
enough to get by.”
The laughter of the men was drowned out by the sobbing sound
of Machiko’s voice pouring into Kunihiko’s ear. The blue flame of
the stove reflected in his eyes sometimes turned into the flipping
white tabi socks of the male geisha. It seemed to him as if Machiko
had said something, but he smothered it with his lips. The navy
blue kimono had disappeared somewhere. Illumined by the flame
of the stove, the movements of Machiko’s skin appeared blue and
sticky.
“I sure would like some money.”
“Who wouldn’t?”
“It gets so that you don’t know whether you’re working just to
stay alive, or staying alive just to work.”
Machiko’s body, which had ceased moving, was pressed closely
against him. At her touch, he felt a throbbing within himself, as if
from a sharp blade.
The men on the street had left, and the frenzied pitch of Kunihiko’s spirits had also ebbed away. Only a blue warm air and the
clamor of the red-light district filled the small Japanese-style
room. He stared at the flame of the stove beyond Machiko’s bare
illumined shoulder, and felt as if in the distant past he had seen
that blue flame somewhere burning brightly in a pitch-dark room.
He was certain that he had once stared with a strange horror at
something very similar. Holding his breath he made every effort to
recall, but was unable to do so. The blue flame hissed and appeared
to burn with greater intensity. The pain heavily centered in his
body had before long changed form, spreading evenly throughout
his entire body. It turned into a powerful drowsiness and weariness, making his cheeks and earlobes feel ablaze.
As he again ran his fingers across Machiko’s flushed body, an
image appeared in Kunihiko’s wandering mind of the retreating
figure of the pro billiards master Watanabe Kōzō when they parted on Midō Avenue. Why did Masao say that Kunihiko himself
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would end up like that?
He once again put his hand against Machiko’s body. She stroked
his hair. Kunihiko wondered how Satomi was doing. He had not
seen her once since then. She was probably still circulating among
bars and clubs, making a living by winding around with her white,
supple, naked flesh. Such an image of her appeared in his mind’s
eye. Pregnant with significance, Satomi’s tears came to life again
in his mind. In that instant he wanted somehow to flee from this
great chasm of a muddy ditch, surrounded by awful filth, clamor,
and illuminated signs of every garish hue. He sensed that getting
away from it would be a much more difficult task than he had expected. He glanced at the blue flame, which had become a dancing
circle, and once again imagined the retreating figure of the male
geisha.
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Takeuchi Tetsuo cast a fleeting glance at the bevy of voluptuous drag queens in his coffee shop. Though not particularly caring who won or lost, they had staked surprising sums of money
on Masao. At any rate, they wanted to spend the last night of the
year watching this exciting showdown between father and son,
and then drink until dawn. They had about them a habit peculiar to unhappy people: calculating the degree to which another
person has opened up, and then responding by opening up only
to precisely that same degree. But Takeuchi also knew well that
in compensation for that weakness, they possessed greater finesse
than those women who had an instinct for survival in the redlight district.
“It’s not every day that you can watch a game this interesting,
even if you pay good money. I’m all on pins and needles to see
which one will win,” Kaoru said with exaggerated gesticulation.
He had shared only with Takeuchi—and with obvious delight—
the fact that his younger brother was accepted into the medical
school of a national university. The pride was evident in Kaoru’s
face as he whispered, “I send him all he needs for tuition, board,
and monthly allowance.”
Takeuchi waved from behind the counter to summon him, and
asked close to his ear, “Aren’t you going home this year?”
“. . . No, they don’t like it when I go home.”
“By ‘they,’ do you mean brothers and sisters?”
“Also my mom and dad.”
London’s owner was circulating among the drag queens with
slips of paper, confirming who had bet how much on whom.
Wielding a red pencil, he said, “Hey, Kuni-chan, you’re the only
one who’s bet on your boss.”
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“Is there anything wrong with that?”
“I’m the bookmaker, and I have a lot at stake in your boss’s winning, so I need betting customers to back Masao.”
“Could Masao really beat my boss?”
“Pretty confident, aren’t you? You don’t know how good Masao
is.”
Kunihiko looked up and smiled as he wiped dishes.
“Kuni-chan, please, place your bet on Masao. When there’s only
one who doesn’t conform, it makes calculation so complicated.”
“No way! I’m betting on my boss.”
“Humpf!” London’s owner clucked his tongue and wrote something on a slip of paper.
For a time, all conversations focused on predicting the outcome
of the contest, and just as everyone was beginning to tire of that
topic, a phone call came in from Yoshioka: he was ready, and everyone could come anytime.
Takeuchi, along with Masao, Kunihiko, London’s owner, and the
seven drag queens went out onto Sōemonchō Avenue which, unusually, was nearly deserted. They all walked single file down the
chilly street, the wind whirling about in eddies. Oncoming people
stepped aside in amazement to let the odd assembly pass by.
In one corner of the largely deserted red-light district a crowd
had gathered, surrounding the police box by Tazaemon Bridge.
The drag queens all dashed over to see what was the excitement
was. Takeuchi also peeked inside. A drunk was sitting on the floor
of the police box screaming about something. Four or five policemen looked on him with disgust.
“Hey, you stinking fuzz!” The drunk yelled, strafing the officers
with his bleary eyes.
Takeuchi recognized the man: it was the young office worker
Kayama who occasionally came by the shop just before closing
time. He was already so dead drunk that he could not stand up.
His head wobbling, he said, “Hah! You fucking fuzz! You think
you’re pretty hot!”
Kaoru shouted out, “Take it easy, big boy! They’ve got weapons,
so be careful.”
“What? You think you’re so important. Our taxes feed you, so
don’t act so big!”
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One officer, all red in the face, shot back, “We’re not fed by you
alone!” It was the young policeman who, on that rainy night some
time ago, had wrapped the crying boy in a blanket and held him
close to his chest.
The onlookers burst out laughing. Some were doubled over with
mirth, even clapping the shoulders of total strangers standing
next to them. The other officers went out and dispersed the crowd.
As they walked away, Takeuchi was suddenly troubled by the look
on Kunihiko’s face. Walking in silence beside Masao toward Sennichimae, Kunihiko responded to the drag queens’ jokes with an
absent smile. Covering his freezing ears with both hands, Takeuchi came up alongside Kunihiko.
“How are you going to spend New Year’s? You’re welcome to
come stay at my condo from tonight on.”
“Mmm.”
Most of the establishments in Sennichimae were open for business, and women with traditional Japanese coiffures were walking about with brisk steps. Carts roasting sweet Tianjin chestnuts
filled the air with a fragrance tinged with bitterness.
“About what we were discussing the other day . . .” Kunihiko
spoke softly.
“Oh yes. I still haven’t heard your reply.”
“. . . Never mind. Let’s talk about it sometime later.”
Kunihiko’s lusterless cheeks had turned red in the cold wind.
Takeuchi was about to say something, but was stopped by a comment from Masao, who uncharacteristically looked his father
directly in the face. “I beat Watanabe Kōzō in a three-cushion
match.” There was in his boastful expression also a hint of presuming on his father’s indulgence.
“You’re a fool!”
Masao had wanted him to say that, and as the words rolled easily and straightforwardly off his tongue, Takeuchi somehow felt a
calmness of mind.
“If I lose to you today, I’ll really quit billiards for good. Really,
I will.”
Heavy with incense smoke, the narrow path that led to Hōzenji
Temple was deserted. Beyond the desolate flagstones all was enveloped in a blue silence.
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Upon the company’s arrival, Yoshioka put the pug down from
his lap and went around drawing the curtains closed with his one
arm, staring at the drag queens.
“Well now, this is really an odd assortment.”
Yoshioka took out the cue he had prepared for Takeuchi and
placed it on a billiards table along with a box containing balls.
Takeuchi picked up the cue and looked around the mostly empty
parlor. Then he drew the cue through his hands a few times. He
was confident that he was still invincible as long as he could recall
how much power to put into a thrust. He took a ball out of the
leather box and tried lightly knocking it; the nostalgic springiness
of the cue transmitted all the way to his shoulder joint.
He asked his son, “Do you want to do three cushions? I’m up to
anything.”
Masao nodded slightly. As he accepted a small apron from
Yoshioka, Takeuchi stole a glance at Masao, who was rubbing
chalk on his cue. Biting his lower lip, Masao was glaring at his father. They were the same eyes Suzuko used to cast at him when she
deliberately tried to make him angry. There seemed to be a certain
recklessness in Masao’s challenging look. It was then that, for the
first time, Takeuchi wanted to pour into this contest the full extent
of his skills, which had no doubt flagged somewhat. He wanted to
provoke a frantic thrust from Masao, and watch as he made it. In
the moment on which everything is staked, even life and death,
perhaps his son would sweat the same blood he had once done.
“What kind of game did you play against Watanabe Kōzō?”
“Three cushions, win or lose in one round.”
“So, that’s how you beat him?”
“He was in bad form. He was okay in the standard shots, but
when he needed to shoot from behind, his thrust was either too
strong or too weak.”
“If it turns out that you beat both Watanabe and me, what will
you do?”
“If I win …”
“If you can beat me, I’ll set up a parlor for you.”
Masao’s eyes grew wide, and he stared at his father with his head
slightly cocked. Yoshioka also heard, and shifted his narrow eyes
back and forth between father and son.
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“Dad, do you really mean that?”
“You bet. But not right away. I’ll work with you toward that end
in the future.”
Takeuchi recalled Sugiyama’s prediction. Maybe it was only fortunetelling, but Takeuchi wanted after all to protect Masao from
leading a troubled life and becoming estranged from him.
Taking a sip of the hot tea Yoshioka had poured, Takeuchi lined
up three balls.
“Let’s settle this in ten rounds. Whoever takes the first six wins.
We’re in for the long stretch.”
Sitting on a bench by the wall, Kaoru said only half-jokingly,
“Hey, Mr. Takeuchi. When you stand in a billiards parlor with cue
in hand, you look incredibly dignified.”
London’s owner clapped Kaoru on the shoulder. “Don’t distract
them with your chatter. This isn’t some punk match.”
Since the drag queens had staked large sums, for London’s owner, this match between father and son was more than just amusement.
Having determined that Takeuchi would shoot first, the game
began. The drag queens cheered, clapped, and whistled. The steam
pouring out of the tea kettle on the gas heater drifted among the
glare of the fluorescent lights.
Masao won the first round and the cheers of the drag queens
resounded through the empty space of the parlor. Turning his oily,
expressionless face toward them with only his lips registering glee,
Yoshioka stroked the pug on his lap.
“You can really shoot, can’t you?” Takeuchi really meant what
he said. Masao responded with an awkward smile. When he narrowly won the second round, his face gradually took on a rigid
expression. Takeuchi also lost the third round, but his former intuition as well as the use of his wrist, elbow, and the cushions had
finally all returned.
“The real showdown comes after this. From now on they’ll be
getting into the tough moves.” London’s owner shouted down the
gleeful cries of the drag queens. Holding his cue erect on the table,
Masao sat down on a bench and sipped his now-cold tea in order
to calm himself.
“You’re pretty good. But unless you can knock balls until you’re
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dead tired, you’ll end up getting screwed at the last minute.”
Overhearing these words Yoshioka whispered into Masao’s ear,
Takeuchi was amused. “This guy will always stab you in the back.”
Yoshikoka had already realized that Takeuchi was deliberately allowing his son to win. How many people over the years had been
taken in by Yoshioka’s whisperings, coughing up more money for
bets than they had planned on?
Kaoru said, “Aren’t you getting close to wrapping this up, Masao-chan? Calm down! You’re playing against a pro among pros,
after all.”
Amused, Yoshioka rejoined, “The son’s a real go-getter too. I
ought to be charging spectator fees for this.”
As they entered the fourth round, the corners of Masao’s eyes
began to slant upward as he focused all of his nervous energy on
his cue and arm. After Takeuchi’s deliberate miss, Masao immediately wrapped up his victory. One of the drag queens told a
joke and made everyone laugh, but Takeuchi’s expression did not
change. Calling to memory his own twenty-one year-old self for
comparison, he recognized that Masao certainly possessed fine
technique.
Takeuchi had his first victory with the fifth round. Having won,
he realized anew the difference in ability between his son and
himself. When he focused his mental energies, countless pathways
became visible on the green felt, pathways that only he could see,
pathways that the balls would follow. At any rate, he wanted to
take the contest to a five-to-five tie, and have the last round be
one they would play with their whole hearts and souls. He knew
very well how risky it was to manipulate a match like that when
playing against an expert, but his surprise at Masao’s unexpected
level of skill also gradually inclined his fighting spirit toward a
showdown.
Over the next four rounds, Takeuchi hardly let Masao shoot at
all, and just poured everything that was in him into the game. The
once noisy drag queens were now entranced, watching silently the
terrifying movements of the balls. Following a subtle track calculated with utmost precision, the cue ball hit all three cushions
and then returned to the its aim. Having lost the fifth round, Masao’s face took on a severe expression. He licked his lips, rubbed
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his nose, shook his head fiercely, and said things to himself with a
note of irritation. In the next round, Takeuchi made two obvious
misses and ceded victory to Masao who, studying his father’s expression, frequently licked the tip of his cue. Blue chalk dust stuck
to his tongue. Having finally caught on to his father’s scheme, he
said as he glared at Takeuchi across the table, “It seems you’re trying to make a fool of me. You’re absolutely sure you’re going to
win, aren’t you? But I won’t be beat that easily!”
Yoshioka said, “Well, now it’s the last round.” The two players
decided to sit down and rest for a moment.
“I’m so excited! My heart’s been going pit-a-pat till I can hardly
stand it.” The drag queen Akemi pulled up his skirt and slapped
a rose tattoo on his thigh. “This is awful. I can’t stand watching
all-out bouts like this.”
“Didn’t I tell you to stop shrieking? Now be quiet!”
Biting his nails, London’s owner stood up and paced busily
around the room. Shaking his head he opened the door, apparently intending to quell his agitation with some fresh air. The chill
came sweeping into the interior of Red & White. Looking out into
the alley, he let out a cry of surprise.
“Hey, Little Tarō’s here! That’s Machiko’s three-legged dog, isn’t
it?”
Kaoru came rushing to the entrance. “Where? Where is he?”
“He just took off toward Hōzenji Temple.”
Kunihiko, who until then had been watching in silence the
showdown between father and son, stood up and went out. “I’ll
go look for him.”
Taking some coins out of his pocket, Takeuchi called to him,
“Kuni-chan, will you buy me some cigarettes?”
Though he heard the request, Kunihiko ignored it and walked
down the alley toward Hōzenji.
“Ooh, it’s freezing! Hurry and shut the door!” At Akemi’s voice,
Kaoru and London’s owner returned to the billiards table and
looked at the Takeuchis. With that as their signal, they stood up
to play their last round. Masao cleaned the felt with a brush, and
looked up at his father.
“Dad, are you going to play this round seriously?”
“Yeah, I’ll be dead serious.”
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“Same here. I’m going to see this to the bitter end. It might just
be a game to you, but I’m going to show you that I can win.”
Takeuchi thought of the old man Tamada, then called to mind
Yuki’s face. For some reason the figure of Sugiyama telling fortunes also passed through his thoughts. With his back to his son
he carefully applied chalk to his cue, thinking of Sugiyama. He
strangely felt hot inside as it struck him what a lonely, pathetic
figure Sugiyama was. Suzuko surely wanted to stay with Sugiyama, but in those lean days she had no choice but to come back
to Takeuchi after exhausting every other strategy. How pathetic
both Sugiyama and Suzuko were! Tears were welling up in his
eyes, which he surreptitiously wiped with the back of his hand.
The stench and clamor of the post-war black market enveloped
him. For one instant he vividly recalled Suzuko’s white, supple
flesh. Suddenly the tears spilled over. Suzuko had never been as
dear to him as she was in that moment. And yet boiling rage was
also directed at that dear woman, now dead. His face downcast,
he turned around.
“Shall we begin?”
Seeing his father’s unexpected tears, Masao leaned against the
table, gripping his cue. Yoshioka, London’s owner, and the drag
queens all stared in wonder at Takeuchi’s wet face.
The final round began, but Takeuchi worked his cue almost unconsciously. In a recess of his overwrought mind was the image
of Kunihiko disappearing in the direction of Hōzenji Temple. No
matter how much he refused, Takeuchi wanted to keep him on
at his place. Though no blood relation, Takeuchi felt an affection
for him as if he were his own son. He looked at the red and white
balls, clicking sharply against each other as they rolled forward,
back, twisted diagonally, went in straight lines or drew subtle arcs
around each other, illumined by the fluorescent lights of the parlor. They were no longer round, ivory playthings; trifled with by
the vicious energy of the thrusts of long poles, they were small, oppressed living bodies tumbling around on a microcosm of green
so vivid that it makes the eyes smart.
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